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Preface 

During the last twenty years or so there have been astonishing ad

vances in discovering and understanding the fundamental particles 

and forces of Nature, from which the universe is built. Even the 

general public has become aware of this progress, as the news media 

carry occasional items about the discovery of new quarks or leptons 

or gauge bosons (names that have come to sound familiar) or about 
new theories to explain submicroscopic physics. 

The way was opened by a series of accelerators constructed in 

many different laboratories around the world to study particle colli

sions at higher and higher energies. In quantum theory high energies 

imply short wavelengths, which are essential for probing small-scale 

phenomena. The latest of these accelerator projects are "colliders," 

based on the principle of colliding particle beams, which is now the 

most economical way to achieve the ,highest energies. Future plans 

are centered on colliders as the best way forward. 

This book offers an introduction to fundamental particles and 
their interactions at the level of a lecture course for graduate stu

dents, with particular emphasis on the aspects most closely related 

to colliders-past, present and future. Our intent is that it serve 

a dual purpose as textbook and handbook for collider physics phe

nomenology. The emphasis is on fundamental hard scattering pro

cesses in e+ e-, ep, jip and pp collisions; two photon processes in e+ e

and diffractive processes in jip, pp are not covered. Representative 

references are given at the end of the book as an introductory guide 

to the vast literature on collider physics. 

We wish to gratefully acknowledge assistance from many col

leagues and graduate students in the preparation of this book. T. Han 
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provided invaluable physics input and editing. W.-Y. Keung con

tributed Appendix B and sugg,ested several techniques used in early 
chapters. G. Ross, X. Tata and K. Whisnant gave advice on super
symmetry and superstrings, S. Willenbrock and D. Zeppenfeld on W
pair production, T. Gottschalk and R. Roberts on QCD. M. G. Ols
son, C. J. Suchyta and R. Marshall each supplied a figure. We also 
benefited from research collaborations and discussions with many 
others, at the University of Wisconsin, at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, and elsewhere. Parts of the manuscript were developed 
at the University of Hawaii and at the Aspen Center for Physics. 
The manuscript was set in 'lEX by Brenda Sprecher who deserves 
our thanks for her excellent work . 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Fundamental Forces and Particles 

1.1.1 Four forces. 

The universe appears to be governed by four kinds of forces: strong, 
electromagnetic, weak and gravitational. Strong forces - also known 
as nuclear forces - act only at very short distances; they bind quarks 
together to make nucleons (protons and neutrons) and bind nucleons 
together to make nuclei. Electromagnetic forces provide the attrac
tions between electrons and nuclei that build atoms and molecules; 
they control chemistry and the physics of materials. Weak forces lie 
behind processes like beta-decay, which allows protons to transmute 
into neutrons and vice versa; they are vital for the synthesis of heavy 
elements in the early universe and in stellar cores and for the fusion 
power cycles in stars. Gravitational forces are by far the weakest; 
they are important for large bodies but negligible for nuclear and 
sub-nuclear particles, compared to the other forces. 

These forces are transmitted by specific fields or particles which 
are equivalent concepts in relativistic quantum theory. For exam
ple, we can describe electromagnetic interactions in terms of photons 
which are the quantum states of the electromagnetic field. Electron

electron scattering comes from the emission and reabsorption of 
virtual photons as shown in Figure 1.1. The intermediate state 
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2 Introduction 

e e 

Fig. 1.1. Electron-electron 
scattering via the emission 
and reabsorption of a virtual 
photon. 

e+e+"'I has more energy than the initial or final state and only exists 
fleetingly on borrowed energy, thanks to the Heisenberg Uncertainty 
Principle; it is therefore said to be virtual rather than real. The po
tential energy of such an interaction depends on the couplings at the 
emission and absorption vertices and on the mass m of the exchanged 
particle; it falls exponentially with distance r as exp( -mr) / r, but for 

massless particle exchange this is simply an inverse power law 1/r.* 

A major achievement of recent years is the discovery that these 
apparently quite different forces have an underlying unity. It now 
appears that the fundamental strong forces are transmitted by mass
less spin-1 gluons, while the weak forces are transmitted by massive 
spin-1 W and Z bosons, all closely analogous to the photon of elec
tromagnetism. These ideas have been tested and checked in many 
ways, including the discovery of the gluon in electron-positron colli
sions and the W and Z in proton-antiproton collisions. The quantum 
treatment of gravity is still an open question, but the Einstein field 
equations indicate that it is transmitted by massless spin-2 gravi
tons. These forces are all described by gauge theories (see below); 
the transmitting particles are gauge bosons. Table 1.1 su=arizes 
the fundamental forces and the properties of their gauge bosons. 

Figure 1.2 compares the strength and range of the different funda
mental forces between a typical pair of particles. Electromagnetism 
and gravity have massless gauge bosons with 1/r behavior for the 

* Here and henceforth we use units f&. = c = 1 for convenience. 



1.1 Fundamental Forces and Particles 3 

Thble 1.1. Fundamental forces and gauge bosons. Electric 
charge is in units of the proton charge, mass is in units Ge V 
for which the proton mass is 0.938. 

Force boson name symbol charge spin mass 

Strong gluon g 0 1 0 

Electromagnetic photon "I 0 1 0 

Weak {W-boson W± ±l 1 81 
Z-boson ZO 0 1 92 

Gravitational graviton G 0 2 0 

potential energy, and hence the familiar inverse square law for the 

force given by the gradient of the potential. Electromagnetic screen
ing does not usually occur at the very small distances illustrated here. 

~ 10
10 QUARKS .. -·c 

:::J 
Fig. 1.2. The four ,.. 

1620 ... 
0 fundamental types ... -:c of force, between a ... 
0 typical pair of par--Q) tides. (Note the u ... 
& 

1650 break in the verti-
cal scale.) 
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4 Introduction 

Weak interactions have an exponential damping factor exp( -mr) 
where m = Mw or Mz, which cuts them off sharply beyond r = 2 x 

( 

10-16 cm. Since strong interactions are mediated by massless gluons, 

this potential might be expected to fall as 11r but actually behaves 

quite differently at large r, depending on whether the interaction 

is between basic quarks or composite hadrons; this is due to the 

effects of color (see below). These advances in understanding basic 

forces would have been impossible without simultaneous advances in 

understanding nuclear substructure - that we now come to. 

1.1.2 The sub nuclear world: leptons and quarks. 

When atomic nuclei and the forces within them are probed by high 

energy collisions, many new particles appear. They are unstable 
and decay into more familiar particles (protons, electrons, photons, 

etc.), which explains why they did not show up sooner in physics or 
chemistry. They are very numerous and it is vital to introduce some 

order into this diversity. 

• Two particles called J1. and T seem to be simply heavier replicas of 

the electron. Earn has an associated light neutrino and they all have 

spin-~. They are known collectively as leptons and have no strong 

interactions. 

Apart from the leptons and the '"Y,W and Z gauge bosons, all other 
observed particles have strong interactions and are called hadrons. 

They include protons and neutrons, but display much variety in their 

electric charges, spins and other properties. There is now strong 

evidence that hadrons are made out of subnuclear constituents called 

quarks, held together by strong forces. There are several different 

sorts of quark (popularly called flavors), which accounts for much 
of the rimness and variety of the hadrons that can be made; see 

Table 1.2. It is far more economical to tabulate these few quarks 

than the hundreds of hadrons that can be built from them. The u, c 

and t flavors of quark have electric charge ~ while d, sand b quarks 

have charge -~; all have spin-~ like the leptons. The t quark was 

not conclusively established experimentally until 1994, but there had 
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Table 1.2. Three generations of fundamental spjn-~ particles 
(units as in Table 1.1). 

name symbol charge mass type 

up u 2 4 X 10-3 quark 3 

fiffll { down d 1 7 X 10-3 quark -3 
generation e-neutrino v. 0 < 7 X 10-9 lepton 

electron e -1 5.1 x 10-4 lepton 

charm c 2 1.5 quark 3 

~dl strange s 1 0.2 quark -3 
generation IL - neutrino vI' 0 < 2.7.x 10-4 lepton 

muon IL -1 0.106 lepton 

{ lop (1m") I 
~ ~ 175 quark 3 

thir~ bottom (be~uty) b 1 4.7 quark -3 
generatIOn T-neutrmo Vr 0 < 2.4 X 10-2 lepton 

tau T -1 1.78 lepton 

long been strong reasons to believe it existed. The quarks, leptons 

and gauge bosons listed in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, plus the Higgs particle 
that we describe later, are the basis of the present understanding of 

the physical world. 

These six quarks and six leptons can be grouped into three gen

erations (also called families) as shown in Table 1.2. Why Nature 

chooses to repeat itself like this and whether any more generations 

remain to be discovered, are still open questions. 

Each of the quarks, leptons and gauge bosons above has an associ

ated antiparticle, with the same mass and spin but opposite charge. 

Thus the antiparticle of the electron e (or e-) is the positron e (or 

e+). The antiquarks are denoted ii, Ii, etc. The antiparticle of W+ is 

W-. The photon, ZO and gluon are identical to their antiparticles. 
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1.1.3 The structure of hadroDs. 

Two classes of hadrons are found: baryons and mesons. Baryons 
are fermions (half-integral spins); mesons are bosons (integral spins). 
Each baryon consists essentially of three quarks; for example, the 
proton has two u plus one d and the neutron has two d plus one u: 

p=(uud), n=(ddu). 

Interchanging u and d quarks has the effect of interchanging protons 
and neutrons. The neutron-proton symmetry in conventional nuclear 
physics has its origin in this quark symmetry. 

Each meson consists essentially of one quark and one antiquark. 
For example, the pi meson occurs in three different charge states 
11"+, 11"-, 11"0 which are composed, respectively, of ud, du and a quan
tum superposition of uu and dd: 

o = (uu - dil\ 
11" v'2). 

Other mesons and baryons are excited states of these simple systems 
or other combinations of quark flavors. 

These (qqq) and (qij) configurations (where q denotes a generic 
quark) establish the charge and other quantum numbers of baryons 
and mesons. They are called the valence quarks. In addition, a 
fluctuating cloud (or sea) of virtual gluons and neutral qij pairs is 
expected to be present in each hadron, from the laws of quantum 
mechanics; they do not affect the hadron's quantum numbers but 
can playa role in high energy collisions as we see in later chapters. 

Hadron interactions arise through the interactions of their quark 
and gluon components. Figure 1.3 shows an electron interacting with 
a proton by exchanging a photon with one of the quarks. Repeated 
interactions of this kind are responsible for binding an electron in a 
hydrogen atom. In high-energy electron-proton collisions however, 
this kind of interaction can disintegrate the proton; it was in such 
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Fig. 1.3. Electron-proton 
electromagnetic interaction 
transmitted by a photon. 

deep inelastic collisions that the first direct experimental evidence 
for quarks was found. 

Figure 1.4 shows an electron-positron collision producing a J /.p 
meson (henceforth abbreviated to .p) composed of c plus c quarks. 
The initial e + e - pair annihilates via a virtual photon to form a cc 
pair which can form .p when the e+e- energy equals m",. Since 
.p is unstable it has a finite width and its production is actually a 

resonance effect around E = m",. The discovery of the .p resonance in 
e+e"" annihilation (and simultaneously in proton-nucleus scattering) 
was one of the first experimental indications that charm quarks exist. 
This case illustrates cc creation but clearly e+e- annihilation can 

create pairs of any fundamental particle that has an electric charge 
and therefore couples to the photon. The r lepton was discovered 
through the creation of r+r- pairs in e+e- collisions. 

e 

Fig. 1.4. Electromagnetic 
process e+e- -+ .p. 
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In these figures quarks and leptons have arrows pointing forward 
in time, antiquarks and antileptons have arrows pointing backwards. 
This notation brings out the important point that both Figures 1.3 
and 1.4 have the same basic vertices where quarks or leptons couple 
to photons (u and c quarks have the same electric charge and there
fore the same coupling to photons). Widely different phenomena are 
controlled by a few basic interactions. 

Figure 1.5 shows neutron beta-decay, n -+ pelie, arising from the 
quark process d -+ uelie, with the weak interaction transmitted by a 
W boson. There is not enough energy in neutron decay to materialize 
a real W boson, so here it only exists very briefly as a virtual particle. 
However it is now possible to materialize real W bosons in very high 
energy collisions; this was first done at the CERN proton-antiproton 
collider, where the W bosons were detected by their decays into elec
trons and neutrinos. This process is shown in Fig. 1.6, with the 
recombination of the final quarks into physical hadrons omitted for 
simplicity. Here W appears as a resonance in the subprocess dfl -+ elie 

at the energy E = Mw. Notice that the quark-Wand lepton-W ver-
. tices of Fig. 1.5 also determine the interaction in Fig. 1.6. 

Hamons containing heavy quarks can decay by processes like 
Fig. 1.5 in which a heavy quark is transmuted into a lighter one. 
For example, c changes into d or 8, emitting a virtual W+ which 
materializes as e+/le, ",+/11" uiI or us. 

udd , 
• n 

Fig. 1.5. Neutron beta-decay 
transmitted by a virtual W bo
son. 
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Fig. 1.6. W boson produc
tion and decay in pp collision. 

1.1.4 Color, confinement and jets. 

Quarks and gluons alone experience and transmit strong forces. To 
describe these forces requires a new theoretical concept called color. 

Each quark is supposed to have one of three possible colors: red, blue 
or green, let us say. Antiquarks are anti-red, anti-blue or anti-green. 
Gluons carry two labels, one color and one anticolor, such that color 
is conserved at each quark-quark-gluon vertex. For example, a blue 
quark can turn into a red quark by emitting a blue-anti-red gluon. 
Only colored particles can emit or absorb a gluon; the corresponding 
theory of strong forces is called Quantum Chromodynamics or QCD. 
Leptons and the other gauge bosons are colorless. 

Because of color, the strong forces transmitted by gluons differ sig
nificantly from the electromagnetic forces transmitted by photons. 
For example, gluons can couple directly to other gluons whereas 
photons cannot couple directly to photons. The most striking con
sequence is color confinement; experiment and theory both suggest 
that only colorless states are allowed as physical hadrons. In elec
tromagnetic terms, this is like allowing only neutral atoms to exist 
and forbidding all ionization. The potential energy required to sepa
rate two quarks increases linearly with their distance r as implied by 
Fig. 1.2, due to vacuum polarization that changes the inverse square 
force law at large r. makinl[ the color ionization potential infinite. 
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Confinement means that neither quarks nor gluons can appear in 
isolation, they can only exist within colorless (color-neutral) com
posite hadrons. The strong forces between these hadrons are then 
like the residual Van der Waals forces between electrically neutral 
atoms, which are suppressed at large distances. The different behav
iors of the interquark and inter-hadron cases shown in Fig. 1.2 are 
due to confinement and color screening. 

The effect of injecting energy into a hadron is not to separate 
the quarks but to create new quark-antiquark pairs and hence new 
hadrons, as pictured in Fig. 1.7. Breaking a hadron is somewhat like 
breaking a bar magnet; the result is not isolated N and S monopoles 
but the creation of a new pair of poles at the break. 

Since they cannot be isolated, quarks and gluons must be studied 
indirectly. For example, if an electron scatters off a quark, we can get 
information about the quark by studying the recoiling electron. Also, 
when a quark or gluon recoils energetically from a hard collision, the 
broken lines of force behind it lead to a jet of hadrons; from studying 
the jet one learns about the initiating quark or gluon. 

The simplest colorless configurations of quarks are 

(a) three quarks (one red, one blue, one green) and 

(b) quark + antiquark (sy=etrical superposition of red + anti
red, blue + anti-blue, green + anti-green). 

Remarkably, these are exactly the valence quark combinations that 
describe the known baryons and mesons. 

(0) 

(b) 

(e) 

~-::~ ---

Fig. 1.7. Typical effects of break
ing a hadron: (a) original quark
antiquark pair held by color lines 
of force; (b) lines of force are 
stretched; (c) lines of force break 
with the creation of a new quark
antiquark pair. 
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Colorless configurations can also be made out of gluons alone. 
QCD studies suggest that hadrons like this (glueballs) may exist, but 
none have yet been conclusively identified and this remains an open 
question. 

1.1.5 Gauge theories. 

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) has the vital property that the var
ious unphysical infinite contributions that routinely arise in quantum 
field theories can all be consistently eliminated; it is said to be renor

malizable. This can be traced to the fact that it is a local gauge the

ory. Much of the recent progress has come from constructing similar 
theories for the weak and strong interactions. 

QED is a local gauge theory because the Lagrangian function that 
describes it is unchanged by the following loeal gauge transformation 

of the electron field .p(x) and the photon field Ap(x) at all space-time 
points x: 

.p(X) -+ exp [ieA(x)] .p(x) , 

Ap(x) -+ Ap(x) + 8A(x)/8xp, 

with arbitrary A( x), where e is the electron-photon coupling (other 
charged spin-! fields transform similarly to .p). In other words, we 
can alter .p(x) by an arbitrary phase factor provided that we simul
taneously adjust Ap(x) in a suitable way. The photon field plays 
an intrinsic part; there could be no local gauge invariance without 
it. Hence if we take the postulate of this local gauge invariance for 
spin-! particles as a starting point, the existence of gauge bosons (in 
this case photons) is required and in fact their coupling to fermions 
is specified, too. For exact gauge invariance the gauge bosons must 
be massless. 

The phase factors exp[iA(x)] above belong to the symmetry group 
U(l) of unitary transformations in one dimension. The generaliza
tion of QED to other forces is made by looking for other possible 
sy=etry groups and using them as the basis of more general gauge 
transformations. 
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For example, we may choose to regard the electron and neutrino as 
a doublet (Ve, e), i.e. as two members of the same family, since both 
are light spin-! particles. We can then describe this doublet by a two
component field t/J = (t/J", t/Je) and introduce gauge transformations 
where A is a 2 x 2 hermitian matrix operating on t/J. We can put the 

other leptons and the quarks, too, in doublets (V"' 1') , (v"r), (u,d), 
etc. and subject them to similar gauge transformations. These trans
formations are much more than phase factors, since the off-diagonal 
elements of A can change one member of a doublet into the other; 
they belong to the symmetry group SU(2) of unitary unimodular 
transformations in two dimensions. Local gauge invariance in this 
case requires the introduction of three massless spin-l gauge bosons 
W+, W- and WO, where the superscript is the electric charge. If 
this is combined with a simultaneous U(l) symmetry (bringing in 
one more gauge boson BO),.we get the SU(2)LXU(l) Glashow-Salam
Weinberg theory of electroweak interactions. The gauge bosons can
not all be massless, experiment excludes this, so the symmetry can
not be exact. The symmetry is broken spontaneously, in a way that 
retains renormalizability; the result is one massless gauge boson 'Y 

(made from a linear combination WOsin8w + BO cos 8w) plus three 
massive gauge bosons W+, W- and ZO (the orthogonal combination 
WO cos 8w - BO sin 8w). The angle 8w is a parameter of this unified 
electroweak theory.' 

The subscript L on SU(2)L above indicates that the SU(2) gauge 
transformations operate only on left-handed particles. This is because 
processes like beta-decay are observed to involve quarks and leptons 
with left-handed spins relative to their motions. The remaining right
handed states are singlets that do not change under SU(2)L gauge 
transformations; for antiquarks and antileptons, interchange L and 
R. The first-generation spin-! particles can be classified in doublet 
and singlet representations of SU(2)L as follows: 

(UL' dL), (VeL, eLl, UL, th, eL, 
(dR, UR), (eR' VeR), UR, dR, eR· 
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There is no right-handed neutrino (nor left-handed antineutrino) 

state here; there is no need for such states to exist if the neutrino is 
massless. Thus we have 15 left-handed (and 15 right-handed) fermion 

states in each generation counting three colors for each quark flavor, 

in this gauge theory of electroweak interactions. 

The gauge bosons W+ and W- transmit charged current weak 

interactions in which one unit of charge is exchanged, as for example 

in Figs. 1.5-1.6. They transmute one member of a fermion doublet 
into the other. IT each doublet were confined to one generation, they 

would only give transitions within a generation, such as u <--+ d, c <--+ 

8, t <--+ b. However, generation mixing occurs; the quark doublets 

in nature appear to be (uL,d~J, (CL,8'!J, (tL,b'cJ where d£, 8£ and 
b£ are mixtures of dL, 8L and bL. As a result, W-couplings allow 

any of the charge-changing transitions (u or c or t) <--+ (d or 8 or b). 
The heavier quarks can therefore decay by 8 -+ U, C -+ 8 or d, etc. 
with the emission of a virtual W that materializes as lighter quarks 

or leptons. Generation mixing for leptons is an open question and 

can exist only if neutrinos have masses; the heavier leptons decay via 

/L -+ vI" T -+ V T transitions; it is not known how or whether any of 
the neutrinos decay. 

zO bosons transmit neutral current weak interactions with no 
change of charge. Celebrated examples are neutrino scattering by 

quarks or electrons, measurements of which played a vital part in 
establishing the electroweak theory.' Figure 1.8 contrasts neutrino

quark scattering by charged and neutral currents. ZO boson in

teractions transmute singlets and the upper and lower members of 

doublets into themselves, preserving quark and lepton flavors. Dur

ing the sixties, however, when only u, d and 8 quarks were known, 

the only left-handed quark doublet that could be constructed was 

(UL, d£ =dLcoslie + 8Lsinlle) where the Gabibbo angle lie parame
terizes the d-8 mixing, leaving the orthogonal state 81. = 8L cos lie -
dLsinlie to be a singlet. This caused a severe difficulty. Given this 

set of quarks, ZO exchange mediates dt. -+ d£ (doublet) transitions 
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(0) ( b) 

Fig. 1.8. Examples of neutrino-quark scattering via (a) charged 
current (W-exchange) and (b) neutral current (Z-exchange). 

with strength (i cos28w - !) but s£ -+ s£ (singlet) transitions with a 
different strength (1 cos28w); adding them together gives d -+ d and 
8 -+ S transitions plus some flavor-changing neutral current d -+ s 

and s -+ d transitions. The latter are almost completely absent 
experimentally, flatly contradicting this theory. The solution pro
posed by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani (GIM) is that a charm 
quark exists; there is then a second doublet (CL, s£). The d' -+ d' 
and 8' -+ 8' transitions now both refer to doublet members and have 
equal strengths; when they are added, the offending d -+ sand 8 -+ d 

contributions cancel precisely. This GIM mechanism generalizes for 
any number of quark generations; flavorcchanging couplings of Z are 
absent provided that all quarks have partners, all left-handed compo
nents are in doublets and all right-handed components are in singlets. 
Stringent experimental upper limits on b -+ d and b -+ s neutral cur
rent decays indicate that the GIM mechanism is at work here as well 
and hence that b has a charge ~ partner t, i.e. the top quark exists. 

In so-called chiral theories, where gauge bosons have different cou
plings to left- and right-handed fermion states (as in the electroweak 
example above) a new problem arises - typically for the interaction of 
three gauge bosons via a closed loop of fermions as shown in Fig. 1.9. 
When the L and R fermion couplings are unequal at one (or three) 
of the vertices, as is the case in the standard electroweak theory, 
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Fig. 1.9. Example of tri

angle diagram giving chi

ral anomaly. The external 
gauge bosons are attached 

to a fermion loop. 

the calculated interaction becomes infinite in an awkward way, that 

upsets the usual procedures for removing infinities. Each fermion 
makes a separate contribution to such a chiral anomaly. In prac

tice we can only proceed if the sum of fermion contributions exactly 
cancels in each case, making the theory anomaly-free. In the stan

dard electroweak theory above, the fermion contributions from each 
generation cancel among themselves; it turns out in this case that 

cancellation requires the electric charges in each generation to sum 

to zero - which incidentally requires three colors of quark and also 

demands the existence of a top quark to complete the cancellation in 
the third generation. 

We now tum to strong interactions. Since each quark has three 
possible colors, we can describe any particular quark flavor by a three-

. component field .p(x) = [.p(red, x), .p(blue, x), .p(green, x)] and can 
consider local gauge transformations where A( x) is a 3 x 3 hermitian 

matrix operating on .p. These transformations can change the color; 

they belong to the symmetry group SU(3). To achieve local gauge in

variance in this case requires the introduction of eight massless gauge 

bosons which carry pairs of color labels and are precisely the gluons 

mentioned earlier. This gauge theory is QCD. Combining it with 

the previous example gives an SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) gauge invariant 

theory of the strong and electroweak forces, commonly called the 

Standard Model. 

With each of these gauge groups (SU(3), SU(2) and U(l)) there 
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e-

1--6 
Fig. 1.10. A possible way of 

e+ producing a Higgs boson HO 
in association with ZO. The 

'" "'HO initial fermion pair If can be 
e+e- or ijq (quarks from a 
hadron collision). Decays such 
as ZO --> e+ e- and no --> bb 

f f could identify these states. 

is associated a characteristic coupling strength Qa, Q2, Ql analogous 
to the fine-structure constant Q of electrodynamics. They are some
times called coupling constants but this is a misnomer because their 
numerical values change logarithmically with the energy scale of the 
interaction (usually denoted Q) due to renormalizationj the name 
running couplings is therefore usually used. 

These renormalizable gauge theories allow the presence of spin 0 
(scalar) particles, too. In fact the usual formulation of the Standard 
Model requires at least one of these, the Higgs scalar boson, aris
ing from the mechanism for spontaneously breaking the SU(2)xU(1) 
electroweak sy=etry and giving masses to the weak gauge bosons 
and to the leptons and quarks. This mechanism is a vital part of 
the Standard Model. The predicted Higgs scalar would couple most 
strongly to the heaviest particles and can therefore be produced in 
association with W or Z and heavy quarks or leptonsj Fig. 1.10 shows 
an example. A major aim of the next collider experiments is to dis
cover the Higgs scalar or scalars. 

1.1.6 Higher symmetries, more unification. 

Grand Unified Theories (GUTS) postulate that the SU(3), SU(2) 
and U(l) sr=etry groups of the Standard Model have a co=on 
origin as subgroups of some larger sy=etry group G. At sufficiently 
large energy scales this sy=etry is supposed to be unbroken, all 
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Fig. 1.11. Evolution of 

the inverse couplings O!il 

with energy according to 

typical GUT models. 

interactions are described by the corresponding local gauge theory 

and all running couplings coincide 0!3 = 0!2 = 0!1 = O!G. Below 

some critical energy scale QGUT, G is spontaneously broken and the 

three O!; become independent, explaining why they differ widely at 

the much lower energies where they are measured. 

This approach also unifies the treatment of quarks and leptons, 

and may explain why they occur in families. The generators A(x) of 

the gauge transformations on spin-~ particles now operate on multi

component fields .p(x), that are made up from both quarks and lep

tons; the details depend on G. 

The Lie groups 8U(5), 80(10) and Ee are among those suggested 

as candidate GUT symmetries. In these examples, the predicted 

evolution of the running couplings 0!3, 0!2, O!I upward from the low 

energy scales where they can be measured is roughly consistent with 

grand unification somewhere around QauT = 1015 GeV. Figure 1.11 

sketches this evolution. 

GUT models often predict larger families, i.e. more quarks and 

leptons in each generation. For example, the lowest non-trivial rep

resentation of 80(10) has 16 members; if we identify such a multiplet 

of states with the first generation of left-handed fermions, we find 

that they include all the 15 left-handed states of the standard model 

above - plus one additional neutrino ih (whose antiparticle NR could 
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be interpreted as the hitherto missing right-handed neutrino state). 

This could explain why the generations occur like this. If instead we 

take E6 to be the GUT sy=etry, the fundamental representation 

has 27 members; identifying them with left-handed fermions, we find 

that 15 correspond precisely with the standard model while 12 are 

new states: 

Here E is a new charge -1 fermion without color but unlike the 

electron since both E and E are in doublets; h is a new charge -1 
fermion with 3 colors. The appearance of E in a doublet and h in a 

singlet breaks the GIM mechanism and could cause flavor-changing 
neutral currents if they mix with other leptons and quarks. The 

additional fermions VE, NE, nand N are neutral. 

GUT models always predict more gauge bosons, since W, Z, 'Yand 

g are not enough to secure local gauge invariance with a larger group. 

Some of these new gauge bosons might have masses of a few hundred 

GeV, in which case they could be produced and studied experimen

tally in the near future while others will have masses of the order of 

the GUT scale. These heavy gauge bosons might be detected indi

rectly. For example, some GUT gauge bosons transmit exotic new 
forces which transmute quarks into leptons or antiquarks, quite unlike 

the forces transmitted by g, 'Y, W or Z which preserve the number of 

quarks minus antiquarks and the number of leptons minus antilep

tons. Figure 1.12 shows how the processes uu ---+ de+ and ud ---+ ue+ 

may be mediated by an exotic X-boson with charge ~, leading to 

proton and neutron decays p ---+ 7r°e+, n ---+ 7r-e+. The latter would 

affect neutrons in stable nuclei where beta-decay is forbidden by en

ergy conservation. This kind of nuclear instability has never been 

seen but would have striking implications: all nuclear matter would 

eventually disintegrate into photons and leptons. GUT theories pre

dict that such X-bosons would have enormous masses (comparable 

to the GUT scale) and hence that nucleon decay via these or other 
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x 

p(duu) n( dud) 

Fig. 1.12. Possible proton and neutron decays mediated by an 
exotic GUT gauge boson X. 

exotic mechanisms would be extremely slow, with mean lifetimes of 
1030 years or more. This is tantalizingly right in the region of present 
experimental limits. Large underground detectors containing typi
cally 1000 tons of water or iron (around 1033 protons and neutrons) 
are being used to look for these decays and have set lower limits on 
the proton lifetime of order 1031 years. 

GUT models also bring problems, in particular the hierarchy prob

lem: how can relatively light mass scales like Mw or Mz arise nat
urally in a theory where the basic scale QGUT is so much larger? A 
possible answer is Supersymmetry (SUSY), a theoretical idea that 
goes beyond the quark/lepton and gauge boson unifications of GUTs 
and attempts to unify the treatment of particles with different spins. 

It resolves the hierarchy problem and also seems to promise that the 
spin-2 graviton can be unified with all the other particles (Supergrav

ity). It requires every fundamental particle to have a partner, with 
the same electric charge and other properties like color but with spin 
differing by half a unit. Thus the leptons and quarks are partnered 
by spin 0 sleptons and squarks, the photon, gluon, W and Z have 
spin-l photino, gluino, wino and zino partners and so on; see Ta
ble 1.3. None of these superpartners have yet been found, but their 



Table 1.3. SUSY Particles. 

Particle Spin Sparticle Spin 

quark qL,qR 1 squark iiL, iiR 0 2 

lepton lL, lR 1 slepton lL, lR 0 2 
photon "'I 1 photino .::y 1 

2 
gluon g 1 gluino 9 1 

2 

W 1 winoW 1 
2 

Z 1 zino Z 1 
2 

Higgs H 0 shiggs if 1 
2 

possible existence is taken seriously since SUSY has powerful the

oretical attractions. They may be accessible to discovery with the 

upcoming colliders. 

The huge GUT energy .scales are approaching the Planck mass 

where GN is Newton's gravitational coupling constant. Here the 
quantum effects of gravity become important, which makes it es

sential to include gravity in the theory at such scales. 

The latest theoretical developments concern supersymmetric 

strings (superstrings). In string theory the fundamental objects are 

one-dimensional strings rather than points in space. A string can 

have excitations (vibrational, etc.); the zero mass modes can repre

sent fundamental particle states, both bosons and fermions. Super

string theories have some remarkable properties, for example their 

quantization requires 10 space-time dimensions and their anomalies 

are cancelled with fermions appearing in chiral representations only if 

the gauge symmetry is EsxEs. It is postulated that the extra dimen

sions are spontaneously compactijied, i.e. they curl up on themselves 
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on a tiny length scale of order 1/ MPl.nck that makes them invisible, 
leaving a residual gauge symmetry and a spectrum of particles as 
their only detectable legacy. A major attraction of superstring the

ory is its inflexibility; it is not susceptible to arbitrary adjustments. 
The only room for maneuver at present is in the compactification, but 

there is hope that this too may turn out to be unique. Superstrings 
may eventually be a theory of everything. 

1.1.7 New physics below 1 TeV. 

We have seen that the tally of fundamental particles in Tables 1.1 

and 1.2 may well be incomplete, even if we include the t quark. The 
standard model symmetry breaking mechanism requires at least one 
Higgs scalar. Alternative proposals such as Technicolor, with dy
namical symmetry breaking through a new set of interactions, lead 
to a spectrum of scalar states including leptoquarks - exotic par
ticles that could be produced by lepton-quark fusion. There may 
be more than three quark/lepton generations. If the replication of 
generations comes from a new horizontal gauge symmetry, there will 

be new gauge bosons. GUT models allow the possibility of more 
fermions in each generation and always predict more gauge bosons. 
SUSY requires many new particles. Another line of thought suggests 
that the "fundamental" particles in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 may really be 
composites, made out of yet more basic particles (preana). 

The discovery of any new particle would provide invaluable infor

mation about the underlying dynamics. Sometimes, as in the case of 
the W and Z bosons, it can be precisely predicted where the particles 
should be found - if they exist. A similar situation prevails today for 
at least two central questions, the Higgs mechanism and supersym
metry. Measurements up to the mass scale 1 Te V will conclusively 

settle some important issues. 

The Higgs mechanism not only provides symmetry breaking and 

particle masses but also controls the high energy behavior of weak 

interactions; the mass of the Higgs scalar cletermines the energy at 
which weak cross sections stop rising and flatten out. If the Higgs 
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mass is below 1 Te V it will be detected directly. If not, the inter

actions between weak bosons are expected to become strong at Te V 

energies. Similar arguments apply to the Technicolor alternative, 

where composite particles playa similar role. 

Supersymmetry is motivated as a solution to the hierarchy prob

lem. Intimate cancellations between particles and their SUSY part

ners are an essential part of this picture, but if this is to be effective 

their mass differences cannot be very large. If this is the correct 

explanation, at least some of the SUSY partners must have masses 

below 1 TeV. 

For these reasons there is particular interest and emphasis on the 

mass range up to 1 TeV that will be progressively opened to experi

ment by present and future colliders. 

1.2 Colliders 

1.2.1 High energies and the collider principle. 

Rutherford's famous experiment of scattering alpha particles from 

atomic targets was the first dramatic demonstration of scattering 

techniques in nuclear physics. He was able to show from the angular 
distribution of the scattered particles that atoms have small massive 

nuclei at their centers. Further studies established that these nuclei 

are made of protons and neutrons. Many decades later, electron 

scattering experiments at much higher energies showed that protons 

and neutrons themselves contain small hard constituents, the quarks. 

Higher energies opened the way to deeper understanding. 

In optical language, the space resolution that can be achieved in 

studying the scattering of one particle from another is limited by the 

wavelength >. of their relative motion: >. = 27r / k where k is their 

relative momentum. To probe small distances requires large k which 

implies high energy in the center-of-mass frame of reference (where 

their center of mass is at rest and only relative motion remains). 
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Another reason to ask for high energy is new particle production. 
A heavy particle of mass m can be materialized only if there is enough 
spare energy (E = mc2 ) available in the center-of-mass frame. When 
the Bevatron was built at Berkeley in the fifties, a major aim was to 

discover the antiproton; it had been predicted by Dirac but previous 
accelerators had not provided enough energy to make it in the labo
ratory. More recently, the CERN pp collider project at Geneva was 
motivated to search for the W and Z bosons predicted by the elec

troweak theory of Glashow, Salam and Weinberg; previous machines 
could not provide enough energy to materialize such heavy particles. 

Very high energy collisions occur naturally in cosmic ray inter
actions; they also occurred in the early moments of our universe 
according to big-bang cosmology. Both these sources provide useful 
information but they cannot compare with systematic experimenta
tion at accelerator laboratories when this is possible. 

When particle 1 in a high-energy beam meets particle 2 in a sta
tionary target, their relative momentum k and their total energy Ecm 

in the center-of-mass frame are 

(
fixed) 

target 

k ~ lEcm, 

assuming that El > mt, m2. To get high Ecm with a fixed target, 
we need both high beam energy El and substantial target mass m2; 

hence the target is usually a nucleon. However, Ecm increases only 
as the square root of E 1• Regrettably, in either linear or circular 

accelerators of a given design, the construction and operating costs 
both increase at least linearly with the beam energy, i.e. with the 

square of Ecm. 

On the other hand, if particle 1 in one beam meets particle 2 in 
another beam moving in the opposite direction, the available energy 

becomes 

(
COlliding) 
beams 
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where PIo P2, EIo E2 are the. two beam momenta and energies and 
k ~ ~Ecm as before. This is much better. The particle masses 
are now immaterial and Ecm rises linearly with the beam energies, 
assuming both are increased together, offering a less expensive route 
upwards. 

The post-war years saw a rapid increase in the energy attain
able for proton beams. In the fifties the synchrotron at Berkeley 
reached 6 GeV; in the sixties the alternating gradient synchrotrons at 
CERN and Brookhaven reached 30 GeV and the Serpukhov machine 
gave 70 GeV; by the early seventies the new proton synchrotrons 
at CERN and Fermilab were running at 400 GeV. These machines 
also generated secondary hadron beams (11", K, etc.) to illuminate 
different aspects of strong interactions, muon and photon beams to 
probe electromagnetic phenomena and neutrino beams to probe weak 
scattering processes. They were complemented by a range of elec
tron synchrotrons and the Stanford electron linac giving beams up to 
20 GeV. But already in 1971 the highest Ecm was to be found at a PP 
collider; at about the same time, e+ e- colliders started to produce 
surprising new results. The colliding beam approach to high energy 
physics was beginning to pay dividends. 

The other major consideration beside energy is luminosity .c, the 
product of incident beam flux (particles per second) with mean target 

density (particles per unit area). H the cross section for a particular 
type of event is u, the product .cu gives the corresponding event 
rate. Many important non-strong interaction processes have rather 
small cross sections and need large luminosities for their detection. 
Luminosity is a central problem for collider design but happily there 
have been great advances here, too. 

1.2.2 Progress of colliders. 

Although we plainly get more Ecm and k for given beam energy with 
colliders, there are also disadvantages and many practical difficulties 
to overcome. 
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The obvious disadvantage is low luminosity, low event rate. A 
normal solid or liquid fixed target has a high density of nucleons 
and can be made many meters long if necessary, to give a better 

chance of observing the less probable types of collision. In a col

liding beam the "target" particles are more like a low-density gas. 

This can be partly offset by pinching the beams down to very small 
size at the crossing points and also (in circular colliders) by bring
ing the beams around repeatedly to get multiple crossings. Another 

limitation, coming from the need to store and manipulate the beam 

particles, is that only charged and stable particles can be used. This 
restricts the choice to e-, e+, p and p beams, but fortunately it does 

not much restrict the physics potential. 

The practical problems should not be underestimated. Many tech

nical difficulties attend the collecting, cooling, stacking and general 

II).anipulation of bunches of particles, in a colliding beam system. 

There are limitations, some apparently fundamental, on the densi
ties of particles that can be stored and on how sharply they can 

be focused at a collision point. Nevertheless, after three decades of 

study and development, colliders have becomes established tools of 
high energy physics. 

The earliest studies at Stanford, Novosibirsk, Frascati and Orsay 
led first to a number of e+e- machines, where bunches of electrons 

and positrons circulate in opposite directions and collide at regular 

intervals within a co=on ring of magnets. By the early seventies, 

the principles were well understood and center-of-mass energies of 

many GeV were attained, but this was not 'all. Electron-positron 

colliders opened a new window: it had never previously been possible 

to study e+ e- annihilation at high Ecm because of the limitations 

of fixed-target kinematics (small me). Various spin-l mesons can 

be studied in a new way as e+ e- resonances. The production of a 

new quark or lepton via e+ e- -> ce, bb, 1"1' etc. is much simpler 

theoretically and easier to analyze experimentally than production 

with a hadron beam and target, because the latter involves five or six 
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incoming valence quarks. Thus e+ e- colliders offer new perspectives 

on particle physics and illustrate the fact that Bern and .c - though 

very important - are not the only considerations. 

The first hadron collider was the Intersecting Storage rungs at 

CERN that reached Bern = 63 GeV for pp collisions (and later for 

pji, too). If we think about collisions between participating quarks, 

however, Bern is much lower: a valence quark carries only about 15% 

on average (and rarely more than 50%) of the proton energy and a 

typical anti quark in a proton carries even less (coming only from the 

small sea of quark-antiquark pairs). The ISR therefore fell far short 

of making real W or Z bosons via ud -+ W+, uil -+ ZO, etc. The 

next step forward was the adaptation of the CERN Super Proton 

Synchrotron to work as a collider, with p and ji bunches circulating 

in the same ring. The SPS collider began running in 1981 with 

Bern = 540 GeV; Wand Z bosons were discovered there during the 

next two years. It has run for brief periods up to 900 Ge V but routine 

operation is limited to 630 GeV by magnet cooling requirements. 

The near future offers an exciting range of colliders of all kinds; 

see Table 1.4. The Fermilab Tevatron has been adapted as a pji col

lider and experiments will run in 1987 with Bern of order 2 TeV 

(2000 GeV); for quark-anti quark collisions this will effectively ex

plore up to 400 GeV - the highest energy of fundamental particle 

interactions that will be available anywhere for many years. In the 

e+e- sector, the TRISTAN storage ring in Japan will be going up to 

60 GeV. The upcoming Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) has a single

pass layout; a linear accelerator will take alternate e+ and e- bunches 

up to near 50 GeV each and collide them once." Although the par

ticles get only one chance to interact, this is partly compensated by 

tuning Bern to the ZO resonance: e+e-"-+ Zoo A "Zo factory" such 

"as this will have immense potential to uncover new physics, since ZO 
couples to all particles that have weak interactions. Later the Large 

Electron-Positron storage ring (LEP) at CERN is scheduled to run, 

initially up to Bern = 110 GeV and eventually to higher energies 
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Table 1.4 Recent and future colliders. Maximum beam and cm 
energies are given in GeV; luminosities are given in cm-2s-1 ; these 
are approximate values since running conditions can be changed. 

Name Place Beams and Energies Eem C 

DCI Orsay e+e- 1.7 X 1.7 3.4 2.1030 

BEPC Beijing " 2.2 x 2.2 4.4 1031 

SPEAR Stanford " 4x4 8 1031 

DORIS Hamburg " 5.6 X 5.6 11 3.1031 

VEPP4 Novosibirsk " 6x6 12 5.1031 

CESR Cornell " 6x6 12 3.1032 

PEP Stanford " 15 X 15 30 6.1031 

PETRA Hamburg " 23 X 23 46 2.1031 

TRISTAN Tsukuba " 32 X 32 64 4.1031 

SLC Stanford " 50 X 50 100 1030 

LEP I CERN " 55 X 55 110 1031 

LEP II CERN (1996) " 95 X 95 190 1031 

CLIC CERN (?) " 1000 X 1000 2000 1033 

HERA Hamburg ep 30 X 820 315 2.1031 

LHC CERN (?) " 50 X 7000 1200 2.1032 

SPS CERN pop 315 X 315 630 6.1030 

TEVATRON FNAL pop 1000 X 1000 2000 1031 

ISR CERN pp 32 X 32 63 1031 

UNK Serpukhov (?) pp 400 X 3000 2200 1033 

LHC CERN (2003?) pp 7000 X 7000 1.4.104 1034 

SSC USA (cancelled 1993) pp 2 . 104 X 2 . 104 4.104 1033 

where processes like e+e- --+ W+W- become possible. To comple-

ment these machines there will be an ep collider HERA at Hamburg 

going up to Eem = 315 GeV, which will effectively ~ive up to 140 GeV 

for fundamental lepton-quark scattering. 

For the more distant future, a possible next generation of collid-

ers is under discussion. The Superconducting Super-Collider (SSC) 

project in the USA envisaged Eem = 40 TeV with colliding proton 
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Fig. 1.13. Maximum available center of mass energy as a function 

of time, for various types of scattering. 

rings (but cancelled 1993). In Europe a Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 

is planned, based on pp rings in the LEP tunnel with collisions in the 
14 TeV range; ep collisions would also be possible in such a complex. 

In the Soviet Union, the possible UNK project includes a 400 GeV 
proton ring feeding a 3 Te V superconducting ring, initially for fixed 

target work but with the possibility of colliding the two beams later. 

In the e+ e- sector, the feasibility of higher-energy single-pass collid

ers is being studied and prospects for a 1-2 TeV machine are being 

discussed by physicists at CERN, SLAC, and TRISTAN. 

It is remarkable that the highest attainable energy has been rising 
approximately exponentially with time since 1930, as one accelerator 
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technique has succeeded another. Figure 1.13 shows the maximum 
available c.m. energy (Ecm - ml - m2) versus time for proton and 
electron beams in fixed-target and collider experiments. Colliders 
are the latest chapter in this story. 

1.2.3 Typical apparatus. 

The bunches of beam particles collide in a vacuum pipe. The appa
ratus to detect and measure their interactions is assembled around 

. this point. Although details differ from one case to another, detec-
tor systems usually have most of the following features, illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 1.14. 

beam pipe 

MVD 

ITe 
.~-+'--TRD 

coi I 

~ colorimeter 

--== ~ po counters 

Fig. 1.14. Typical detector system at a collider, looking along the 
beam; the end-caps contain similar elements. 

Beam pipe: made thin to minimize scattering of particles coming out 
from the interaction. Sometimes detectors are placed inside it. 

Microvertex detector (MVD): high resolution detector, as close as 
possible to the primary vertex, to resolve secondary vertices from 
short-lived particles that travel a few tens or hundreds of microns 
before decaying. 
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Inner tracking chamber {ITC}: typically a drift chamber or time

projection chamber recording charged-particle tracks. 

Transition radiation detector {TRD}: efficient electron identifier (not 
universally used). 

Magnet coils: to give a magnetic field (usually solenoidal) in the 

ITC. Track curvatures then measure particle momenta. These coils 
usually form part of the calorimeter. 

Calorimeter: alternating layers of material and detectors in which 
particles make showers which deposit energy and are sampled via 
their ionization. Total energy deposition is inferred. The pattern 
of deposition versus depth shows whether the initiating particle is a 
hadron or electromagnetic (e, 'Y). 

Muon counters: muons are the only charged particles likely to pen
etrate the iron and other dense material in the calorimeter behind 
which these counters stand. 

High energy collisions frequently produce a large number of parti

cles. An apparatus like that above is well adapted to this situation. 
It cannot identify many of the individual hadrons emerging from a 
collision but it can measure a number of things very well, including 
many things of interest in fundamental quark/lepton/gluon interac
tions. It can identify and measure the following. 

1) A high energy jet: seen as a localized peak of hadron energy 

in a small group of adjoining calorimeter cells, interpreted as 
originating in a quark or gluon with the corresponding energy 

and direction· (or possibly several nearly collinear quarks and 

gluons). Calorimetry integrates over the petty details of which 
hadrons were protons or pions or whatever and gives what the
orists really want, the momentum vector of the original funda

mental particle(s). 

2) An electron e±: seen as a charged track in ITC (curvature gives 
the momentum and sign of charge) plus a TRD signal and/or 
characteristic pattern in calorimeter. The TRD and calorime-
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ter signals are ambiguous or illegible if the e± is accompanied 

by hadrons in the same angular cells. Hence, e± must be some

what isolated to be identified. It is hard to spot e± in the 

middle of a jet. 

3) A muon p,±: seen as a charged track in ITC (curvature gives 

momentum and sign) matching with a muon counter. There is 

a small chance that a 'Jr or K meson, decaying in flight to p,v, 

will fake this signal (less likely for faster muons). 

4) A photon: calorimeter signal like e± but no track in ITC. Any 

number of photons falling in the same calorimeter cell give the 
same signal (e.g. 'Jro meson decaying 'Jro ---> -y-y). 

&) Missing transverse momentum. The momentum components 

of all hadrons, e±, p,± and -y transverse to the beam axis can 

be measured: (particles that escape down the beam pipe have 

small transverse momentum). Any significant imbalance in 

transverse momentum PT can be attributed to penetrating neu

trals which have passed undetected; the latter are usually ex

pected to be one or more neutrinos, but some exotic particles 

like photinos could also give a missing PT signature. 

6) Heavy quarks or leptons: r leptons and hadrons containing c, b 
or t quarks could give specific topological signatures in a MVD. 

To measure a particular type of interaction, it must be selected 

and separated·from all the other possible interactions. A trigger is 

usually used; only interactions that satisfy specific pre-conditions are 

fully measured and recorded. Further selection cuts are then made 

to refine the sample of events. For rare events this selection process 

may be very severe; in the search for qq ---> ZO ---> e+ e- events at 

CERN, less than one event was retained out of every 109 interactions. 

This illustrates an important point about searching for new physics: 

until you know what you are looking for, you have little chance of 

finding it. The most systematic way to look for unexpected new 

effects is to measure very accurately pieces of standard physics that 
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can be precisely predicted; any significant discrepancy then points to 
something new. 

1.3 Future Outlook 

These introductory paragraphs have shown that many questions still 
remain. For example, why do quarks and leptons appear in gener
ations? Are there more members in each generation? What is the 
systematics of their masses? Where is the Higgs scalar? Is there 
more than one? How many more gauge bosons are there? What 
gauge symmetries lie behind them? Is there a GUT to unify strong 
with electroweak forces? Where does gravity come in? What about 
supersymmetry or superstrings? Are there 'preons? 

Particle physics cannot advance without new observations and for 
this we look to the next round of high energy machines and experi
ments. They will test present theories still more stringently, seeking 
discrepancies that point to new physics. They will search for new 
particles - quarks, leptons, Higgses, SUSY partners, etc. - and new 
types of interaction. ZO factories will open a new window on particle 
production. Studies of e+e- -+ W+W- will test basic gauge-theory 
couplings. Electron-proton collisions will probe quark and gluon sub
structure far more deeply than before; this is where new W bosons 
or leptoquarks may be found. The pp and possible pp colliders will 
provide interactions between quarks, antiquarks and gluons at pre
viously unattainable energies. Interactions at c.m. energies of order 
1 Te V must uncover some new physics, as previously remarked, be
cause there are problems here with present theories unless new ingre
dients come in. The Higgs scalar, or whatever alternative mechanism 
causes spontaneous symmetry breaking, must appear. IT Supersym
metry is the answer to the hierarchy problem, then SUSY partners 
should appear, too. The e+e- collisions at LEP II and quark and 
gluon collisions at the Tevatron collider will begin to approach this 
critical 1 Te V region; supercolliders of the next generation would be 
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able to explore it thoroughly. The next ten to fifteen years are rich 
in promise for both experiment and theory. 



( 

Chapter 2 

The Standard Electroweak Gauge Model 

2.1 Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) 

Gauge invariance is a central feature of modern field theories, because 

it ensures that calculated observables are finite (i.e., the amplitudes 

in a perturbation expansion are renormalizable). QED was the first 
gauge theory and it is the simplest. 

The Lagrangian .e for the massless electromagnetic field AI' inter

acting with a spin-! field t/J of bare mass m is 

Here, Fl'v is the electromagnetic field tensor 

and D I' is the covariant derivative 

where e is the unit of electric charge and Q is the charge operator 

(i.e. Qt/J = -t/J for an electron). This Lagrangian is invariant under 

34 
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local gauge transformations 

ifJ(x) """* U(x) ifJ(x) , 

with 

U(x) = exp(-ieQ",(x)) 

and arbitrary ",(x). For infinitesimal ",(x), 

ifJ(x)"""* (1- ieQ",(x))ifJ(x). 

It is sufficient to discuss infinitesimal transformations, since finite 

transformations can be made from them by integration. 

E~ercise. Demonstrate the invariance of.c under this gauge trans

formation. (Retain only lowest order in ",(x).) 

Local gauge invariance demands that there be a gauge field AI' 

which interacts with fermions in a prescribed way. Had we started 

from non-interacting ifJ fields, the Lagrangian would already have 

been invariant under global transformations (U independent of x) 
but local gauge invariance would have required the existence of AI' 

fields plus the interaction term 

and Jtm is the electromagnetic current. 

The Euler-Lagrange equation, 

obtained from the requirement of stationary action for any field <Pr, 
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yields the following equations of motion for electromagnetism: 

8 F"v = J" 1/ em' (h"D" - m)t/> = 0 . 

The electromagnetic current is conserved, 8"Jtm = 0, implying con
servation of electric charge q, where 

This is an example of Noether's Theorem, that for each continuous 
sy=etry, 

with E an infinitesimal parameter and A,. constant coefficients, there 
is a conserved current 

In the language of group theory, the gauge transformations above 
with scalar phase a(x) belong to a unitary group U(l) and the full 
Lagrangian is said to have the sy=etry U(l)Q with the charge op
erator Q as the generator. 

The minimal coupling of the photon to spinors above is introduced 
through the covariant derivative D"t/> and is determined purely by 
the transformation properties of t/> under the gauge group. Other 
gauge invariant couplings can be constructed (e.g., tpu"vF"vt/» but 
they are not renormalizable. 
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2.2 Yang-MilIs Fields: SU(2) Symmetry 

Gauge transformations can also involve internal degrees of freedom. 
Consider, for example, an internal sy=etry group SU(2) such as 
isospin under which spin-~ fields fjJ transform as doublets. Their 
free-field Lagrangian is 

where ;p is a row vector and fjJ is a column vector in isospin space. 

In analogy with QED, we now require invariance under the in
finitesimal local gauge transformation 

fjJ(x) -+ [1 - ig a(x) . TJfjJ(x) , 

where a(x) is an arbitrary infinitesimal vector in isospin space and 
T = (Th T2, Ta) is the isospin operator whose components T; are 
the generators of SU(2) sy=etry transformations. The T; do not 
co=ute, 

and the gauge group is said to be non-abelian. Operating on isospin 
doublets, the matrix representation is T; = ~1'i where 1'i are the Pauli 
matrices. 

The fjJ-field part of the Lagrangian can be made gauge invariant 
. by introducing an appropriate covariant derivative Dp: 

.c", = ;P(hPDp - m)fjJ, Dp = op+igWp.T, 

provided that an isospin triplet of Yang-Mills gauge fields Wip (i = 
1., 2,3) exist and transforms simultaneously as 

Wp(x) -+ Wp(x) + opa(x) + ga(x) x Wp(x) . 

This transformation on the gauge field is more complicated than in 
the QED case, because of the non-abelian property. The third term 
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is needed because the isospin operators in the infinitesimal transfor

mations on If; and '" do not commute with the isospin operator in 
DIS" The gauge invariance of C", is evident upon inspection. 

It remains to choose a gauge-invariant form for the W-field part 
of the Lagrangian. This can be achieved by taking 

where 

In addition to the normal kinetic energy terms, this introduces cubic 
and quartic self-couplings of the W!' fields. They are essential for 
gauge invariance. 

It is not immediately obvious that Cw is gauge invariant. The 
proof brings in general arguments that can be applied to any non
abelian gauge group. We therefore briefly digress to the general case, 
where the T; are the generators of some unspecified group, satisfying 
the commutation relations 

The coefficients !;;k are the structure constants of the group. In 
any given representation, the T; are traceless and normalized by 

Tr(T;T;) = cli;;, where c is a constant depending on the represen
tation. There is a gauge field Wi!' for each independent generator T; 

and the Lagrangian is defined by 

,,- !w:. ·WI'V + .1.(. I'D - )"1. 
J., - -4 'I'V; 0/ I'Y I' m 0/, 

where 

DI' = 01' + igW;I'T; . 

We want to show that C is invariant under the infinitesimal gauge 
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transformations 

t{I(x) -+ [1 - igCt;(x)T;Jt{I(x), 

W;I'(x) -> W;I'(x) + 0I'Ct;(x) + gf;;k Ctj(X)Wkl' (x) . 

The preliminary steps we suggest as exercises. 

Ezereise. Show that Tr(T;[Tj, TkJ) = icfijk and hence that fijk is 
antisymmetric under the interchange of any pair of indices. 

Ezereise. Show that the invariance of the ;p ... t{I terms follows di

rectly from the commutation rules for T;. 

Ezereise. From the identity [T;, [Tj, TkJ]+(cyclic permutations) = 0, 

derive the Jacobi identities 

{;jmfklm + (cyclic permutations of ijk) = o. 

Ezereise. From these properties of the structure constants, show that 

WI'V transforms under. the gauge transformations as 

The proof is now simple. The ;p ... t{I terms in £, are gauge invariant 

by inspection. Wil'v is not by itself gauge invariant, but the product 

Wil'vWrv is gauge invariant because f;jk is antisymmetric. 

Ezercise. Show that a mass term M2WI' . WI' would not be gauge 
invariant, and hence that the W field must be massless for gauge 
in variance in this model. 

We now return to the specific case of SU(2) gauge symmetry. The 

conserved current of this gauge model is an isovector 

There are three conserved "charges," corresponding to the three iso

spin components of the current J. 
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An SU(2) gauge model is a candidate for weak interaction theory, 
since the isospin triplet W could consist of W+, WO, W- bosons to 
transmit the weak force, with 

w~ = W31" 

where the field operators Wi!' are defined to annihilate W± bosons. 
However, this model is unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons. Most 
importantly, the effective low-energy form of weak interactions im
plies that the charged bosons must be very massive, and also implies 
a left-handed structure for charged-current couplings. Moreover, it 
would be desirable to unify weak and electromagnetic interactions in 
a single gauge theory. The introduction of left-handed fermions and 
the unification with electromagnetism are carried out in the next sec
tion; the generation of masses via spontaneous sy=etry breaking is 
addressed later. 

2.3 The Unbroken SU(2hxU(1)y Model 

To generate the left-handed structure of charged-current weak inter
actions, an SU(2) gauge sy=etry is applied to left-handed 
fermion fields tPL only, where left- and right-handed fields are de
fined as 

The fermion mass term mI[J1/J is not invariant under SU(2)L' however, 
since I[JI/J = I/JLI/JR + I/JRI/JL' Therefore, at this stage, we take massless 
fermlons. The conserved quantum number is weak isospin TL; for 
notational convenience we shall often omit the subscript L on TL. 

In addition to SU(2)L, an independent U(l)y gauge sr=etry is 
introduced whose conserved quantum number Y is called weak hy
percharge. The U(l)y sy=etry is essential in order to incorporate 
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the electric charge Q and unify the weak and electromagnetic inter

actions in a common gauge structure. The weak hypercharges are 

specified according to the formula 

in analogy with the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula for strong inter

action quantum numbers. Right-handed fermions are assigned to 

transform under U(1)y only; no right-handed neutrino is introduced. 

Left-handed fermions transform non-trivially under both SU(2)L and 

U(1)y. The weak quantum numbers for the first generation of quarks 

and leptons are: 

T Ta ly 
2 Q 

VeL 
1 1 1 0 2 2 -2 

eL 1 1 1 -1 2 -2 -2 

uL 1 1 1 2 
2 2 6 3 

dL 1 1 1 1 
2 -2" 6 -3 

eR 0 0 -1 -1 

UR 0 0 2 2 
3 3 

dR 0 0 1 1 
-3 -3 

It is a mystery of the standard model that Y takes these values such 

that the lepton and quark charges are obtained. With equal numbers 

of quarks and leptons and three quark colors, these quantum numbers 

lead to the cancellation of divergent chiral anomaly diagrams; (see 

§2.13). 

The massless gauge fields in this model are an isotriplet WI' for 

SU(2)L and a singlet BI' for U(1)y. The Lagrangian is 

.c - 1 WI'V W 1 Bl'vB + "7.' I'D "I. --4' . I'V-4' I'v 0/"'1 1'0/ 

with a separate fermion term for each field .pL and .pR. The field 
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tensor WI'II is defined as in the previous section and 

The covariant derivative is 

The Lagrangian is invariant under the infinitesimal local gauge trans
formations for SU(2)L and U(1)y independently; 

,pL --+ [1 - igT . a(:c)JtPL 

WI' -> WI' + 8I'a(:c) + ga(:c) x WI' 

U(1)y 

,pL --+ [1 - ig'!Y,8(:c)],pL 

,pR -> [1- ig'!Y,8(:C)]'if>R 

WI' ...... WI' 

BI' -> BI' + 81',8(:c) 

Applied to the isodoublet field ,pL, the weak isospin operator T can 
be represented as .,./2 in terms of the Pauli matrices. We define 
isospin raising and lowering operators T± = (Tl ±iT2)/ v'2 and hence, 
W . T = W+T+ + W-T- + W3T3. (Note the sign difference between 
the conventions in defining W± and T±.) 

For the electromagnetic interaction to be unified with the weak 
interaction in this model, the electromagnetic term ieQ A must be 

contained in the neutral term i(9W31'T3 + g'!BI'Y) of the covariant 
derivative. Therefore, the W3 and B fields must be linear combina
tions of A and another neutral field Z; since all the vector boson 
fields have the same normalization, we can write this relation as 

(
W3) = (c~SlJw SinlJw) (Z) , 
B - Sin IJw cos IJw A 
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where Ow is. the electroweak mixing angle. Hence, 

igWaTa + ig'iBY = iA[g sin OwTa + g' cos OwiY] 

+ iZ[g cos OwTa - g' sin Owi Y] . 

For the coefficient of A to equal ieQ = ie(Ta + iY), we need 

9 = e/sinOw, g' = e/ cos Ow , 

and hence, l/g2 + l/g,2 = l/e2. The Z term of the covariant deriva
tive can then be written as 

where we have defined 

e 
9 = -;--:;---;;

Z sin Ow cos Ow 
and • 20 Xw=Sln w. 

The interaction of gauge bosons with any fermion field t/J arises 

from the term i/Ji"(I'DI't/J in 1:- which can be written as 

where 

- ~, - JI' A ..!L (J+I' W+ J-I' W-) JI'Z 
J.- - e em I' + V2 L I' + L I' + gz z 1" 

Jil' = .J2 i/J "(I' Tt t/J , 
J; = i/J "(I' [TaL - XwQ]t/J , 

J:m = 'hl' Q t/J • 

The TL operations vanish on t/JR and have the representation TL = iT 

on t/JL isodoublets. 

The angle Ow is a parameter of the model. For given Ow, all gauge 
couplings are determined by the electric charge e; the weak and elec
tromagnetic interactions are thereby unified. 
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The deficiency of this model as it stands is that the W± and Z 

bosons and the fermions are all massless. The problem is to gener
ate the required masses while preserving the renormalizability of the 
gauge theory. This is achieved by spontaneous sy=etry breaking, 
where the gauge sy=etry of the Lagrangian remains but is "hidden" 
by the appearance of a preferred direction in weak isospin space, as 
described in the following section. 

In the unbroken theory, where all gauge bosons are massless, the 
identification of A and Z as linear combinations of B and Wa is a 
purely formal exercise; there is no physical reason to use one pair 
of fields rather than the other. In the broken theory however, A 
and Z are the physically distinct mass eigenstates. At momentum 
transfers q2 ::> Mj, Ma, the fermion and gauge boson masses become 
irrelevant and physical scattering amplitudes are essentially the same 
as in the unbroken theory; in this sense the sy=etry is restored at 
large q2. 

2.4 The Higgs Mechanism 

In the standard model an SU(2) doublet of scalar fields cP is intro
duced. Its self-interactions provide the mechanism for spontaneous 

sy=etry breaking (SSB), giving masses to gauge and fermion fields. 
It also gives rise to a new neutral scalar particle, the Higgs boson. 
The additions to the Lagrangian are £~ and £~ where 

where Icpl2 denotes cptcp and £~ is the Yukawa coupling of cp to 
fermions, which will be discussed later. The most general renormal

izable form for the scalar potential V is 
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We specify the isodoublet to be 

where 4>+ and 4>0 are each complex fields with the following quantum 

numbers: 

T Ta ly 
2 Q 

¢>+ 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
¢>o 1 1 1 0 2 -2 2 

In a classical theory with /1-2 < 0 the ground state of 1c}12 occurs at 

1c}1 2 = -l/1-2 / >.., as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The quantum analog is a 
non-vanishing expectation value of 1c}1 2 in the physical vacuum state. 

The appearance of this non-vanishing vacuum expectation value se
lects a preferred direction in weak isospin plus hypercharge space and 

thereby "spontaneously breaks" the SU(2) xU(l) symmetry. 

It is convenient to introduce the modulus v/V2 = (-/1-2 /2>..)t of 
the vacuum expectation value (vev) of Iq; I. Since conventional pertur

bation theory is formulated for fields with zero vev, it is appropriate 

V (ell) 

Fig. 2.1. Classical 

potential of scalar 

field with /1-2 < 0, 
V = >.. (1c}1 2 _lv2)2 
_lv4 

4 
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to separate out the vev and to redefine the scalar doublet ~ as 

(
i!(X) . T) ( 0 ) 

~(x) = exp 2v (v + H(x))/Vz ' 

where the real fields 6 (x), 6(x), 6(x), and H(x) have zero vev. By 

a finite gauge transformation under SU(2)L with a(x) = !(x)/v, we 

can remove the above phase factor from ~ (x), eliminating the explicit 

appearance of E(x) in the Lagrangian. In this "unitary gauge" the 

! degrees of freedom seem to vanish but essentially reappear as the 

longitudinal components of W± and Z when they acquire masses; 

they have been "eaten" by the gauge fields. 

The Goldstone Theorem states that massless spin-O particles ap

pear in a theory whenever a continuous symmetry is spontaneously 

broken; physically they embody the zero-energy excitations that were 

previously described by symmetry transformations. For global sym

metry breaking such Goldstone bosons are inescapable but in gauge 

symmetry breaking by the Higgs mechanism something special hap

pens. There are three Goldstone bosons in the present case, that we 

can represent by the E degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom 

are gauged away from the scalar sector but essentially reappear (with 

masses) in the gauge field sector, where they provide the longitudinal 
modes for W± and Zoo 

The covariant derivative operation on an isodoublet field expressed 

in terms of the physical A, W±, and Z fields is 

where the space-time index J.t has been suppressed and we have de

fined T+ = VzT+ = (g ~) and r- = VzT- = (~ g). In the unitary 

gauge ~(x) has only a neutral component 

~(x) = :z ( v + ~(x) ) 
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and 

Ezereise. Show that the Lagrangian til! becomes 

The v 2 terms provide W and Z boson mass terms 

with 
1 Mw 

Mz = 2gZv = -- , 
cos Ow 

while the photon remains massless. 

Ezereise. Show that the kinetic and potential terms in til! give 

describing a physical Higgs scalar boson of mass 

mH = V-2J1-2 

with cubic and quartic self-interactions. 

H has no electromagnetic interaction; its interactions with the 

other gauge fields are given by the cubic and quartic terms 

which are completely specified by the gauge couplings. We will return 

to consider the physical implications of these Higgs particle interac

tions in a later chapter. 
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Ezerei.e. Show that SSB based instead on a vacuum expectation 
value lor 4>+ would have unacceptable physical consequences. 

In physical terms, the final result of the Higgs mechanism is that 
the vacuum everywhere can emit or absorb a neutral colorless quan
tum of the Higgs field, that carries weak isospin and hypercharge. As 

a result, the fermions and the W and Z bosons that couple to such a 
quantum effectively acquire masses, but the photon and gluon that 
cannot couple to it remain massless. 

2.5 The Effective Four-Fermion Interaction Lagrangian 

The preceding sections have demonstrated that the SU(2)L X U(l)y 
gauge model with SSB unifies the interactions of massive W± and 
Z bosons with the electromagnetic interaction. The effective tour
fermion interaction arising from single boson or photon exchanges in 
this model has the form 

igi (Ji)2 
q2 _Mj , 

where the electromagnetic current J.m , charged currents J'E and 
weak neutral current J z are as defined in Section 2.3 and q2 is the in
variant square of momentum transfer between the two currents. The 
factors i in front of the J:m and Ji terms appear in order to com
pensate for the two orderings of fermion currents that can contribute; 
the factor i in front of Jt Ji comes from the appearance of 9 / V2 in 
the local Lagrangian. In the above form for lelf we omitted weak bo
son propagator terms q",qv / M~ and q",qv / M}; their contributions are 
proportional to external lepton (or quark) masses and can therefore 
be neglected in processes involving first or second generation leptons 
or quarks in one of the currents. 

At low energies where q2 is much less than Ma, or M}, the second 
term in lelf reduces to the standard V-A charged-current interaction 
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which is known to describe low energy phenomena, provided that g 

and Mw are related to the Fermi coupling constant GF by 

We introduce a parameter p, defined as 

p= (:ti ) / (~~) , 
which measures the ratio of neutral current to charged current 
strengths in .ce/f. In the standard model with one Higgs doublet, 

p = 1. 

Ezereille. Show that for a sum of general Higgs multiplets with weak 
isospins T;, T;a, and vevs Vi, the p-parameter is 

The low-energy four-fermion effective Lagrangian is then 

The weak neutral current interaction is an important prediction of 
the SU(2)LXU(1)y gauge model. The low-energy phenomenology of 

the effective Lagrangian is taken up in later chapters. 
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2.6 Parameters of the Gauge Sector 

Three basic parameters g, g' and v determine the gauge field 
masses and interactions in the standard model. However, it is cus
tomary to work instead with other more convenient sets of parame

ters. For low energy electroweak interactions a = e2 /(47r), GF and 
sin20w are commonly used because the first two are very accurately 

known, leaving sin20w as the single parameter (characteristic of uni

fication) to be pinned down. The basic parameters are related by 

9 = e/sinOw , g' = e/cosOw and 

1 

V = 2Mw/g = (../2GF) -~ = 246GeV, 

and the weak boson masses are 

Mw = A/ sin Ow , 

Mz = A/ sin Ow cos Ow , 

where 

A = (7ra/../2GF)~ = 37.2802 GeV, 

with GF determined by the muon lifetime with certain radiative cor
rections. 

Alternatively, instead of sin20w as the third parameter, we could 
equally well use Mw or Mz or their ratio. Indeed the experimental 

accuracy on the W and Z masses is already comparable to the ac

curacy with which sin20w can be determined by low energy neutral 
current experiments. In the near future, e+ e- collisions at the Z 
resonance will make Mz the most accurately determined third pa

rameter; it will then be much more appropriate to use a, GF and Mz. 
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2.7 Radiative Corrections 

The tree-level results above are modified by higher-order diagrams 

containing loops; different possible choices then arise for the defini

tion of sin2 Ow. In this section we adopt the definition 

and hence p == 1. The W and Z mass formulas are then 

Mw = A/(sinOwJl- .6.1'), Mz = Mw/ cos Ow , 

where sin2 0w = 0.23 ± 0.01 is determined from neutrino neutral

current scattering with radiative corrections and .6.,. ~ 1-01./ OI(Mz)-
3G Fm~ /(8V2:1r2 tan2 Ow). Thus the .6.1' correction comes mostly from 
the running of a up to the electroweak scale and from the effects of 

large mt in top-quark loops. Smaller loop effects include a term 
depending logarithmically on mHo The net effect is .6.1' = 0.0475 ± 

0.0009 for mt = 150 GeV and mH = 300 GeV. 

The radiatively corrected formula with sin20w and.6.1' values above 

gives 

Mw = 79.6 ± 1.7 GeV, Mz = 90.8 ± 1.4 GeV. 

These predictions are in reasonable accord with 1986 results from the 

UAI and UA2 experiments at the CERN pp collider, 

Mw = 83.5 ± ~:~ ± 2.7 GeV, Mz = 93.0 ± 1.4 ± 3.0 GeV (UAl) 

Mw = 80.2 ± 0.6 ± 1.4 GeV, Mz = 91.5 ± 1.2 ± 1.7 GeV (UA2) 

where the first quoted error is statistical and the second is system

atic. [Compare 1994 particle data averages Mw = 80.1 ± 0.4, Mz = 
91.188 ± 0.007 GeV, including LEP, SLC and Tevatron data.] 

The radiatively-corrected neutrino scattering data give p = 0.998± 
0.0086 with the present definition of sin20w , consistent with the model. 
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The radiative corrections depend only logarithmically on the Higgs 

mass mH but depend quadratically on the top quark mass mt. When 
calculations are compared with very accurate experimental determi

nations of Mw, Mz, p, etc., they offer another way to constrain the 
Standard Model and possibly to discover new physics. 

2.8 Lepton Masses 

Spontaneous symmetry breaking will generate an electron mass if we 
add a Yukawa interaction of lepton and cp fields, which is renormal

izable and invariant under SU(2)LXU(1) gauge transformations 

Here Ge is a further coupling constant and 

Substituting the unitary gauge form of cp (x), we find 

.c = -(Gev/Vi)ee - (Ge!Vi)Hee. 

Thus the electron acquires a mass 

and also a coupling to the Higgs boson. Replacing Ge by Vi me/v 
and using v = (ViGF)-k, the Higgs boson coupling to the electron 

is 

This coupling is very small, Ge = 2.9 X 10-6 • Applying similar argu

ments for the second and third generation leptons, the Yukawa terms 
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are 

.c = -2i .;a; (m. Hee + ml'Hpl-' + mT H'fr) . 

The Higgs couplings to leptons are "semi-weak", since v' G F is in
volved. 

This Higgs mechanism for generating masses introduces an arbi
trary coupling parameter for each fermion mass, and hence provides 
no fundamental understanding of mass values. 

The neutrinos cannot acquire masses or couplings to the H field in 
an analogous way, since by fiat there are no VR fields in the standard 
model. 

In the standard model the three generations of leptons are 

weak isospin doublets weak isospin singlets 

In the scalar interaction with leptons above we have not considered 
couplings that mix generations because for massless neutrinos mixing 
among the three neutrino states has no meaning. In this circumstance 
V. is by definition the partner of e, vI' of 1-', and VT of r. 

2.9 Quark Masses and Mixing 

Quark masses are also generated by Yukawa couplings to the scalars. 
We assume that the fundamental weak eigenstates of the unbroken 
gauge theory are 

DjL = (:~t, UjR, (j = 1, 2, 3), 

where DjL is an SU(2)L doublet with Y = ~ and UjR, djR are SU(2)L 

singlets with Y = ~, - ~, respectively; j is a generation index with 
3 generations assumed. 
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In order to generate quark mass terms for both u-type and d-type 

quarks we need not only the doublet ~ with Y = 1, but also the 
conjugate multiplet 

( _I/>~-' ) ci) = iT2~' = 'I' 

which transforms as a doublet with Y = -1. The most general 
SU(2hx U(l) invariant Yukawa interaction is 

3 3 

t = - LL[GijU;R(ci)t DjL) + Gij d;R (~tDjd] + h.c. 
i=1 j=1 

where we have allowed inter-generation couplings. This interaction 

depends on 18 different complex couplings Gij, Gij. From the vevs 
of ~ and i we obtain mass terms for the charge ~ and charge -1 
quarks, 

where NT; = :/2 Gij and Ntj = ~ Gi; are quark mass matrices in 
generation space, each depending on 9 complex parameters. These 
matrices are, in general, not Hermitian. 

Any unitary transformation on the quark fields will preserve their 

antico=utation relations. Moreover, any complex matrix can be 
transformed to a diagonal matrix by multiplying it on the left and 

right by appropriate unitary matrices. Thus, by unitary transforma
tions on the fundamental quark states of the unbroken electroweak 
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theory, 

( ::) = UL,R (:) , (~:) = DL,R (:) , 

U3 L R t L R d3 L R b L R 
I , I I 

we can transform M" and Md to diagonal forms 

c: 
0 :} Ui/ M"UL = me 

0 mt 

(:' 
0 :) Di/MdDL= m B 

0 

where UR, UL, DR and DL are unitary matrices and the diagonal en
tries are the quark masses. The weak eigenstates u}, U2, U3 are linear 

superpositions of the mass eigenstates u, c, t and likewise dl, d2, d3 
are superpositions of d, 8, b, with separate relations for the L and R 
components. 

In the charged-current weak interaction we encounter the bilinear 

terms UIL"l'd1L, U2L'Yl'd2L, U3L'Yl'd3L whose sum can be represented 
as an inner product of vectors in generation space 

There will therefore generally be generation mixing of the mass eigen

states, described by the matrix 

In the neutral-current interaction of the standard model we en-
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counter instead bilinear forms such as 

but since uluL = 1, there is no mixing in this case. The UR, dL, dR 
neutral-current bilinear terms are similarly unmixed. 

Like the mass matrix itself, the mixing of quark flavors in the 
charged-current weak interaction has no fundamental explanation 
here, though theoretical attempts to predict the mixing angles have 
been made in extended gauge models. H all quark masses were zero 
(or equal), weak mixing phenomena would not exist. 

In terms of the above general mixing matrix V, the charged weak 
currents for quarks are 

By convention, the mixing is ascribed completely to the Ta 
states by defining 

Then the quark weak eigenstates are 

weak isospin doublets weak isospin singlets 

Remember however, that any linear combination of doublets (sin
glets) is also a doublet (singlet). An important prediction of the 
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gauge theory is that all fermion doublets and singlets, whether lep
tons or quarks, enter in the weak interaction with the same elec
troweak coupling strengths g and g'. This universality of quark and 
lepton interactions is very well borne out experimentally. 

2.10 Mixing Matrix Parameterization 

The unitary 3 x 3 matrix V can be specified by 9 independent pa
rameters; the 18 complex parameters of a general 3 x 3 matrix are 

reduced to 9 by the unitarity constraints V!p Vp,"/ = 6a'"/. However, 
we have the freedom to absorb a phase into each left-handed field, 

which removes an arbitrary phase from each row or column of V, 

reducing the degrees of freedom. But since V is unchanged by a 
common phase transformation of all the qL, only 6 - 1 = 5 phase 
degrees of freedom can be removed in this way. Therefore V can be 
expressed in terms of only 9 - 5 = 4 physically independent param
eters. 

Ezerei,e. Show that for N generations the quark miring matrix 
contains (N - 1)2 physically independent parameters. Show also 
that a general N x N real unitary matrix (i.e., orthogonal matrix) 
has N(N - 1)/2 independent parameters and hence that V contains 
(N -1)(N - 2)/2 independent phase angles. 

Note that CP violation requires a complex phase in £ which can 
be realized in the quark sector through V only if there are 3 or more 

generations. 

For three generations the mixing matrix can be parameterized by 
a product of three rotation matrices R and a phase insertion matrix 
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Das 

where 

C 
8; 

D G 
0 :) R1(0;) = -~ C; R2(0;) = C; 

0 -Si C; 

(: 
0 

~) D(o) = 1 

0 

and C; = cos 0;, 8; = sin 0;. This construction leads to the Kobayashi
Masltawa (KM) form 

;6 
ci c2c3 - 82s3e 

°6 
cl82C3 + C283e' 

-81
8

3 ) 

CI C283 + 82c3e;6 • 

CI8283 - C2c3e;6 

By suitable choices of the signs of the quark fields, we can restrict 
the angles to the ranges 

0::; 0; ::; 1r/2, 

The phase 0 gives rise to CP-violating effects. An alternative form 
of the KM matrix sometimes used in the literature replaces 0 above 
by 0 + 1r and 01 by -(JI • The KM parameters are not predicted by 
the standard model. 

In the limit 02 = (J3 = 0, 0 = 1r, V reduces to the Cabibbo rotation 

which mixes the first and second generations only. 
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Some other constructions of the mixing matrix have advantages 
in parameterizing the experimental data. One such parameterization 
inserts the phase via a matrix 

( 
O
C., 0

1 
se-o

iS

') 
R3(O,t5') = 

-se'S 0 C 

with V = R2(023)R3(OI3,t5')R1(OI2). Here Oij is the angle describing 
the mixing of generation i with j. This construction yields 

V= 
( 

C12CI3 

's' 
-C23812 - C12 S23813 e' , 

S12S23 - C12 c23s13 e'S 

S12 CI3 

CI2C23 - S12823 s 13eiS' 

's' -C12S23 - C23s12s13e' 

SI3e -
iS

' ) 

C13S 23 

C13C23 

Experimentally the diagonal elements of V are of order 1 and the 

off-diagonal elements are small. When all Oij are small this mixing 
matrix becomes 

and every element is approximated by a single term which is not 
the case in the small angle limit of the K M parameterization. Note 

that the diagonal values are slightly less than unity as required by 

unitarity. 
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2.11 Experimental Determination of Mixing 

The matrix elements of V are labelled by the quarks that they link, 
as follows 

The most accurately known mixing matrix element is Vud. It is 
determined by comparing superallowed nuclear beta decays to muon 

decay. Its value, including radiative and isospin corrections, is 

lVudl = 0.9744 ± 0.0010 . 

The VUB matrix element can be found from K --+ 1I"ev decays or 
from hyperon decays. The hyperon decay data analysis has larger 
theoretical uncertainty because of first-order SU(3) symmetry

breaking in the axial vector couplings. The averaged result from 
Ke3 and hyperon decay data is 

lVu.1 = 0.2205 ± 0.0018. 

From data on charm production in neutrino collisions, );~N --+ 
/-L + charm + X, plus charm semileptonic decay data the following 
matrix elements are determined: 

lVedl = 0.204 ± 0.017 , lVe.1 = 1.01 ± 0.18 . 

The decays of B-mesons proceed predominantly through the b --+ c 
transition. The measured partial width for 13 --+ DliJ yields 

lVebl = 0.040 ± 0.005. 

The ratio lVub/Vebl can be obtained from the upper end of the 
lepton spectrum in B-meson semileptonic decays, B --+ lvX; the 
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b -+ u transitions have a higher endpoint than b -+ c. Fitting the 
lepton energy spectrum as a sum of b -+ u and b -+ c contributions, 
leads to the result 

lVubl lVebl = 0.08 ± 0.02. 

The preceeding results for Vud, VU8 and Vub are consistent with 
unitarity of the mixing matrix, with three generations of quarks: 

However the existence of a fourth generation of quarks (a, v) with 

lVu.1 ;;; 0.068, lVe.l;;; 0.55, lVadl;;; 0.13, IVa. I ;;; 0.54, 

is not excluded. 

Assuming just 3 generations of quarks, the unitarity of the mixing 

matrix can be combined with the experimental constraints above 

to derive bounds on the other matrix elements. The moduli of the 
matrix elements lie in the ranges (90% confidence) 

(

0.9747 - 0.9759 0.218 - 0.224 0.000 - 0.005 ) 

V = 0.218 - 0.224 0.9738 - 0.9752 0.032 - 0.048 

0.004 - 0.015 0.030 - 0.048 0.9988 - 0.9995 

Information about the CP-violating phase 0 can be inferred from 
theoretical calculations of the €-parameter in the KO-J(o system. 

These studies suggest that the phase 0 is in the range 300 
;;; 0 ;;; 1770

• 
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The empirical results for the I Vii I suggest an approximate form 

()3e-
i6

' ) 

(j2 

_02 1 

v= 
o 
1 

to order (j2 for the diagonal elements. Here 0 is the Cabibbo angle 

(0 ~ 13°, sinO = 0.23). The weak SU(2)L doublets in this convenient 
approximation to the mixing matrix are 

The charged weak current transitions are increasingly suppressed as 
the generation separation increases and as the quark mass difference 

increases. 

2.12 Weak Currents 

For the SU(2)LXU(1) assignments of the leptons and quarks intro

duced previously, we can directly write down the form of the charged, 
neutral, and electromagnetic currents. The charged current involves 
only the SU(2)L doublets 

Jr = v0.l[ryQTt'I/J = ,pL,Qr+'/JL = t~,Q(1-'5)r+,p, 

where r+ = (~ ~). For three generations the currents are 

JtQ = ve,QeL + VI',QIlL + vr,QrL + fi,Qd~ + C:yQs~ + t,Qb~ 

= ,;,QVeL + ihQv"L + T,QVrL + (j',QUL + ;S',QCL + b',QtL , 

where the symbol for a particle is used to denote its field. 
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The weak neutral current of the Z boson is the linear combination 

J '" J3'" J'" Z = L -xw em 

of the third component of the SU(2)L current JI'" = !'f,"'r3.pL and 
the electromagnetic current Jem. We recall that JI'" is independent 

of the mixing matrix V, since 

where .p' denotes (z:) and .p denotes (t)· As a consequence, 

the Z neutral current has no flavor-changing transition, like d -+ s. 

This cancellation of flavor-changing transitions, which only occurs in 
general if all left-handed quark states appear in doublets, is known 
as the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism. These authors 

pointed out that the existence of a charm quark would explain the 
observed extreme suppression of the strangeness-changing s -+ d cur
rent (in KO -+ kO transitions and in K£ -+ /1-+/1-- decay), at a time 

when only u, d, s quarks were known. 

E:llercise. Evaluate the neutral current Lagrangian resulting from 

the following doublet and singlet 

(scos9-dsin9h, 

and note the flavor changing SL -+ dL component. 

The first generation terms in the JI and Jem currents are 

and 

J'" = -e'V"'e + l. u...,"'u - ! (1...,"'d em I 3 f 3 I • 
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Table 2.1 Z-boson couplings to fermions. 

gL gR gy gA 

l/e, vII' VT 
1 0 1 _1 
2 .- 4 

e, 1', r -!+xw Xw -1+ Xw 1 .-
u, c, t ! - iXw -Ixw 1- ixw 1 -.-
d, 8, b -! +lxw 1 -1+ lxw 1 

3'Xw .-

Using the relation i/ry"'.p = .pL'Y"'.pL + .pR'Y"'.pR, the Z-current is 

J~ = L, (gih"'h+gkh"'fR) 
I 

= L, (gt h'" f + g~h"''Ysf) 
I 

su=ed over fermion fields f. The couplings gL' gR and gy, gA are 

listed in Table 2.1; note that gy = HgL + gR)' gA = HgR - gL)' 

With the above charged and neutral currents we are now in a posi
tion to calculate the amplitudes of electroweak processes, which is the 
subject of the succeeding chapters. Before proceeding, we note that 
neutrinos appear in the currents only as (1 - "15)/1 and are therefore 
two-component. For massless particles, we recall that 

where u(p, A) is the particle spinor and A labels the eigenvalue of 
the helicity operator H = !'YS'Y • 8, which gives the spin component 
along the direction of motion. Thus massless neutrinos have negative 
helicity and are left-handed. By CP conjugation, antineutrinos are 
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right-handed: 

neutrino 

antineutrino 

In the limit that the electron (or muon) mass can be neglected, only 
its left-handed states take part in the charged current weak interac
tion, but the electromagnetic and weak neutral current interactions 
involve both left and right-handed states. 

2.13 Chiral Anomalies 

In chiral theories, where some gauge bosons couple differently to left
and right-handed fermions, difficulties can arise from the divergence 
of triangle diagrams like Fig. 1.9 with three external gauge bosons. In 
general the loop integral diverges as J d"pJp3, breaking some gener

alized Ward identities and invalidating the standard renormalization 
arguments. There is no problem in electrodynamics; the integral van
ishes for all-vector couplings (VVV) because these couplings are odd 
under charge conjugation. However, VVA and AAA couplings that 
arise in chiral theories do not vanish by themselves. We then have 
to appeal to cancellations between different fermion contributions; 
the divergent term is the same for each fermion (regardless of mass), 
apart from the gauge boson couplings. 

Let us denote the fermion coupling strengths at the three vertices 
by oa, Ob, Oc. When the fermions form multiplets under a symmetry 
group (in this case 8U(2)), the oa are matrices in the multiplet space 
and the sum of divergent contributions over a multiplet contains the 
factor 

including both possible orderings of vertices. In the present case, 
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the couplings are multiples of T+, T- and linear combinations of Ta 
and Y. 

Ezereise. Bhow that the cases 0/ TaTbTc and Tayy couplings can

cel within each BU(2) doublet. Bhow that the remaining cases 0/ 
TaTby and YYY couplings cancel between quarks and leptons, pro

vided there are corresponding numbers o/leptons and quarks and eacr, 
quark comes in three colors. 



Chapter 3 

Lepton and Heavy Quark Decays 

3.1 V-A Semileptonic Decay Rates 

A direct consequence of weak interactions is the decay of the heavier 
leptons and quarks into lighter particles. Decays are important not 
only as a test of the standard electroweak model but also as a means 
to detect and identify heavy particles produced in experiments. The 
discovery of a new lepton or quark would have important implica
tions; it could signal the presence of a fourth generation of basic 
fermions, or indicate that there are more members in each genera
tion. In this chapter we first consider a generic example a -> blVt 

with standard V-A interaction, and then apply the results to I'-decay, 
T-decay, heavy neutrino decay and the decay of hadrons containing 
heavy quarks. 

Consider the semileptonic decay transition 

where l- is a negatively charged lepton (e~, 1'-, T-) and Vt is the 
corresponding antineutrino. The momenta of the particles will be 
labeled by the particle symbols; see Fig. 3.1. Thus the energy
momentum conservation relation is a = b + l + v. We calculate 
the decay rate in the effective four-fermion interaction approxima
tion, assuming that all masses and the momentum transfer are much 

smaller than Mw. 

67 
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a 
Fig. 3.1. Feynman di

agram for semileptonic 

decay a --- bl-vl. 

With GF strength V-A currents, the Feynman amplitude for the 

decay process is 

M = ~ u(bb"(l - "Is)u(a) U(lb" (1 - "15) tI(v) . 

Taking the square, summing over spins, and replacing the spinor 

products by projection operators 

L u(p) u(p) = 1+ m, L tI(p) v(p) = rJ- m , 

• 8 

where rJ = p. "I, we obtain 

L IMI2 = ~G~ Tr{ "1"(1- "(5)(,1+ rna) "I{J(1- "Is)(~ + mb)} 

. Tr{ "1,,(1 - "15) h{J(l - "IS)(t + mtJ } . 

This can be simplified to 

Ezerdse. Show why the mass terms do not contribute. 

With the help of the Fierz transformation 

the above expression becomes a single trace 
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Then using the identities 

we obtain for the (V-A)x( V-A) interaction 

Exercise. Show that the same result is obtained for (V+A)x (V+A) 

interaction. 

Exercise. Show that for V+A coupling at the a -+ b vertex and V-A 
coupling at the if) vertex 

Exereise. Use the identity 

to evaluate I: 1M 12 directly from the product of the two traces above, 

without using the Fierz transformation. 

It is sometimes convenient to introduce a square bracket symbol 

which arises in many trace calculations and has the property 

, 
[A, B]afl [C, D]afl = 4(A . C)(B . D) . 

In this notation, I: IMI2 = 32G}[a, b]afl[l, lI]ap for (V -A) x (V +A). 

An easy mnemonic for recalling the momentum dot products in 
1M 12 is the following; 
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(i) For (V_A)2 or (V+A)2, the two momenta associated with in

coming arrows in the Feynman diagram are dotted, likewise the 
two with outgoing arrows. 

(ii) For (V-A)x(V+A) mixed interactions, the momentum with 

incoming arrow at one W vertex is dotted with the momentum 

with outgoing arrow at the other W vertex. 

If the polarization of a given particle is known or to be measured, 

we need the projection operators 

uu = Hi + m)(l + ).,,,/s!pJ , vii = Hi - m)(l + ).,,,/s!pJ , 

where)., = ±1 is twice the helicity and 8 is the covariant spin vector 

of the particle in question, 

8" = (Ipl/m, Ep/(mlpl))· 

Exercise. 8how that the squared matrix element for a -> bel' decay 
with (V-A? interaction is 

if a and e helicities are measured. 

3.2 Muon Decay 

The spin~averaged differential decay rate for p,- -> v" e- De is 

dr = ~!.E IMI2(211')4-9 d3~ d2(PS) , 
2p, 2 2e 

where p,0 and eO denote the particle energies, L: IMI2 = 128 aHp,' D) 

(v· e) and d2(PS) is the invariant phase space of v and D, 

d3v d3D 
d2 (PS) = 04(p, - e - v - D) - -_- . 

21'0 21'0 

Note that p,°r is a Lorentz invariant. Thus the invariant decay dis-
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tribution for the electron is 

Ezerei.e. Show thot the phase spaee integral of v"'vfJ is 

where X'" = p.'" - e'" = va + va. (Show from Lorentz covariance that 
the most general form is AgafJ X2 + BXa XfJ and then evaluate the 
integral in the v + v c.m. frame.) 

Neglecting the electron mass, the decay distribution is 

where z is the "scaled" electron energy variable 

2e· p. 2eo 
x=--2-=-

ml' ml' 

and the second equality applies only in the p. rest frame. Now 2e· p. = 
p.2 +';2 _ (e - p.)2 = m! - (v+v)2 where (V+V)2 is the invariant mass 
squared of the v + v system, which ranges from 0 to m! for m. set 
to zero. Hence x ranges from 0 to 1. When x = 1 and the electron 
has its maximum energy, it is back-to-back with both v. and vI" 

e --+ v. 

Ezerei.e. From the OP invariance of the interaction, or b!l direct 
calculation, show that the positron distributions from p.+ -> e+v.vl' 
are identical to the electron distributions above. 
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We henceforth work in the muon rest frame, where x = 2eo 1mI" 

The distribution becomes 

Idf r dx = 2x2(3 - 2x) , 

where r is the total width 

G2 m 5 
r= Fl'. 

19211"3 

df I dx peaks at x = 1 (the electrons from p. decay have a "hard" 
energy spectrum). Figure 3.2 compares the experimental spectrum 
of positrons from p.+ --4 e+ ".f)1' with the predicted V-A spectrum, 
including electromagnetic corrections. Experimentally it is easier to 
study p.+ decays, because when p.- are brought to rest in a block of 
material their interactions with nuclei via p.-p --4 "I'n compete with 
decay. 

Exerei.e. If the decaying muon has helicity ! AI" show that the x
dependent factor in the invariant distribution becomes x(3 - 2x) + 
2(2x - I)A1'81' . e/ml" Hence show that if there is a polarized muon 
source with mean spin vector (8), the electron angular distribution in 
the muon rest frame is 

dfldcosedx = rx2(3 - 2x)(l- acose) , 

where cose =' (8) . e/eo and a = (2x - 1)/(3 - 2x) is the muon 
asymmetry parameter. 

1 df Fig. 3.2. Positron decay 1.6 f dl'. 
spectrum from muon decay; 

1.2 data from Phys. Rev. 119, 

0.8 
1400 (1960). The theoreti-
cal curve includes radiative 

o.t. corrections and experimen-
tal resolution; the latter ex-

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 plains the tail above x = 1. 
X 
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E:r;erei.e. Show that if m. is not neglected, the muon decay width is 

G2 5 ( 2) Fml' m. r- [ -
- 19211"3 m~ • 

where [(x) = 1 - 8x + 8x3 - :r;4 + 12x2 ln (~). 

E:r:erei.e. Show that a (V+A)x (V-A) interaction would yield a dif

ferent electron decay distribution of the form ~ ~~ = 12x2(1 - x) but 

give the same lifetime. 

Measuring the muon mean lifetime "1' = r;l is the most precise 
way to determine GF' First- and second-order electromagnetic ra
diative corrections and m~/Ma, corrections to the amplitude must 
be taken into account. The radiative diagrams contributing to order 
a are shown in Fig. 3.3; the interference of the loop diagram with the 

Born diagram of Fig. 3.1 contributes in the same order as the first 
and second diagrams. This radiatively corrected decay width is 

rad [ a (25 2)( 2a ml')] [ 3m~] (m~) r =r 1+- --11" 1+-ln- 1+--2 [ -2 . 
211" 4 311" m. 5Mw ml' 

From the measured J.I. mean lifetime 

"1' = (2.19709 ± 0.00005) x 10-6 s • 

the value of the Fermi constant is determined to be 

GF = (1.16637 ± 0.00002) x 10-5 GeV-2 
• 

y 
y 

Fig. 3.3. Radiative corrections to order a in muon decay. 
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Since the Fermi constant has dimensions, it is frequently given in 

terms of the proton mass mp. That numerical value is 

GF = 1.02679 X 1O-5 /m; . 

IT we allow general scalar, pseudoscalar, tensor, vector and axial 

vector interactions, the distribution of electrons from muon decays 
has the form 

(dI')=.xx2dx dcos O{3(1-x)+2p(!x-1) -~ cosO[(1-x)+25(!x-1)]}, 

where .x, p, ~ and 5 depend on the S, P, T, V, A coupling constants 
(p is known as the Michel parameter). The experimental averages for 

the parameters p, 5, e are compared below with the V-A theory 

Experiment V -A Prediction 

p 0.752 ± 0.003 3/4 
5 0.755 ± 0.009 3/4 

e 0.972 ± 0.013 1 

The agreement is excellent, possibly excepting the e determination 
which differs by two standard deviation from the prediction. 

For T-lepton decays, if we sum the T -t vreve , vTI-'VI' leptonic 
modes and approximate the hadronic modes by T -t vTdll bare-quark 
transitions (with three quark colors and mixip-g matrix element Vud ~ 

1), the T lifetime is predicted to be ., 

5" -13 " 
TT ~ (ml'/mT) TI'/5,,= 3.2 x 10 s, 

which agrees reasonably well with the experimental value (2.96 ± 
0.3) x 10-13 B. " 

, 
Decays of a possible fourth-generation, charged heavy lepton L into 

light final particles L -t vL(eve , I-'V", TVr , dll, Be) are similar to the 
T decay examples, except that the W~propagator factor Mrv/[(L
VL)2 - Mrv +irwMwl in the amplitude may no longer be negligible. 
For heavy final particles, see §3.5. 
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3.3 Heavy Neutrino Decay 

Possible new neutrinos can be detected in various ways at colliders. 
If such a new neutrino is light, it will be detected indirectly by ex
periments which count the number of light neutrino species, which 
we discuss in a later chapter. If the new neutrino is heavy it will 
be unstable and may be detected directly through its decay prod
ucts. We consider here the possibility that a new heavy neutrino N 

is produced at colliders. ·If N is the heavier member of an SU(2h 
doublet, it will decay to its charged partner L through a virtual W 
in a manner analogous to J1. decay. If N is the lighter member of a 
doublet or is a singlet, it can decay through a virtual W via mix

ing with v., vI" VT neutrino members of doublets; see Fig. 3.4. The 
decay modes in this case are N -> e(vee, vl'ji" VTT, uil, cs, etc.) and 
similarly for N -> J1. and N -> T. The (V-A)x( V-A) matrix element 

squared for the channel N -> evl'ji, for example, is 

:E IMI2 = 128G~IVNeI2(N. ji,).{e. v) , 
spins 

where VN. is the mixing matrix element analogous to quark mixing. 
The calculations of lifetimes and decay spectra closely parallel those 
of the previous section. In the massless approximation for all final 

state paiticles and taking the quark mixing matrix to be diagonal, .. 

·N Fig. 3.4. Decay of a 
heavy neutrino N via 
mixing, schematically 
indicated by a cross .. 
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the partial width for N --+ eff' decays via a virtual W is 

summing over nine final states ff' = vee, Vpil, V.T, uii, ca. The N 
lifetime is then 

TN = [r(N --+ e) + r(N --+ 1-') + r(N --+ T)r1 
• 

Because of the observed e - I-' - T universality, it is expected that 

IVNtl <:: 1 for i = e, I-' or T. The lifetime will therefore be much 
longer than that of a lepton of comparable mass which can decay 
without mixing. The decay vertex may be experimentally resolvable, 
if the mean decay length iN lies in the range tens of microns up to 
tens of meters. iN is given by 

where fJ is the N velocity in the laboratory and 'Y = (1 - fJ2)-1/2. IT 

for example N N pairs are produced through Z --+ N N decays at an 
e+e- --+ Z factory, then fJ'Y = [Mi/(4m~) -IJl/2. 

Ezerei,e. Show that the mean dUlly length iN lor neutrinos of multi
GeV mass produced via e+e- --+ Z --+ NN is approzimately 

iN(cm) "" 40 (1- 4m~/Mj)I/2 (15 GeV /mN)6 (1O-8/IVI2) , 

where IVI2 = IVNel2 + IVNpl2 + IVN.1 2. Note the approzimate scaling 
iN ~ IVI-2miY6 lor m. <:: mN <:: Mz. 

The above discussion has assumed that N is a Dirac neutrino with 
conserved lepton number 1 such that it can mix with V e, vI' or V,. 

Another possibility is that N has lepton number -1 and mixes with 
vi, v~ and vi instead; the resulting decay modes of N are the charge 
conjugates of those discussed above and the decay widths are the 
same, just as 1-'- and 1-'+ decays have the same lifetimes and e- and 
e+ distributions. 
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For the case that N is a Majorana fermion (i.e. N and N are 
identical and have no lepton number), it mixes equally with Ve and 
V~j then N -> e- and N -> e+ transitions at the W vertex occur with 
equal probability. This doubles the decay rate, halving the lifetime 
and decay length. 

Decays of N N pairs produced at the Z resonance have the follow
ing important properties: 

(i) The decay products always contain visible particles including 
a charged lepton e, IJ. or T. Majorana neutrinos give leptons 
of either charge with equal ratesj like-sign dileptons would be 
particularly striking. 

(ii) The clearest signature is a pair of back-to-back decay cones, 
separated by gaps from the production vertex. Another sig
nature is one such cone with missing momentum opposite it, 
when one neutrino decays outside the detector. An interesting 
special case is the decay N -+ e±IJ.Tv which is distinctive even 
if the lifetime is too short for a gap to be visible. 

(iii) One can reconstruct the neutrino mass from a sample of N 
decays. 

(itl) The spatial distribution of events and the branching fractions 
into e, /1-, T modes determine the lifetime and the moduli of the 
neutrino mixing matrix elements VNe, VNp, VN,. 

(tI) The lifetime and event rate determine the NN cross section. 
Comparison with the predicted ZO -> N N rate (see Chapter 4) 
tests whether N belongs to a doublet and whether it is a Dirac 
or Majorana particle. 

Figure 3.5 displays the mean decay length iN versus the mass mN 
for e+e- -> NN production at the Z resonance for various mixing 
parameters IVI. The mass determines the cross section, which is also 
shown here expressed as a multiple of the e+ e- -> Z -> IJ.+ IJ.- cross 
section, L"8uming N is a doublet member. 
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Fig. 3.S. Mean decay length of heavy neutrino N produced via 
e+e- -+ ZO -+ NN at the Z resonance, versus its mass mN, for 
various values of the mixing parameter IV I. The corresponding cross 
section is also indicated on the vertical axis. 

3.4 Charm and Bottom Decay Distributions 

3.4.1 Spectator approximation. 

In this section we consider the weak decays of a hadron containing one 
heavy quark constituent where this heavy quark turns into a lighter 
one. Since the energy released by the heavy quark is much bigger 
than typical quark binding energies, it is plausible to assume that 
the heavy quark decays independently of the other constituents
which act only as passive spectators. These quarks, together with 
possible other quark-antiquark pairs, form hadrons with unit proba
bility. This is the spectator approximation, illustrated in Fig. 3.6. 

M(Qq) 

Fig. 3.6. Diagram for 
weak decay of a meson 
M(Qq) with a heavy 
quark constituent Q in 
the spectator approxi

mation. 
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An immediate consequence of the spectator model is that all 

hadrons containing one heavy quark of a particular flavor should 
have the same lifetime. In the case of charm this is not precisely 
true: for example for DO(cu), D+(cd) and A;;(cud) the measured 

lifetimes are 
r(DO) = 4.15 ± 0.04 x 10-138, 

r(D+) = 10.57 ± 0.15 x 10-13
8, 

r( At) = 2.00 ± 0.11 x 10-13
8. 

Nevertheless, these lifetimes are of the same order. Also the energy 
release in c-quark decay is only about 1 GeV, so the argument above 
is marginal in this case. It is expected that the spectator approxima
tion becomes better the heavier the quark and that deviations from 

it are due to small effects of the other constituents. Various addi

tions have been considered, including QeD effects, W-excl!ange and 

annihilation diagrams (see Fig. 3.7), interference, color matcl!ing, fi
nal state interactions and Pauli principle effects. For example, there 

are calculable non-spectator contributions to the decay of Ac whicl! 

explain why it has a shorter lifetime than the D-mesons; however, 

there is no consensus about the relative importance of the various 
corrections in other cases. Aside from QeD corrections, however, 

these complications mainly affect the non-leptonic decay modes; the 
semileptonic decays are relatively clean. 

M(Qq.>==~~ 
q 

Fig. 3.7. Typical W- excl!ange and annihilation diagrams in heavy 
quark decay. 
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3.4.2 Charm lifetime and branching fractions. 

As a first approximation, the simple spectator model predictions pro
vide a useful guide. To be specific, consider charm quark decays, illus
trated in Fig. 3.8. Of the e .... sW+ and e .... dW+ transitions (where 
W is virtual), the mixing matrix of §2.11 indicates that e .... sW+ is 
dominant. 

Similarly at the other vertex, W+ .... uil dominates over W+ .... 
us. In the approximation /V •• I1'l:S /Vudl1'l:S 1 for the mixing matrix 
elements, there are five decay possibilities, 

with three color options for uil. All five have the same matrix ele
ment, which is closely analogous to that of p.+ .... vpe+v. decay; since 
this matrix element is symmetrical between vI' and e+, the effect of 
strange-quark mass in the former case is identical to the effect of 
electron mass in the latter. Hence the total charm decay width is 

the charm lifetime can be expressed in terms of the muon lifetime 

and the semileptonic branching fraction is 

B(e .... e) = r(c .... e)/r(e .... all) = 1/5. 

c 
s ord 

~~~Ve V~ U c 
or or or 

+ +--e -p. -d -s 

Fig. 3.8. Charm 
quark decays. 
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The lifetime prediction depends sensitively on the values assumed 

for me and m. and to a lesser extent on the masses mu and md that 
we have neglected. One possibility is to use (i) me = mD ~ 1.87 GeV 

and m. = mK ~ 0.50 GeV to get the correct kinematical limits for 

D-meson decay, D -+ Kev, D -+ K7r, etc. Another possibility is to 

take (ii) me = tm", ~ 1.55 GeV and m. = lmq, ~ 0.50 GeV, based 
on the cc, ss structure of these mesons. The results are 

(i), 14 X 10-13 s (ii), 

which are in the right ball park. 

The measured semileptonic branching fractions 

B(D± -+ e) = 0.172 ± 0.019, B(DO -+ e) = 0.077 ± 0.012, 

are consistent with the spectator model prediction in the case of 

D±, but suggest an enhancement of non-leptonic modes in the DO 

case. It is possible to side-step the question of non-leptonic modes 

by examining the semileptonic width alone, which is experimentally 
given by reD -+ e) = B(D -+ e)/TD. The D± and DO values are 

closely similar, as expected in the spectator model 

r(D± -+ e) = (1.63 ± 0.18) x 10118-1 , 

reDO -+ e) = (1.86 ± 0.29) x 1011 S-1 . 

The calculated values, for the quark mass choices above, are 

The agreement with experiment is better for choice (ii). 

Another approach to the quark mass question is to regard the 

decaying hadron such as D+ as a c-quark plus a massless d-quark, 

each with momentum k in the D rest frame. A Gaussian distribution 
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of this Fermi momentum may be assumed, with (k) of order a few 
hundred MeV. Introducing k has two consequences: (i) the charm 
quark lifetime is lengthened by the Lorentz factor of its motion and 
(ii) the mass of c for each k is determined by energy conservation, 

mD = k + (k2 + m~)1/2 gi~ing m~ = mb - 2kmD. The resulting 
lifetime depends on (k). 

3.4.3 Bottom lifetime and branching fractions. 

It is expected that the spectator approximation will be better for 
bottom than for charm decays, because of the larger mass. At the 
b-quark vertex, only b --+ c and b --+ u transitions are allowed kine
matically; evidence from the semileptonic decay spectrum indicates 
that b --+ c dominates. There are then 9 principal decay modes 

b --+ c( eVe or /lvl' or TVT or du or sc) 

counting three colors for the quark channels, closely analogous to 
/l- --+ vl'eve with the charm mass in b-decay playing a similar role to 
the e mass in p.-decay. The TVT and sc channels suffer extra phase
space suppression of order 1/5 to 1/10 relative to the others (exact 
formulas are given in §3.5). For the following semi-quantitative dis
cussion we shall assume a suppression factor 1/5 for these modes, 
which should be accurate to the 10% level. The b-quark lifetime is 
then approximately 

and the branching fraction for the first-stage semileptonic decay b ..... 
ceve is 

B(b --+ e) "" 1/5.8"" 0.17. 

We note that second-stage leptons from b --+ c --+ sev, etc. have a 
softer energy spectrum and can be separated experimentally. 
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For calculations we consider two mass assignments (i) mb = mB ~ 

5.27 GeV, me = mD ~ 1.87 GeV and (ii) mb = !mT ~ 4.73 GeV, 

me = !m.p = 1.55 GeV, which give 

-12 0.05 
( )

2 

Tb = 1.2 x 10 x Iv"bl 8 (i), 
-12 0.05 

( )

2 

1.8xlO x Web I 8 (ii). 

The measured B-meson mean lifetimes are 

TB+ = (1.54 ± 0.11) x 10-12
8, TBO = 1.50 ± 0.11 x 10-12

8. 

Comparison of the spectator model calculation with experiment de

termines Webl, but the result clearly depends somewhat on the as

sumed quark mass values. 

The B± and BO meson semileptonic branching fractions have not 

yet been separately determined. The measurements of the mean 

branching fractions for the first-stage decays are 

B(B -t e) = 0.104 ± 0.004, B(B -t p.) = 0.103 ± 0.005. 

Again, since these are smaller than the spectator model value 0.17, 
non-leptonic enhancements seem to be indicated. A cleaner measure 
of IVebl may therefore result from comparing theory and experiment 

for the semileptonic partial width. Ignoring possible differences in 
the B± and BO lifetimes and branching fractions, the experimental 

value is 

reB -t e) = (0.68 ± 0.06) x lOll 8-1 

to be compared with the theoretical values 

It is clear that Web I is of order 0.04-0.05 and that the quark mass 
choice is not very critical. 
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Fig. 3.9. Impact 
~lL--+-_ Y parameter b for a 

track from a sec
ondary vertex. 

Ezereille. Estimate the lifetime and semi/eptonic branching fraction 
for a t-quark of mass ,40 GeV. 

In order to measure the lifetime of a very short-lived particle such 
as D or E, one must be able to distinguish the production and decay 

points and measure the gap between them. In collider experiments 
this is accomplished by measuring charged particle tracks emerging 
from an interaction and extrapolating them back, either to the pri
mary interaction vertex or to possible secondary decay vertices. High 
resolution microvertex detectors (e.g. silicon strips, CCD's---eharge
coupled devices, etc.) are used to resolve short decay gaps. In es
tablishing whether a track emanates from the primary vertex (which . 
usually has many outgoing tracks) an impact parameter b is defined 
as the shortest distance between the track and the primary vertex; 
see Fig. 3.9. H the impact parameter is significantly larger than the 
experimental resolution (typically some tens of microns, one micron 
= 1O-4cm) a secondary vertex is indicated. 

Ezereille. Suppose that the shortlived particle X has velocity fJ and 
Lorentz factor 'Y = (1 - fJ2)-1/2 in the lab frame. In the rest-frame 
of X, reached by boosting along the X-momentum, suppose that X 
lives for time 'T and that the secondary particle Y has energy yO and 
momentum components YL, YT along and perpendicular to the X
direction. The decay length of X is therefore fJ'Y'T. Show that the 
angle fJ between the X and Y tracks in the lab is 
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and hence that the impact parameter for relativistic X b> 1) is 

If X is spin/ess or unpolarized, so that its rest-frame decay is isotropic, 
show that the mean value of b is 

(b) = ill"Tx, 

where TX is the mean lifetime (assuming Y is relativistic in the X 
rest frame). Thus the distribution of b is insensitive to the -y-factor / 
of the decaying particle X, and directly measures the lifetime. / 

3.5 General V ± A Decay Rate 

For completeness, we give the general form of the rate for the 
decay 

a~ bcd 

via an effective Lagrangian with V ± A weak currents and arbitrary 
masses, 

The transition probability, summed over spins, is 

:E 1.M12 = 16[ (Glgl + G~gh) (a· d)(b. c) 

+ (Glg~ + G~glHa. c)(b· d) 

- GLGR(gl + g~)mamb(c· d) 

+ (Gl + G~)gLgR(a. b)mcmd 

-4GLGRgLgRmam bm Cm d] • 

The two-body phase space of any pair of outgoing particles can be 
integrated over using Appendix B results. Clustering cd first, we note 
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that as f c"d" d2 (PS of cd) is sy=etric in /.tV indices, the integrals 
of the (a· d) (b • c) and (a. c)( b . d) terms will be the same. The final 
result for the partial width is 

5 

r = 1:~3 [(Gl + G~)(gl + gk)11 + GLGR(gl + gk)h 

where 

+( Gl + G~)gLgRI3 + G LG R gLgR 14J ' 

11 = f dz(z - x~ - x~)(1 + xl- z)f , 

12 = -2 f dz(z - x~ - X~)Xb f , 

13 = 2 f dz(1 + x: - Z)XcXd f , 

14 = -16 f dz XbXcXd f . 

Here Xi = mi/ma, (zc + Xd)2 ~ Z < (1 - Xb)2 and f = 
>.1/2(1,z,x:)>.1/2(z,x~,z~)/z. We remark that It(Xa,Xb,Xc) is inde
pendent of a, b, c ordering and 11 (0, 0, 0) = 1/12. 

3.6 Semileptonic Decay Distributions 

We can qualitatively infer some features of lepton spectra from 
e and b decays from our earlier discussion of p. decay. The squared 
matrix elements for the semileptonic decays are 

L IMI2 ex: (p.-. iI.)(V,,· e-) , 

L IMI2 ex: (e· e+)(s . v.) , 

L IMI2 ex: (b .v.)(e· e-) . 

Thus the following decay spectra will be similar: 

p. -> e 

b -> e 

down-> down 

up-> up 

down -> down 



and likewise 

b -> 1/. 
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down-> up 

up -> down 

down-> up 

wiII be similar, up to corrections involving masses of final particles; 
here up and down refer to the location in the doublet. It was noted 
previously that the p.- -> e- spectrum was hard, with event rate 
peaking at the upper end-point; a similar feature exists for b -> e-, 

which as we shall see later, enhances the electron signal from b-decays 
compared to c-decays at coIIiders. Corresponding results hold for the 
antiparticle decays, by CP symmetry. The decays c -> 8P.+/lp. and 
b -> cp.-I/p. are essentially the same as the corresponding decays to 
electrons, since both electron and muon masses are negligible here. 

To be more quantitative, the invariant single-particle distributions 
from charm decay are 

dI' IVc.J2 G} J[ + I ) 2) Ei~= ° 5 c·e S·/I. d2 (PS =9i(Xi , a-pi 2c 7r 

where i = e+, 8, or /I. and 

Xi=C-Pi· 

In the c rest frame X'f = m~ + m~ - 2m.E,. The phase-space integral 
is over the other two final-state particles (j, k f i). The integrals can 
be evaluated using formulas of Appendix B. 

Ezerei.e. Show that the inllariant distributions are gillen by 

(X2) = 6K(X: - 82)2(c2 - r.) 
g. • ~ , 

• 

g.(X!) = K[(c2 
- 8

2
)2 + X:(c2 + s2) - 2Xil ' 

where K = IV .. J2 G}/(967r4cO). Neglecting also the strange quark 
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mass, find the corresponding distributions f- 1& /dxi where Xi 

2Ei/ me in the c rest frame and compare with J.t decay results. 

Ezercise. Show that the physical ranges of the Xl are 

i#i#k, 

and that the corresponding ranges of the decay particle energies in the 

charm rest frame are 

0::; E. (or Ev) ::; (m~ - m;)/(2me) , 

mB ::; EB ::; (m~ + m;)/(2me) . 

These energy distributions can be readily calculated from the above 
invariant distributions using Eidf /d3pi = (41rPi)-1 df /dEi. The re
sults in the "scaled" energy variables Xi = 2Ei/me are shown in 
Fig. 3.10 for masses me = 1.87 and mB = 0.5 GeV. We note that the 
v. energy distribution is harder than the e+ energy distribution. The 
s quark takes a higher fraction of the energy, due to its mass (com

pare the formulas above for the kinematic ranges of the energies). 
The energy of the final quark is not directly measurable because of 
fragmentation, which is discussed in a later chapter. 

3 

Ol...O!l::.....--'--'.....u .................. ....L.J....lL...J 

o 0.5 o 0.5 1 

Fig. 3.10. Fractional energy spectra Xi = 2Ei/mQ of decay leptons 
and quarks from Q = c, b semileptonic decay. 
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The corresponding distributions for b -+ C e- i/. decay can be ob
tained from those for charm decay by making the following substitu
tions in the preceding equations: 

s -+ C, £Ie --+ e , + e -+ Ve . 

The scaled energy distributions in the b rest frame are also shown 

in Fig. 3.10 for masses mb = 5.27 GeV and me = 1.87 GeV, with 
Xi = 2E;/mb' The energy spectra of the electron and the neutrino 
are qualitatively interchanged in going from c to b decay and a harder 
charged lepton energy distribution is obtained in b decay (analogous 
to p. decay). This enhances the electron signal from b-quarks relative 
to that from c-quarks, in high energy coIlider experiments, since the 
more energetic electrons are more likely to survive acceptance cuts. 

Exerei8e. Show that the different behavior of dr/dE. in c and b 

decays near the endpoints can be understood as a consequence of an

gular momentum conservation. For decays with the parent particle 

at rest, the maximum electron energy occurs when the other two par

ticles recoil together against it. In the massless approximation for 

all final-state particles, this configuration is allowed in b decay but is 
forbidden in c decay. 

The relative contributions of the b -+ C e- i/. and b -+ u e- i/. 

decay channels can be experimentally determined from the shape of 
the electron spectrum near its upper endpoint. For electron energy 
in the range, 

only the b -+ u e- i/. channel can contribute. In studies of the electron 
spectrum from B mesons produced nearly at rest in e+e- coIlisions 

at CESR, it is found that the spectrum cuts off sharply near the 

endpoint for b -+ C e- i/., as shown in Fig. 3.11. This is the source of 

the experimental limit on the mixing matrix element lVub I. 
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60 t t :a SO +1) b~cQv Fig. 3.11. The measured 
Q. 

spectra of electrons 
z: 40 ... I 0 (squares) and muons (dia->= w / '. monds) from B decay. ..... 
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Ezercise. Show that if Vub = 0 exactly, there is no CP violating 
phase in the quark mizing matrix for three generations. 

We have hitherto concentrated attention on cases with ma -< Mw, 
approximating the W-propagator factor in the amplitude by 

where q = a-b = c+dis the momentum carried by W. However, the 
results above can be generalized to ma ~ Mw by including the W
denominator factor 11 - zm;/ (M~ - irw Mw) 1-2 

in the integrands 
of II· .. 14 above, since q2 = zm;. The qp.qv/M~ term in the numer

ator can still be neglected, so long as c and d are light compared to 
W. 
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3.7 Characteristics of Heavy Quark Decays 

3.7.1 Electron and muon signals. 

The problem of finding heavy quarks through their decay products is 

that there are large backgrounds from conventional quark and gluon 
sources. Although in principle the heavy hadron could be identified 

and its mass measured from peaks in the invariant mass distributions 
of its decay products, in practice these backgrounds obscure such 

signals unless there is some other tag for heavy quark events. 

The presence of leptons is a powerful way to tag final states 
containing heavy quarks. The latter have substantial semileptonic 

branching fractions, of order 10% for e and 10% for fL; this is known 

experimentally for c and b, and expected theoretically for t on the 

basis of counting lepton and quark decay modes. Among hadrons 

containing light quarks, only 7r -t fLV, K -t fLV, K -t 7rev and 
7r0 -t e+ e-, are substantial sources ofleptons, but these can be sep
arated in various ways. For example, the first three cases have long 

decay paths and give kinks in the charged particle track at the decay 
point, because the incoming 7r± or K± momentum does not match 

the outgoing fL± or e± momentum in magnitude or direction; the 

fourth case gives low-mass e+ e- pairs. Notice that 7r and K decay 

backgrounds are not the same for electrons and muons; in particular 
7r -t ev and K -t ev are essentially absent. 

The expectation that t-quarks and possible heavier quarks Q have 

semileptonic branching fraction of order 10% into electrons is based 

on decay via W -bosons only. In extensions of the standard model 

with more than one scalar multiplet (e.g. two scalar doublets), there 

are additional decays into charged Higgs scalar particles, e.g. Q -t 

H+q, via Yukawa couplings; see Fig. 3.12. If mH+ < mQ < Mw, 
this decay width is of order G Fm~, which dominates over the G}m~ 
contribution from virtual W -bosons. H+ in turn is expected to decay 

into the heaviest kinematically accessible fermion-antifermion chan

nel, so that H+ -t ev or fLV are highly suppressed. In this case of 
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Fig. 3.12. Dominant contributions to heavy quark decay from 
virtual W and real charged Higgs bosons. 

real H+ emission, there is essentially no lepton signal for Q from pri
mary semileptonic decays. The fact that B-mesons have semileptonic 
decays shows that there is no charged Higgs particle with mH < mE. 

Ezerei8e. Assuming the coupling of H+ to tb has the form 

1 

C = (2V2 GF)' mtcot,B H+tRbL + h.c. 

(which is the dominant term in the two-doublet model (§12.6) if 
cot2,B ~ mb/mt), show that the partial width for t -> bH+ is 

ignoring mVml terms, and hence that the ratio to the sum of virtual 
W mediated decays is 

r(t->bH+)/r(t->bqq + blv) = 4V2 7r
2 cot2,B(1-mk/m;)2 /(3GFm;) 

-1.6 X 106 [GeVJ2 cot2,B/m;. 

Ezerei8e. Assume that H+ has the following dominant couplings to 
vf and cs decay channels, as in the two-doublet model (§12.6) with 

[Ve.1 "" 1 

c = (2V2GF)~H+ [m, tan,B V,L TR + m. tan,B CLSR + me cot,BcR sLl 

+h.c. 
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Neglecting m./mH corrections, show that the partial decay widths are 

V2GF ( m
2 

)2 2 
r(H+ -t T+V) = 87r mH 1 - mi m; tan f3, 

3V2GF ( m2)2 
r(H+ -t cS) = 87r mH 1- m~ (m~cot2f3+m~tan2f3), 

and hence that the bmnching fmctions are approximately (taking me ~ 

mr and m. ~ 0) 

3.7.2 Cascade decays. 

Because of the nearly-diagonal character of the quark mixing matrix, 
the most favored route for a heavy quark charged-current decay is 

either to the same generation (e.g. c -t s) or-if this is kinematiCally 
impossible-to the nearest generation (e.g. b -t c). As a result, heavy 
quark decays go preferentially via a cascade: 

c--+s, 

b-tc-ts, 

t-tb-tc-ts, 

with real or virtual W emission at each stage. 

One consequence is multilepton production: there is a possibil
ity of producing an fI.-Vt or fI.+Vt pair at each step of the cascade. 

Figure 3.13 shows schematically how up to two charged leptons can 

be produced in b-decay and up to three in t-decay, along the main 
cascade sequence. The full possibilities are many: 

t -t b(ev, (tv, TV, cs, ud) , 

b-t c(ev, J1.V, TV, cs, ud), 

c -t s(ev, (tv, ud) , 

T -t v(ev, J1.v, ud), 

involving many options at each stage, with sometimes a side-branch 

as in b -t CTV where both c and T go on to decay. However, the 
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quark possibilities 
in t-quark cascade 
decays. 

leptons from later cascade stages typically carry less energy, which 
makes them more difficult to detect in experiments with acceptance 

cuts on momenta. 

Ezercise. Including principal side-branches, show that the maxI

mum number of charged leptons remains 2 for b, 3 for t decays. 

Another consequence of cascade decays is more secondary decay 
vertices close to the primary quark production vertex. Bottom

quarks give typically two such vertices, one from b and one from c 

decay, but with modes like b --t CTV there is a third. Top-quarks are 

too short-lived to have resolvable decay vertices, but the subsequent 
cascade gives two and side-branches can give two more. These mul

tiple decay vertices provide a valuable way to identify heavy-quark 
events experimentally. 

3.7.3- Kinematics: lepton isolation and jet PT. 

The kinematics of decay of a hadron (Qij) or (Qqq) containing a heavy 

quark Q are essentially the kinematics of Q decay. For simplicity the 

following discussion refers to Q, but it should be understood that 
it is the heavy hadron which decays and that the decay products of 

interest are hadrons and leptons. The dominant feature of Q decay 
is its large energy release. 
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The most immediate consequence is that the decay products have 

large invariant mass. If their four-momenta are labelled Pi, then 

0:: Pi)2 = m~. In principle this property could identify heavy quarks 

and measure their mass mQ. In practice however, there are usually 

many hadrons in an event which makes it difficult to single out those 

which come from hadronic decays of Q and semileptonic decays have 

the problem of a missing neutrino. 

A useful consequence of the large energy release is that the final 

particles from heavy quark decay are distributed over a wider solid 

angle than the decay products from lighter quarks of the same en
ergy. As a simple example, when heavy quarks Q are produced near 
threshold via e+e- --+ QQ, they are moving slowly and their decay 

products are distributed rather isotropic ally, quite unlike the situa

tion with light quarks q produced via e+e- --+ qij at the same energy, 

which lead to narrow back-to-back pairs of jets. Hence concentrating 

attention on isotropic events here makes it easier to detect a new 

heavy quark threshold. 

As another example, a fast lepton from b or c decay is necessarily 

accompanied closely by hadrons. Figure 3.14 shows a B-meson which 

produces a V-meson when it decays semileptonically. If the final elec

tron is very energetic, kinematics require that the initial B was also 
energetic and hence that the decay products are mostly collimated 

in the forward direction. 

Exercise. By requiring that the invariant mass of e+ plus V in Fig. 

9.14 is less than mE, show that the angle between e+ and V and the 

momentum of V are constrained in any given frame by 

Hint: For given Pe and OeD, first find the upper and lower bounds on 

PD. At what value of () eD do these bounds meet? What is the lowest 

lower bound? 
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B 

Fig. 3.14. Sketch of 

B -+ De+ve decay. 

These bounds are extreme limits: most events will satisfy them 

by a comfortable margin. They bite hard when Pe > m~/mD = 
14 GeV which requires sin OeD < !(1-m1/m~) andPD > ~mD/(1-
m1/m~). The physical consequence is that a very energetic lepton 
from b-decay (or c-decay, which is similar) cannot appear in isolation: 
there must be energetic hadrons nearby in angle. On the other hand, 

for a 175 GeV t-quark, the analogous constraint for t-flavored meson 

T -+ Bev decay does not bite hard until p. ~ m}/mB ~ 6 TeV. 

Figure 3.15 illustrates the difference between t and b quark decay 
kinematics. 

E:eercise. For a massless particle emitted in 9-body decay of a mov

ing heavy quark, show that there is no constraint on its angle of emis

sion but there is a severe constraint on its energy for backward angles. 

Thus lepton isolation offers a way to distinguish the contributions 

of t or other very heavy quarks from b and c contributions. If we set a 
suitable threshold for their momenta, leptons coming from the heavier 
quark decays have a good chance to be isolated from hadrons, while 

those coming from b and c decays are not isolated. This property has 
been used in t-quark searches. at the CERN pp collider. 

t b 

Fig. 3.15. Qualitative comparison of collimation of decay particles 

from t and b quarks, for primary quark momentum PQ ~ m, » mb. 
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Ezerei.e. For at-quark 0/ mass 40 GeV produced with 900 GeV 
momentum at a supercollider, within what angular cone about the 
t-direction can a 100 GeV electron be emitted? 

Another useful application of Q-decay kinematics is flavor-tagging 
of jets. When an energetic light quark turns into hadrons, these 
hadrons form a narrow jet collimated along the original quark di
rection. Such jets are a·familiar feature of e+e- experiments, where 
e+ e- -+ ijq reactions lead typically to pairs of back-to-back jets orig
inated by q and ij. However, it is not generally possible to determine 
experimentally which flavor of light quark originated a given jet (or 
whether it came from a gluon instead). With a heavy quark Q it is 
different; the jet contains the decay products of Q which dominate 
its properties. 

For example, semileptonic decay of Q can give a muon in the Q jet. 
Although Q itself has momentum collimated with its jet axis (defined 
by the summed momenta in the Q jet or the back-to-back Q jet) the 
muon can have momentum component transverse to this axis up to 
the limit I? ~ imQ, which is quite distinctive. Thus for example 
c-decays give I? ~ 0.9 GeV and b-decays give I? ~ 2.3 GeV. This 
provides an effective way to tag heavy flavors. In e+ e- experiments 
at PEP and PETRA samples of b-jets have been selected by choosing 
jets containing muons withI? > 1 GeV; going one step further, the 
sign of the decay I'± establishes whether b orb is the parent. 

This technique can also be used in the search for heavier quark 
flavors. Figure 3.16 compares the electron or muon PT spectra calcu
lated from semileptonic decays of b quarks and hypothetical fourth
generation charge -~ v quarks of mass 40 Ge V, produced in e+ e- -+ 

Z -+ bb and vii. Both primary electrons from b -+ c or v -+ c tran

sitions and secondary electrons from c -+ sell. and r -+ "Tev. are 
included. The v-decay electrons have a PT distribution dramatically 
harder than in b decay. We emphasize the importance of using the jet 
axis as a reference direction in heavy quark tagging; distributions rel
ative to the beam axis owe more to the angular distribution of quark 
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production (broadly similar for all flavors) than to decay kinematics, 
and are therefore less distinctive. 

We can also consider the sum E p~ over all particles from a sin
gle Q-decay. Figure 3.17 shows the calculated distributions for the 
e+ e- ..... Z ..... lib, IIV scenario described above. If the final products 
of the full cascade Q decay process have negligible masses, the mean 
value of E P~ can be evaluated analytically. 
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We first boost longitudinally to the Q rest frame, which leaves 
PT unchanged. Assuming the decay distribution is isotropic (i.e. if 
the Q-hadron is spinless or unpolarized)' the average value of each 

contribution P~ is 

where (J is the polar angle relative to the jet axis. Energy conservation 
fixes the sum of the momenta 

i 

Hence 

Here we have summed only over decay products of Q, but the result 
is approximately true for the complete jet. Thus selecting jets with 

large transverse momentum sum can help to select heavy quark events 
and this sum can help to measure mQ. 

Ezerl!ise. If P~ denotes particle momenta normal to a plane con

taining the Q momentum, show that 

Such kinematic considerations are also useful in identifying decays 
of light particles such as the T lepton. The hadronic decay products of 

T are characterized by low multiplicity and low invariant mass < m,. 
Narrow jets of hadrons from energetic isolated T decays therefore 

look very different from QCD jets, which are typically broader and of 
higher multiplicity. On the basis of this difference, events of W -> TV 

origin have been identified at the CERN pp collider. 
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3.7.4 Decay neutrinos and missing PT. 

Along with electrons and muons, the heavy quark decays also give 
neutrinos. In collider experiments these neutrinos are not directly 
detected but give an apparent imbalance in energy and momen
tum. Experimentally the balance of momentum along the beam 
axis cannot be evaluated, because some final particles can escape 
undetected down the beam pipe. However, the transverse momen
tum PT of all particles except neutrinos can be measured to test 
for PT imbalance. Such "missing PT" larger than expected from 
measurement errors is a signal for decay neutrinos of heavy quarks 
or other interesting physics. Other sources of missing PT include 
W -+ ev, Z -+ VV, ep -+ vX and decays of new particles from 
Supersymmetry such as ii -+ qij;Y where the photino ;Y is undetected. 

Heavy quark decays can also provide neutrino beams. Conven
tional neutrino beams are made by taking 7("+ and K+ (or 7("- and 
K-) beams from a primary proton interaction, allowing them to de
cay down a flight tube and then stopping all hadrons and muons with 
a shield: this gives primarily vI' (or v!') beams with some contam
ination from v. and v.. Alternatively, if a primary proton beam is 
stopped in a "beam dump" (a target followed directly by a shield) 
the produced 7(" and K are mostly absorbed before they can decay. 
The dominant source of neutrinos is then the prompt decay of very 
short-lived heavy quarks, mainly charm. In this case equal numbers 
of vI' and v. are produced; the v/v ratio depends on the relative mo
mentum distributions of c and c quarks, which may differ. High lu
minosity hadron supercolliders will copiously produce c and b quarks 
and hence there is a possibility of obtaining neutrino beams from 
their decays. 
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3.8 Quark Decays to Real W BOSODS 

A heavy quark with mass mQ > Mw + mq will decay into a real 
W boson and a lighter quark q, as illustrated in Fig. 3.18. Likewise a 
heavy charged lepton L with mass mL > Mw + m VL will decay into 
a real W boson plus vL; similar considerations apply in both cases. 
The matrix element for this decay in the quark case is 

.M = - i~ VQq u(q) "/"'(1 - ,,/s) u(Q) E~(W) . 
2v2 

The spin-averaged matrix element squared, ! E.pin.I.M12
, is 

To take into account the running of the couplings with the mass scale, 
which is Mw . in this case, we introduce 

G = g2.,12 = 1I"a(Ma,) 
8Ma, .,I2xw (Ma, ) Ma, , 

where a(Ma,) "" 1/128 and xw(Ma,) "" 0.23. 

The dot products can be expressed in terms of the masses as q.Q = 
!(Q2+q2_W2), q.W = !(Q2_q2_W2), Q.W = !(Q2_q2+W2), 

Q Fig. 3.18. Heavy quark 
decay to a real W boson. 
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giving 

The decay rate is 

where A(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 - 2ab - 2ac - 2bc. In the Q rest frame 
we obtain 

In the case that q2/Q2 « 1, this simplifies to 

3 ( )2( ) _ GmQ 2 Ma, 2Ma, r - '" IVQql 1 - -2 1 + -2- . 
87fy2 mQ mQ 

This rate is semiweak (~ G F) and therefore much bigger than for 
the four-fermion processes (~ G~) which describe decays with a vir
tual W. This difference arises because a real W decays with unit 
probability, without costing an extra factor GF. 

In an exercise in §3.7.1 the decay rate for Q .... qH+ was given for 
a particular coupling; in the two Higgs doublet model (§12.6) with 
tanfJ = 1, there is an additional factor of IVQqI2. The ratio of the 
Higgs and W decay widths is then 

r(Q .... qH+) _ (1- mh/m~)2 
r(Q .... qw+) - (I-Ma,/m~)2(1+2Ma,/m~) 

neglecting m~/m~. Thus if the H and W masses are comparable, 
these decay rates may be comparable. 
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Next we consider the sequential decay 

Q-+q+W 

L.ev 

where the W may be either real or virtual. The matrix element is 
given by the four-fermion effective interaction, multiplied by a W 
propagator factor: 

Integrating the differential decay rate over the e+ Ve phase space gives 
the invariant q-quark distribution 

where gq(X:) has the same functional form as the 8-quark distri
bution function from charm decay or the c-quark distribution from 
bottom decay (which are the same) and x: = (Q - q)2. 

The total rate in the Q rest frame can be obtained by integrating 

over dEq = -dX:/2Qo 

Figure 3.19 shows the integrated partial rate versus mQ for mq = 0 

and JVQqJ = 1. The change from the m~ dependence for mQ < 
Mw + mq to the m~ dependence for mQ > Mw + mq is evident. 
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3.9 Leptonic Decays 

Pseudoscalarmesons X-(Qq) can decay to ev, !-LV, TV through the an
nihilation process in Fig. 3.20. In addition to the well-known '/I"-(ud) 
and K-(us) leptonic decays, other possibilities include D-(i:d), 
D:;-(cs), B;;(bU), B;(bc), etc. The effective Lagrangian for the 
X- --t £- Vi transition with m:k « Mlv is 

Celf = ~ VQq (01 v(Qh"(l - /'s)u(q) IX) u(£h"(l - /'s)v(v). 

The hadronic matrix element must be of the form 

(01 v (Q)')'" (1 - /,s)u(q) IX} = IxX" , 

where Ix is a real constant, since X" is the only four vector in the 
initial state. Since the X meson is pseudoscalar, only the axial cur
rent contributes. Using the Dirac equation, and assuming that the 
neutrino is massless, M simplifies to 



q 

whose spin-summed square is 

In the X rest frame, the decay width is 

giving 
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Fig. 3.20. Pseudoscalar 
meson leptonic decay 
X- -+ £-Vl. 

The decay width is proportional to the lepton mass squared. 

Ewercise. Show that the vanishing of r(1I' -+ £v) for ml = 0 is a 

consequence of angular momentum conservation. 

For 11' decays the ratio of e to /-L partial widths is 

r(1I'- -+ eVe) = (me)2 (m; - m~)2 = 1.283 X 10-4. 
r( 11' -+ /-LVe ) m,. mi - m~ 

Radiative corrections corresponding to the conditions of the exper
imental measurement change this prediction to 1.228 x 10-4 , to be 

compared with the measured value of (1.230 ± 0.004) x 10-4 . This 

is the most accurate test of e - /-L universality (i.e. that eVe and /-Lv,. 

have the same weak coupling strength). 
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From the charged pion lifetime 

1 -8 
T" = r" = 2.6 x 10 s 

and the mixing matrix element lVudl = 0.974, the value of the pion 

decay constant is deduced to be 

f" = 131 MeV = 0.94m". 

From the measured partial width for K -t liv decay, r(K,.2) = 5.15x 

103 s-1, and lVu.1 = 0.221, the K-decay constant is found to be 

fK = 160 MeV = 1.15 m" . 

The decay constants for mesons containing heavy quarks have not 

been accessible to experiment thus far. There is an upper limit fD < 
310 MeV from B(D+ -t Ii+V,.) < 7.2 x 10-4

• Some theoretical 

estimates suggest that 

fx ;;:; f" , 
but this question is controversial. The f B constant is important 

because it is needed in order to predict BO - 130 mixing. 

In the case of charm (and heavier flavors), the dominant leptonic 
modes are into TVr because mr is the largest lepton mass: 

The Cabibbo-allowed D. -t TVr decay offers a potential means for 

producing Vr neutrinos which could then be detected through the 

reaction vrN -t T+hadrons. 

As the mass of X increases, the leptonic branching fraction de

creases, since 

r(leptonic) ex m X , r(semileptonic) ex m3c . 

Thus the prospects of finding leptonic decays of B or higher mass 

mesons become much less favorable. Moreover, in the B-meson case, 
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the weak current element iVub/ is known to be small, which suppresses 
the leptonic decay of h(bu); the h(be) state with coupling iVeb/ re
mains as a possibility. 

The decay of the T fermion to a pion 

is described by the same effective Lagrangian. 

E:r:erei~e. Show that the partial width for this decay is 

The predicted ratio of 

is in good accord with the measured value of 0.58 ± 0.13. 

The decays of the T into a hadronic state of spin -1 can be similarly 
calculated. For example, the partial width for the decay into the rho 
meson 

is given by 

The p-decay constant is determined from the isovector part of the 
electromagnetic form factor; see Fig. 3.21. The prediction for T -> PVT 

agrees with the measured branching fraction. 
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T-

Fig. 3~21. lllustration of the underlying similarity between r---+ 

vTP- and pO --+ e+ e- decay; only conserved vector currents contribute 

in each case. 



Chapter 4 

4.1 Cross Sections for Fermion-Antifermion Scattering 

Lepton-lepton scattering offers opportunities to study electroweak 
interactions rather cleanly, since leptons have no strong interactions. 
We start this chapter by deriving the formulas for a general fermion
antifermion scattering at tree level via gauge-boson exchanges; in 
later sections we apply these formulas to particular cases. The e+ e

interactions via the ZO gauge boson are of special interest, in the era 
of "Z factories" at the SLC and LEP colliders. 

To calculate fermion-antifermion scattering it is convenient to use 
the chirality basis for spinors (i. e. left- and right-handed projections) 
which are physically distinct helicity states in the massless limit. 
Consider a general process tl -> f 1 with particle symbols used to 
denote the four-momenta, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Here l (1) is not 
necessarily the antiparticle of l (J) as e.g., in the case l = e, l = f) •• 

The invariant kinematical variables are 

8 = (l + l)2 = (J + 1)2 , 
t = (J _l)2 = (1 _l)2 , 

u = (f _l)2 = (J _l)2 . 

. Gauge boson exchanges can occur in either the 8 or t channels (i. e., 
where the virtual gauge boson momentum squared is either 8 or t). 

109 
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-"5 
s-channel 

Fig. 4.1. Gauge boson exchange diagrams for fermion-antifermion 

scattering. 

The transition amplitude for the sum of s-channel exchanges is 

where A, B denote L, R chiralities and GAB represents the product 
of couplings g, and propagator factors 

GAB(s) = L gA(X ---+ el)gB(X ---+ If) 
X s-MJ:.+iMxrx 

summed over all contributing gauge bosons X = ,,/, Zo, W±. The 

amplitude for t-channel exchanges is 

with 

G () _ "gA(Y ---+ If)gB(Y ---+ if) 
AB t - L...J t-M2 

y y 

summed over contributing gauge bosons Y. The overall minus sign 

comes from the different orderings of the anticommuting fermion op

erators in the s- and t-channel cases, with an odd number of in

terchanges to go from the ordering in one case to the other. Notice 
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our conventions here; the labels A and B in GAB refer always to the 

L, R couplings of the fermion l and the fermion f, as listed in §2.12. 

A fermion coupled to a gL vertex has L chirality but an antifermion 

coupled to such a vertex has R chirality. 

Consider first the case of all left-handed fermions. By the Fierz 

transformation of the fermion spinors 

so the s- and t-exchange amplitudes can be combined to give 

The square of .M can be evaluated as in the J.L-decay calculation 

1.M(tLtL -+ hh)1
2 = 16 (t· 1)(1. f) IGLL{S) + GLL{t) 12 

= 4 u2IGLL{S) + GLL(t) 12 . 

The final expression is based on a massless approximation for initial

and final-state fermions. 

Similarly, for an interaction involving only right-handed fermions, 

Ezereille. Show that in transitions involving mixed handedness, only 

the s- or t-channel contributes, and hence that 

1.M(lLh -+ fRfR)1 2 = 4t2 IGLR(S)12 , 

1.M(lRlR -+ hh)12 = 4 t2IGRt(S) 12 , 

1.M(tLlR -+ hfR)12 = 4 s2IGRL(t) 12 , 

1.M(lRlL -+ fRh) 12 = 4s2IGLR(t)12 . 

Combining these contributions, the spin-averaged differential cross 
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section is 

~ (l£-+ ff) = 16~s2 {u2 [iGLL(S)+GLL(t)12+IGRR(S)+GRR(t)12] 

+ t2 [I GLR (S) 12 + IGRL(S)12] +s2 [iGLR(t)12+IGRL(t)12
]}. 

Ezereise. Show that the craBS sections lor an unpolarized l and a L 
or R polarized l are, respectively, 

du
d

L 
= ~{u2IGLL(S) + GLL(t) 12 + t2IGLR(SW + s2IGLR(t)12} , 

t8lTS 

~: = 8:s2 {u2IGRR(S) + GRR(t)12 + t2IGRL(S)12 + S2IGRL(t) 12 }, 

The corresponding results for fermion-fermion scattering iI' -+ l'l 
can be obtained by crossing (I' = - f, l' = -l) wii;h the replace
ments s ... u in IMI2. The result is 

It is straightforward to derive polarized cross section formulas, too. 
We will apply these general expressions to specific examples in the 
following sections and in Chapter 5. 

In the standard model there are only ,"/, ZO exchanges in the S chan
nel. The effective Lagrangian of the standard model gives 

where 



M2 
R(s) = z . 

8 -Mj +iMzrz 

In an extended gauge theory having additional Z bosons there will 

be additional contributions to GAB (s). The differential cross section 

is 

in the massless e, /L approximation. Hence, we obtain 

Using the relations 

t = -~s(l - cosO) , IL = -~s(l + cos 0) , 

the QED contribution alone is 

Integrating du / dt over the full kinematic range 0 $; 0 $; 11', we 

obtain 

For s «Mj, where the Z contribution is negligible, the QED /L-pair 
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production cross section is 

where E = VS/2 is the beam energy. An improved s <:: Mi approx
imation retains the leading 'Y*, Z* interference term 

The ratio of the integrated e+e- --+ p.+p.- cross sections, including 

both 'Y* and Z contributions, to the pure QED value is given as a 

function of VS in Fig. 4.2. The Z pole gives an enhancement of two 
orders of magnitude at VS = Mz over the 'Y* cross section. 

At the Z resonance, the Z contribution alone is a good approxi
mation, given by 

1000 

~ 100 r - Fig. 4.2. Energy de-
).. 
~ pendence of the e+e-.g 

--+ b*, Z) --+ p.+ p.-
~ 10 I- -N cross section, relative + 
).. to the QED cross sec-~ 

b 1 tion. 

0.1 , , 
a 100 200 

IS (GeV) 



This can be expressed in terms of the partial widths for Z-leptonic 
decays (derived in a later chapter) 

as 

1271" (s/Mi)r <or 1'1' 

uz = (8 - Mi)2 + Mirk ' 

which is a relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance formula. At the Z 
resonance energy 8 = Mi, the ratio of the resonance contribution 
(peak minus background) to the electromagnetic background is 

where BI'I' = r(Z -> p.+p.-)/rz is the p.+p.- branching fraction and 

a = a(Mi) '" 1/128 (§7.3). This offers a direct way to measure 
Bl'w These expressions hold more generally for the production of 
any JP = 1- resonant state, such as t/J or T. 

Ezereille. Show that in the narrow width approximation, 

1 71" ( 2) 
(8 - Mi)2 + MFk "" Mzrz 58 - Mz . 

In the narrow width approximation the cross section formula becomes 

2 rZ 2 
uz = 1271" BeeBl'1' Mz 5(8 - Mz) . 

The integrated Z-resonance contribution is then 

J r.: 2 rz 
dv 8 uz = 671" BeeB1'1' -2- . Mz 

This offers a way to measure r z, given a determination of BI'I' = Bee 

above. 



With polarized electron beams the cross sections UL and UR for 

the scattering of left-handed and right-handed electrons on unpolar

ized positrons can be separately measured. A left-right polarization 

asy=etry ALR is defined as 

A 
UL - UR 

LR = . 
uL+UR 

Ezerei.e. Show that for e+ e- --t p,+ p,-, 

and can be approximated at the Z resonance by 

where gy and gA are the couplings to electrons or muons. Find the 
corresponding result on Z resonance for e+ e- --t f f. 

We now consider the angular distribution of the cross section. 

The QED contribution alone has (1 +cos2 0) shape, but the full cross 

section has a term linear in cos 0 from interference between the '"j' 

or Z vector coupling and the axial vector Z coupling. Figure 4.3 
gives typical experimental e+ e- experimental angular distributions 

showing this effect; the solid curve is based on Xw = 0.23. 
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The forward-backward asymmetry in the e+e- -+ 1'+1'- reaction 
for unpolarized beams is defined to be the number of 1'+ at c.m. scat
tering angle fJ minus the number of 1'+ at angle 7r - fJ divided by the 
sum 

da( fJ) - da( 7r - fJ) 
AFB(fJ) = da(fJ) + da(7r - fJ) . 

The integrated asymmetry is 

AFB = 1;/2 [da(fJ) - da(7r - fJ)] = N(forward) - N(backward) 
0' N(forward) + N(backward) . 

From the preceding cross section expressions we find 

3 (IGLLI2 + IGRRI2 - 2IGLRI2) 
AFB = 4 (IGLLI2 + IGRRI2 + 2IGLRI2) . 

Figure 4.4 compares the standard model prediction with the data. 
The asymmetry reaches a minimum value of about -0.7 below ys = 
Mz, due to large "(*, Z interference; see Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.4. Comparison of data on the integrated e+e- -+ 1'+1'

asymmetry with the standard model prediction for Xw = 0.23. 
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Fig. 4.5. Prediction of 
integrated e+ e- -> JL+ JL

asymmetry AFB as a 
function of ..;s. 

Exercise. For e+ e- -> f f scattering at the Z resonance, show that 

• • gA'gy' A 3 
gAgy 

FB ~ 
- (g~)2 + (g~)2 (g~f + (g?f ' 

neglecting mJlmz. Hence for e+e- -> JL+JL- show that AFB = ~AiR 
on the Z resonance. 

4.3 Bhabha Scattering 

In the elastic process e+ e- -> e+ e- both direct-channel and cross

channel poles contribute, as illustrated below. 

-e+ e-
s-channel t-channel 

Fig. 4.6. s- and 
t-channel exchang
es contributing to 

Bhabha scattering. 
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The general cross section formula of §4.1 applies in terms of GAB(s) 
and GAB(t) where both have the same functional form given in §4.2 
for e+ e- ---> 1'+1'-. The Bhabha cross section can be used for further 

tests of the standard model but is also useful experimentally as a 
luminosity monitor, as is e+e- ---> 1'+1'-. 

4.4 e+ e- ---> Massive Fermions 

There are many e+e- ---> 1/ channels of interest where the masses 

m and m of the final state fermions cannot be neglected. To treat 
these cases the formalism of §4.1 must be generalized. The chirality 

amplitudes GAB(s), GAB(t) can still be used, but some interference 

terms now appear because chirality is not conserved for / and 1; also 
the masses appear explicitly. The differential cross section formula 
becomes 

+(u-m2)(u-m2) [lG LL(s)+GLL(t) 12 +IG RR(S) + GRR(t) 12] 

+s(s-m2-m2) [lGLR(t) 12 + IGRL(t) 12] 

+2smmRe{ [GLL(S) + GLL(t)]GLR (s)+ [GRR(S) +GRR(t)]Gh(s) }}. 

To obtain the cross section formula for L(R) polarized electrons on 
unpolarized positrons, multiply by 2 and retain only the GAB for 

which A = L (A = R). 

Ezerei&e. Use the generallorm 01lMI2 given in §9.510r a ---> bcd 
decay, with suitable crossing, to confirm the s-channel exchange con

tributions in da / dt. 

Ezereise. For the case 01 equal masses m = m and s-channel ex
changes only, show that the angular distribution and total cross sec-
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tion are 

d::8 = 1::11" {{lGLLI2+IGRRI2)(1+,8cos8)2 

+ (IG LRI2 + IG Rd)(l-,8 cos /1)2+2(1- ,82)Ja (GLLGLR+GRRGRL)} , 

U = !: {{lGLLI2+IGRRI2+IGLRI2+IGRLI2) (1+1,82) 

+2(1-,82)Ja(GLLGLR+GRRGRL)} . 

Here ,8 = (1- 4m2/s)I/2 is the velocit!l of the final state fermions. 

Ezerei.e. From the preceding results, show that the left-right polar

ization as!lmmetr!l and the forward-backward angular as!lmmetr!l, for 

equal f and f masses and onl!l s-channel ezchanges, are given b!l 

1-,8')" 

An immediate application is tau lepton pair production, e+ e- ..... 
,.+,.-, for which GAB(s) has the same form as in e+e- ..... p.+p.-. Tau 
pairs may be recognized from their decay products, for example by 

the appearance of acoplanar e±p.± events with missing energy from 
double semileptonic decays. Near threshold where we can neglect the 
Z pole, GAB = e2 /s = 411"a/s and the total cross section is 

( + _ + _) (411"a2) ,8(3 - ,82) ,8(3 - ,82) 
U e e ..... ,.,. = -- = UQED • 

3s 2 2 

Thus, the cross section vanishes at threshold as U oc ,8 where ,8 = 
p/ E = (1- 4m;/s)1/2 is the,. velocity. The threshold dependence of 
the ,.+,.- cross section was used in the initial determination of the,. 

mass. 
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THRESHOLD FACTORS 

1 spin 1;2 Fig. 4.7. Comparison 
0-

of spin-O and spin-! 
"QED particle pair produc-

0.5 tion in e+ e- collisions, 
for particles of mass m 

spin 0 = 15 GeV. 

0 
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Ezerdlle. For the production 0/ point-like spin zero particles via the 
interaction Lagrangian C = -ie [<1>+(01'<1» - (01'<1>+)<1>] AI', show that 
the cross section is 

( + _ • .1.+.1._) 1 {33 (41r0!2) ue e -+'"1 -+'1' 'I' =- --. 
4 38 

Hence scalar particle production is more suppressed at threshold and 

its value at high 8 is 1/4 of that for IL""pair production. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.7. 

4.5 Heavy Neutrino Production 

Another interesting class of lepton processes in which final state 
masses are important is the production in e+ e- collisions of a possible 

heavy neutral lepton N in e+ e- collisions via the diagrams in Fig. 4.8. 

With a neutral fermion such as N the question always arises, is it a 
Dirac or Majorana particle? IT Dirac, the particle and antiparticle 

are distinct N f. Nj if Majorana, they are identical N = N. For light 
(essentially massless) neutrinos in the standard model, this question 
usually makes no difference, since what we normally call "neutrinos" 
are produced and detected only through left-handed couplings involv

ing helicity -! states while "antineutrinos" occur only in helicity +! 
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N 

Fig. 4.8. Diagrams for the production of a heavy neutrino N in 
e+ e- collisions. 

states. These states are physically distinct because of their helicities, 
whether or not v = iI. H we rewrite the standard model replacing V 

by v everywhere it will make no difference to semileptonic decay or 
neutrino scattering predictions. The only changes for light neutrinos 

arise when more than one of a given flavor is present, as for example 
in e+ e- ---> Z ---> v.iI. ; if v. is Majorana the amplitude must be suit
ably antisymmetrized, but in fact the cross section is unchanged (see 
below). In this section we shall start by assuming that N is a Dirac 

neutrino, since the preceding formulas cover this case; later we shall 
see what differences arise in the Majorana case. 

Consider first e+e- ---> v.N which proceeds via W-exchange by a 

mixing matrix element VN. in the lepton sector, analogous to quark 
mixing matrix elements. 

Ezereise. Show that the only contributing chirality amplitude is 

GLL(t) = [-4GFVNe/v'21/[(1- t/Ma,)] so that 

and hence that the cross section at low s is 
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Pair production of N N is possible through s-channel Z exchange 
as well as t-channel W exchange. The W exchange contribution is 
suppressed by WNol· whereas the Z contribution will be unsuppressed 
by mixing if N belongs to an SU(2)L doublet (for example, if N is a 
fourth-generation heavy neutrino). 

Ezerei.e. Since the N neutral·current coupling is left-handed, show 
that the onl!l contributing s-channel chiralit!l amplitudes to e+ e- ---+ 

NN are 

where R{s) is given in §4 . .e. Hence show that the differential and 

total cross sections are 

Note that this cross section is not suppressed b!l a miring matrix 

element. 

The formulas above assume that N and v. are Dirac neutrinos. It 
is possible that one or both are Majorana fermions, for which particle 
and antiparticle are identical. Unless both v. and N are Majorana 
fermions, the processes e+e- ---+ voN and e+e- ---+ Nv. are physically 
distinct and the cross section formulas are as given above. If both 
are Majorana fermions, the two processes lead to the same final state 
except that 1.10 has right-handed helicity in the first case and left
handed helicity in the second, due to the V - A structure of the 
interaction. The two contributions are therefore incoherent and the 
cross section for e+ e- ---+ voN is given by their sum; then 
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and at low energy, 

For e+e- -+ NN production with Majorana N, we have to anti

sy=etrize the amplitude between the two identical fermions in the 
final state, and integrate only over half the phase space. The vector 
coupling of Z to NN gives J Pc = r- states which are symmetrical 
between N and N; the axial vector coupling gives JPc = 1++ states 

which are antisy=etrical. Therefore the effect of antisy=etriza
tion is to cancel out the vector ZNN coupling and to double the 
axial vector coupling. 

Ezerci8e. Show that the contributing chirality amplitudes for e+ e- -+ 

N N with Majorana N are 

GLL{S) = -GLR(S) = V2GF(2xw - 1)R(s) , 

GRL{S) = -GRR(S) = V2GF(2xw)R(s) , 

and that the cross section formulas become 

G2 S 
u(e+e- -+ NN) = ---.Lp3(1_ 4xw + 8x!)IR(s)12. 

2411" 

Note there is more suppression near threshold for Majorana N com

pared to Dirac N, but the cross sections become the same at high 
energy. 

Exercise. Evaluate u( e+ e- -+ N N) at the Z resonance for both 
Dirac and Majorana cases. Hence using the general resonance for
mula of §4.2 show that 

Dirac 
Majorana 
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4.6 e+ e- -+ Hadrons 

The experimental cross section ratio of e+ e- -+ "I' -+ hadrons rel

ative to e+ e- -+ "I' -+ JI-+ JI-- provides direct evidence for the color 

quantum number. In the parton model (§5.1) the hadronic cross sec

tion at high Q2 is given by the sum of the quark cross sections, since 

quarks are presumed to fragment to hadrons with unit probability. 

Figure 4.9 shows the basic quark model diagram. The integrated 

quark cross section from QED is 

( 4m2) 1/2 ( 2m2) 
a(e+e- -+ "I' --> qq) = Nee: 1- ----;r 1 +----;r 

. a(e+e- -+ "I' -+ JI-+JI--)O(s - 4m:) , 
where eq is the quark charge in units of e. Hence the ratio of cross 

sections at s values not close to quark thresholds is 

R 
a( e+ e- --> "I' -+ hadrons) 

a(e+e- -+ "I' --> JI-+JI--) 

where the sum is over quarks with mq < 0/2, e q is the quark charge 

in units of lei and Nc is the number of types (called color) of each 

quark flavor. For Ne = 3, we have 

R 

2 

10/3 
11/3 
15/3 

'1. 
d,u,s 
d,u,s,c 
d,u,s,c,b 
d, u, s, c, b, t 

Fig. 4.9. Diagram for 
e+ e- -+ "I' -+ qq pro

duction. 
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Fig. 4.10. Ratio R of cross sections u(e+e- -> hadrons)/u(e+e- -> 

p,+lr). 

The steps in the data are consistent with this quark interpretation 
provided that each quark flavor has three colors; see Fig. 4.10. 

To include first-order QCD corrections the above contributions to 
R are multiplied by a factor 1 + a./7r where a. = g!/47r is the QCD 
coupling at scale ..;s. 

The cross section well above the qij threshold, including both 'Y' 

and ZO contributions, is given by 

with 

At the Z-resonance energy, the ratio of the resonance contribution 
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(peak minus background) to the electromagnetic background is 

where Bee is the Z --> e+ e- branching fraction and Bh is the Z --> 

hadrons branching fraction. The integrated Z-resonance contribu

tion above background is 

These two formulas apply equally to any narrow spin-1 resonance 

(for instance to the", and T). 

A left-right polarization asymmetry ALR and a forward-backward 

asymmetry AFB can be defined for each quark flavor. Explicit ex

pressions can easily be derived from the general formulas that appear 

in §4.4. These asymmetries can be measured experimentally in cases 

where the quark flavor can be tagged, e.g. c and b quarks by their 

semileptonic decay characteristics, and provide independent deter

minations of Z couplings. 

The total cross section for e+ e- annihilation into hadrons is qual

itatively shown in Fig. 4.11. The small peaks at the left are the 

'" and T resonance regions, following which the cross section falls 
steadily through the v'S = 10-60 GeV region covered by the PEP, 

PETRA and TRISTAN colliders. Beyond this valley the cross sec

tion soars to a peak of about 40 nb at the ZO resonance, which is 

around 1000 times the QED cross section there. The attraction of 

doing physics at ZO factories is plain to see. At the luminosities of 

the SLC and LEP I colliders, 1030_1031 c~2s-1, this cross section 

corresponds to about 104 ZO events per day. Such high event rates 

allow precision tests of the standard model and sensitive searches for 

possible new particles produced in ZO decays. 
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Fig. 4.11. Qualitative 
features of the total 
e + e - -> hadrons cross 
section. 

For heavy quark production at the Z resonance, both threshold 
and first-order QeD corrections need to be included. The Z exchange 
cross section formula with threshold factors can be written as 

where gv and gA are the Z couplings of Q. The effect of first-order 
QeD corrections is to introduce the following extra factors 

2 2{ 4 [11" 3+,8(11" 3)]} gv -> gv 1 + -a - - -- - - -
3 8 2,8 4 2 411" ' 

2 2 { 4 [ 11" (19 22 7 2) (11" 3 )] } gA -> gA 1 + -a - - - - -,8 + -,8 - - -
3 • 2,8 10 5 2 2 411" ' 

where a. is the QeD running coupling, which is of order a,(M}) "" 
0.13 at the Z mass scale. Note that the correction factors approach 

(1 + a, /11") as ,8 -> 1 but are singular at ,8 = 0 where higher order 
effects must be taken into account. Figure 4.12 shows these QeD cor

rections to the e+e- -> Z -> ft rate as a function of mt. Figure 4.13 
compares the total cross sections for e+ e- -> Z -> f f production of 

various heavy fermion pairs. 
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O~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ L-__ ~ __ ~ 

20 30 
mt(GeV) 

Fig. 4.12. Cross section for e+e- -+ Z -+ ft production versus mt, 

with and without first-order QCD corrections, relative to e+ e- -+ 

Z -+ p.+p.-. 

Ezerei,e. Evaluate r(Z -+ I f)/r(Z -+ e+e-:) for I = b and I = c 

in the approximation f3 ~ 1. 

Fig. 4.13. Cross sections 
for e+e- -+ Z -+ II pro

duction of heavy fermion 

pairs, for I = t, I = v 

(doublet quark with charge 

-l), I = v (doublet Dirac 
neutrino), I = L (doublet 
heavy charged lepton) and 
I = h (singlet fermion of 

charge -i). For compari
son q(e+e- -+ Z -+ p.+p.-) 

= 1.8 nb. 
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4.7 Neutrino-Electron Elastic Scattering 

Neutrino-electron scattering is a basic process free from the com
plications of strong interactions and can be used to determine the 
weak angle Ow. Although the measurements are made in fixed-target 
experiments, we include a discussion for completeness. The general 

cross section formula derived in the previous section for if ---+ if 
applies to lie -+ lie scattering and the formula for l1. -+ f f applies 
to iie -+ iie scattering, except that the spin-average factors of 1/4 in 
du / dt must be replaced by 1/2 (since the II or ii has only one helicity 
component). Since II has only left-hand couplings, we obtain 

~: (lIe-+lle) = 8:82 {821G LLtt)+GLLtU)12+u2IGLR(t)12+t2IG LR(U) 12 }, 

~: (ve-+ve) = 8:82 {u21G LL(S)+G LL(t)12+t2IG LR(8)12+82IGLR(t)12}, 

where the electron mass is neglected and the J)e result is obtained 
by s ..... u crossing. Following our convention from §4.1, the labels A 

and B in GAB refer to the coupling of fermions II and e, respectively; 

thus A = L refers to II states with L chirality or J) states with R 
chirality. 

The elastic process IIp'e- ---> IIp'e- proceeds via ZO exchange in the 

t channel as illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 

Ezereise. For Q2 «Mi show that the amplitudes GAB are 

ZO 
Fig. 4.14. Elastic 

IIp'e scattering. 
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. The differential cross section is 

Introducing the dimensionless variable, 

t It (e-e')2 
y= -- = 1+ - = 

s s s 

the cross section expression becomes 

do G2 S 
-d (1II'e) = -.L. [(xw - !)2 + x!(1 - y)2] 

Y 7r 

In the laboratory frame s = 2m.E" and y = E~/ E", and hence y 
has the kinematic range 0 to 1. The (1- y)2 term is associated with 

the ZOeR eR current. The vanishing of this contribution at y = 1 is a 
consequence of angular momentum conservation. At y = 1 (cos Oem = 
-1) the final particles are reversed from the corresponding initial 
particles. The resulting configuration of helicities and momenta in 

the c.m. frame for m. = 0 are given in Fig. 4.15. The net helicity of 
the initial state differs from that of the final state, which is forbidden 

for this collinear configuration. 

A similar calculation applies for the process vl'e- -+ vl'e- with 

the same amplitudes GAB(t), with the result 

do G2 s 
-d (vl'e-) = -.L. [x! + (xw - H2(1- y)2] 

Y 7r 

initial 

It ~ E eR Fig. 4.15. Helie-

¢:: ¢: ity configurations 

for backward ilLeR 
final scattering in the 

ilL E ... eR c.m. frame. 

=> => 
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Fig. 4.16. Diagrams for Vee elastic scattering. 

For the elastic process vee- ---> vee- both Z and W exchanges 

contribute, as illustrated in Fig. 4.16. 

The GAB for the t-channel ZO exchange are as before; for the 
s-channel W exchange we have 

-4GF 
GLL(S) = V2 . 

Thus the differential cross section is 

du G2 

dt (vee) = 7r~ [x~s2 + (xw + !)2u
2
] 

or, equivalently, 

du _ G}s [ 2 1 2 2] -d (vee) = - Xw + (Xw + 2) (1 - y) . 
Y 7r 

Exercise. Show that 

du G}s [( 1)2 2 2] dy (vee) = -----:;- Xw + 2 + xw(1 - y) . 

The cross sections integrated over yare 

G2 S 
u(vl'e-) = -L (1-4xw+l:x~) =0.16 x 1O-43cm2(E/1O MeV), 

47r 

G2 s 
u(vl'e-) = 4: (! - ~xw + l:x~) = 0.13 X 1O-43cm2(E/I0 MeV) , 
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The cross sections grow linearly with s "" 2m,Ev for energies s < 
M} (Z and W propagator damping effects are neglected in the above 
expressions). The order of magnitude of these cross sections is set by 

G}m,/(21r) = 4.3 x 1O-42cm2/GeV . 

Since the cross sections are so small, only integrated rates have 
been used thus far in determining Xw. For example, present neutrino
electron data give Xw = 0.212 ± 0.023 . The next generation of vpe 

and vpe experiments will yield hundreds of events. It should then be 
possible to use the differential as well as the total cross sections in 
determining Xw. 

Exereiu. In ve scattering show that the c.m. scattering angle 9' and 
the electron recoil angle 9 are related b" 

tan 9 = 2m,vB (s + m~)-l cot UO') 

Derive the cross section formula 

c/u _ 8m~8(1 - m!/82)2 cos 9 c/u 
dcos9 - D2 d" ' . 

with" = 4m~(1-m~/8)2 cos29/D where the denominator factor D = 
8-1 (8 + m~)2 sin20 + 4m~ cos29 becomes ver" small at small 0 and 
generates a cross section peak there. 

Exerei.e. Show that the cross section for e+ e- -> vv is 

where n is the number of light left-handed neutrino generations and 
R(s) is defined in §-I.S. 



Chapter 5 

Partons and Scaling Distributions 

5.1 The Parton Model 

In deep inelastic electron-proton scattering ep -> eX, the exchange of 
an energetic virtual photon or ZO with large transverse momentum 

squared disintegrates the proton into hadrons. The final electron en
ergy and angle are measured, but the inclusive hadronic final state 
X is not necessarily studied. Experiments showed that the structure 
functions, which describe the hadronic vertex, exhibit approximate 
scaling in a dimensionless variable. The interpretation of the ap

proximate scaling behavior is that the photon or ZO interacts with 
pointlike constituents (called partons by Feynman, which we now 

know to be quarks) within the proton target; see Fig. 5.1. 

Y,Z 

e 

134 

Fig. 5.1. Parton model 
description of deep in
elastic electron-proton 
scattering. 
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We imagine the proton as constantly dissociating into virtual 
states of free partons. By the uncertainty principle, the lifetime 

of a virtual state' is of order 1'vir ~ 1/6.E, where 6.E is the energy 
difference between the virtual state and the proton. Similarly, the 
time duration of a collision during which the photon or ZO energy 

qO is absorbed by the proton is of order 1'coll - 1/ qO. If the collision 
time is much shorter than the virtual state lifetime, we may treat the 
partons as free during the collision. These time scales depend on the 
Lorentz frame we use; the justification for the parton model is made 
in a frame where the proton is moving very fast so that by relativistic 

time dilation its clock runs very slowly. We must establish, however, 

that 1'coll < 1'vir in this frame. 

It is convenient to work in the electron-proton c.m. frame, where 
the proton momentum P is large in high energy collisions. Suppose 
that the proton dissociates virtually into a parton of momentum xP 
and mass m1 plus a group of partons of momentum (1 - x)P and 
invariant mass m2. Then 

6.E= [x2p 2 +mH1/2 + [(1- x)2p2 +m~]1/2 _ [p2 +M2]1/2 

_ m 1 m 2 _ _ lVr_ P 
[ 

2 2 . Ell] 
- 2x + 2(1-x) 2 /1 I, 

where M is the proton mass. Before evaluating qO we remark that 
the quantities q2 = _Q2 and q. P = Mv are both large (~ M2) in 

deep inelastic scattering. Here q is the photon or ZO four-momentum, 
Q2 is the invariant momentum transfer squared and v is the energy 
carried by the virtual photon or ZO in the proton rest frame. In the 

electron-proton c.m. frame the four-momenta are (IPI, -P) for the 
initial electron and (lPI - qO, - P - q) for the final electron, in the 
massless electron approximation; the mass shell condition for the final 
electron gives q2-2qOIPI-2P'q = O. Using p.q = q°";P2 + M2 -p.q 
to eliminate P . q we obtain 

° p·q+h2 2Mv-Q2 
q = ";p2 +M2 + IPI- 411'1 
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so that the ratio of time scales is 

which is small in deep inelastic scattering where both 2Mv and Q2 > 
~. Note that Q2 = 2Mv corresponds to elastic electron-proton 
scattering, which is not a deep inelastic process. 

The above arguments justify the impulse approzimation in which 

the partons are treated as free during the collision. Hence the partons 
scatter incoherently and the virtual-boson-nucleon cross section is a 
sum of the parton cross sections. After scattering, the partons are 
assumed to recombine into hadrons with probability 1. 

Approximate scaling behavior was also observed in deep inelastic 
neutrino scattering and in the production of lepton pairs in hadron
hadron collisions. The extraction of the quark (and gluon) scaling 
distributions from various experiments is discussed in this chapter. 
Scaling violations due to QCD radiation of gluons will be considered 
in Chapter 7. 

5.2 Electron (Muon) Deep Inelastic Scattering 

Consider the process ep --> eX, where p is a proton target and X is 
an inclusive hadronic final state. Only the final electron is detected, 
and the hadrons in the system X are summed over. Parton model 
calculations must be made in a frame where the proton has a very 
large momentum (infinite momentum/rame) and all its partons are 
traveling in the same direction . .The results are subsequently Lorentz 
transformed to the laboratory frame relevant to the experiment. For 
fixed-target experiments the lab frame is the proton rest frame while 
for collider experiments it is a frame where neither the electron nor 
the proton is at rest. 

Suppose that q(z) is the probability distribution for finding a par
ton q with momentum fraction z = (parton momentum)/(proton 
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Fig. 5.2. Electron-quark 

scattering. 

momentum). Then the inclusive cross section is given by the cross 

section for scattering from the parton times q(x) dx, summed over 

all partons q and integrated over dx. The Feynman diagram for 

scattering from the point-like quark partons is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
From formulas in §4.1 for lepton-fermion scattering with t-channel 
exchanges only, the eq --> eq differential cross section is 

where 

~ (eq --> eq) = 16~s2 {s2 [lGLL(i)12 + IGRR(i)12] 

+u2 [IGLR(i)12 + IGRL(i) 12] } , 

Here eq is the charge of q and s, i, u are the invariants for the 
subprocess. G corresponds to the Fermi coupling at low i and has 

a definition for large i analogous to that given in §3.8; R(f) is the 

Z-propagatorfactor, R(i) = MM(Mi -i) which is essentially unity 

in the regime -i «::: Mi. 
Exerci8e. For electron scattering on u-quarks at i = -Mi, estimate 

the importance of the Z euhange contriiJution. 

At small i the Z exchange contribution is negligible compared to 

the photon exchange. In the following we specialize to the photon 

dominance region where 

u( ) 2s u e d~ ~2 + '2 ( 2) 2 
di eq --> eq = eq 811"s2 i 
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We introduce the dimensionless variable 

A/A Y = -t 8 

and rewrite the above result using 1 - y = -{}, / § as 

J-. 2 2 A 
uu 2 ?TO< S [ 2] 
dy = eq Q4 1 + (1 - y) , 

where Q2 = -t. Notice that y = sin2(iO), where ° is the electron
quark c.m. scattering angle, in the massless approximation for elec
trons and quarks. Also, 

8 =,(e + p)2 = M2 + 2e. P, 

§ = (e+k)2 = 2e·k = x(2e· P), 

where k is the incident electron momentum. Hence 

oS ~ xs. 

Then the inclusive deep inelastic cross section in the parton moqel ob
tained by multiplying the parton subprocess cross sections by 
q(x)dx is 

Note that aside from the (Q2)-2 photon propagator factor, the differ
ential cross section is a function only of x and y and does not depend 
on Q2. This scaling behavior in x was first observed in fixed-target 

experiments at SLAC in 1968. 

Thus far x and y have been defined in terms of electron-quark 

scattering variables. These scaling variables are related to the ob
served deep inelastic electron-proton scattering variables v, Q2 and 
s as follows. Denote the initial and final quark momenta by k and 
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k'j let P and q denote the proton and virtual photon momenta as in 

§5.1. Then k' = k + q and the massless condition for the final quark 
gives 

0= kl2 = (k + q)2 = q2 + 2k . q . 

Substituting k = xP, q2 = _Q2 and p. q = Mv we obtain 

_q2 Q2 
x=--=--, 

2P·q 2Mv 

which is the Bjorken scaling variable for deep inelastic scattering. 
This identification of the quark momentum fraction x with the quan
tity Q2 j(2Mv) is a consequence of quark kinematics. Since 

§ = 2xe· P = 2xME , 

where E is the laboratory energy of the electron for a proton target 
at rest (related to 8 by 8 = 2ME + M2), we obtain 

-t Q2 v 2p·q 
y = ~ = 2xME = E "" -8-· 

The invariant mass W of the hadronic system is 

Exereise. Show that the physical region defined by 8 ~ W2 ~ M2 

together with 0 ~ 0 ~ 11" lor electron-quark scattering gives the kine

matic limits, 
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o 

LO 
o 
/I 

>-

x=o 
'V-+ 

Fig. 5.3. The physi
cal region of ep inelastic 
scattering in the v, Q2 

plane. Constant x cor
responds to a slanted 
straight line passing 
through the origin. 

Constant y corresponds 
to a vertical straight 
line. 

Figure 5.3 shows the complete physical region in the v, Q2 plane 
with lines of constant x and constant y. The boundaries are the 
horizontal line Q2 = 0 (x = 0), the sloping line Q2 = 2Mv (x = 1) 
and the line Q2 = 4vmax(vmax -v) where Vmax = (s-~)/2M. This 
third line is approximately vertical for s :» M2 and ~epresents the 
limit cos 8 = -1 in the proton rest-frame. Notice that electron-quark 

kinematics gives instead the boundary cos 0 = -1 which is v = Vmax, 

a precisely vertical line, illustrating the slight mismatch between the 
kinematics of the true ep and idealized eq situations. 

In fixed-target experiments, Q2 and v are related to the initial 

and final electron energies E. and E~, and to the electron scattering 
angle 8, by 

Q2 EE'·28 =4 •• sm 2' v=E.-E! . 

Inep collider experiments, Q2 and v are given by 

Q2 4EE'· 28 = e e Sln '2' 

Mv = !(s -~) - E~(Ep + Pp cos 8) "" is [1 - (E~/ E.) cos2 ~l 

Ezerei"e. Show that in the v, Q2 planll fixed scattering angle 8 cor
responds to a straight line passing through the point v = Vmax, Q2 = 0 
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for fixed-target experiments. Show that a similar result holds for col
lider experiments. 

Exercise. Show that the various differential cross sections are related 
by 

an 2M an an 
dvdQ2 - (s-W)2y dxdy = E.E~ dE~dn~ (

fixed-) 
target 

(collider) . 

We label the 1£, d, c, s, ... quark densities in a proton by u(x), d(x), 
c(x), 8(X), ••• (For a neutron interchange u(x) and d(x).) In order 
to reproduce the proton quantum numbers for charm, strangeness, 
isospin and baryon number, the following integral conditions must 
be satisfied: 

1 

C = 0 = J dx[c(x) - c(x)] , 

o 
1 

1 

S = 0 = J dx[s(x) - s(x)] , 

o 

13 = ! = J dx n [u(x) - u(x)] -! [d(x) - d(x)]} , 

o 
1 

B = 1 = J dxl [u(x)-u(x)+d(x)-d(x)+s(x)-s(x)+c(x)-c(x)] 

o 

Thes_e conditions give 

1 1 J dx[u(x) - u(x)] = 2 and J dx[d(x) -d(x)] = 1. 

o o 

In other words, the proton contains two valence up quarks and one 
valence down quark which carry the quantum numbers, plus a sea 
of qq pairs with zero quantum numbers. These are the quark-parton 
model sum rules. When QeD radiation of gluons from the partons is 
taken into account, the quark. distributions become functions of both 
x and Q2 and the sum rules above hold at fixed Q2. 
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We separate the quark densities q(x) into valence parts q.(x) and 
sea components eq(x) : 

u(x) = u.(x) + e,,(x) , 

8(X) = es(x) , 

c(x) = Mx), 

The valence components must satisfy 

1 f u.(x) dx = 2 and 

o 

it(x) = e,,(x) , 

.i(x) = €d(x), 

8(X) = es(x) , 

c(x) = Mx). 

1 f d.(x)dx = 1. 
o 

There are some theoretical arguments on the qualitative x depen
dence to be expected for the valence and sea distributions. Corre
spondence of deep inelastic scattering for large v and small fixed Q2 

with Regge behavior of the total cross sections for virtual photon 
scattering on a nucleon target gives the behaviors 

Here the valence distributions are identified with Regge exchanges 
associated with observed particles (to, A2) while the sea is identified 

with the Pomeron exchange which carries the quantum numbers of 
the vacuum. Correspondence as x -+ 1 with elastic '"'I'P scattering 
leads to the behavior 

A faster fall-off for the sea distribution as x -+ 1 is deduced empiri
cally from the deep inelastic data and the sum rules. Typically fits 

to the deep inelastic data give 

e(x) ~ (1 - x)8 . 

Parameterizations of the quark distributions are discussed in §5.6. 
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Ezercise. When R "" 1 and heavy quark components in the nucleon 

are ignored, show that 

du 8".",28 {4 1 [- l} d,,(ep -+ eX) = 3Q4 " 9" [u(x)+u(x)] + 9" d(x)+d(x)+ 8(X)+8(X) , 

du 8".",28 {4 - 1 1 } dx (en -+ eX) = 3Q4 " 9" [d(x)+d(x) + 9" [u(x)+U(X)+8(X)+8(X)] . 

5.3 Charged Current Deep Inelastic Scattering 

The parton substructure of the proton and neutron can also be 

probed by W boson exchange deep inelastic processes 

e-p -+ VeX, 

e+p -+ VeX, 

ViP -+ e+ X, 

ViP -+ e-X, 

where e = e or p,. The early experimental work Was done with neu

trino beams on fixed targets, but future work at very high Q2 will be 

done with electron-proton colliders where neutrino production will 

be recognized from missing transverse momentum. In either case the 

kinematic variables are as described in the preceding section, with 

appropriate identification of 'incoming and outgoing leptons. 

The underlying parton subprocesses for electron charged current 

(CC) deep inelastic scattering are shown in Fig. 5.4. The neu

trino scattering subprocesses are simply related to these by crossing. 

ql = d,s 
q' Zle Zle 

W 
e 

q =u, C 

Fig. 5.4. Electron-quark charged current scattering subprocesses. 
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From formulas derived in §4.1, the subprocess differential cross sec
tions in the massless quark approximation are 

where Vqq, is the weak mixing matrix element and R(Q2) = Ma./(Ma. 
+ Q2). The factor ! difference between eq and IIq cases arises from 
the initial spin average (neutrinos have only one helicity but electrons 
have two). The e+ and /J cross sections have similar forms, with the 
interchanges e+ +-+ e-, /J +-+ II, q +-+ q. 

Ezereille. Show that the vanishing 0/ the e-; q' --+ lI,q cross section 
at y = 1 is a consequence 0/ angular momentum conservation. 

The inclusive cross sections on a proton target are obtained by 
mUltiplying the parton cross sections by q(x)dx. 

The scale of these cross sections is 

Note that these cross sections scale in x and y if Q2 ~ Ma. so 
that R ~ 1, provided the quark distributions depend on x alone 
(i.e. are scaling distributions). It then follows that the total deep 
inelastic cross sections and the average value of Q2 grow linearly 
with s, (Q2) IX s, u IX s. Figure 5.5 shows this property in neutrino 
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Fig. 5.5. Lin
ear rise of v N 
and fiN total 
cross sections 

with s. 

and antineutrino total cross sections. However, at high Q2 the W
propagator factor slows this growth; also the Q2 dependences of the 

quark distributions become important. In the scaling approximation 
at low Q2 with only valence contributions retained, the y dependences 

have the forms 

The distributions measured in fixed target vI-' and iiI-' deep inelastic 
scattering experiments are in qualitative accord with this behavior. 

Ezereise. In vidence dominance approximation and putting lVud I "" 
1, show that 

du(vp -+ J,LX)/dz = (G}s/1r) zd(x) , 

du(vn -+ J,LX)/dz = (G}s/1r) xu(z) , 
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and hence that 

where 

This relation is a test of the quark charges. The experimental values 
show equality in the valence region; see Fig. 5.6. 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

o 0.25 0.50 
x 

0.75 

Fig. 5.6. Comparison of F2 for electron, muon and neutrino data. 

Solid circles are CDHS neutrino data [Z. Phys. CI'T, 283 (1983)], 
open circles are EMC muon data [Phys. Lett. I05B,322 (1981)], 
triangles are SLAC-MIT data [Phys. Rev. D20, 1471 (1979)]. 
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For production of a heavy quark Q from a light quark q, the heavy 
quark mass modifies the scaling variable of the quark distribution. 
If k is the initial quark momentum and q = e - v is the momentum 
transfer to the quark, the mQ mass shell constraint gives 

m~ = (k + q)2 = q2 + 2k. q = 2x'P. q _ Q2. 

Hence we obtain the slow rescaling variable 

Q2 +m2 m2 
x'= Q=x+ Q 

2Mv 2MEy' 

which is the quark momentum fraction appropriate to absorb the 
virtual W described by v and Q2. Figure 5.7 shows the relationship of 
the x and x' variables. Clearly only a part of the range 0 ::; x' ::; 1 is in 

the physical region Q2 :2': 0; the whole of the line x' = 0, for example, 
is unphysical. In terms of parton kinematics, x' = 1 is a kinematical 
boundary for heavy quark production; it translates into a bound on 
hadronic invariant mass W2 :2': M2 + m~. This is not precisely the 

physical threshold W ;;;:; M + mQ, but for large mQ the difference 
is not very important; we therefore regard xl = 1 as approximating 
this threshold. The threshold and Q2 :2': 0 requirements then give the 
limits 

m~/(2Mv) ::; x' ::; 1. 

Since the small· x' region can not contribute, there is a suppression of 
the cross section near threshold. The vanishing of the struck parton 
distribution as x' -+ 1 gives a smooth threshold region. 

---- X' =0 

Fig.5.7. Comparison 

of the variables x and 
x' in the v, Q2 plane. 
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Ezerei,e. Use the massive-fermion results of §4.4 to derive expres
sions for dIJ/dt(vr/ -+lq) and dIJ/dy' where 11 = -t/8 = Q2/(2MEz'). 
Show that the Jacobian 8(z',I1)/8(z,y) = 1. Hence derive the fol
lowing cross section formulas for charm production by neutrinos, as

suming c(z) = c(z) = 0: 

d~Y(VP-+J.£-CX) = G!s (z,- ~~)[lVc.12s(z')+lVcdI2d(z')lR2, 

d
Md (/ip-+J.£+cX) = G}s (z,- m~)[lVc.12s(z')+lVcdI2d(z')lR2. 
z y 1I"·S 

Ezerei,e. Derive similar formulas for bottom quark production: 

Ezerei.e. Derive similar formulas for producing heavy quarksQ with 
charge i or Q' with charge -1 at an ep collider: 

Notice that for v, Q2 regions far above threshold we have z' ~ z and 
11 ~ y so that the original light-quark formulas are approximately 
valid once more. 

Analogous quark mass-shell arguments do not give a satisfactory 
slow rescaling variable for heavy-to-light transitions such as vc -+ J.£s 
(which materializes a spectator c quark from the cc sea) nor for 
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heavy-to-heavy electromagnetic or neutral current transitions. The 

quark parton model does not adequately describe the kinematics 
in these cases. A more satisfactory description can be made using 

current-gluon fusion; see Chapter 10. 

5.4 Neutrino Neutral Current Scattering 

't 
, The scattering of neutrinos by weak neutral currents is a particularly 

clean way of probing Z couplings. The experimental signature of NC 
events is the production of hadrons with no charged lepton. The cross 
section formulas are given by the Z exchange components of §5.2 with 
an additional factor 2 from the difference in initial spin averaging. 

We therefore obtain, for any neutrino flavor, 

where now R(Q2) = Wz/(Wz + Q2). Hence 

where the sum is understood to include antiquarks too, but the latter 

have gL and gR interchanged, 9L,R(il) = 9R,L(q). 

Ezereille. In valence approximation show that the ratio R = a.Nc/acc 
0/ neutral current to charge current crOSB sections in neutrino deep 
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inelastic scattering are 

RNC(vN) = l- xw + ~~x~, 
RNC(j}N) - ! _ x + 20x2 

-2 w 9 w' 

where N is an isoscalar nuclear target with equal numbers of neutrons 
and protons. Make a sketch of RNC(j}N) versus RNC(vN), varying 

xw between 0 and 1. Comparison of the measured R values is used 

in determining the Weinberg parameter Xw. 

Neutrino NC scattering presents measurement problems. The ini
tial- neutrino direction is known but its energy cannot be estimated 
from the final particles because these include an undetected neutrino 
(unlike the CC case). The energy of the recoil hadron jet measures 

v and its recoil angle gives one more parameter, but without addi
tional information one cannot extract v, Q2 and Ell for each event. In 
these circumstances one is limited to measuring spectrum-averaged 
cross sections (the neutrino spectrum and flux is known), usually in
tegrated over Q2 or over Q2 and v. However, with "narrow-band" 
neutrino beams (derived from 7r, K ~ Jl.v decays of collimated mo
noenergetic pions and kaons) there is a kinematic correlation between 
the neutrino energy and its angle relative to the meson beam. Us

ing this additional information one can determine all three parame
ters v, Q2 and Ell approximately for each event and hence measure 
tIn / dx dy as a function of x, y and Sj the price is lower statistics since 
narrow-band beams have lower intensity. 

5.5 General Form of Structur<l Functions 

The general form of the amplitude for lepton-nucleon scattering by 
the exchange of a gauge boson is 

2 

M(ip ~ l'X) = ~ [u(l'bao U(i)l (XI Ja Ip) , 

where g2 denotes some coupling constants, D is the denominator of 

the gauge boson propagator, 0 is an appropriate (V, A) coupling 
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operator at the lepton vertex and Ja is the appropriate hadronic 
current. The qaqp/m2 term from the boson propagator has vanished 
because the leptons are assumed massless. When the matrix element 
is squared and summed over spins and final hadrons there appear 
lepton and hadron tensors LaP and Wap 

Lap =..!.. L [u(l'hao u(l)] [u(l')'lO u(l)r, 
nl spins 

1 " J ( )* 3-3 .. d .. (PS) WaP = - L....J (XjJajp) XjJpjp (211") 2E' 
2 . p 

spina 

where nt = 2 (electrons or muons) or 1 (neutrinos) is the number 
of initial lepton spin states to be averaged and d .. (P S) is the n
body phase space of the final hadrons. In terms of these tensors the 
inclusive spin-averaged cross section is 

do 1 
Et, d31] = 1671"2 Et 

4 
g LaPw 

jDj2 ap· 

The lepton tensor can be evaluated explicitly for any case of in
terest. 

Ezerei.e. Show that for electron scattering b" "/ exchange (0 = 1), 
neutrino scattering bll W exchange (0 = 1-;7» and antineutrino scat
tering b" W exchange (0 = 1 ~1') the lepton tensors are, respectivel" 

Lap = 2( la l'P + l,a t! - gaP l . l') , 

Lap = 2(lal'P + l,at! _ gaPe.l' + ifap..,6~e~) , 
Lap = 2(lal'p + l'alP _ gaPl.l' _ ifaP16~e~) . 

Show the second formula also describes e -+ v. within a factor 1/2. 

The form of the hadronic tensor is constrained by general argu
ments. It must be describable in terms of the four-momenta p and 
q = l - l' alone; see Fig. 5.S. There are thus at most two indepen
dent scalar arguments q2 = _Q2 and p. q = Mv. The most general 
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x 
q 

p 

Fig. 5.S. The hadron tensor 
depends on P and q only. 

tensor (a, 13) form that can be constructed is a linear combination 

of gap, PaPp, qaqp, Paqp, qaPp and €aP'T6p'/l. However, qa or qp 

contracted with Lap gives zero (a consequence of massless leptons) 
so only three terms survive, giving the most general form 

. • 'T 6 
W - - W + PaPp w: _ I€aP'T6P q w: 

ap -:- gap 1 M2 2 2M2 a , 

where the structure functions Wlo W2, Wa depend on v and Q2. 

The coefficients of Wi and W2 are even under parity (space reflec

tion); the coefficient of Wa is parity-odd and therefore forbidden for 
photon exchange, but it can appear for W or Z exchange through 

V, A interference. 

Hence the most general forms of ep scattering by photon exchange 
or v, j) scattering by W exchange are, in the proton rest frame, 

where the difference between v and j) cases arises from the sign of 

the € term in LaP. Putting '2MWi = Flo VW2 = F2 and vWa = Fa, 
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this implies 

The parton model results of previous sections at once imply that 

Fl, F2 and Fa depend on x alone (Bjorken scaling) and that 

! 
known as the Callan-Gross relation. 

·Exereise. Assuming the Callan-Gross relation, show that neutrino 
cross sections have the form 

Hence show that in the quark parton model 

Fl (ep) = ~(u + a) + ~(d + d + s+ s) , 

Ffc(lIp) = 2(a + dcos20c + 8sin20c), 

Ffc(lip) = 2(u + dcos20c + ssin20c), 

Ffc(lIp) = 2(a - dcos 20c - ssin20c) , 

Ffc (lip) = 2( -u + dcos20c + ssin20c) , 

ignoring heavy quark production, where lV .. dl = cos Oc and IV ... I = 
sinOc. What changes occur when we go far above charm production 

threshold? 
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Ezcrei6C. Either bl/ approximating Bc "" 0 or bV including charm 
produetion in the limit :t! "" x, show that the parton model sum rules 
of §5.B gilJe 

f [FfC(tlP) - FfC(IIP)] dx = 2. 

This is the Adler sum rule (first prolJed from current algebra). 

Ezerei6c. Similarlv show that the parton model predicts 

f [FfC(tlP) + FfC(IIP)] dx = -6, 

which is the Gross-Llewellvn Smith sum rule. 

Ezerei6c. Show that the parton model in the limit Bc "" 0 gilJe, 
charge-symmetry relations for F; (i = 1,2,3): 

Ezerei6e. Show that the charged-current structure functions of ep -+ 

lIeX scattering are identical to those of tip -+ p,X scattering and that 

-'_CC G2 
uo F' { D 2 D I> } -d d (ep) = - Fl XV + 2F2 (1 - 1/) - Fa xl/(2 - 1/) . 

x 1/ 8:11" 

Ezerei.e. Show that the cross section formulas of ep -+ lIeX scat
tering are like those of lIeP -+ eX scattering, but with the roles of 

Ta = ±! quarks interchanged plus an extra factor !. 
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5.6 Parameterizations of Quark Distributions 

The quark distributions q(x) are empirically determined from data 
on electron and neutrino deep inelastic scattering at low Q2. The pa
rameterizations are required to satisfy the normalizations J01 u.(x)dx 

= 2 and J01 d. (x) dx = 1. In addition the parameterizations are cho
sen to reproduce Regge behavior as x -+ 0 and to correspond to 
elastic scattering behavior as x -+ 1. Two representative parameter

izations in co=on use are (A) Duke and Owens (DO), (B) Eichten 
et al. (EHLQ). The q(x) values obtained with different parameteriza
tions are largely similar, with differences mainly attributable to mi

nor inconsistencies between electron and neutrino data in the frame
work of the quark parton model. Below we reproduce these two 
parameterizations, including the gluon distribution whose determi
nation is discussed later. 

Parameterization A: x(u. + d.) = 1.874xo.419(1 - x)3.46(1 + 4.4x) 

xd. =. 2.775xo.763(1- x)4 

xu = xii = xs = 0.2108(1 _ x)8.05 

xg(x) = 1.56(1 - x)6(1 + 9x) 

Parameterization B: xu. = 1.78xo.5(1 _ x1.51)3.5 

xd. = 0.67xo.4(1- x1.51)4.5 

xu = xii = 0.182(1 - x)8.54 

xs = 0.081(1 - x)8.54 

xg(x) = (2.62 + 9.17x)(l- x)5.90 

Data on charm production by neutrinos su~est that slu ~ ~; al
though this constraint is not taken into account in parameterization 
A, it should not be critical in most applications. Figure 5.9 illus

trates some of the minor differences in data fitting, showing (a) the 
ratio of electromagnetic structure functions F2 (en) I F2 (ep) and (b) 

the valence ratio d. (x) I u. (x) extracted from neutrino data. Param
eterization A fits (a) better than (b); with parameterization B it is 

the other way round. 
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Fig. 5.9. TIlustration of some minor differences in data fitting (a) 
F2(en)/ F2(ep) data [Phys. Rev. D20, 1471 (1979)], (b) d.(x)/u.(x) 
data [Proc. Neutrino Conference, Nordkirchen, p. 422 (1984)]. 

The valence and sea distributions of parameteri2ation B are plot
ted in Fig. 5.10. Note that the peak values of xu. and xd. occur near 
x = 0.15-0.20. As x ..... 1, do/u. vanishes like 1 - x. 

to ,----.rr---r--r--r-...., 

0.5 

o 
o 0.4 0.8 

x 

Fig. 5.10. Quark 
and gluon distribu
tions from parame
terization B. 
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The total fraction of the proton momentum carried by the quarks 
and anti quarks, as found from the fits to the deep inelastic scattering 
data, is 

1 

/ dx x[u(x) + u(x) + d(x) + d(x) + sex) + sex)] = 0.5 . 

o 

This is the quark contribution to the momentum sum rule; the 
observation that it does not equal 1 was one of the first indications 
that gluons have real dynamical meaning. Since the remaining 50% of 
the proton momentum must be carried by the neutral constituents, 
the gluons, this is the normalization requirement imposed on the 
gluon distribution 

5.7 Parton Model for Hadron-Hadron Collisions 

Hadronic collisions which involve a hard scattering (i.e. high Q2) 
subprocess can also be described by the parton model. An incoming 
hadron of momentum P is represented by partons i carrying longitu
dinal momentum fractions Xi (0:5 Xi :5 1). Transverse momenta of 
the partons are neglected. The parton scattering representation of a 
hadron-hadron collision is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. Here A and B are 
the incident hadrons. The various scattered and spectator partons 
are assumed to fragment to final state hadrons with probability 1. 

A B 

Fig. 5,11. Hadron-hadron 
scattering via a hard parton 
subprocess. 
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We shall denote the longitudinal momentum fraction of parton a 

in hadron A by Xa and the parton density of a in A by fa/A(Xa). 

The cross section for producing a quark or lepton c in the inclusive 

reaction 

A + B ..... c + anything 

is obtained by multiplying the subprocess cross section.o- for 

a + b ..... c + anything 

by dXa fa/A (xa) and dXb fb/B(Xb) , summing over parton andantipar
ton types a, b and integrating over Xa and Xb; also an average must 

be made over the colors of a and b. The resulting relation is 

u(AB-+cX)= E Cab ! dzad?'b· [fa/A (Za)fb/B(Zb)+(A-B if a;fb)]u(ab-+cX). 
G,b , 

In this formula 0- is summed over initial and final colors; the ini

tial color-averaging factor Cab appears separately. The color-average 

factors for quarks and gluons are 

C -C _1 qq- qij-g, C - 1 
qg - 24 ' C - 1 gg - 64 • 

In a Lorentz frame in which masses can be neglected compared 

with three-momenta, the four-momenta relations 

a=xaA and 

lead to 

where ...rs is the invariant mass of the ab system, ,;s is the invari

ant mass of the AB system and we have introduced a convenient 
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variable r 

Changing to Xi. and r as independent variables the cross section 

expression becomes 

1 1 

(T = LCab Jdr J :a [fa/A (Xa)!b/B(r/xa) + (A<-+B if a # b)) u(s = raj. 
a,b _ 0 T ." 

Thus we can write 

with 

du = " dCab a(s = rs) 
dr L.. dr 

a,b 

1 . 

dCab(r) J dXa [ ) (/) ( . )] dr .C= Cab Xa fa/A(Xa fb/B rXa . .,/- A ..... B If a i' b . 
T . ~ , 

. The quantity dlabl dr is called the parton luminosity since multi
plying the parton cross section a by dC I dr gives the particle cross 

section co/ I dr in hadron collisions. 

In hard scattering processes at high energy, where the only dimen

sional scale is s, the subprocess cross section has the form 

a(s) = cis = cl(rs) , 

where c is a dimensionless constant. Then, for scaling parton distri

butions (i.e. the f depend only on x), the quantity s duldr scales 

with r, i. e. it depends on r alone: 

du 
s dr = G(r) 

with the form of the scaling function G(r) depending on the parton 

distributions f(x). 
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For 2 -+ 2 subprocesses such as qq -+ 1-'+1-'- or qq -+ qq in which 
both final-state particles from the hard scattering subprocess are 
measured (as a pair of leptons or a pair of jets), the longitudinal 
momentum p of the ab system is an observable. In the AB c.m. frame, 

where 
X=Xa-Xb 

is the longitudinal momentum fraction of abo The momentum frac-' 
tions Xa, Xb are related to the variables x, T by 

The Jacobian transformation from Xa, Xb to x, T gives 

An alternative to the variable x is the rapidity y of the ab system 
in the AB c.m. frame, defined by 

y=!~(_+~+_+h)=!~~. 
2 _+~-as-bs 2 Xb 

In obtain,ing the latter form we used _ = as and ~ = -bs. The 

transformation from Xa , :l;b to y, T is 

_.c±y 
Za,b - yT e . 

The Jacobian transformation from Xa, Xb to y, T variables is 

At Y = 0, Xa = Xb = Vi and 

d ~ I = L Cab [fa/A(Vi)fb/B(Vi) + (A ... B if a of b)] U. 
Y T y=O a,b 

This cross section form will be the basis for our discussion of the 

Drell-Yan process in the next section. 
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Ezereise. For scattering regions where Xa or Xb (or both) are small, 
show that pp and pp collisions are essentially equivalent. 

Finally a word of caution. Notice that the gluon and quark

antiquark sea distributions become very large at very small x and 

that this may invalidate the formulas above at sufficiently high en

ergy. Up to the present, the relevant x-values have been limited 
typically t~ x > 10-3 by the available colIider energies and the re

quirement that the parton subprocess energy is high enough (many . .' 

GeV). With future supercolIiders however, very much smaller x val-

ues will be probed and much larger hard-scattering cross sections will 

be predicted; see for example the case of minijets in §9.3. When these 

cross sections approach the geometrical size of the proton, our naive 

prescription of simply adding parton cross sections incoherently must 

break down; interactions between partons in the same hadron, mul

tiple scattering and shadowing effects must all be introduced. This is 

an important problem, currently being addressed by many theorists. 

5.8 DrelI-Yan Lepton Pair Production 

In hadronic collisions, electrons or muons are pair-produced when 

quarks and antiquarks annihilate to produce a virtual photon, or a 

ZO, which decays to a lepton pair. This inclusive hadronic reaction 

A + B -+ e + e - + anything (or /L + /L - + anything) 

is known as the Drell- Yan process. Measurements have been made 

in pp, 7r±P, K±p and pp collisions. The quark-antiquark subprocess 

is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The parton distributions which enter the 
calculations of p or p cross sections are 

proton fu/p(x) = u(x) 

antiproton fu/p(x) = u(x) 

nucleus ( A=(N,Z) fU/A x) = Zu(x) + Nd(x) 

fu/p(x) = u(x) 

fu/p(x) = u(x) 

fU/A(X) = Zu(x) + N d(x) 

and similarly for d, iI, s, s distributions. 
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q 

Fig. 5.12. Drell-Yan 

subprocess. 

For s «: Mj the color-su=ed subprocess cross section is 

ft(ijq' ---> e+ e-) = 3Oqq' e; ( 4;;2) . 
The factor of 3 is from color (each color of incident quarks can anni

hilate). Thus the differential distribution of lepton pairs is 

For proton-proton scattering at y = 0, where Xq = xi[ = .,fi, the 
quark distribution factor is . 

~ u(.,fi) u(.,fi) + ~ d(.,fi) J(.,fi) + ~ s(.,fi) s(.,fi) . 

The T distribution depends critically on the antiquark distribution 

and the cross section falls off at high T like the antiquark sea. Ap

proximate scaling behavior of 800/ dT dy at y = 0 is observed in 

pp collisions at y's values between 19 and 63 GeV. Moreover, the 

observed cross section agrees roughly with the Drell-Yan prediction 

based on quark distributions from deep inelastic scattering. 

For antiproton-proton collisions the quark distribution factor in 

the differential cross section at y = 0 is 

![u(yr)u(yr) + u(yr)u(yr)] + Ud(yT) d(yT) + d(yr) d(yr)] 

+ §[s(yr) s(yr) +B(yr) B(yr)] . 
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Here the valence components dominate for Vi > 0.1 and the cross 
section at high Xq = Vi is less suppressed than in the pp case. This 
was part of the motivation for building pji colliders to produce W 
and Z bosons. 

Exercise. Show that the parton model with scaling distributions pre
dicts that m 3dujdm and m 3dujdmdy (y = 0) both depend on T alone 
for given incident hadrons, where m is the dimuon mass (m 2 = TS). 

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 illustrate this scaling effect with pp and 7rp 
data. Finally we note that 7rp and Kp Drell-Yan data enable one to 
determine approximately the quark distributions in 7r and K . 

E 
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Fig. 5.13. Approximate scaling of m 3du j dm for Drell-Yan pair pro
duction in 7r-P scattering with lab momentum from 40 to 280 GeV 

[Phys.·Lett. 96B, 417 (1980)J. 
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Fig. 5.14. Approximate scaling of m 3d,q/dmdy(y = 0) for Drell
Yan pair production in pp scattering [Phys. Lett. 91B, 475 (1980)]. 

5.9 Gluon Distribution 

Since the gluon has no electromagnetic or weak interactions, its dis
tribution does not enter the lowest-order electroweak inelastic or 
Drell-Yan cross sections. Its presence as a parton constituent of 
the nucleon is signalled indirectly through the momentum sum rule 
(§5.6). However, there is a process, 

"'IN -+ t/J + anything, 

where the gluon distribution enters in lowest order and can be directly 
determined from experiment. The lowest-order parton subprocesses 
"'Ig -+ cc are illustrated in Fig. 5.15. 
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Fig. 5.15. Photon

gluon fusion produc
tion of charmed quark 
pairs. 

These diagrams describe both bound-state and free charmed 
hadron pair production. The cross section for producing cc quark 
pairs in the invariant mass range 2me < m( cc) < 2mD (where me 
and mD are the charmed quark and lightest charmed meson masses) 
is plausibly identified with the production of bound cc states, and 
a fixed fraction F is attributed to .p production (including .p from 
cascade decays of other cc bound states). The process 79 --> cc ac
tually produces a color-octet cc system; the hadronization cc --> .p is 
supposed to include the radiation of a soft gluon to give colorless .p. 
We then have 

z. 

u("!N --> .pX) = : J dx g(x) u("!g --> cc) , 
z, 

where x = s / s = m2 / s and the factor ~ is the color average for 

initial gluons. The limits are Xl = 4m~/s and X2 = 4mt/s with 
s "'" 2M E'J at high photon energy. Since the range of x integration 
above is small, we can approximately replace g(x) by its value at the 

midpoint x = 2(m~ + mt)/s, obtaining 
,,' 

z. 

u("!N --> .pX) "" g(x) : J dx u("!g--> cc) 

4m~ 
xg(x) F J 2· = (2 2) - dm u("!g-->cc) = xg(x).(constant). 

2 me +mD 8 
4m~ 
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0.1 
X 

1.0 

Fig. 5.16. Determination 
of the gluon distribution 

g(x) from data on "IN -> 

1/JX cross section data 
[Phys. Lett. 91B, 253 
(1980)]. Parameterizations 
A and B are shown for com

parison. 

Hence we can read the x dependence Of xg(x) directly from the S 

dependence of IT(''tN -> 1/JX), as shown in Fig. 5.16. (The data 

shown are actually for "elastic" 1/J production where Ehad < 5 GeV, 
but the total cross section behavior is similar.) The curves represent 
the gluon parameterizations A and B discussed in §5.6 . 

.. ";;; 

There are analogous mechanisms in the hadroproduction of 1/J. 
Take for example pp -> 1/JX: the contributing parton subprocesses 
are qij -> CC and gg -> Cc as illustrated in Fig. 5.17. The pp -> 1/JX 

cross section at 1/J rapidity y = 0 ha,l! the form (see §5.7) 

To 

~ (y = 0) = F f dT{ ~ Eq(yT) ij(yT) u(qij -> cc; TS) 
Y . 

+ l. [g(yT)] 2 u(gg -> CC;TS)}, 

where T = s/s, Tl = 4m~/8, T2 = 4m~/8, y = ! In [(E.;. + Pz.;.)/(E.;.
Pz';')] , and the factors ~ and l. are for color averaging. Replacing the 
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Fig. 5.17. Parton subprocesses for cc production in hadronic colli

sions. 

parton densities by their values at x = f1/2 = [(2m~ + 2m~) / s ]1/2, 
which is the narrow-window approximation, we obtain 

: (y = 0) = F{SX2q(x) q(x) f dm2 ~o-(qq) 

+ [xg(x)]
2 f dm2 6~ o-(gg) } / (2m~ + 2mb) . 

In practice the qq term is found to be much smaller than the gg term, 
assuming g(x) is roughly given by the preceding parameterization. 
Neglecting therefore the qq term, we obtain xg(x) to within an overall 
normalization constant: 

2 an· 
[xg(x)] = dy (pp -+ t/lX; y = 0) . (constant). 

The data again give a gluon distribution that is well described by the 
same parameterizations, as shown in Fig. 5.18. 

Analogous results can be obtained for asymmetrical situations 

(y f. 0) and for other pairs of incident hadrons. In particular, anal

ysis of 1rN -+ t/lX and KN -+ t/lX data can be used to extract the 
gluon distributions in 1r and K. 

It turns out that different production channels bN -+ t/lX, 1rp -+ 

t/lX, etc.) are best fitted with different empirical fractions F. This 
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Fig. 5.18. Determination of the gluon distribution from pp -> .pX 
cross section data [Phys. Lett. 91B, 253 (1980)]. 

can be accommodated by remarking that not all cc pairs produced 
below threshold (with m(cc) < 2mD) necessarily appear as bound 
cc states; quarks or gluons produced at other vertices can provide 
energy to form charmed hadrons. Also the relative production of .p 
and X states can depend on the process. This depends on details of 
fragmentation which change from process to process; it affects the 
fraction F of cc pairs available to form .p. 

The determinations of the scaling form of the gluon distribution in 
this section do not take into account the variation with Q2 expected 
in QCD. This will be addressed in Chapter 7. 

, 



Chapter 6 

Fragmentation 

6.1 Fragmentation Functions 

Colored quarks and gluons can be regarded as free during a hard col
lision, but subsequently color forces will organize them into colorless 
li:adronsj this is called fragmentation or hadronization. Typically it 
involves the creation of additional quark-antiquark pairs by the color 
force field. Figure 6.1 shows an example for deep inelastic ep scatter
ing, where the struck quark and the spectator diquark combine with 
many quark-antiquark pairs to form a multi-hadron final state. 

Fragmentation is governed by soft non-perturbative processes that 
cannot be calculated from scratch. (We explicitly exclude hard gluon 

or qlj radiation, which we regard as part of the initial hard-scattering 

e/ 

169 

Fig. 6.1. Example 
of fragmentation in 
ep deep inelastic 
scattering. 
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process.} We have to describe it semi-empirically, guided by general 
principles and physical ideas, just as we do for parton distributions in 

the initial hadrons. A complete description of the final state requires 

a complete description of fragmentation, but sometimes an incom
plete description is enough. As an extreme example, for inclusive 
cross sections such as lepton scattering ip -+ £' X or Drell-Yan pair 

production pp -+ ilx where all hadronic final states X are su=ed, 
the parton model allows us to ignore the fragmentation completely; 
so long as it takes place over a long timescale, with probability 1 

and without interfering with the hard scattering, it adds nothing 
that we need to know here. Another example is semi-inclusive cross 
sections, where one measures the spectrum of one particular type of 
"hadron h produced say in ep -+ ehX or e+e- -+ hX, but sums over 

all other hadrons· X. This requires only a partial description of the 

hadronization process, in the form of single-particle fragmentation 
functions-the subject of this section. More complete descriptions of 

hadronization require explicit jet models, addressed in later sections. 

Since the total color of the final hadrons is neutral, the color charge 
of a scattered quark is exactly balanced by the color charge of the 

recoiling system (an antiquark or diquark or whatever). We imagine 
the quark and recoiling system as well separated but joined by color 

flux lines; these flux lines stretch and break, materializing qij pairs 

as sketched in Fig. 6.2, and the various colored components regroup 
into colorless hadrons. In the c.m. frame (or any other frame where 

the initial quark and recoil systems travel fast in opposite directions) 

these hadrons form jets of particles-one quark jet and one recoil jet, 

at least for simple recoil systems. Provided that the regrouping into 

hadrons takes place locally, this picture suggests that the properties 

of the quark jet depend only on the quark (its color charge, its mo
mentum, its quantum numbers). Thus each fast parton fragments 

independently, as a first approximation. 
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[
recoil] ~ _ ~ _ ~ ~ _ ~ [scattered] 

t 
~ qq ~ qq ~ ... ~ qq ~ k 

sys em quar 

Fig. 6.2. Color fiu:x; lines break to materialize qij pairs. 

Consider a fast parton k with energy E k , producing a hadron h 

with energy fraction z, 

among its fragmentation products. The probability of finding h in 

the range z to z + dz is defined to be D;(z)dz, where D; is called· 
the k-to-h fragmentation function. If the parton energy is very large 
compared to participating masses and transverse momenta (and if 
we assume there is no other scale in the physics), z is plausibly the 
only significant variable. If D indeed depends on z alone, it is said to 
obey Feynman scaling. Some physicists use longitudinal momentum 

PL (along the quark direction of motion) or the light-cone variable 

(E + PL) instead of E in defining z, 

z = PhL/PkL or 

The light-cone choice has the merit of being invariant under longi
tudinal boosts, but all definitions coincide for relativistic hadrons h 

traveling close to the direction of the parent parton k. 

The cross section for inclusive h production is related through D; 
to the cross sections for producing possible parent partons k; 

since dz = EJ;ldE". For example, in ep charged-current scattering 
the dominant subprocess eu -+ v.d gives a recoiling d quark jet; 
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hence the production and z-distribution of hadrons h in the recoil 
jet is describ~d by the simple factorized formula 

for x values where the qq sea is negligible and. ignoring smallu --+ s 

contributions. The recoil quark energy is the total·energy of the re
coil jet (distinguished by direction from the "beam jet" made by the 
spectator diquark ud), so DHz) can be extracted experimentally for 
any given incident energy and x, y bin. The independent fragmenta
tion hypothesis says that all these measurements of D~(z)-and any 
measurements in other reactions-.should agree. Figure 6.3 compares 

. results for the fragmentation function D~+ extracted from deep in
elastic muon scattering with the exponential form D(z) ~ exp (-8z) 
that approximates results for e+e- --+ 1rX with z > 0.2. Results for 
D;- obtained from Op scattering are also shown. 

Ezereille. What kind of experiments are needed to measure the frag

mentation functions of u, 8, c, b quarks? What about gluons? 

Integrating D;(z) over a range Zl to Z2 gives the probability of 
finding a hadron h here; i.e. it gives the average number of hadrons 
h in this range. Hence the integral of D;(z) over the full physical 
range of z is the average number of hadrons h (the mean multiplicity 

of h) in the complete jet arising from parton k, 

1 

(n;);'" / dzDNz) , 
...... 

where the lower limit is the kinematical bound for given parton en
ergy Ek 

Hence the behavior of the hadron multiplicity at high energy is con
trolled by the behavior of D( z) at small z (if we continue to believe 
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Fig. 6.3. Comparison of fragmentation function results from differ

ent sources. Solid points denote D:+(z) extracted from muon scat
tering [Phys. Lett. 160B, 417 (1985)]. The solid line represents an 
exponential approximation to the corresponding results from Ii. luge 
number of e+e- experiments. Open circles denote Dd"-(z) obtained 
from lip scattering [Phys. Lett. 91B, 470 (1980)]. 

the independent fragmentation picture in this limit). D(z) is often 

parameterized in the form 

D(z) = 1(1 - z)" /z. 

Here 1 is a constant, the factor (1 - z)" parameterizes the behavior 
at large z and the factor Z-l is chosen to give a logarithmic increase 

in mean multiplicity per parton k at high energy as observed, 
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Exercise. Show that energy conservation among the totality of frag

mentation products h of a given parton k leads to the constraint 

1 L! Z D~(z) dz = 1. 
10 0 

Strictly speaking, the lowedimit of integration should be Zmin ( h), but 

since the integral converges here we can replace it approximately by o. 
Exerei8e. Show that charge conjugation and isospin symmetry lead 

to many relations, including the following 

D,,- - D"+ - D"- - D"+ d-:u-u-l' 

DD+ - DDo _ Dbo - DDc-c-c-c' 
+ - 0 

D" = D" = D" 9 9 9 , 

and notice a test of the top line in Fig. 6.S. 

There is a close analogy between fragmentation functions D~(z) 
and parton distribution functions fklh shown pictorially in Fig. 6.4. 
One is the probability density for finding hadron h among the frag
mentation products of parton k; the other is the probability density 
for finding parton k within hadron h. The mean multiplicity integral 
of D above corresponds to the parton multiplicity in a hadron. The 

energy conservation relation corresponds to the momentum sum-rule 
for partons in a hadron. The charge-conjugation and isospin relations 
correspond to similar relations between parton distributions. When 
we come to QeD radiative corrections, the analogy still persists. 

h k} ~ pa~~ons 
hadron 

Fig. 6.4. Analogy between parton components of a hadron and 

hadron components of a (parton) jet. 
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6.2 Example: e+ e- -+ pX 

The analogy between fragmentation functions and structure func

tions is particularly transparent in the case of e+ e- -+ jiX inclu

sive antiproton production, since this reaction is simply the crossed 

counterpart of ep -+ eX deep inelastic scattering; see Fig. 6.5. The 

similarity of the diagrams is striking. Let q and ji be the momentum 

vectors of the time-like virtual photon (or Z) and the antiproton, 

respectively. Convenient variables to describe e+ e- -+ jiX are then 

q2 and v defined by Mv = q . ji. Since q2 is the total c.m. energy 

squared and iH is the energy of each quark qk in a typical pro
duction channel e+e- -+ qkiik, the ratio z = 2Mv/q2 is precisely the 

energy fraction Ep/ Eq. that arises when discussing qk -+ ji fragmen
tation in the c.m. frame. 

The cross sections can be written in terms of structure functions 

FHv,q2) and FHv,q2) that are formally related to the analogous 

structure functions Ft{v, Q2) and F2 (v, Q2) of ep -+ e' X scattering. 
(See Chapter 5 and recall thai Q2 = _q2 and v = q . p/M = -v by 

crossing.) 

(a) 

x 
j -

Fig. 6.5. Diagrams 
for (a) e+e- -+ jiX 

Y,Z and (b) ep -+ eX 
scattering. 

(b) 
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Fig. 6.6. Comparison 
of physical regions for 
the crossed channels 
e+e- -+ fiX and ep--> 
e'X. 

, The Bjorken variable z = Q2 /2M v and z = 2MfJ / q2 are formally 
related through crossing by z = l/z. These relationships are not 
immediately profitable, however, since the physical region of FI and 
F2 does not overlap with that of FI and F2; see Fig. 6.6. In the 
annihilation channel the parabolic limit is E, ~ M, and the line 
q2 = 2MfJ corresponds to the limit E,:::; iR. ' 

In the Bjorken limit v, q2 -+ 00 with z fixed (0 < z < 1), the cross 
section has the form 

where (J is the fi c.m. angle relative to the e+ e- beam axis. 

Ezerei..e. Using the results 01 Chapter 4, show that the parton model 

predicts 

d:U (J = 'lf2a: (1 + cos2 
(J) :E 3ei(nt + D1) , 

zcos q k 

where the suffix k stands lor quark flavors (with electric charges ek). 

Comparing these formulas, we see that the parton model predicts 
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i) A relation zP2 = -PI, the analog of the Callan-Gross relation 

F2 = XFI (Chapter 5). 

ii) An interpretation of PI and 1'2 as fragClentation functions 

zPI = -Z2p2 = L3ei [D~(z) + Df(z)] 
k 

analogous to FI = Lk ei [qk(X) + qk(X)] in the scattering chan
nel. The factor 3 arises because colors are su=ed in the an
nihilation channel but averaged in the scattering channel. 

iii) In the scaling parton picture, the D-functions and hence PI, 1'2 
depend on z alone. 

6.3 Heavy Quark Fragmentation 

A quark and antiquark are most likely to combine into a meson when 
they have about the same velocity. If the fragmenting parton is a 

heavy quark Q, it needs to lose only a small fraction of its energy in 
order to materialize a number of light quark pairs with comparable 

velocity. If Q then combines with one or more of these light quarks, 
the resulting heavy-flavored hadron HQ will carry a large fraction of 
the original energy: z = E HI EQ - 1. We therefore expect qualita
tively that the fragmentation of heavy quarks into heavy hadrons will 

have hard distributions, concentrated at large values of z, and that 
this property will become more marked as the quark mass increases, 

approaching a o-function for very heavy quarks, Dg - 0(1- z). This 
expectation contrasts sharply with the fragmentation of light quarks 

into light hadrons, typified by the results in Fig. 6.3 which peak at 

small z. 

An explicit model (originated by Peterson et al.) displays this 

general feature. Consider the transition from an initial heavy quark 
Q to the heavy hadron H(Qq) plus spectator light quark q, by qq 
production in the color force field; see Fig. 6.7. Using time-ordered 
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Q c:::. H(Qq) 

q 

Fig. 6.7. Fragmentation 
of heavy quark Q to heavy 

hadron H(Qq). 

perturbation theory in an infinite-momentum frame, the energy de
nominator for this process is 

m 2 M2 m 2 1 m2/m2 

AE = EQ - EH - E "" 3 - -1l. - q ~ 1 - - -. q Q, 
q 2p 2zp 2(1 - z)p z (1 - z) 

where p is the initlal Q momentum, mQ "" mH is assumed, z is the H 
momentum fraction and 1 - z is the q momentum fraction. Strictly 
speaking, the squared masses here denote m2 + p}, including the 
effects of small transverse momenta that will be integrated. The Pe
terson model assumes that the transition probability, which gives the 
Q --t H fragmentation function, is dominated by the energy denom
inator (AE)-2. All other factors are approximated by constants, 

apart from a factor z-l for longitudinal phase space, which arises 
from counting states: 

This gives 

. [ 1 E]-2 DHQ (z) = (constant) z-l 1 - - - _Q- , 
z l-z 

where EQ = (m~ + P:T) / (m~ + P~T) is a parameter, expected to 

. be proportional to mc/. As EQ decreases, the peak of Dff moves 
closer to z = 1. 

Figure 6.8 shows typical c --t D* and b --t B fragmentation results 
from the ARGUS and MARK-J experiments respectively, with ar
bitrary normalization. For comparison, Peterson model calculations 
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Fig. 6.S. c -+ D* and b -+ B fragmentation functions from the 
Argus and Mark-J experiments (Bari Conference 1985) compared to 

Peterson model calculations for £ = 0.18 and £ = 0.018, respectively. 

are shown for £ = 0.18 and £ = 0.018, respectively (the ratio 10 : 1 
being suggested by the predicted mc/ dependence). Notice however 
that one experiment uses momentum fraction while the other uses 
energy fraction to define z. Values of £ in the ranges 0.1-0.4 for c 

fragmentation and 0.003-0.04 for b-fragmentation are quoted in the 
literature, with the empirical £ values depending on the experiment 
and on the definition of z employed. 

Figure 6.9 compares Peterson model predictions for c, band t 
quark fragmentation, assuming £ is proportional to mc/ and me = 
40 GeV, with co=on normalization J D(z) dz = 1. 
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6 t 

z 

Fig. 6.9. Comparison 

of Peterson model pre

dictions for Q = c, b, t 

fragmentation, assum" 

ing E = 0.40 Gey2 /m~ 

with me = 1.5, mb = 
4.7 and mt = 40 GeY. 

6.4 Independent Quark Jet Fragmentation 

A more detailed picture of the jet of produced hadrons can be ob

tained by an explicit Monte Carlo construction, based on a recursion 

principle. The first such model was due to Feynman and Field. 

Suppose an initial quark qo creates a color field in which a new 

light pair qliil are produced; a meson (qoil!l is formed with a fraction 
Zl of the qo momentum, leaving a quark ql in place of qo, and so on. 

A one-dimensional "chain decay" picture results; see Fig. 6.10. IT we 

neglect transverse momenta and flavor and spin indices for a moment, 
such a process is completely specified by one arbitrary function J(z), 
normalized to J J(z) dz = 1 (since the total probability for each step 

to happen with some value of z is 1). 

Fig. 6.10. Chain 

decay picture of 

jet fragmentation. 
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This kind of model describes the complete jet, including the single
particle fragmentation functions. If D(z) is the probability density 
for producing any meson with momentum fraction z, then D satisfies 
the integral equation 

D(z) = J(z) + t J(I-z')D(z/z')dz'/z'. 

This states that the meson is either the first in the chain (probability 
J (z)) or is part of a similar chain initiated by qI. which carries a 
fraction z, of the qo momentum with probability J(1 - z'). Such 
integral equations are typical of recursive proces~es. 

Ezereilltl. Show that the Jorm J(z) = (n +" 1)(1 - z)" implie8 

D(z) = (n + 1)(1 - z)" / z. 

For a heavy quark fragmenting to a heavy meson, only the first step 
of the chain contributes and D(z) = J(z) in this approach. 

Such models lend themselves to direct Monte Carlo jet simula
tions. It is straightforward to take some account of flavors, spins and 
transverse momenta, for example as discussed below. Starting from 
an initial quark qo of given flavor and momentum, the instructions 
could be: 

i) Select a value Zl of the random variable z, with probability 

. distribution J(z). 

ii) Select a quark pair ql iiI = uti, dd or 88 with some preassigned 

relative probability; the meson (qOiil) then has longitudinal mo
mentum ZIPo and the quark ql has longitudinal momentum 

PI = (1 - zt}po. 

iii) Attribute a small (bounded) transverse momentum PT to the 
quark ql and -PT to iil> with some preassigned probability 
distribution. 
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iv) Select a mass and spin 0 or 1 (or higher) with preassigned 

probabilities for the meson qoih. 

v) Repeat this cycle for the next qij pair and continue until the 

momentum P" = (1 - Z,,)p,,-l of the nth quark falls below a 
cutoff value and the recursion stops. 

This procedure generates a chain of mesons (qi iji+l) with longitu

dinal momenta ziPi-l and transverse momenta (PiT - Pi+lT)' with 
specified flavors, masses and spins; those that are not 7r or K mesons 
already can be decayed into lighter mesons following the particle data 
tables. When the recursion stops after n steps, there remains a slow 
quark q" that has not yet been assigned to a hadron; at this point 
the various jets can no longer be treated in isolation. The unpaired 
quarks from all jets must together be turned into hadrons by some 
prescription; if we are working in the lab frame these hadrons are 
slow and would play little part in determining jet properties in an 
experiment. Finally, since the Monte Carlo chains conserve momen
tum for each jet but not energy, it is necessary to rescale all momenta 
slightly in each complete event to ensure the correct final energy. 

Such a Monte Carlo jet prescription contains an arbitrary function 

J(z) plus other input parameters for the flavor/spin/mass options 
at each step. The procedure is to determine these parameters by 
comparing with data and thereafter to use them predictively. The 
underlying physical assumptions are that the fragmentation process 

is 

i) independent of other jets, 

ii) local (pairing of adjacent quarks in the chain), and 

iii) universal (process-independent). 

What we have sketched .above is just an outline, the details are not 

fixed. One can identify z with energy fraction or E + PL fraction 

instead. The qiiji+l pairs can be identified with low-mass hadron 
clusters instead of single mesons. Baryon production can be included. 

But we must remember it is only a framework for parameterization. 
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It is not quantum mechanical and includes neither interference effects 
nor identical-particle symmetrization effects (such as Bose-Einstein 
correlations among pions). 

In fact the original Feynman-Field parametrization used the vari

able E + PL and took 

f(z) = 1 - a + 3a(1 - z)2 

with a = 0.77 determined from data. They assumed that uti;, dil, S8 

probabilities are 0.4, 0.4, 0.2 and that an equal mix of low-mass 
spin 0 and spin 1 mesons are formed. The quarks have Gaussian PT 

distribution with q2 = (0.35 GeV)2. 

6.5 1 + 1 Dimensional String Model 

When a color-neutral qq pair is produced, for example via a e+ e--+ qq 
collision, a color force field is created between them. It is believed 
that for a confining theory like QCD the color lines offorce are mostly 
concentrated in a cnarrow tube connecting q with ij, acting like a 
string with constant tension (independent of the separation between 
q and ij). This picture is consistent with Regge phenomenology, heavy 
quarkonium spectroscopy and lattice QCD, which indicate a value of 
the string tension, 

K. "" 1 GeV / fm,;" 0.2 GeV2 , 

where fm = femtometer (or fermi) = 1O-13cm. As the quarks fly 
apart they are decelerated by the string tension, accelerated back 
together and then fly apart once more, executing periodic osciIlations 
(known as yo-yo modes); see Fig. 6.11. 
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t Fig. 6.11. Space-time 

x x 

picture of yo-yo modes of 
one-dimensional string 
connecting .massless 
quarks: (a) in qq rest 
frame, (b) for moving qq. 

The equations of motion for the end-points of this relativistic 
string, in one space and one time dimension, are 

dp/dt = ±It, 

where p is the momentum of the end-point quark and the + (-) sign 
refers to the left (right) end of the string. 

Ezerei8e. Using p = fJ-ym where fJ = dx/dt, -y = 1/ Jl- fJ2 and m 
is the quark mass, show that the solution for the motion of the right
hand quark (up to the moment when the quarks cross and it becomes . 
the left-hand quark) is 

p = Po -Itt, It:!: = Jp~ + m 2 - Jr + m 2 • 

Notice that the trajectory i8 a hyperbola in general, becoming two 
straight-line segments in the limit m -+ 0 (illustrated in Fig. 6.11). 

Each quark initially travels outward, steadily losing momentum, until 
its momentum goes to zero. At this time it starts accelerating back in 
the opposite direction, steadily picking up momentum until the string 
shrinks to zero and the ends cross. It then starts losing momentum 
once more. 

Ezerei.e. By boosting this trajectory to another 2-dimensional space
time frame, show that the string tension K is the same in all frames. 

In this model the string carries stored energy (equal to It times its 
length) but no momentum. The motion of a quark at one endpoint 
is independent of what happens at· the other endpoint, Up' to the 
moment when the ends cross over. 
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.A new element is now introduced. The color force field may ma
terialize a massless qq pair of zero energy-momentum at a point on 

the string. Suppose there is a red quark at the righv.hand end of the 
string and an anti-red antiquark at the left-hand end. Then if a red~ 
anti-red qq pair is created at an intermediate point, the color lines of 

force from, the right-hand quark can terminate on the intermediate q 
(and similarly the lines from the left-hand antiquark can terminate 
on the intermediate q). The string then separates into two indepen

dent color-neutral strings. One can make an analogy with the case of 
a constant uniform electric field coupled to particles, which suggests 

that. the probability for string breaking is uniform in space and time 

d{Probability)fdx dt = (constant) exp{ -7l"m
2 f K) , 

where m is the mass of the created quarks; this is like a tunneling 

probability through a poten~ial barrier. The motion of the string is 
now a statistical question., As time develops it breaks randomly into 
smaller pieces carrying smaller fractions of the original energy, all 
executing yo-yo modes in the intervals between breaks; see Fig. 6.12. 
When the invariant mass of a string piece gets small enough, it is 
identified as a hadron (or a cluster of hadrons) and the breaking 
stops within that piece. Thus the whole system eventually evolves 
into hadrons. This approach was pioneered by the Lund group. 

Fig. 6.12. Example of 
string breaking. 
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The evolution can be expressed as a: stochastic process if we add an 

assumption. Consider initial massless quarks qo moving to the right, 

iIo moving left, and suppose that n qiI massless pairs are created at 

space-tim~ points (XItI), (X2t2)' ... , (x"t,,) starting from the right
hand end of the string. If we assume that all these breaks occur 

during the first expanding phase of the yo-yo modes, then all qi are 

moving left, all iii are moving right (i > 0). 

Ezerdse. In these circumstances show that the ith meson qi-I iii has 
momentum and energy 

Ei = II:(Xi-I - Xi) . 

(Take whichever of ti-I. ti is the later time. What are the endpoint 

quark momenta at this time? Show.that the length of the string at 

this time is Xi-I - Xi -Iti-I - til.) 

Ezerdse. Show that the above meson invariant mass squared is 211:2 

times the area enclosed by its yo-yo mode indicated in Fig. 6.19. 

(Find the lengths of the sides of the yo-yo rectangle, projected on the 

X or taxis.) 

These formulas also include the end-point quarks if we regard them 

as "created" at the turning points where their momenta first go to 

zero. Then if break-point (Xi-I. ti-tJ and the required mass mi are 

specified, the next break-point must lie on a well defined hyperbola 

in space-time. The setting-up of the chain of breaks can then be 

Xi. t i 

X 

Fig. 6.13. Relation 

between mass and 

area of yo-yo mode. 
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Not allowed Allowed 

Fig. 6.14. Examples of string-breaking patterns that are allowed 

and not allowed in the stochastic picture. 

viewed as a stochastic process (starting at either end) since each step 
depends only on random variables and on the end-point of the pre
vious step. But to get this stochastic picture we have assumed that 
all breaks occur during the first expansion of the yo-yo in question; 
some breaking patterns are therefore not allowed; see Fig. 6.14. 

The. stochastic process is conveniently described using light-cone 
variables x~ = t ± x. Starting from the (i - 1) break-point, the step 
to the next break in the x+ direction is chosen by 

with some probability distribution fez) for Zi. The step in the x
. direction is then fixed by the mass mi 

since the area of the yo-yo rectangle is ~ax+ ax-. The intial and final 

boundary conditions are xt = 2Eo/ K, Xo = 0 and x~+1 = 0, x;;-+1 = 
2Eo/ K where Eo and Eo are the initial energies of the original pair 

qo and lio. The chain of points xt can be g~nerated from the right 
(as above) or from the left or from bot~ ends (choosing left or right 
at random each time), with some empirical adjustment for the final 

boundary matching. There is qualitative similarity to the Feynman
Field approach, with fez) playing a similar role in each case, but the 

specific string picture here is new. 
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The Lund group originally chose J(z) = 1 but later moved to the 
symmetric Lund form 

where Nap, aa and ap are parameters and a and (3 are the quark and 

antiquark flavors. This form has the merit of ge~erating left-right 
sy=etrical jets whatever end one starts from, which is desirable 
since quarks and antiquarks are expected to fragment in similar ways. 
One must also parameterize the meson transverse momenta, for ex
ample by a Gaussian probability distribution do / dpf - exp( -bpf), 
and the meson spins. Previous references tom2 must then be inter
preted as m 2 + p~. As a first approximation, the choices a = 1 for 
all light flavors and b =(1.5 Ge V) -2 give reasonable fits to data, but 
the parameters are constantly being refined. 

'. 
Heavy quark pairs cannot simply be materialized at' a point be-

cause of energy conservation; instead they are created at a separa
tion f1x = 2m/ K, and this length of string is annihila~ed to provide 
their rest-energy. Following the prj!vious analogy with the case of a 

uniform electric field, the probability for producing a QQ pair with 
masses mQ is taken to be proportional t<? exp(-1rm~/K,). With con-"' 

servative mass choices m. "" 0.25 Ge V ,me "" 1.2 Ge V this gives the 
relative probabilities of uu : dil: S8 : cc to be 1 : 1 : 0.37 : 10-,10, so 

in this I?-0del essentially nothing heavier than strange quarks is pair 

produced along the string. Heavy quark to heavy meson fragment a

ti?n occurs only at the first step with D(z) = J(z). 

6.6 Gluon Jets 

We have hitherto dealt only with quark jets. Since gluon;; carry two 

cQlor labels (one color, one anticolor), a possible approximation is 

to replace an initial gluon by a collinear massless quark plus anti
quark carrying these color labels, with the momentum divided be

tween them (e.g, weighted by the QeD g ---> qij splitting function of 
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Chapter 7). This is a simple extension of the independent quark jet 

picture of §6.4. 

Exercise. Show by examples that this prescription gives a higher 
meson multiplicity with a softer z-distribution lor the gluon iet, com
pared to a quark iet 01 the same energy. 

Another approach is to follow the classical string picture a little 
further and ask where the color lines of force will lie. Take for ex
ample a color-neutral qqg system, which may be produced in e+e
collisions. One simple way to connect up the color lines of force be
tween them is by a single string (flux tube) running from q to g to q. 
Hitherto we have attached massless particles only to the ends of the 
string; now we attach a massless gluon to a point in the middle. Con

sider any frame (not necessarily the c.m. frame) where the q, q and 
9 momenta are coplanar and all three fly outward with the velocity 

• 
of light from·a common origin 0; see Fig. 6.15. As time passes the 
string gets longer and absorbs energy from q, q and g. Consider first 

the quark q: in time ot it travels a distance ot and the string gets 
longer (at theq·end) by otcosO. If it were at rest this new piece of 

string would contain energy K,ot cos 0, but since it is moving sideways 

with velocity f3 = sinO its total energy is '"fK,otcosO = K,ot, where 

'"f = 1/,/1- f32 = 1/ cos O· is the appropriate Lorentz factor. This 
energy is extracted from q by a force of strength K, acting against 

the direction of motion, i.e. alongAO in Fig. 6.15. This retarding 

force can be understood as the ~um of a reduced string tension K, cos 0 

along AB (a moving string has time dilated by '"f and tension corre

spondingly reduced) and an inertial component K,sinO orthogonal to 
AB. Similarly ij experiences a retarding force K, directed along CO 

and 9 experiences a force 2K, along BO. Hence the motion of the three 

massless particles at A, Band C is completely specified. 

We now add string breaking along the segments AB and BC. This 

leads to two c!).ains of mesons, similar to what one would get from 
two qq strings except that one of the mesons includes a piece from 

both segmen~s (th~ string piece that includes the point B)j the latter 
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q 

Fig. 6.15. A color-neutral 

fjqg system connected by 
the string ABC. 

can be regarded as a colorless qfjg system rather than a qfj system. In 
a frame where 0 lies on AB, the fragmentation of string segment AB 
gives a pair of back-t~back jets of hadrons, directed mainly along 
OA and OB but with a symmetrical PT distribution about this axis. 

Similarly for string segment BC, in a frame where 0 lies on BC. In 
the c.m. frame, however, these jets are boosted sideways: the result
ing hadron distributions are therefore not symmetrically distributed 

about the parton axes OA, OB, OC (which would be expected for 
independent jet fragmentation). Instead there is an excess of hadrons 

in the angular regions AOB and BOC with a corresponding depletion 
in COA: this has been called the string effect; see Fig. 6.16. 

q q 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.16. Fragmentation of qfjg system in (a) string picture and 

(b) independent jet picture. 
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Fig. 6.17. Particle flow versus angle for e+e- -- qijg events. The 

solid curve denotes string fragmentation, the dashed curve denotes 

independent jet fragmentation: data agree with the former. 

There is experimental evidence for such an effect in e+ e- __ 3 jets 

events. First one orders the three jets according to their energy; 
according to QCD, the events are primarily due to e+e- __ qijg and 

the gluon jet is usually the least energetic. String fragmentation 

then predicts a depletion of hadron production in the angular arc 

between the two more energetic jets, compared to independent jet 

fragmentation calculations. Figure 6.17 shows a qualitative plot of 

the predicted particle flow versus angle in the event plane, when the 

most energetic jet (jet 1) is fixed at if> = 0 and jets 2 and 3 are ordered 

in angle by convention. The depletion between jets 1 and 2 is not 

seen in e+ e- ---> qij"( events, confirming that it has something to do 

with the gluon. The string effect suggests there is real dynamics in 

the string picture. However, the QCD Monte Carlo shower model of 

Webber (§9.4) also reproduces the string effect, aue apparently to a 

careful treatment of soft gluons. 

In general, before fragmenting a multi-parton state into hadrons, 

the string approach requires us first to collect the quarks and gluons 
into colorless clusters. The qijg systems discussed above are just one 

example of colorless clusters. Another interesting case is three-gluon 
systems, produced for example in e+e- -- T(bb) __ ggg: here the 
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(0) 

g~g 
(b) 

Fig. 6.18. Different 

pictures of T -+ 999 
fragmentation: (a) 
color string and (b) 
independent jets. 

independent jet approach suggests three gluon jets but the string 

picture suggests a continuous triangular string with three gluons at
tached at the vertices, as in Fig. 6.18. 

In this chapter we have described various ways of parameterizing 
fragmentation processes. Many different prescriptions are available, 
with parameters tuned to repi:oduce a wide range of measured distri
butions. Interested readers should refer to recent conference reports 
for references to the latest versions. 



Chapter 1 

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 

7.1 The QeD Lagrangian 

Strong interactions are described by a local non-abelian gauge theory 

of quarks and gluons in which SU(3) is the gauge group and gluons 
are the gauge bosons. Three colored quarks of each quark flavor form 

a triplet in the fundamental representation of SU(3) and eight gluons 

form an octet in the adjoint representation (defined to have the same 
dimensions as the group). Following the general structure outlined 

in §2.2, the QeD Lagrangian is 

where the indices a, j and k refer to color and assume the values 

a = 1, ... ,8 and j,k = 1,2,3. The covariant derivative D acting on 

a quark field is 

IYJk = 0ik al' + ig(Ta)ik G~ , 

where G~ are the gluon fields, Ta are the SU(3) generators, and 9 is 

the strong coupling; Mik is the quark mass matrix. The gluon field 

tensor is 

F I'V - al'Gv aVGI' , GI'Gv 
a. - a- a-gJabc b c' 

where Jabc are the structure constants of SU(3), defined by the com-

193 
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mutation of the SU(3) generators 

This Lagrangian is invariant under the infinitesimal local gauge trans

formations 

as already demonstrated in §2.2. 

This Lagrangian contains a quark-gluon interaction vertex of the 

form 

j 

vertex factor = -ig"fI'(Ta)jk . 

k 

In addition, there is a triple gluon coupling 

vertex factor = -g 'abc [9"p(Pl - P2).y 

-:J"m_JQ1J"' P3' C, Ey + 9P'Y(P2 - pa)" + g'Y"(Ps - Pl)p], 
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There is also a four-gluon interaction. The gluon self-interactions 
have no analog in QED; they arise from the non-abelian nature of 

the theory and are analogous to the W self-interactions in the SU(2) 
case. The complete QeD Feynman rules are given in Appendix A. 

7.2 The Renormalization Group Equations (RGE) 

In evaluating Feynman diagrams that contain loops, divergent inte

grals over loop momenta occur. To make sense of these quantities, the 

divergent expressions are first made "temporarily finite" by some reg
ularization procedure which introduces additional parameters (e.g., 
a gluon mass mg, an ultraviolet momentum cut-off A, or a fractional 

space-time dimension D = 4-2e). In this way, the divergences of per
tur bation theory are re-expressed in a well-defined way (though still 

with divergent limits). These regularized divergences of perturba
tion theory are then removed by absorbing them into the definitions 

of physical quantities through a renormalization procedure. This is 

done by some specified (but arbitrary) prescription, which introduces 
a new dimensional scale p,. Renormalized quantities in the theory, 
such as the basic vertex coupling strength g, depend explicitly on p,. 

Different renormalization prescriptions with different p, must all lead 

to the same observable amplitudes. The transformations of renor
malized operators as p, is changed form a Lie group, first recognized 
by Stueckelberg and Peterman and named by them the Renormaliza
tion Group. The equations that express the invariance of the physics 

under changes of the parameter p, are known as the Renormalization 

Group Equations (RGE). 

Renormalization is done on the sum of connected Feynman graphs 

with the external propagators removed (including their self-energy 
parts). In more technical language, it deals with single-particle

irreducible Green's functions r, which cannot be disconnected by 

cutting any single internal line. One way to control divergences in r 
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is to introduce an ultraviolet cut-off A in the loop momentum inte

grals, thus obtaining unrenormalized Green's functions rU(pi' go, A), 
where Pi denotes external particle momenta and go is the basic ver
tex coupling in the Lagrangian. For a renormalizable theory such as 

QCD, it is possible to define renormalized Green's functionsTR by 

which are finite in the A ---> 00 limit but depend on the prescription 

parameter p, and a renormalized coupling g. Zr is a product of 

factors Zi, one for each external particle i of the Green's function r. 
Since ru does not depend on p" we obtain on differentiation, 

which is usually written 

where the beta function fJ(g) and the "anomalous dimension" ,,/(g) 
have been defined by: 

ag 
fJ = p,-, 

ap, 

Here A is held constant in the differentiation and subsequently the 
limit A ---> 00 is taken. The beta function is universal; the "/ function 
depends on the Green's function. If Zr is expressed as a product of 
renormalization factors, "/ may be expressed as a sum of the corre

sponding contributions. 

Consider the case in which there is a single large momentum scale 

Q. All momenta Pi can then be expressed as fixed fractions Xi of Q. 
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Introducing the variable 

t = ~In (Q 2

) 
2 J.l2' 

the RGE is 

( -:t + f3(g) :g + ')'r(g)) r(t, g,Xi) = O. 

We define a "running coupling" g(t) through the equation 

dg(t) = f3(g(t)) 
dt 

with g(t = 0) = g, the coupling constant appearing in the RGE. Then 

g(t) 

J dg' 
t = f3(g') , 

g(O) 

dg(t) 
dg(O) 

and the general solution to the RGE is 

f3(g(t)) 
f3(g(O)) , 

g(t) . J ' ')'r(g') r (t,g(O), Xi) = r (0, g(t), Xi) exp dg f3(g') . 
g(O) 

This shows that the whole Q2 dependence of r arises through g(t). 

7.3 The Running Coupling 

In practice r, ')'r and f3 can only be calculated in perturbation se

ries in the coupling g(O). Let us denote by rn,m the renormalized, 

truncated QeD Green's functions with n gluon and m quark exter

nal legs. The lowest order diagrams contributing to r 2,0, r O,2 and 

r 1,2 are shown in Fig. 7.1 (where a gluon loop is shown, it is un

derstood that the appropriate ghost loop is added; see Appendix A). 
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--+ -....I.~:......--=--

r"'~ A A A 
Fig. 7.1. Diagrams contributing to Green's functions. 

The perturbative expansions to order g2 are 

[ 
3 2 (2)] 12 g-p r' = g'1J-1T, 1 - -C2(G) --2 In -2 ' 
4 1671" '" 

with incoming momentum configurations (p,-p) for the two-leg and 
(0, -p,p) for the three-leg cases normalized at p2 = _",2. We have 

used the Landau gauge, where the gluon propagator is -iOab(gJ-lvp2-
PJ-lPv)/p4. C2(G) and T(R) depend on the gauge group G and the 
representation R corresponding to the quarks; they are defined by 

C2(G)Oab = L faedlbed, T(R)oab = Tr(Tan) • 
e,d 

They arise from the gluon and quark loops shown in Fig. 7.2, and 
, their values for QeD are C2(G) = 3, T(R) = il including an implicit 
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Fig. 7.2. Gluon and 
quark loops give rise to 
coefficients C2 (G) and 
T(R), respectively. 

su=ation over I quark flavors. These Green's functions satisfy the 

RGE: 

(~:~ + (J :g + 2'YG) r 2
•
O = 0 , 

(I' :1' + (J :g + 2'YQ) rO.
2 = 0 , 

(~~ + (J ~ + 2'YQ + 'YG) r
1
•
2 

= 0 , 

where 'YG and 'YQ are the contributions for each gluon or quark leg. 

Ezerei.e. By substituting the perturbative expressions lor r,,·m In 

these RGE, show that in the Landau gauge, 

'YG = [~ C2( G) - iT(R)] 1::2 + O(g4) , 

'YQ = 0 + O(g4) , 

The results above show that (J(g) arises from the loop diagrams in 
Fig. 7.2 and that its expansion in powers of g begins in general 

with, for the QeD case, 

1 
bQCD = 4811"2 (33 - 21) , 

where I is the number of quark flavors contributing in the loops. The 
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positive contribution in bQCD is from gluon loops. Although fJ and 'Y 

can in general depend on the choice of renormalization scheme and 
gauge, the first two coefficients b and /I are always the same, as the 
following exercise shows. 

Ezerei8e. Suppose g2 and g2 are the results of two different renor

malization schemes, related by g2 = g2 + alg4 + a2g6 + ... with some 

coefficients CIi. By transforming the expansion of fJ from one scheme 

to the other, show that the coefficients b and /I are unchanged. 

The lowest order approximation fJ = _bg3 is called the one-loop 
approximation since b arises from single loop diagrams. 

Ezercille. Integrate the one-loop equation dg / dt = _bg3 to obtain 

2(t) _ g2(0) 
9 - 1 + 2bg2(0)t . 

Ezerci8e. Integrate the two-loop equation dg/dt = -bg3(1 + b'g2) to 

obtain 

1 1 , [/I + 1/g2 (0)] 
g2(t) - g2(0) + b In /I + 1/g2(t) = 2bt. 

Hence show that the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) for 

g2(t)/g2(0), where only terms of order [g2(0)t]" are retained, is given 
by the one-loop approximation above. 

We shall henceforth confine our discussion mainly to the LLA (one
loop approximation) for g2(t). With f :5 16 flavors bQCD is positive 
and g2(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00. This property that the running coupling 
goes to zero as Q2 -+ 00 is known as asymptotic freedom and allows 
RGE-improved perturbation theory calculations at large Q2. It is 
convenient to use 

2 _ g2(Q2) _ g2(0) 
a.(Q) = 411" - 411"[1 + bg2(0) In(Q2/I"2)] 

and to introduce the parameter A = I"exp {-[2b g2(0)J-l} so that 

2 1 1211" 
a.(Q ) = 411"b In(Q2/A2) = (33 - 2f) In(Q2/A2) . 
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The parameter A is to be determined by experiment. The theory is 
applicable only for Q2 > A 2 for which Ct. is small. The number f 
of participating flavors depends on Q2; in general, a quark i of mass 

mi is expected to contribute to the loops only when IQ21 2:: 4mr At 
a new quark threshold, where f increases by 1, the value of A must 
change in order that Ct.(Q2) be continuous. 

Ezereise. If A4 = 0.2 Ge V is the value of A for f = 4 flavors, what 

is the value of As if the f = 5 threshold is at Q2 = 4m~ = 100 Ge V2 ? 
Show that the modified formula 

gives the desired behavior of Ct. through the fifth and subsequent 

thresholds, where the (J function is (J(x) = 1 (0), for x > 0 (~O). 

As introduced here in the LLA context, A has a precise operational 
meaning (it fixes Ct.(Q2) with which we calculate) but its theoretical 
basis is somewhat subtle. If we added a non-leading log term, by 
changing the denominator factor from In(Q2/A2) to In(Q2 / A2) + X, 

it would be equivalent to changing A ~ A' = A exp( -!X). Thus if we 
determine A from a particular experiment, using LLA formulas, the 

resulting empirical value of A parameterizes to some extent the non
leading terms that we have neglected. These non-leading terms arise 
from the higher-loop contributions to both peg) and "I(g); see the 
general RGE solution in the previous section. Although peg) is uni
versal, the relevant "I(g) depends on the experimental measurements 
in question. Hence the empirical value of A found from data fitting 
with LLA formulas will depend in general on the class of data being 
used. To determine whether these different values of A are consistent 
with a common QCD interpretation, one must consistently include 
non-leading log terms in the formulas. 

In QCD the second coefficient b' is given by 
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and the two term solution can be written 

In QED there is no analog to the gluon loops, so C2 (G) = 0 and 

T(R) = L e~, summed over all fermions (with charges ei) appearing 
in the fermion loops. Hence 

1 E 2 bQED = --- e· 1211"2 • 
i 

and the QED running coupling in one-loop approximation is 

2 a 
a(Q ) = 1 - (a/311") Li e~8(Q2 - 4m;) In(Q2/4m;) 

Here we have made the choice J.L = me and introduced a = a(m~) '" 
1/137 rather than a mass scale A to fix the normalization. QED is 
not asymptotically free, but the small value of a allows the use of 
perturbation theory up to very large values of Q2. 

Exercise. By evolving aqED in steps from a(m~) = 1/137 (approx

imating mu = md = 10 Me V, m. = ml' = 100 Me V, me = m, = 
1.8 GeV, mb = 5 GeV, Tnt = 40 GeV) show that a(Q2 = Mar) '" 
1/128. 

7.4 Leading Log Perturbation Theory 

In conventional perturbation calculations, loop integrations lead to 
large logarithms and hence convergence requires both g2(0) ~ 1 and 

g2(0) In(Q2/J.L2) ~ 1. The RGE however permit us to include all 
leading-log terms (i.e. powers [g2 InQ2r for all n) directly through 

the running coupling constant g (Q2), when (3 and '"Yare calculated to 
one-loop level. Convergence then requires only that g2( Q2) ~ 1. 
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To see this, the exponential factor in the RGE solution can be 
evaluated in a perturbation series. As we saw in §7.3, the expansion 

of 7 begins with 7 = 71g2 + 7294 + ... and hence 

7 (71) 1 3 (j = - b 9 + C2g + C3g + ... 

The RGE solution involves the integral 

g(t) /b 

J 7 (g(O) )'" 1 dg' (j = In g(t) + 2 C2 [g2(t) - g2(0)] + ... 
g(O) 

With the LLA to g(t), 

it is clear that !C2[g2(t) _g2(0)1, and higher terms in the above expan
sion give non-leading contributions in In Q2, i.e. (g2(0))" tn- I with 

n = 2,3,. .. In LLA these terms are dropped and the general RGE 
solution is of the form 

. (g2(0))"(>/26 
r(t,g(O)) = r(o,g(t)) g2(t) 

in which all the t-dependence enters through g(t) and only the one

loop values of j3 and 7 are involved. 
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7.5 Deep Inelastic Structure Functions in QeD 

In calculating the QeD corrections to the scaling of parton distribu
tions, we shall separate the hadronic vertex from the leptonic ver
tex and calculate the former from Feynman rules for gluon emission 

processes. For illustration we take the case of electron-proton deep 
inelastic scattering (DIS) ep -t e' X via a virtual photon. We recall 
from §5.5 that the tensor W"P describing the hadronic vertex is 

where h" = (XIJ"lp) is the hadronic matrix element, f denotes the 
final hadrons summed in X, and P is the proton momentum. The 

most general form of W"P can be written 

where q = e - e' is the photon momentum, x = Q2/(2Mv), and 

M v = q . P, as usual. In this general form we have included q" and 

qp terms (which vanish when contracted with a massless lepton tensor 
and were therefore omitted in §5.5) in order that the coefficients of Fl 
and F2 shall be manifestly gauge invariant. From these expressions 

we can htract the structure functions Fl and H for any given QeD 
subprocess at the hadron vertex. 

We denote the momentum fraction carried by the struck parton 
by w. It is necessary to distinguish w from x = Q2/(2Mv) since 

they are not equal when QeD radiation occurs (equality is special to 
,,/' + q -t q' transitions and does not apply to ,,/' + q -t q' + g, etc.). 
In evaluating the DIS cross section above in the parton model, the 

flux factor 1/(2s) appropriate for a proton target must be replaced 

by 1/(28) = 1/(2ws) for a parton of fractional momentum w which 
introduces a factor l/w in W"p (equivalently, this kinematical factor 
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can be introduced by treating the pru:ton as a particle of mass wM 
at rest in the proton rest frame). Also the parton cross sections must 
be weighted by the probability q(w)dw and a color factor (depending 

on the subprocess) from su=ing final and averaging initial colors. 

The lowest-order calculation for "1* q -> q' gives hOI. = eq (p'I"Ia.lp) 
for each quark. 

EzerciBe. Show that in this order 

where p = wP and p' = wP + q are the initial and final quark mo
menta, and hence that the structure functions are 

FI (x, y) = x-I F2(X, y) = E e: J dw q(w) 8(x - w) = E e: q(x) , 
q q 

as found previously in §5.5. 

In the next order there are "1* (q)+q(p) -> q(p') +g(k) subprocesses 
with gluon emission, as in Fig. 7.3. These give the hadronic matrix 
element 

h - [(P'I "101.(// - g)fi* Ip) + (p'l,f* (]I + g)"ta.lp)] 
a. - eqeg, (11' _ q)2 (p + q)2 

where g, and f are the gluon coupling and polarization vector, re

spectively, and i, j, a are the color indices of the SU(3) matrix T. 
Squaring, su=ing over spins, and evaluating the phase space gives 

Wa.P, defined by 

I 

"'2JdW -Wa.P = L eq -;- q(w) Wa.p , 
q :z; 

where the limit w~x comes from the constraint 8=2Mwv-Q2~O. 
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(b) 

Fig. 7.3. Gluon radiation diagrams in photon-quark interaction. 

Ezerei.e. Show that in this order, 

Wap = 4C;' f d(PS) sld(u - Q2){P',p} ",/1 + (u + t){k,p}"'/1 

- (u +8) {p',k }"'/1 + s {p,p}",p + t {p',p'} ",p] , 

where a. = g!/41r, s = (p+q)2, t= (p'_q)2, u = (P'_p)2, the color 
factor is C = 1 E4,6 Tr(T 4 T6) = ~, and the bracket s!lmbol is defined 

b" 

{a, b} ",p = aabp + b",a/1 - g"'/1a' b. 

The differential two-body phase space above is 

d(PS) = (~~3 (~~3 (21r)4 04(p + q ~ p' - k) o+(k2) 0+ (p,2) , 

where o+(k2) = O(k2) O(ko). 

Ezerei.e. B!I integrating out the de/ta functions and the azimuthal 
angle, show that this can be simplified to 

d(PS) = dcosO = dt 
161r 81r(s + Q2) 

To extract Fl and F2 from W",p (or equivalently their kernels A 
and F2 defined in a similar way to W"'/1)' we contract separately with 
g"'P and P'" p/1. 
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Ezereiae. Show that the first-order gluon radiation diagrams give 

r [3 - F2] 16 j '2 2 2' Mg" W"J1 = -- FI + - = - as d(PS)(t +05 -2uQ )/(st) , 
2 2x 3 

2 -
r Q [- F2] 16 j 2 MP"P W"J1 = -2 -FI + - = - as .d(PS)(-u)/(2w ), 

8x x 3 

- 16 j (-£2 - 052 + 2uQ2 2x2 u) 
FI = "Jas d(PS) sf - w2 Q2 ' 

- _ 16 jd(PS) (-£2 - 05
2 + 2uQ2 _ 6x

2 ~) 
F2 - 3 zas si w2 Q2 . 

Thus the contributions to xFI and F2 are no longer equal, differing 

by a non-singular term which we henceforth neglect for simplicity. 

The Q2-dependence of the structure functions FI and F2 above can 

be interpreted in terms of Q2-dependent parton densities q(w, Q2). 

We do this by defining 

X-I F2(X, Q2) =' L e:q(z, Q2) . 
q 

F2 is chosen (in preference to FI) because it satisfies the Adler sum 
rule in all orders for any Q2, consistent with the parton model sum 

rules. Since F2 no longer equals xFI precisely, there is no simple 

parton interpretation for the latter and henceforth we focus attention 

on F2. 

The expression for X-I F2 becomes, omitting the sum over quarks, 

I , 

2 j dw j. 4 [ 05 -t 2UQ2 ] x-I F2 = 4eqas - q(w) d(PS) - -, + -, + --;:-;;- , 
w 3 -t 8 st 

z 

where q(w) is a bare quark distribution, from which the full Q2_ 

dependent distribution will be generated. In the lowest order the 
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Bjorken variable x = Q2/(2P . q) was the same as the parton mo

mentum fraction w. In this order x and ware independent. It is 

convenient to introduce a variable Z which is their ratio 

x Q2 Q2 
z=-=--= 

w 2p· q 8 + Q2 . 

We now change the variable of integratidn from w to z and express 
the integrand in terms of i, z and Q2: 

2 1 Q' /z 2 2· 2 
x-1 F2(X, Q2) = e9."'8 J dz q(x/z) J d( _f) i [~ 1+ z _ z (t + 2Q )] . 

2,.- z 3 -t 1 - z (1 - z)Q4 
Z 0 

The lower limit z = x comes from w ~ 1. Formally this expression 
is divergent; there are two types of singularities. The dz/(1 - z) 
integration has a soft singularity at z = 1 which corresponds to 

8 = Q2 (1- z) / z = 0; this is the physical threshold with emitted gluon 

momentum k = O. This infrared divergence is cancelled by contribu

tions from one-loop vertex corrections, as we will discuss later; for 

now we regularize this divergence with a cut-off at Zmax < 1. The diji 
integration has a mass singularity at i = 0; this corresponds to the 

incident quark emitting a collinear gluon (which can be energetic) 
while itself remaining on mass-shell, which can occur. only because 
they are both massless. 

Exerdse. Suppose a quark of momentum p and mass m splits. into a 

collinear real quark and real massless gluon. Show that the propagator 

denominator (p2 - m 2) of the original quark vanishes only if m = 0 

or the gluon momentum vanishes. 

The collinear singularity can be regularized in various ways, for ex

ample by a cut-off at i = _J1-2 at the lower limit of integration; it will 

later be absorbed into the definition of the bare quark distribution. 

With the above cut-off regularization prescription, 

e20<8ZjmaxdZ' (x)[41+z2 (Q2) (1)] x-1 F2 = _9- - q - - In - + f(z) + 0 - . 
2,.- Z Z 3 1 - Z J1-2 Q2 

Z 
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For large Q2, the InQ2 term dominates and J(z) is irrelevant. We 

can in fact interpret this expression more generally, with JI- being any 
convenient reference mass scale; changing from JI- to JI-' is equivalent 

to adding (4/3)(1 + z2)/(1 - z) In(Jl-12 / Jl-2) to J(z). 

The coefficient of the In Q2 term in the square brackets is not 
only independent of the regularization prescription, but also occurs 
universally in any process where a quark radiates a gluon. It is known 

as the quark.... quark splitting function 

P. ( ) = ~ (1 + z2) 
qqZ 31-z 

In terms of Pqq the leading-logarithm approximation of this contri
bution to F2 can be written as 

Adding this to the lowest-order term, we get 

x-1F2=e2JdW q(W)[1i(1_x)+as p. (X) In (Q2
)] q w w 2'11" qq w Jl-2' 

where the first term represents direct absorption of "1* on a quark 

and the second term represents absorption on a quark which has first 

radiated a gluon, i. e. the t-channel pole diagram of Fig. 7.3. The 

splitting function Pqq describes the probability of a quark turning 

into a quark (with emission of a gluon). 

In order to give a physical picture, we go to the Breit frame at 
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large Q where the photon is purely spacelike and 

q = (0, 0, 0, -Q), 

p = (tQ/x, 0, 0, tQ/x) , 
p = wp = UQ/z, 0, 0, tQ/z) . 

Since the dominant contribution to F2 is at small i « Q2) due to 
the l/i singularity, the virtual quark remains nearly on mass-shell 

and all momenta are essentially collinear. In the t-channel exchange 
diagram (Fig. 7.3(a)) the incident quark splits into a virtual quark 
plus a collinear real gluon p -+ Pvir + kj this virtual quark absorbs 
the photon to become the final real quark Pvir + 'Y. -+ p'. 

Exerei.e. Show from ~nergll-mom~ntum conservation and mass-shell 
constraints that 

Pvir = UQ, 0, 0, tQ) = xP = zp, 

k = (!Q 1= ° ° !Q 1=) = (1 - z)p 2 z"'2 z • 

Thus in the leading diagram with the i-channel pole, the initial quark 
turns into a virtual quark with momentum fraction z plus a gluon 
with momentum fraction 1 - z, in this infinite-momentum framej see 
Fig. 7.4. 

(l-z)p 

q~P' 
p= ~ P 

E §)--P 

Fig. 7.4. Parton momentum fractions in 'Y.q -+ gq scattering, for 
the t-channel diagram in the Breit frame. 
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7.6 Infrared Cancellation 

To see the cancellation of soft divergences between diagrams, a reg

ularization scheme is needed. An elegant scheme is dimensional reg
ularization, introduced by 't Hooft and Veltman, in which Feynman 
diagrams are evaluated in D = 4 - 2l dimensions and the singulari
ties in integrated expressions are extracted as poles in 1/ l2 and 1/ f 
in the physical limit l -+ O. In a finite theory the singularities from 
various diagrams either cancel or can be absorbed in the definitions 
of physical quantities. In D f. 4 dimensions, the coupling g acquires 
a dimension which can be explicitly extracted by the replacement 
g -+ gp! where JL is an arbitrary mass·parameter and the new g is 
dimensionless. The Dirac algebra in D dimensions is 

hI', 'tV} = 2gl'V , 

gl' - D 1'- , 

Integrals over a virtual momentum become dD k = kD-ldk dOD with 
the angular part dOD appropriately extended to D dimensions, 

d02 = dOl, 

d03 = sin O2 d02 dOl , 

dOD = sinD- 20D_l sinD- 30D_2 ••• sin02 dOD-l ... dOl. 

For any D, the solid angle is 

f 2(1r)D/2 
dOD = r(D/2) 

In D = 4 - 2l dimensions with the approximation of neglecting 
the I/Q2 contribution (and hence taking F2 = xFt), the kernel F2 

from real gluon radiation is 
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The D-dimensional phase space is 

f ( ) f dDp' f dDk ( )D D( ') +( ,2) + 2 d PS = (211")D 1 (211")D 1 211" 0 p+q-p -k 0 p 0 (k) 

1 

1 (411")E 1 f dv 
=811" j r(l-e) [v(l-v)]" 

o 
where all variables have been integrated except for the polar angle 0 in 
the ')'*q c.m. frame, which is replaced by the variable v = HI + cos 0). 
The v integration over the 1/f singularity is finite for small negative 
e and yields the result as e -t 0 from negative values 

X-I F21 = a. (411"1'2)E r(l - e) zE(l _ Z)-E 
rad 211" Q2 r(l - 2e) 

x ~(_~1+z2 +3_z_~_1 __ !_e_). 
3 e 1-z 21-z 21-z 

For the factor zE(l - z)-l-< we use the identity 

z«l- z)-l-< == -~ 0(1- z) + 1 + O(e) , 
e (1 - z)+ 

where the "+ prescription" defines 1/(1 - z)+ etc. as distributions 

1 1 

f dz h(z) == f dz h(z) - h(l) . 
(1- z)+ 1- z 

o 0 

The effect is to remove the singularity from 1/(1- z) and to express 

it as C 10(1 - z). 

Exercise. Using this definition 01 the + prescription confirm the 
above expansion lor z«l- z)-l-<. 

With these expansions, F2 becomes 

x-1F21 = ~ a. (411"1'2)< r(l- e) 
rad 3 211" Q2 r(l - 2e) 

{ 
2 1 1+z2 3 . 1 x 20(1-Z)--( ) +-o(l-z)+fimtetermsase-tO . 
e e 1-z + 2e 
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2 

+ 

Fig. 7.5. Contributions of vertex diagrams. 

The interference of the lowest-order vertex diagram with the 

virtual-gluon vertex diagram also gives a contribution of order a.; 
see Fig. 7.5. These contributions must be included as well as exter

nal quark wave function renormalizations in the lowest-order diagram 

shown in Fig. 7.6. It is convenient to calculate in the Landau gauge, 

where ultraviolet divergences are absent from both the vertex correc

tion and the quark self-energy. The sum of the Born term and all the 

virtual gluon contributions is found to be 

1 - I [ a. (4"1-'2)< r(l - £) 4 (2 3 . . )] 
x- F2 vir= 5(1- z) 1+ 2" Q2 r(l- 2£) 3 - £2 - -; + fimte pieces . 

When Born and virtual gluon contributions are added to the radiative 

Fig. 7.6. External wave function renormalizations. 
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contribution, the 1/,2 infrared singularity cancels and we are left with 

_ - 1 "'. 4",. r 1-£ . ( 2) < ( ) 
'" 1 F2(Z,Q2) = 8(1- z) - - - Pqq(z) -2- ( ) + fimte terms, 

£ 2" Q r 1 - 2£ 

where Pqq (z) is given by 

4 1 + z2 
Pqq(z) = - ( ) + 20(1 - z) . 

3 1- z + 

Exercise. Show that the splitting function can be rewritten as 

p. ( ) _ ~ (1 + z2) 
qqZ -3 l-z . 

+ 

Noting that 

1 (p,2)< 1 (Q2) -- - = --+In - +0(,), ,Q2 , p,2 

the, -+ 0 limit of F2 is 

The remaining 1/, collinear singularity is independent of Q2 and 

must be absorbed into the quark distribution q(x/z). It is a general 
feature that soft (infrared) singularities are explicitly cancelled by 

other diagrams and that collinear (mass) singularities are factored 

out into the bare parton distributions. 

The removal of the ,-1 singularity proceeds as follows in order 

a. (it can be done in all orders but is more complicated). The full 
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equation for F2 in this order is 

2 1 2 

F2(Z~Q) Le~!~q(~){8(1-Z)+;;Pqq[ln(~2)-;]+a.f{2(z)}, 
q z 

where the finite non-leading-log terms ,{. (z) are shown explicitly 

and "higher~twist" contributions of order I/Q2 are neglected. If we 
redefine the bare quark distributions to be 

1 

q'(z) = q(x) + f d: q (;) [a./{'(z) - ;; Pqq(z);] , 
z 

then both c i and ,{. will vanish from the equation for F2, in this 
order. Henceforth we use the redefined bare distributions q' (x), but 
suppress the prime for simplicity of notation. Note that there is 
some arbitrariness in choosing whether to absorb some finite terms 
in addition to the c i term; it is a matter of convention. The choice 
made above gives' a particularly simple result for x-I F2 but a less 

7.7 Altarelli-Parisi Equations 

x- I F2 = ~:e~ f~ q(w) [8(1- ;) + ;; Pqq (;) In e:)] 
for large Q2 (through order a.) where Pqq is defined by the 1/(I-z)+ 
prescription. As mentioned previously, this suggests a redefinition 
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the quark density at high Q2, such that 

q q 

with 

2 a. (Q2
) f dw (Z) . 6q(z, Q ) = 271" In /L2 -;; q(w) Pqq w . 

The origin of this Q2 dependence in the quark density is the Q2 

dependence of the gluon radiation contribution. Physically we can 
picture it this way: as Q2 increases, for given z and w, so also the 
subprocess c.m. energy squared § = Q2(wJz-l) increases and hence 
the probability of gluon radiation increases. The virtual photon probe 
therefore increasingly sees that the quark it is hitting is not simply 
a point particle, but is capable of becoming a more complex quark
plus-gluon system, which gives non-scaling effects beyond the simple 
parton lJlodel. 

Simply adding the contribution of order a. In Q2 to the quark 
is not enough, since higher terms in the leading logarithmic series 
(a. InQ2)" are important and must be summed. This can be reme
died by writing a differential equation for q(z, Q2), 

2 1 
dq(z, Q ) a. f dw 2 (Z) 2 2) 
d(lnQ2) = 271" -;;q(w,Q )Pqq ; +O(a.lnQ • 

z 

Solving this equation by iteration will generate contributions to q 

of order (a. In Q2)" from n-fold collinear gluon emission, so these 
are now implicitly included. These contributions correspond to the 
ladder graphs of Fig. 7.7, when we regard F2 as the imaginary part 
of a photon-quark forward scattering amplitude. Thus far we have 
been using a. at a fixed renormalization scale /L2j it can be shown 
that adding the leading log contributions from vertex and propagator 
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Fig_ 7.7. The ladder graphs generated by repeated q -+ q splitting. 

insertions in the ladder graphs simply corresponds to replacing a. by 
the running coupling a.(Q2): 

2 2 1 
dq(x, Q ) = a.(Q ) J dw q(w, Q2) P. (X) + O(a2(Q2) . 
d(ln Q2) 211" w qq W • 

z 

Since a.(Q2) is small at large Q2, the O(a~(Q2» terms can be ig
nored. 

This evolution equation expresses the fact that the quark C?n which 
the photon is absorbed could have come from a quark parent with 
momentum fraction w > x. But equally, the struck quark could have 
come from a gluon parent with w > x, via the subprocesses shown in 
Fig. 7.8. These are related to our previous subprocesses by crossing. 
Calculation of the corresponding contributions to F2 leads to a 9 -+ q 

splitting functioll of 

Adding this contribution from initial gluons and absorbing the E-1 

singularity into the bare gluon distribution as in the quark case, the 
quark evolution equation becomes 

Here a Q2 evolution of the gluons is anticipated, although it only 
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q -q q -q 

Fig. 7.S. The struck quark could have had a gluon parent. 

contributes in order a~ to this equation. An equation of this type 
applies to each massless quark or antiquark qi. 

Similar considerations apply to gluon evolution. Although pho
tons do not interact with gluons, quark or gluon probes of the gluon 
distribution at momentum fraction x must take account of the fact 
that the struck gluon could have come from a parent quark or parent 
gluon with momentum fraction w > x. The quark -> gluon and gluon 
-> gluon splitting functions are found to be 

p. () 
_ ~ 1 + (1 - z)2 

gq Z - , 
3 Z 

[
z 1 - Z (11 f) ] Pgg(z) = 6 ( ) + -- + z(1 - z) + - - - 8(1 - z) , 

1- Z + Z . 12 18 

where f is the number of quark flavors and the gluon distribution 

is required to satisfy the momentum sum rule J d:z;x[Eq(x,Q2)+ 
g( x, Q2) 1 = 1. The corresponding gluon evolution equation is 

dg(z,Q
2
) = a.(Q2) Jl dw [~.( Q2)p' (Z) +g(w Q2)p. (Z)] 

d(lnQ2) 2,.. w ~q. w, gq w ' gg w ' 
z • 

where the sum is over both quarks and antiquarks. These equations 
for the evolution of quark and gluon densities are the Altarelli-Parisi 

equations. 
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It is interesting to note some properties of the splitting functions. 
By charge conjugation, 

Pqg(Z) = Pqg(z) , Pgq(Z) = Pgq(z) . 

Momentum conservation at the splitting vertex gives 

Pqg(Z) = Pqg (1 - z), Pgg(z) = Pgg(l- z), Pqq(z) = Pgq (1 - z) . 

The integral of Pqq (z) over all Z vanishes: 

1 f Pqq(z)dz = O. 

o 

Exercise. Show that the vanishing 0/ this integral is necessary and 
sufficient to guarantee that the quark flavor sum rules J (u - u)dx = 
2, J (d - il)dx = 1, etc. are preserved as Q2 varies. 

Total momentum conservation implies the relations 

1 f dz z [Pqq(z) + Pgq(z)] = 0, 

o 

1 f dz z [2/ Pqg(z) + Pgg(z)] = 0 . 
o 

7.8 Solving the AItareIIi-Parisi Equations 

The Altarelli-Parisi equations allow us to calculate how the parton 

distributions qi(W, Q2) and g(w, Q2) change with Q2, if they are spec

ified at some starting value Q2 = Q5 and Q2 > A2. This Q2 depen

dence explicitly violates Bjorken scaling of structure functions and 

other scaling predictions of the simple parton model of Chapter 5. 
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To discuss the solution of these evolution equations, it is conven
tional to refer the definition of a.( Q2) to a scale parameter A, as in 
the leading log form of §7.3 and to define t = In(Q2 / 11.2): 

2) 12~ 1 
a.(Q = (33 _ 21) In(Q2 /11.2) = 4~bt . 

We introduce the symbolic notation 

1 

PqQ'0qi = f: Pqq(:)qi(W,t) 
~ 

and similarly for othar convolutions. The equations are then written 
compactly as 

dqi ( a.(t) [ dt z, t) = ~ Pqq ® qi + Pqg ® g] , 

• ~W . 
dt (z, t) = ~ [Pgq ® Ei qi + Pgg ® g] • 

To solve these integro-differential equations we need to specify 
initial conditions at t = to, chosen such that perturbation theory 
applies for t > to. These initial parton distributions are determined 
from data with Q2 near Q5 ~ 2-5 Ge y2 typically, by fitting them to a 
"scaling" parametrization. The value of A affects the Q2 dependence 
predicted by the A-P equations, and can therefore be inferred from 
experiment. With the first-order form for a(t) above, the analysis of 
deep inelastic lepton scattering data gives values of order A ",; 0.2 Ge Y 
(but the result is sensitive to assumptions about the input gluon 
distribution). 

The equations above assume all quarks are massless. The simplest 
scheme for taking account of the masses of heavy quarks (such as c 
and b) is to decouple them from the equations below some effective 
threshold such as Q2 = 4m~ for charm; i.e. c(z,t) = c(z,t) = 0 for 
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t < te = In(4m~/ A2). One starts with u, d, s, u, ii, s, g distributions 

at to and evolves them up to te with f = 3 active flavors and a scale 

parameter A3. In this regime 

where 

For t > te, the c and c distributions enter the equations and the 

evolution proceeds with f = 4 flavors. Since a.(t) must be continuous 

across the threshold, A4 is determined from A3 via b3In(4m~/ A~) = 
b4 In( 4m~ / AD. In this simplified treatment, mass effects enter only 

through thresholds and the massless approximation to the equations 

is used. More complicated prescriptions for mass effects have been 

considered in the literature, including mass-dependent terms in the 

splitting functions, but we do not pursue them here. 

A helpful simplification of the equations occurs if we work with 

the following linear combinations of the quark densities (which are 

non-singlets or singlets under SU(J) flavor symmetry). 

Singlet distribution: 

qS(x,t) = 2)q; + If;) 
; 

summed over all active flavors i = 1,2, ... , f. 

Non-singlet distributions, generically labeled as qNS (x, t); there 

are many of these, including 

uu=u-u, d.=d-ii, 
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and linear combinations thereof. These satisfy the equations 

dqNS ( ) _ as(t) p NS 
dt x, t - 211" qq I8i q , 

dqS 
--;it (x,t) a.(t) [S 1 = z;- Pqq I8i q + 2f Pqg I8i g , 

dg 
dt (x, t) as (t) [ S 1 = z;- Pgq I8i q + Pgg I8i g . 

These equations can be solved in various ways, for example by direct 

numerical integration step-by-step in t, or by inverting moments as 

we describe below. The non-singlet distributions are decoupledj the 

singlet and the gluon evolution equations are coupled, however. For 

numerical integration, it is helpful to reduce the singularity at small 

x by taking equations for x times the parton distributions. 

Exerci8e. Show that the evolution equation for pNS = xqNS can be 

written 

1 

dp(x, t) = o:.(t) f dz Pqq(z) p(xj z, t) 
dt 211" 

~ 

1 

2a s(t) f dz 2 1 = -[(l+z )p(xjz,t)-2p(x,t) 
311" 1 - z 

~ 

+ as;t) [1 + ~ In(l- x)] p(x,t). 

Remember that the + prescription refers to integrals from 0 to 1. 

We define the nth moment of a parton distribution p(x,t) = qNS, 

qS or g by 

1 

p,,(t) = f x,,-l p(x,t)dx 

o 
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and denote the integrals of the splitting functions as 

1 

A .. = J dz z .. -1 P(z) . 

o 

Then the moments of the A-P equations have a factorized form: 

dq~S _ a.(t) Aqq NS 
dt-271" .. q .. , 

Since a = 1/(471"bt), these equations can be simply integrated. For 
example, the solution for the non-singlet moments is 

The singlet moments have an analogous matrix solution. Notice that 
this solution has the general form of the LLA solutions to the RGE of 
§7.4. The moments of the structure functions are physical quantities 
that satisfy RGE and the moments of the splitting functions such as 

A~q are 471"2 times the first coefficients 'Y1 of their anomalous dimen
sions. In fact the A-P equations were originally derived starting from 
the moment equations. 

The second moments (n = 2) of parton densities are particularly 

interesting, since they are the corresponding contributions to the mo
mentum sum rule. 

Ezereille. Show that A~q = - ~ and hence that the valence quark 
contributions to the momentum Bum rule tend to zero as t -+ 00. 
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Exereise. Derive the n = 2 singlet equations 

Hence confirm that the momentum sum rule qi + g2 = 1 is inde
pendent of t and that the linear combination ~ qi - fg2 tends to 

zero asymptotically. Show that gluons carry a fraction (16~3n of the 
momentum as t -+ 00, where f is the number of active quark flavors. 

Finally the parton x-distributions can be recovered from the mo
ment solution by an inverse Mellin transform, after formally contin
uing the moment solution analytically into a region of the complex n 

plane. For example, 

C+ioo 

qNS(x,t) = 2~i f q~s(t)x-ndn, 
C-ioo 

where C > 2. Changing variables to dn = i dv and u = - 21 .. In x, the 
solution can be written as a Fourier transform 

-c 00 

qNS (x, t) = x211" f e21t ..... q:s (t) dv . 

-00 

There are efficient numerical techniques (fast Fourier transform) for 

evaluating these integrals. 
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7.9 Solutions of the A-P Equations 

For practical applications, solutions to the A-P equations are some

times presented in the form of approximate numerical parameteriza
tions, in which the Q2-dependence enters through the variable 

which varies slowly with changing Q2. 

For example, the Duke-Owens 1 parameterization (which is evolved 
from the scaling parameterization A of §5.6 at Q2 = Q~ = 4 GeV2) 
expresses the valence quark distributions as follows: 

where 

x(u. + d.) = Nud xql(l - x)q2(1 + "Iud x) , 

xd. = Nd xQ3(1 - x)Q'(1 + "IdX) , 

Nud = 3/ {B (711, 712 + 1) [1 + "Iud71l/ (711 + 712 + 1)J) , 

Nd = 1/ {B (713, 714 + 1) [1 + "Id713/ (713 + 714 + 1)J) . 

Here B( a, {J) is the Euler beta function. The coefficients are: 

711 = 0.419 + 0.0048" - 0.00782 , 

712 = 3.46 + 0.7248" - 0.0668"2 , 

"Iud = 4.40 - 4.868" + 1.338"2 , 

713 = 0.763 - 0.2378" + 0.0268"2 , 

714 = 4.00 + 0.6278"':" 0.0198"2 , 

"Id = -0.4218.+ 0.0338"2 • 

The light quark sea is flavor-independent, 

xu = xiI = x8" == xS , 

and xS, xc, xg are all parameterized as 
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with the following coefficients: 

xs: A = 0.211 - 0.1898'+ 0.04982 

a = -0.3728 - 0.02982 

b = 8.05 + 1.598 - 0.15382 

c< = 6.318 - 0.27382 

{J = -10.58 - 3.1782 

"I = 14.78 + 9.8082 

xc: A = 0.1358 - 0.07582 

a = -0.036 - 0.2228 - 0.05882 

b = 6.35 + 3.268 - 0.90982 

c< = -3.038 + 1.5082 

{J = 17.4 - 11.382 

"I = -17.98 + 15.682 

xg: A = 1.56 - 1.718 + 0.63882 

a = -0.9498 + 0.32582 

b = 6.0 + 1.448 - 1.0582 

c< = 9.0 - 7.198 + 0.25582 

(J = -16.58 + 10.982 

"I = 15.38 - 10.182 

This parameterization gives reasonable accuracy for most of the x 

range up to Q2 ~ 106 GeY but is unreliable near x = 1 and for very 
small x < 0.01. The solution of Eichten et al. (EHLQ) is evolved from 
the scaling parameterization B of §5.6 at Q2 = Q~ = 5 Gey2. These 
authors couple heavy quarks Q = c, b, t into the equations above their 

production thresholds Q2(I-z)jz > 4m2, with explicit heavy quark· 
mass dependence in the corresponding 9 -> Q splitting functions. 
The results for typical parton distributions qi(X, Q2) are presented in 

the form 

Qi(Z, Q2) = z-I(I- X)4 L Ci;kP; (Z)Pk (In Q2) , 
i;k 

where P; and Pk are specified polynomials. For Z < 0.1, polynomials 
in In z are used instead of polynomials in x. There 576 coefficients 
Ci;k per solution; see Rev. Mod. Phys. 56, 579 (1984) and Erratum 

for the details. 
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Fig. 7.9 Q2-evolution of parton distributions (Duke-Owens solu

tion). 

Figure 7.9 illustrates the evolution of parton distributions in the 
Duke-Owens solution; xu(x, Q2), Xii.(X, Q2) and xg(x, Q2) are shown 
versus x for Q2 = 4, 4 X 102, 4 X 104 Ge V2• The area under the curves 

represents the corresponding contributions to the momentum sum 
rule; the progressive reduction of the typical valence U v contribution 

can be seen. The logarithmic evolution toward softer distributions as 
Q2 increases, with sea and gluon dominance, is evident. 

Finally we note that at very small x the A-P equations lend them

selves to analytic solution, in various approximation. In this region 
the evolution equations are dominated by the Z-l singularities in the 

splitting functions Pgq and Pgg. 

Ezereise. Assuming that xqs (z, t) <t:: xg(x, t) and approximating 

Pgg(z) = 6/ z, show that the gluon evolution equation at very small x 

leads to 

82[xg(x, t)] 3 
8In(1/z) 8lnt = 47r2b xg(x,t) 
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and that a solution is 

[ 
144 

xg(x, t) = (constant) exp f 
33 - 2 ( 

t )]1/2 
In CO) In to 

so long as In(xo/x) In(t/to) ~ 1. 

7.10 QCD Corrections to Fragmentation 

The effects of QeD radiative processes on fragmentation functions 

are closely analogous to their effects on parton distributions. Take for 

example the production in e+ e- collisions of a hadron h carrying a 

fraction z of the incident beam energy. The cross section is described 

by structure functions Fl and F2 as in §6.2. To zeroth order each 

quark contribution is simply a multiple of D;(z). However, to first 

order in Cts the quark can emit a gluon with energy fraction (1 - z') 
.and two new contributions. then arise, as shown in Fig. 7.10. (i) The 

daughter quark can fragment to h with probability D;(z/z') and (ii) 
the gluon can fragment to h with probability D~(z/ zit) where we put 
Zll = 1 - z'. This splitting of a quark into quark plus gluon is most 

likely in collinear configurations, where the matrix element is singular 

and the process is described by the same splitting functions Pqq and 

Pgq as we encountered in previous sections. The QeD corrections get 
stronger as the c.m. energy squared s = q2 increases. If we define the 

h 

-q 

Fig. 7.10. Zeroth and first-order QeD contributions to fragmenta

tion. 
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q2-dependent fragmentation functions D~(z, q2) by z2 Fh(z, q2), they 
obey leading-log evolution equations very similar to the Altarelli
Parisi equations, 

h ' dD.(z,t) "'(t) / dw [h h 1 d = - - P •• (w)D.(zjw) + P •• (w)D.(zjw) , 
t 2,.. w 

o· 

dDh(Z, t) '-,,(t) /' dw { } gd = - - p •• (w) E [~(zjw) + D:(zjw)) + p •• .!w)~(zjw) , 
t 2,.. w . 

o • 

where t = In(q2 / ,\2) and i sums over quark flavors. For heavy flavors 
the appropriate thresholds are understood. 

These evolution equations can be solved explicitly by direct inte
gration or via the inversion of moments, just as for quark distribu
tions. The effect of this evolution is that D-functions become more 
weighted toward lower z-valu~ as Q2 increases; see Fig. 7.11. The 
physical meaning is clear; since the likelihood of radiation increases 
with Q2, the likelihood that the fragmenting parton carries a large 
fraction of the maximum energy goes down, and the z-distribution of 
each fragmentation product becomes softer. 

\_high Q2 , 
\ 

D(z) \ 
\ 
\ , 

" ....... 
0 z 1 

Fig. 7.11. Qualitative 
Q2-evolution offragmen
tation functions. 
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7.11 QeD and the Drell-Yan Process 

Let us consider first lepton pairs with mass m ~ Mz so that we can 
neglect the virtual Z contribution. To zeroth order in the QCD cou
pling, the hadronic part of the Drell-Van process is the annihilation 
of a qij pair to a virtual photon with q2 = m 2. To first order in a. 

there are additional terms in which either q or if has been radiated 
from a quark or gluon parent, and also terms in which a virtual gluon 

has been exchanged, as shown in Fig. 7.12. There is a close analogy 
between the case of the total cross section dqDYj dq2 and the case of 

electromagnetic structure functions: the Feynman diagrams are sim
ply related by crossing the "I and ij lines, and in both cases there is a 
su=ation over final hadronic states at fixed q2. If the real and vir
tual gluon terms are evaluated to order a .. the infrared singularities 
cancel and the resulting cross section has the form 

duDY /1 /1 4 .. ",2 {[ ] dq2(AB-+tlX)=L>~ d",. d",. 9§2 <I(",.)qB(".)+A+-+B 
• 0 0 

. [S(l-Z) + O(l-z) ;; 2P •• (z) (-~ + In ::) + a.f~Y (z)] 

+ [<<I(",.)+qA(",.))g"("'.)+A+-+B] [O(l-Z) ;;p •• (z) H+1n :: )+a.f;'Y(z)]}. 

y* g 

q -q 

Fig. 7.12 Zeroth and first order QCD contributions to the Drell-Yan 

process. 
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Here Z = rl(xaxb) = t/"Isj q and 9 are the bare quark and gluon 
distributions. Pqq(z) and Pqg(z) are the same splitting functions as 
in the evaluation of F2, (the factor 2 with Pqq arises because either 
incident quark can radiate a quark) but the non-leading terms IfY 
and IfY differ from the F2 case. This expression should be compared 
to the full equation for F2 at the end of §7.6 (after adding a gluon 
contribution to the latter). The lie singularities and the leading 

logarithmic Cts In( q2 11'2) terms in du I dq2 will all be absorbed if we 
replace q(x) by the full quark contribution to X-I F2, i.e. by the Q2_ 

dependent quark distribution, evaluated at Q2 = q2, as follows: 

~;Y (AB -+' elX) = L e~ j dXa j dXb ( 4:s~2) 
q 0 0 

. {[qA(xa, q2)ijB(Xb' q2) + A +-> B] [0(1 - z) + 1/(1 - z)"" (lfY - 21{')] 

+ [( qA(Xa,q2) +qA(Xa, q2») gB(Xb) + A +-> B] 1/(1 - z)"'s (/fY - I{' )}. 

This expression shows that the leading-logarithm corrections to 
duldq2 are taken into account by introducing q2-dependent quark 
distributions into the original Drell-Yan formula of Chapter 5. Note 
however that the definition of q(x, Q'2) ~ x-I F2(X, Q2) related orig
inally to a spacelike probe (q2 < 0, Q2 = _q2)j we are now using 

it in connection with a timelike probe, where q2 is equally large but 
of the opposite sign (q2 > 0, Q2 = q2). There remain non-leading 

corrections, represented by the differences of coefficient functions I, 
which turn out to be important at q2 values of present interest. Their 

explicit forms are 

Ct, (I~Y - 21:') = ;; H (1 :z)+ - 6 - 4z + 2(1 +Z2) [ln~~~Z)] + 

+ (1 + 4;2) O(l-Z)}, 
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Numerically the important contributions are the last two terms in 
the /q case. The first of these, containing In(l- z), can be traced to 

the difference in final two-body phase space between the F2 and DY 
cases, for given Q2. The other important contribution, containing a 
factor 0(1- z), has the effect simply of multiplying the leading Drell
Yan cross section formula by an overall factorj it is dominated by 
the 471"2/3 part, which has the following interesting physical origin. 

In evaluating the virtual gluon contributions to F2 and duDY/ dq2 to 
order as, we encounter twice the real part of the loop graph amplitude 
which contains the factor 

The ":'71"2/3 term in the F2 case arises from substituting r(l- £)r(l + 
£) = 1+£271"2/6+0(£4) and picking up the corresponding correction to 

the c 2 pole. In the DY case there is an additional correction factor 
(_I)', because q2 is now timelikej .Re(-1)' = 1- £271"2/2 + 0(£4). 
There is therefore a non-leading correction 

which contains the factor 0(1 - z) because it involves only virtual 
gluons. With the other 6(1 - z) term it gives an overall correction 
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factor K to the leading-order Drell-Yan cross section, with 

K = 1 + -- 1 + -'Ir a.4 ( 4 2) 
2'1r 3 3 ' 

where a. is understood to mean a.(q2) by renormalization group 

arguments. The complete non-leading correction contains the other 

terms too and cannot be precisely expressed as a single overall factor. 

However, it is often approximated in discussions by the factor above 

(sometimes keeping the 'lr2 term only). It is commonly referred to 

as the K -factor. With A = 0.2, Q2 = 10, f = 4 we find typically 

K = 1.8, showing a considerable correction. 

The preceding discussion applies specifically to duDYj dq2. In the 

case of the rapidity distribution duDYj dq2 dy a similar discussion 

can be made but the details will differ. In the O(a.) subprocesses 

qij --t "/* g and qg --t "/* q, the lab rapidity y of the massive photon 

depends on the scattering angle, so the phase-space integrals are not 

identical with those for duDYjdq2. However the non-leading 0(1- z) 
contributions from the virtual gluon diagram continue to appear as 

a simple multiplicative correction to the zeroth order approximation. 

With these delta-function corrections only, we obtain 

.1_DY 4 2K 2 
<W 'Ira" eq {A 2 -B 2 } 
d d 

2 = 9 2 L...J -- q (za, q)q (Zb' q ) + (A .... B) , 
y q S ZaXb 

q 

which is the original parton model formula (§5.8) with quark distri

butions evolved up to Q2 = q2 and the same overall multiplicative 

correction factor K as in duDYjdq2. The complete non-leading cor

rection contains other terms too, which appear to be numerically 

unimportant for T = q2j S < 0.2. 

We now consider momentum components PT transverse to the 

hadron beam axis. Although radiative QeD processes can give quarks 

with non-zero PT, the Altarelli-Parisi equations concentrate attention 

on the singular collinear configurations so that the Q2-dependent par

ton distributions evolved from them refer always to partons collinear 
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with the parent hadrons. Hence the lowest order subprocess qq -> 

'Y' -> il always gives' lepton pairs with zero PT. Non-zero PT arises 

first in the O(a.) subprocesses qq -> llg and qg -> ilq. It is useful 

to record here the full cross section formulas, in which both leptons 
are treated as independent particles: 

( 
- 64e~a2a. [ 2 )2 - 2 - 2] 

duqq->Ug)= 2 2AAA (l·q) +(l.q +(l.q) +(l·q) .. 
911" m stu 

d3 . 

II p, 4( -) X --0 q + q - l - l- g , 
_ 2E; . 

i=l,l,g 

where m is the dilepton mass and s, f, fl are the Mandelstam invari
ants for the subprocess qll -> 'Y'g. The cross section for qg -> ilq is 
simply related to this by crossing the matrix element and multiplying 
by 3/8 for the change in color averaging. Integrating over the internal 
orientation of the lepton pair then gives 

where s = (q + q)2, f = (q - g)2, fl = (q _ g)2 and 

(s - m 2)2 + (fl _ m 2)2 

-s3 il 

wheres=(q+g)2, f=(q_q')2, fl=(g_q')2. Ineachcasem2 =q2, 

p~ = fU/s and -df = s(f-fl)-l dp~. These subprocess cross sections, 

convoluted with parton distributions, are the leading contributions 

to duDY/ dm2 dp~. Non-leading c;ontributions have been found to give 

K-factor enhancements compa~able to the case of duDY/dq2. Both 
subprocesses contribute (PT)-2 singularities, expressing the fact that 

the emission of a single soft or collinear light quantum with small 

PT diverges as PT -> o. This singularity can be averted however by 
summing multiple small-PT emissions, for example in a QeD shower 

calculation. 
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7.12 Direct Photons 

The production of high-PT real photons is similar to the Drell-Yan 
process (which gives virtual photons) and in principle offers another 

way to test QeD predictions. The lowest order subprocesses 

qq -> "(g , gq( q) -> "(q( q) , 

are shown in Fig. 7.13. 

Ezercise. Derive the subprocess cross sections 

du _ 871"aa.e~ £2 + 112 
dt (qq --+ "(g) = 9 82t11 , 

wherd = (q + q)2, i = (q _ g)2, 11 = (q - g)2 and 

where 8 =(q+g)2, i = (q_ q')2 andu = (g _ q')2. 

At high PT the signature for such an event would be a hadron jet 
(or jets) balancing an electromagnetic shower (no fast hadrons in the 
central detector). Although an energetic 71"0 has the same signature 
as "( ~ (71"0 --+ "("( with the photons unresolved), such 71"0 are most likely 

to be formed in a jet and not in isolation. 

Fig. 7.13. O(a.) diagrams for direct photon production in hadron

hadron collisions. 



Chapter 8 

Weak Boson Production and Decay 

8.1 W Decays 

The experimental discovery of weak bosons at the CERN pp collider 
gave spectacular support to the standard electroweak gauge theory 
that had predicted them. These bosons are detected by their decays. 
In the standard model W and Z decay through their fundamental 
gauge couplings to the basic quarks and leptons. The first detected 
W decays were the leptonic modes W -+ ev. The amplitude for 
W- -+ e- + I). decay is 

.M = -i ~ E~(p)a(lhQ! (1 - "15) v(k) , 
y2 2 

where the momenta are labeled in Fig. 8.1 and g is the charged 

w 

236 

Fig. 8.1. Leptonic decay 
mode W- -+ e-I) •• 
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current coupling defined in Chapter 2. Averaging \M\2 over W
polarizations and summing over the fermion spins, we obtain in the 

massless II., e approximation 

Hence the differential decay rate in the W rest frame is 

1 (1 2 2) 4-6 dreW --+ eVe) = 2Mw 3" g Mw (271") d2 (PS) . 

Ezereise. The gauge boson polarization vectors can be chosen to be 

E~ = (p/Mw, 0, 0, E/Mw) , 

E~ = ~(O, 1, ±i, 0) , 

where E~ is the longitudinal (L) polarization with helicity h = 0 and 
E~ are transverse (T) polarizations with helicity h = ±1. Show that 
the decay distributions 0/ the electron in the W- rest frame are 

dr~/dcosO ~ (1 l' cos 0)2 , 

where 0 is the angle 0/ the electron with respect to the longitudinal 
aXIs. 

The phase space integral is f d2 (P S) = i7l" f dO /471" = i7l" leading to 
a partial decay width 

since g2 = 8Ma,GF/.,j2. The numerical value of this partial width 



for Mw = 80.1 GeV is 

r?,v = 0.225 GeV. 

Decays to I' and r leptons axe similar. In the spirit of the par
ton model, we approximate the total hadronic decay rate by the 
decay rate to quaxk-antiquark pairs, assuming that the latter frag
ment to hadrons with probability 1. Then in the approximation that 
all fermion masses can be neglected compared to Mw, all lepton and 

quark decays are related by 

r(w -+ eVe) = rrW -+ I'v~) = r(W -+ rVT) = r?,v, 
rrW -+ q'ij) = 3 IVqq,1 2r?,v , 

where V is the quark mixing matrix of §2.9. The factor of 3 in the 
decay rate to quarks comes from summing three colors. Summing 

over all quark generations Na, 

q',q q' 
the total hadronic width in the massless fermion approximation is 

r(w -+ hadrons) ~ 3 r(W -+ leptons) ~ 9 r?,v ~ 2.1 GeV. 

Thus the total W width is approximately 

r(w -+ all) ~ 12 r?,v ~ 2.7 GeV. 

Since 1 Ge V = 1.52 X 1024 sec- ' , the mean lifetime r = l/r is 
r(W) ~ 2 x 10-25 sec. The branching fraction of the W into eVe is 

approximately 

_ r(W -+ eVe) 1 
B(W -+ eVe) ~ r(W -+ all) = 12· 

Of the hadronic modes the decays W -+ lid, W -+ cs and W -+ tb 
were expected to give the dominant contributions since 

and all other KM matrix elements are small, (see §2.1l). 
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The W -+ tb decay mode was recognized early as a possible place 
to discover the t-quark at a hadron collider, if mt < Mw - mb. For 
heavy quarks like t, we cannot neglect the quark mass in comparison 

with Mw as we have done above. We must then evaluate IMI2 and 
the phase space exactly (see Appendix B). 

Ezercise. Show that when the quark masses are retained, the partial 

decay width formula becomes 

where rt = mUM'f.." rb = mVM'f.., and >.(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 -

2ab - 2ac - 2bc. 

Since rb « 1, the W -+ tb partial width is given to a good ap

proximation by neglecting rb and setting I vtb I = 1. The results for 
the decay widths, lifetime and tb branching fraction then become 

r(W -+ tb) = 3 r'lv [1- h + trn = 0.37 GeV, 

r(w -+ hadrons) = 9 r'lv [1- b + trn = 1.72 GeV, 

rw == r(W -+ all) = 2.39 GeV, 

B(W -+ tb) = .!. [1- h + tr~] 
4 3 1 = 0.15, 

1- -rt + _r3 8 8 t . 

where the numerical values assume a hypothetical top with mt -

411 GeV, Mw = 80.1 GeV and three generations. 

First order QCD corrections multiply the hadronic width by 1 + 
Ci.(Mw)/7r (neglecting quark masses) where we may take Ci.(Mw) = 

0.12. Table 8.1 summarizes the W partial widths, branching fractions 

and total width, including the first order QCD correction. The en

tries in the table are based on the following mixing matrix, which is 
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TABLE 8.1. W -boson partial widtbs and branching fractions 

for Mw = SO.l GeV, m, > Mw and a.(Mw) = 0.12. 

Decay Partial Width Branching Fraction (%) 

W -+ eVe 0.225 1O.S 
-+ {lvp 0.225 10.S 
-+ TilT 0.225 1O.S 
-+ ud 0.666 32.1 
-+es 0.664 32.0 
-+ us 0.035 1.7 
-+ cd 0.035 1.7 
-+ro 0.001 0.05 
-+ ub 0.000 0.00 

Total Width: r(W) = 2.0S GeV 
1994 measurements: rw = 2.0S ± 0.07 GeV 

compatible with the limits discussed in Chapter 2; 

(

0.975 0.222 0.003) 
IViil = 0.222 0.974 0.040 

0.003 0.040 0.999 

Figure S.2 shows how the W+ -+ tb branching fraction depends 

on the t-quark mass. The W branching fractions into the important 
leptonic modes are about 9% for each channel. Also shown is the 
Z -+ tt branching fraction which will be discussed later. Figure S.3 
shows how the total W and.Z widths vary with m" assuming that 
only 3 generations of quarks and leptons contribute. 
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Fig. 8.2. Dependence of the W+ -+ tb and Z -+ tf branching 
fractions on mt. 
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Fig. 8.3. Dependence 
of W and Z total decay 
widths on mt. 
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8.2 Z Decays 

In this section we discuss the decays of Z into quarks and leptons. 

The Z was first detected through the leptonic decay Z ..... e+e-. The 
amplitude for this mode is 

where the momenta labels are Z(P) ..... e+(k)e-(l) and the couplings 

are defined in §2.12. 

Ezereille. Show that in the massless e approximation, a calculation 

similar to the W ..... ev case gives 

where gi = 8:}{ Mi and hence 

In the massless fermion approximation similar expressions hold for 

all II and qq partial widths 

r(z ..... il) = 8 [(g~)2 + (g~)2] r~, 

r(z ..... qq) = 24[(g~)2 + (gl)2]r~, 

where l = e, V e, IL, vI" T, v, and q = d,u,s,c,b (the approximation 

is not good for t). The appropriate gv' g A must be used in each case. 
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The extra factor of 3 in the quark cases is due to color. The standard 

model fermion couplings are 

, _ IT' Q' gv - 2" 3 - xw , g , = -!T' A 2 3 , 

and hence 

The lowest order partial widths for Xw = 0.23 and Mz = 91.19 GeV 
are then 

r (Z -t v,v,) - r~ = 0.17 GeV, 

r (Z -t e+e-) = r~ (1- 4xw + 8x~) = 0.08 GeV, 

r(Z -t uu) = 3r~ (1- ixw + 3ix~) = 0.29 GeV, 

r(Z-tdd) =3r~(l-Jxw+ !x~) =0.37 GeV. 

Summing over three generations of quarks and leptons (excluding t), 
the total Z width in the massless fermion approximation is 

The corresponding Z branching fractions are 

B (Z -t v,v,) ~ 0.07, 

B (Z -t uu) ~ 0.12, 

B (Z -t ee) ~ 0.03, 

B (Z -t dd) ~ 0.15, 

with similar branching fractions to the other generations. 

Quark mass effects are more important in Z decays than in W 
decays, as we now show for hypothetical top quarks with mt < ~ Mz. 
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From Appendix B, the Z -+ it partial width in lowest order with mt 

included is 

where 

F(r) = (1 - 4r)~ 8 [g~(1 + 2r) + g~(1- 4r)] 

For Xw = 0.23 the expression for F(r) becomes 

1 
F(r) = (1- 4r)2(0.57 - 1.85r). 

For Mz = 91.19 GeV, the suppression factor is 

F(r) = 0.36, 0.19, 0.02 for mt = 25, 35, 45, respectively. 

The total width decreases by 0.18 GeV as mt changes from 25 to 

45 GeV. 

The first order QeD correction to the quark decays of the Z is 

(1 + O'.s(Mz)/7r), neglecting the quark masses. Table 8.2 summa
rizes the Z-branching fractions, including this QeD correction with 

O'.s = 0.12. 

The partial widths are in the ratios 

r(VeVe): r(e+e-): r(uu): r(dd) = 2.0: 1.0: 3.6: 4.6. 

The branching fraction for Z -+ e+ e- is 3.36%. The branching 

fraction into invisible modes is 

The total r width can be measured directly from the resonant line
shape of the total e+ e- cross section near s = M}. It is an important 
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TABLE 8.2. Z boson partial widths and branching fractions 

for Mz = 91.19 GeV, mt > ~Mz and a.(Mz) = 0.12. 

Decay Partial Width Branching Fraction (%) 

Z -+ veve 0.166 6.7 

-+ vl'vl' 0.166 6.7 
--+ vrvr 0.166 6.7 
-+ ee 0.083 3.4 
-+ p.fl 0.083 3.4 
-+ TT 0.083 3.4 
-+ dil 0.383 15.4 
-+ S8 0.383 15.4 
-+ bb 0.378 15.2 
-+ uu 0.297 12.0 
-+ cc 0.297 11.9 

Total Width: r(Z) == 2.49 GeV 
[1994 measurements: rz = 2.491 ± 0.007 GeV] 

window on possible new physics. The visible and invisible parts of 

r z can be separated using the peak visible cross sections. Any new 
particle with non-trivial SU(2)xU(1) quantum numbers will couple 
to Z and appear in Z decays (if light enough), revealing its presence 

through an increase in r18 and/or r~v above standard model ex
pectations. New neutrinos are an interesting example; any neutrino 

belonging to an SU(2) doublet contributes 0.17 GeV to r~v, so upper 

limits on r~v can be translated into upper limits on the number of 

new neutrino species [the 1994 result r~v = 0.496 ± 0.029 GeV fits 

Nv = 3.0±0.2 doublet neutrinos]. Charged heavy leptons and quarks 
from the fourth generation, new supersymmetry particles and possi

ble new fermions from higher symmetry schemes (such as E6 GUTS) 

might also contribute to Z decay, if they exist and kinematics permit. 

Hadron collider experiments do not measure r z or rw very pre

cisely but they can measure the ratio rz/rw indirectly through the 
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ratio 

R = _u-;-(o=-P-,--P_->---=W_->---,-e_v)'".,
u(pp -> Z -> e+e ) 

u(pp -> W) 
u(pp -> Z) 

r(W->ev) rz 
r(Z -> e+e ) . rw . 

The ratio of W and Z production cross sections can be calculated 

rather accurately, since many of the theoretical uncertainties cancel 

out, and the leptonic partial widths can be calculated reliably. The 

results are trW /uz = 3.3 ± 0.2 and r(Z -> ee)/r(W -> ev) = 0.37. 

Hence rz/rw is determined from R. The 1986 experimental indica

tions that R = 7.2±t~ translate into 

/ 
0.19 () () r z rw = 0.82 ± stat. ± 0.06 theor .. 
0.14 

At 90% (95%) CL the upper limit is rz/rw < 1.16 (1.27). 

Figure 8.4 shows the standard model prediction for r z /rw versus 

the t-quark mass, assuming N v = 3 or N v = 4 neutrinos. Comparison 

with the upper bound at 90% CL suggests that mt < 70 GeV for 

N v = 3 but at 95% CL there is no mt bound. 

1.3 
-T.----------,95%C.L. 

1.2 
rz 
rw 1.1 1----

1.0 

0.92:!c0:--"---04'=0--"---::6'=0--"---::S'"'0---' 

mt (GeV) 

Fig. 8.4. r z /rw predic

tions compared with the 

upper bound from CERN 

collider data. 
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Once it is established how many neutrinos contribute to r z /rw, 
measurements of r z /rw ,can be combined with measurements of r z 
from Z-factories to infer rw. This will provide the most accurate 

measure of rw until W -pairs are produced at LEP II. The present 

collider data values of r z /rw will become more accurate with in
creased statistics and the theoretical uncertainty (second uncertain
ties on above valUes) will be reduced by new structure function mea
surements at low Q2. 

8.3 Hadronic W-Production 

The cross section for W -production 

A + B ..... W± + anything 

is computed in a similar way to the DreIl-Van cross section. The 

quark subprocess in this case is 

qq' ..... W+, 

where q is a 2/3 charge quark (or 1/3 charge antiquark) from hadron 

A and q' is a 1/3 charge anti-quark (or 2/3 charge quark) from 
hadron B. The matrix element is the same as in W-decay. Labeling 

the momenta by q(P2)q'(PJ} ..... W+(P), we have 

Neglecting the quark masses, the spin and W-polarization sum of 

IMI2 is 

'" 2 2 2 2 12 8G F • ...t L 1M I = IVqq'l 9 Mw = !Vqq' v'2 lVlW 
spins . 2 
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so the subprocess cross section is 

where s = (Pi + p2)2. Evaluating the phase space gives 

and hence 

! d3p e(P _ Pi - P2) = e(s - Mar) 
2Ep 

The total W+ cross section is the convolution of II with the quark 
densities, including a color factor of 3 x i xi, 

where Xa .(Xb) is the momentum fraction of q (ii') in A (B). Here it 
is assumed that q2 = 8 = Mar is the appropriate scale of the quark 
distributions. The K-factor includes first order QeD corrections, 

similar to the Drell-Yan K-factor of §7.6. 

We transform the integration to S, y variables (see §5.7) 

dsdy 
dXa dXb = -

s 

where y = t In[(E + PL)/(E - PL)] is the rapidity of the W in the 
AB c.m. frame. The integral over ds takes out the delta function 
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and we find 

due +) 21rGF~1 12 ( 2)-'( 2) d W = K -r.; L.J Vqq, XaXbq Xa, MW q Xb, MW , 
Y 3v2 -, q,q 

where Xa and Xb are now evaluated at 

Mw ± 
xL=--e Y 

a,v Vs 

For proton-proton scattering the differential cross section in the 
Cabibbo mixing approximation is 

where it is understood that all quark distributions are evaluated at 
q2 = Ma,. In the further approximation of an SU(3) symmetric sea, 

U = if = 8, this simplifies to 

For pp collisions, the W+ differential cross section is 

du 21rGF {2 _. 
dy (pp -t W+ X) =K 30 XaXb cos l1c[u(Xa)d(Xb) + d(xa)u(Xb)] 

+ sin211c [U(Xa)S(Xb) + 8(~a)u(Xb)]}. 

In the valence dominance approximation for low c.m. energies this is 
roughly 

Ezerei .. e. Show that the corresponding differential cross sections lor 
W- production are obtained in pp collisions by interchanging quark 
and antiquark densities, and in pp collisions by interchanging Za with 
Xb in the arguments 01 these densities. 
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F·ig. 8.5 Predicted W± production cross sections versus energy. 

The measured value at the CERN pp collider is shown, assuming . 

B(W --+ ell) = 9%. 

The total cross sections for W -production are obtained by inte

gration over the full kinematic range of the rapidity. From xa,b :-:::: 1 

we obtain the W -rapidity limits 

vis '. vis 
-In-- < y < In--. 

Mw -. - Mw 

Calculations based on the DO and EHLQ distributions from §7.9. 

are shown versus vis in Fig. 8.5. At the energy vis = 630 Ge V of the 

CERN pp collider, the predicted cross section is 

u(pp --+ W+ X) = u(pp --+ W- X) = {~:~ :~: EHLQ 
DO 

With the predicted W -branching fraction to electrons B(W+ --+ 

e+lI) = 0.09 we expect an electron yield Ew± uw±B(W± --+ e±) = 
0.50 nb (0.54 nb) for the EHLQ (DO) distributions. The measured 

• 
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rate in the U Al experiment 
' .. 

(u. B)w_.v = 0.60 ± 0.05 ± 0.09 nb 

js in approximate accord with this expectation. 

8.4 Hadronic Z-Production 

The calculation of the cross section for 

A + B --+ Z + anything 

is like the W calculation of the preceding section. The matrix element 
t . . . 

squared for the fusion subprocess . 

qq --+ Z 

is 

, 
where gv and gA are the couplings to quarks. Hence the subprocess 
cross section and the resulting color-averaged hadronic cross section 

are 

u(qq --+ Z) = 81T ~ [(g~)2 + (g~)21 M} 0 (8 - M}) , 

dud (AB --+ ZX) = K 81T G:; E [(g~)2 + (g~)21 Xa Xb q(Xa) q(Xb) , 
Y 3 y2 q 

w?-ere the K-factor is evaluated at scale M}. For Z production in pji 

collisions, as for example at the CERN SpjiS and Fermilab Tevatron 
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Fig. 8.6. Z production cross sections in pp and Pi' scattering from 

the leading-order formulas, for DO and EHLQ quark distributions. 

colliders, the result is 

~ (i'P-> ZX) = K~ ~xaXb{[1-~Xw+3i x~][ u(Xa)U(Xb)+ii(xa)u(Xb)] 

+[1-ixw+ ~x~][ d(xa)d(Xb) +d(xa)d(Xb) +s(Xa)S(Xb) +.s(xa)S(Xb)]}' 

In pp collisions, as at the future SSC or LHC machines, the cross 

section from u, d and S quarks is 

~ (pp-> ZX) =K~ ~xaXb{[1-~Xw+~2x~ ][U(Xa)U(Xb)+ii(Xa)U(Xb)] 

+[1- ~xw+ ~X~][ d(xa)d(Xb) +d(xa)d(Xb) +s(Xa)S(Xb) +.s(xa)S(Xb)]}' 

• Figure 8.6 shows the predicted Z cross sections versus ,;s. 
At ,;s = 630 Ge V the predicted Pi' cross section for Mz = 92 Ge V 
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is 

u(pp -+ Z X) "" 1.8 nb , 

which combined with the Z -+ e+e- branching fraction 3.3% gives 

The result is in reasonable agreement with 1986 results from the UAI 

and UA2 collaborations at the CERN collider 

( 
_ -+ Z -+ e+ -) = {73 ± 14 ± 11 pb, UAl 

u pp e 69 ± 13 ± 6 pb, UA2 

where the first (second) uncertainty is statistical (systematic). 

Because of the smaller production cross section and smaller lep
tonic branching fraction, the ratio of Z -+ e+e- events to W± -+ ev 
events is about 110 at the CERN and Tevatron colliders. 

8.5 Hadronic W -+ev Production 

In order to predict the distribution of W -+ ev decay leptons, we must 
calculate the complete production and decay subprocess, typically 

with momenta labeled as in Fig. 8.7. The matrix element is 

Fig. 8.7. The subprocess 

ud -+ W+ -+ e+~e. " 
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Fig. 8.8. Subprocess for 
W+ -> e+/I in Wrest

frame. Arrows denote 

=> u momenta, double arrows 
denote helicities. 

Ezerei.e. Show that squaring and summing spins gives 

neglecting quark and lepton masses. Here § and u are the subprocess 

kinematic invariants 

In the e/l rest frame, the c.m. scattering angle 0 is defined as the angle 
between the it and e+; see Fig. 8.8. In this frame, u = -l§(l+cosO). 

The spin-averaged cross section for the uit-> e+/I subprocess is 

or 

The total cross section is 
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For us ..... e+v change V .. d to V ... above. The vanishing of the dif
ferential cross section at cos n = -1 in the typical ud ..... e+v case 
is a consequence of helicity conservation in collinear scattering; see 
Fig. 8.8. Hence the e+ is emitted preferentially along the d direction. 
In pp collisions below VB = 1 TeV, the antiproton is the principal 
source of d and the proton is the principal source of u quarks. Thus 
the e+ is preferentially produced in the hemisphere about the an
tiproton beam direction. 

Ezerei&e. For dii ..... e-v, define the scattering angle n of the e

relative to the incident quark d, and show that the differential cross 
section is given by the same formula above. Correspondingly, in dii ..... 
W- ..... e-j} production, the e- is emitted preferentially along the d 

direction, i. e. in the hemisphere about the proton beam direction in 
pp collisions. 

In terms of the subprocess differential cross section dlT, the inclu
··sive hadronic cross section for AB ..... e+vX has the form 

1 1 

clu(AB ..... e+vX) = ~ ~ J dXa J dXb q(Xa) q'(Xb) dlT(qq' ..... e+v) , 
q,q 0 0 

where Za is the momentum fraction of parton q in hadron A, etc. and 
the summation is over both quarks and antiquarks. The factor ~ is 
for color. It is understood that the parton distributions are evolved 
up to Q2 = 8 = M~. For a Monte Carlo calculation of electron 
and neutrino final state distributions from AB ..... WX ..... evX, this 
formula for folding in the parton distributions combined with the 
formula above for dlT/dcosn are sufficient. One chooses random Xa 
and Xb, which define the qq' c.m. frame and 8, and then chooses 
random cos n (and ¢) in this c.m. frame to define the final state. The 
integrand factors give the statistical weight (see Chapter 11). 

Ezerci&e. Defining the electron rapidity in the ud c. m. frame as 

y = lIn [(eo + eL)/(eo - eLl] = lncot Un) , 
where subscript L denotes the longitudinal momentum component, 
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show that 

dO . 2(}' dO (1 + tanh ii) 2 
-=Sln ,...,; 
dii dcosO . coshii· 

Eureiae. Show that the electron laboratory momenta and rapidity 
are related to Z., Zb and the c.m. scattering angle 0 by 

Hence show that the e lab rapidity distribution has the form 

·where the quantity in square brackets is evaluated at ii=y-!ln(z./zb) 
with sinD = (coshii)-l, cosO = tanhii. 

The transverse momentum distribution of the electron and the 
neutrino are important in the identification of W -+. ell events. .In 
the uil-+ e+1I subprocess c.m. frame, the transverse momenta PT of 

the e+ and v,are back-to-back and have the same magnitude 

,2 1,· 2(}' t"/" PT = i ssm = us. 

To change variables in the differential cross section from d cos (} to 

dp~, using cosO = [1_4p~/811/2, we encounter the Jacobian 

1 

dcosO = _~ (1- 4pi)-· = __ 2_ 
dp:j. s s scosO· 

Since angles 0 and 7r - 0 contribute to the same PT, linear cos 0 terms 
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in d(j / d cos D cancel and 

The divergence at D = i1l" which is the upper endpoint PT = iv's '" 
iMw of the PT distribution stems from the Jacobian factor and is 
known as a Jacobian peak; it is characteristic of all two-bQdy decays, 
in this case W --+ ell. The shape of the distribution is shown in 
Fig.8.9. 

. If we take simply the lowest-order subprocesses qij' --+ W --+ ell, 

the incident quarks are longitudinal so W is produced longitudinally 
and the laboratory transverse momentum of e is the subprocess trans
verse momentum: PT = PT. In this case the PT-distribution obtained 
by folding d(j / dpf with the quark distributions is averaged only over 
the Breit-Wigner .; dependence of u( qij' --+ ell). This integration over 
.; removes the singularity and leaves a Jacobian peak of finite height 

near PT = iMw. 
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folding in the smearing 

from PT(W), 

Higher order subprocesses, such as ud -+ W+g, give the W a 

transverse momentum distribution which smears out the Jacobian 

peak in the decay electron PT distribution. This smearing makes it 
difficult to obtain an accurate determination of Mw from the PeT 

distribution alone. Figure 8.10 shows the electron PT distribution 
from pfi -+ W -+ ev at Va = 630 GeV, compared with a calculation 

folding in the PT of the parent W boson. 

However it is possible also to exploit information about the neu
trino momentum. Since all hadrons and charged leptons with appre

ciable PT are detected, the overall PT imbalance for detected particles 
gives an approximate measure of the undetected neutrino contribu

tion PvT. One cannot make a similar determination of the longitudi

nal momentum component P"L, since particles can escape undetected 
down the beam pipe. 

An alternative observable quantity, which has a sharp Jacobian 

peak like PeT and P"t but which is insensitive to the W transverse 

momentum distribution, is the transverse mass. 
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8.6 ~rse Mass 
." 

The ev transverse mass tnT(e,v) is defined by 

It is analogous, in the transverse momentum subspace, to the ev 
invariant mass m(e,v), 

Forming the difference, we find 

m2 (e,v) - m}(e, v) = 2[(P~T + P~L)t (P~T + P~L)t -lp.,.IIPvTI- PeLPVL] ~ o. 

Thus mT(e,v) always lies in the range 0::; mT(e,v) ::; m(e,v) and 
for W -> ev decay where m(e,v) = Mw, we have .. 

modulo smearing over the intrinsic width of the W resonance. The 
end-points of the mT distribution are unchanged by transverse mo
tion of W. 

When the W is produced with zero PT, by the annihilation of 
longitudinal qq' pairs, mT(e,v) is simply given by 

and the mT distribution for given 8 is 

The tnT distribution is unaffected by longitudinal boosts of the ev 
system, since it depends only on transverse momenta. 
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Fig. 8.11. Predicted 
distribution of trans
verse mass fflT ( ev) 
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collisions at vs = 630 
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Ezerei,e. BII boosting the e and v momenta in a transverse dirution, 

corresponding to a transverse velocitll f3 of the decalling W, show that 
fflT(e, v) is unchanged to order f3 and contains eorrutions onlll of 
order f32. 

Including the finite W width, folding in the incident quark dis
tributions and averaging color, the fflT distribution (from the lowest 
order subprocess) becomes 

with initial quark distributions evolved up to Q2 = 8 and correction 
factor K", 1 + 8: a.(Ma,). Figure 8.11 shows the prediction for pp 
collisions at vs = 630 GeV, for Duke-Owens quark distributions. 

The shape of the fflT distribution close to the endpoint is sensitive 
to both Mw and rw. The accuracy with which PvT can be deter-
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Fig. 8.12. Transverse ev 
mass distribution from the 

_ UAI experiment. 

-

mined is a crucial limiting factor in determining the shape in this 
region. For each event the uncertainty in mT( e, v) is Lt.mT ",. Lt.PvT. 
IT the uncertainty in the missing transverse momentum can be re
duced to the order of 1 GeV, which may eventually be feasible, it 
should become possible to determine rw from the endpoint region 
of the ~ distribution. 

Figure 8.12 shows the measured ~(e,v) distribution from the 
UA1 experiment indicating a mass Mw "" 83 ± 4 GeV. The curve 
represents a theoretical calculation, including acceptance and effi
ciency corrections. Only an upper limit rw < 6.5 GeV has been 
deduced thus far from the data. 

A background to the W -+ ev signal comes from the cascade decay 
W -+ TV, T -+ eVIJ. Since the neutrinos are undetected, this process is 
topologically indistinguishable from W -+ ev decay, but has different 
dynamical distributipns. The case uil-+ W+ -+ T+V, -+ e+';'.v,lJ, is 
illustrated in Fig. 8.13. The matrix element for the process is 
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u 

liT Fig. 8.13. The production/ 
decay chain uil-+ W+ -+ T+II 

-+ e+llllli. 

-3 

oM = (GF)2 Mar 1 
.,j2 s - Mar + iMwrw r. - m~ + im,r, 

x [ii(d)"Y"(l - "YS)U(U)] [u(lIebP(l - "Y5)v(e)] 

x [u(lI,b,,(l- "Ys)(" + m,bp(l - "YS)V(li,)]. 

Squaring and su=ing over spin states, this can be reduced in 
the approximation of narrow T and W widths to 

We note that r;:-l is the T lifetime that has been directly measured. 
The subprocess cross section is given by 

After analytically evaluating the delta function integration, the rest 
of the four-particle phase space integral is best carried out numeri
cally, using Monte Carlo techniques. 
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Figure 8.11 compares the mT distribution from W -t T with that 

from W -t ev. We see that the mT distribution from the W -t T -t e 

mode is peaked towards low values. 

8.7 Transverse Motion of W 

The lowest-order fusion process qq' -t W, evaluated with QCD
evolved quark distributions and multiplied by a K-factor for non

leading QCD corrections, gives the total W hadroproduction cross 
section correctly through order a B • However, since the Altarelli
'Parisi equations are based on a longitudinal approximation, the 

QCD-evolved distributions do not include the transverse momentum 
that should accompany the radiation of gluons and quarks. To in

clude transverse momenta from radiated gluons and quarks, one can 
explicitly evaluate multiple emissions; techniques have been devel
oped to sum the radiated momenta and obtain the net recoil W 

momentum. Alternatively one can explicitly simulate the radiative 

events by Monte Carlo methods; this is the Monte Carlo shower ap
proach described in §9.4, which has the advantage of describing the 

associated hadron jets, too. For the present, we consider a simpli

fied approach based on the O(a.) subprocesses shown in Fig. 8.14, 
with the incident partons in these diagrams evolved up to the scale 

Q2 = Mlv in the folding to obtain hadronic cross sections. At very 
large PT, these O(a.) subprocesses are expected to dominate; here 
the argument of a. is plausibly proportional to p} and higher order 

QCD processes are suppressed by: powers of a B • 

E~e'1'ci8e. Derive the spin and color avemged cross section formula 
for the annihilation subprocess qq' -t W 9 I 

where s = (q + q')2, i = (q - W)2 and it = (q' _ W)2. 
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ANNIHILATION COMPTON 

Fig. 8.14. O(a.) annihilation and Compton subprocesses for W 
production. 

Ezercise. Using crossing symmetry, derive the corresponding result 
for the Compton subprocess qg -t W q' 

In pfi collisions at c.m. energies below 1 TeV, the cross section contri
bution from the annihilation subprocess is almost an order of mag
nitude larger than the Compton contribution. In the following dis

cussion we neglect the Compton contribution. 

To obtain the distributions of W -t ell decay products, we need 

the matrix element for the complete production/ decay sequence qij '-t 

W g -t evg containing W polarization effects. This is obtained by 

crossing from a result in §10.2.3, in a rather simple form: 

du(ud -t evg) = 

The corresponding Compton formulas are again obtained by crossing. 
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These cross sections have mass and infrared singularities, which 

cause a divergence at Pf = o. As we saw in Chapter 7, the infrared 
singularities cancel when loop diagrams are taken into account, while 
mass singularities are factored out into the parton distributions. In 

short, this divergence is unphysical and would be explicitly removed 
in an ideal treatment. Here we shall simply regularize the divergence 

with a PT cut-off factor, representing our ignorance of the precise 
details at small PT, and multiply by the factor K for non-leading 
enhancements. 

The 0 (as) calculation alone will provide a useful approximation 
to the complete AB -+ W X hadronic production process if we adjust 
this cut-off factor such that the integrated 0 (as) cross section equals 
the total AB -+ W X cross section to order as. This condition can 
be written 

J dab J dpf f dut/dpf = J dab KuO , 

where dab = dXadXbLq,q,q(Xa,Ma,)ij'(Xb,Ma,), dut/dPf is the 
o (as) qij' -+ W g differential cross section, f(pf) is the cut-off factor, 

Uo is the qij' -+ W fusion cross section. We have implicitly neglected 
a QCD enhancement of the first-order cross section dut/dpf which 
is known to be a reasonable approximation. In this calculational 
method, the lowest order cross section Uo enters only through the 
normalization condition above. This truncated QCD shower approx
imation, which we call the "Poor Man's Shower Model," gives both 
the total cross section and the PT-dependence at large PT. The PT

dependence at -small and intermediate PT (where multiple emissions 
contribute) is not exactly correct, but its integral is constrained to 

be correct so the deviations are not expected to be serious. 

Figure 8.15 shows a comparison of the Poor Man's Shower (PMS) 
with PT(W) distribution measured by the UAI collaboration at the 
CERN pp collider. Also shown is a full QCD shower calculation. 
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8.8 Weak Boson Decay Angular Distributions 

As shown in §8.5, the V -A interaction causes the electron (positron) 
from the decay of a W- (W+) to be emitted along the incoming 
quark (antiquark) direction with an angular distribution 

dfJ 
---;;. - (1 + cos 0)2 , 
dcos (J 

where 0 is the emission angle of the electron (positron) with respect to 
the proton (antiproton) direction in the W rest frame. This angular 

distribution is shown in Fig. 8.16 for well measured W -+ ev events 

observed by the UAI collaboration at the CERN pp collider in which 
the sign of the e± are determined. The data agree well with the 

prediction above. 

The spin of the W -boson can be determined from these events 

using the theoretical relation for J # 0, 

(cosO) = (>.) (p,) jJ(J + 1) , 

where (p,) and (>.) are the global helicity of the production system 
(ud) and decay system (e+v), respectively. For V -A interactions 
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Fig. 8.16. Measured 

W ~ ev decay angu

lar distribution from 
the UAI collaboration 
at the CERN pp col
lider, compared with 
the predicted distribu
tion for V - A interac

tions. 

(>..) = (fL) = -1 and J = 1 leading to the prediction 

(cos 0) = 0.5 , 

whereas one expects (cosO) = 0 for J - o ,and (cosO) < 1/6 for 
J :::>: 2. The experimental value 

(cos 0) = 0.43 ± 0.07 

agrees with the J = 1 assignment for the Wand ·the prediction of 
maximal helicity at production and decay vertices. 

Similar consideration apply to Z production and decay to e+e-. 
The angular distribution there involves both V -A and V +A couplings 

and can be used to deduce the value of Xw. 

Ezerei.e. For qij ~ Z ~ e+e- show that the angular distribution in 
the Z rest frame is 

, 
d diT 0 ~ [(g~ )2+ (g1)2] [(gy )2+(g~l](1+ cos20) + 8g1g~gAgy cosO. 

cos 

Figure 8.17 shows a comparison of experiment and theory for Z ~ 
l+ l- events. 
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Fig. 8.17. Measured 

Z -+ e+ e- decay angu

lar distribution from 
the UAI collaboration 
at the CERN pp col
lider, compared with 
standard model predic

tion for Xw = 0.23. 

The production of W+W- in e+e- collisions will lead to a precise 

determination of W boson properties-its mass, width and couplings 
to different quark flavors. Single W production via e+e- -+ Well, is 

higher order in a than W+W- and its cross section is three orders of 
magnitude smaller. The e+e- -+ W+W- process provides the best 
opportunity to measure the WW')' and WW Z couplings and test the 
gauge theory predictions for the Yang-Mills self-interactions. There 
are cancellations among the three contributing diagrams in Fig. 8.18 

and small deviations from the gauge theory couplings would lead to 
observable effects. 

f -1' f 
-, 

-f 

Fig. 8.18. Representative 

lowest order contributing 

diagrams for ff' -+ V1V2. 
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In pp or pp collisions the W+W-, W± Z and Z Z final states can 
be realized. The W+W- contribution is an important background to 
the signal for a heavy Higgs boson (see §12.5). Also gauge boson pairs 
are backgrounds to the search at hadron supercolliders for new heavy 
quarks and heavy leptons that decay to W-bosons (§10.3, §13.7). 

In the following we denote the incident fermion (antifermion) by 
f (/') and the produced gauge bosons by VI, V2 • The amplitude for 
f /' -> VI V2 has the general form 

where E denotes a polarization vector and the tensor T"V is process 
dependent. We shall use the notation 

II = f - VI, 

8 = (f + 1')2, 

and Dv = (8 - M~ + iMyry)-I. The tensors for W+W-, ZZ and 
W Z production are given by 

w+w-T -"" -
e2 (~I +Dzgt-9~'Y5) 

8 Xw 

x [g"v(Pi - m + 'Y,,(2V2 + Vdv - 'Yv(2Vl + V2),,1 

_ 2 (1 + "Is) [6(-Q )"1,,/1"11' + 6(Q ) "11'12"1"] 
e 4xw 1 f la' 

x {Dw(I-Xw)[9""(¥-~+'Y,,(2W +Z),,-'Y,,(2Z +W)"I 

1'''1"11''/,, l'YvI2'Y"} 
- gL t - gL u . 
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For W+ Z production interchange g' and -g" and interchange Ii and 
i in the W- Z expression above. 

In writing the differential cross section expressions we use the 
notation 

TT ~~ .,2 .,2 
uT = ut - lVlY,lVly. , 

where fJv is a threshold factor. Also we denote the color average 
fac.tor by C (C = l for ijq and C = 1 for e+e-) and the third 

component of weak isospin by Tf. The cross sections are then 

d.7(ZZ) 
di 

d.7(W-Z) ora
2
C!VI/' 12 {I [ 2 2 .] 

----',-::;:-. --'- = 2 2 '2 i (9 - 8xw)UT - (6 - 8xw)(Mw + Mz)s 
dt xw8 

( I' ') X IDwl2 + 2 [UT - (M;t. + Mi)s] 1'- -~ ReDw 

~ [(¥i)2 (d)2] 2(M;t. + Mi)s gl' d} + .+. + 1 '., l-xw . t u -Xw t u 
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for W+ Z production, interchange f and il in the above formula. 

The integrated cross sections for e+e- -+ W+W- and ZZ are 

shown in Fig. 8.19 versus c.m. energy v'S (= ..j§ in the above formu

las). The s-dependence of W+W- production near threshold will be 

measured at LEP ~. 

Ezereille. Determine the expected value of R = l7(e+e- -+ hadrons)j 
l7(e+e- -+ 'Y' -+ p,+/L-) from e+e- -+ W+W- with W± -+ hadrons 

at v'S = 200 Ge V and v'S = 600 Ge V. 

The energy dependence of the total cross sections is crucially de
pendent on gauge cancellations. For example in e+ e- -+ W+W

the contribution of the v-exchange diagram grows very rapidly with 
energy 

l7(v-exchange) "" 
96x~~ 

but the full standard model result decreases at high energy 

l7(standard model) "" 

as illustrated in Fig. 8.19. 

In e+ e- -+ W+W- the W+ is produced preferentially along the e+ 

direction. The angular distribution is shown in Fig. 8.20 at c.m. en

ergies v'S = 200 GeV and 600 GeV. The distribution becomes more 
sharply peaked forward as the energy increases. This forward peak

ing will enable the separation of this contribution from possible new 
physics sources that decay to W+W- (Higgs boson, heavy leptons, 

heavy quarks). 
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Fig. 8.21. Total cross sections in pp and pp collisions for gauge 

boson pair production versus the total energy...;s: (a) W+W- and 
ZZ; (b) W±Z. 

In e+e- -+ W+W- production the boson spins are correlated; this 

gives correlations between their decay products W+ -+ ab, W- -+ cd, 
where a, b, c, d are leptons or quarks (jets). To calculate these effects 
the full matrix element for e+e- -+ abed must be evaluated. There 

are very many lepton-lepton, lepton-jet and jet-jet correlations that 

can be studied to test the gauge theory couplings. 

The total cross sections for gauge boson pairs produced in pp and 

pp collisions are shown in Fig. 8.21 versus ...;s. The W+ Z production 

process has a clean experimental signature with W+ -+ ev and Z -+ 

ee decays. 

The W, Z pair production cross sections for transverse and longi

tudinal polarized vector bosons have also been evaluated in the litera

ture for both e+ e- and pp, pp .collisions. At high energies, ...;s ~ Mw, 
the cross sections for transversely polarized W and Z bosons dom

inate over those for longitudinal polarizations. Figure 8.22 shows 
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Fig. 8.22. Invariant mass distribution for W+W- and ZZ pair 

production in pp collisions at 40 TeV. T (transverse) and L (longi
tudinal) refer to the polarizations of the weak bosons. 

results for WW and ZZ pair production in pp collisions at 40 TeV. 

As the energy increases the W, Z mass effects become less important 

and the weak bosons become transverse. 

The Goldstone boson equivalence theorem states that an am

plitude involving external longitudinally polarized gauge bosons is 

equivalent to the amplitude with the external gauge bosons replaced 

by corresponding Goldstone bosons, up to corrections of order Mv/Ev . 
where Ev is the gauge boson energy. The couplings of the Goldstone 

bosons are like those of the physical Higgs boson since they belong to 

the original SU(2) Higgs doublet. Consequently the coupling of lon

gitudinally polarized Wand Z bosons to light quarks is suppressed 

at high energies by a factor of order Mv / Ev. On the other hand, 

the Wand Z bosons that result from the decay of heavy particles 

are predominantly longitudinally polarized. For example the cou

pling of Goldstone boson pairs to a Higgs boson, a Z' boson and a 
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heavy quark are enhanced by factors (mHjMw)2, (Mz,jMW)2 and 

(mtJMw), respectively. This should help in separating these signals 

from the continuum backgrounds. 

8.10 Effective W, Z Approximation 

The parton model with QeD evolved distributions provides a success

ful description of hadronic interactions at high energies. As the en

ergy increases and the charm, bottom and top thresholds are crossed 

it is necessary to include their contributions in the parton sea. At 

still higher energies that will be reached at hadron supercolliders the 
W and Z gauge bosons will be significant additions to the parton sea. 

The distributions of Wand Z bosons can be calculated in a manner 

similar to the effective photon approximation for the distribution of 

photons in an electron. A difference is that a massive gauge boson has 

both transverse and longitudinal polarizations that must be treated 

separat~ly. The Wand Z distributions can be used to calculate cross 
sections in the parton model just as quark or gluon distributions are 

used. Final states reached by VV scattering, where V = W or Z, 
can be simply estimated with this effective W, Z approximation for 

subprocess c.m. energies s > Mfv > Mf. 

In order to obtain the effective W or Z distribution one starts with 

the process II + h -> If + X mediated by a gauge boson Vh of helicity 

h in the t-channel as illustrated in Fig. 8.23. Here the fermions I 
can be either leptons or quarks. Then in the approximation that Vh 

. is produced via a collinear transition II -> If + Vh, the cross section 
can be written as 

1 

u(h + h -+ If +X) = L f dx P:/j.(x)u(Vh + h -+ X), 

" Mv/E l 

where p;/j. (x) is the distribution function for finding a gauge boson 

V ofhelicity h in a fermion II and x = (Ej. -Et;)j Ej. is the fraction 

of the II energy carried by V. 
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X Fig. 8.23. Process of h + 
h -+ fi + X, mediated by 
a gauge boson Vh of polar

ization h. Here Vh can be 

taken as a parton inside a 

f 2 fermion h. 

In the leading logarithm approximation the distribution of trans

verse and longitudinal gauge bosons in a fermion f with energy 

E in the limit E > Mv are (note that this prescription is frame

dependent) 

± _ C [( / /)2 (/ /)2 2] (4E2) PV/f(X) - 1611'2x gv l' gA + gv ± gA (1 - x) In Mf ' 

~ (g~r + (g~r [1 -x] 
pvl/(x) = C 2 --, 

411' X 

where for W -bosons C = g2/8, gy = -gA = 1 and for Z-bosons 

C = g2/(1- xw), gv = iT3 - Qxw, gA = -iT3. 
We note in passing that in the effective photon approximation 

where electron beams are treated as sources of on-shell photons the 

distributions are 

where x is the momentum fraction carried by the emitted particle. 

Exereise. Show that the cross seetion for producing a heavy final 

state particle X via a pair of gauge bosons VI and V2 of helicities h 
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and h' is 

where T = m'i:/s with s = (II + 12)2, and the effective luminosity is 
defined by 

In the case that X is a spinless particle show that 

E;,:ercise. Using the expressions for P/;!f given previously show for 

a pair of transversely polarized gauge bosom of helicities h and h' 
that 

de C2 
-dT (1611"2)2 

+ [(T + 4) InG) - 4(1 - T)] hh'hlz 

+ ~ [T(4+T)ln G) -3(1- T2)] (hG t I2 +h'G2I1)}, 

where Gi = (g(;)2 + (g~)2 and Ii = 2g(; g~. For a pair of longitudi

nally polarized gauge bosons show that 

In the case that f is a quark in a hadron we obtain the hadronic 
cross section by convoluting the subprocess cross section with the 
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quark distributions in the hadrons A and B and sum over all possible 
contributions from quarks: 

u(AB -+ VI V2 -+ X + anything) 

where T' = sl8 ;::.: mil8 and 8 is the total c.m. energy of the AB 
system, and !q/A(X) is the distribution function of quark q in the 
hadron A. 

Ezereiile. In the effective W approximation show that the differen
tial cross section for e+e- -+ veveW+W- -+ veveX scattering to an 
inclusive final state X is given by 

du _ 4MMww 
dMww dM - 82 [(1 + T - 1/)2 - 4T]I/2 

'X [pw+/e+(x+)!w-/e-(x-) + Pw+/e+(x-)Pw-/e-(x+)] Oww(Mww), 

where M is the invariant mass of Ve and Ve, T = Ma.w Is, 1/ = 
M21s, X± = Hl+T-1/± [(I+T_1/)2_4T]I/2} andu is the 
WW -+ X subprocess cross section. 

The effective W, Z approximation has been used in calculations of 
heavy Higgs boson production, heavy lepton production and heavy 
quark production at supercollider energies. Exact calculations were 
later made for these processes and found to give comparable results' 
to the effective W, Z approximation in the kinematic range of its 
validity. The approximation is now of interest mainly because of its 
simplicity for making estimates. 

, 



Chapter 9 

Jets 

9.1 e+ e- Collisions 

9.1.1 Two jet production. 

Jet production was first observed at e+ e- colliders in 1975. The 
lowest order process for producing hadrons here is . 

with cross section given in §4.6, where the quarks fragment into 

hadrons. Up to about Q = Ecm = 3 GeV the dominant feature 
of the fuial states is resonance production: e+e- -+ pO, w, </>, ••• , t/J, 
but at higher energies the quark-parton ideas discussed in Chapters 5 
and 6 suggest that the quarks should usually materialize as a pair. 
of back-to-back jets. The essential assumption of the parton model, 
leading to the expectation of jets, is that the transverse momenta of 
quark fragmentation products come mainly from soft processes and 
re~ain small, whereas their longitudinal momenta can increase with 
the quark energy. This jet behavior began to be seen at the top of 
the SPEAR range (Q = 6-8 GeV). When PEP and PETRA energies 
were reached (Q = 30-40 GeV) it was found to be the dominant fea
ture of hadron production, a very striking phenomenon. Figure 9.1 
shows a typical two-jet event at Q = 34 GeV. 

279 
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Fig. 9.1. A typical two-jet 
event at Q = Ecm = 34 GeV, 
projected on a plane normal 
to the beam axis. The solid 
(dashed) lines denote charged 
(neutral) particle tracks, re
constructed in the JADE de
tector. 

To describe and quantify the "jettiness" of an event, new collective 
variables such as sphericity, aplanarity and thrust have been intro
duced. For each event we define the normalized momentum tensor 

Mab 

M"b = ~PiaPib/~P~' 
i i 

where a, b run over the three space directions and Pi is the momen
tum of particle i, summed over final particles i in the event (ideally 
all particles are summed, but in practice sometimes charged particles 
only are used). Mab is a symmetric matrix and can be diagonalized, 
with unit eigenvectors Rl, R2, R3 and eigenvalues Q; that are nor
malized and ordered by 

These eigenvalues can be used to quantify the event shape. 

Ezereiae. Show that 

i) for roughly spherical events, Ql ~ Q2 ~ Q3 ; 

ii) for pancake-shaped (coplanar) events, Ql < Q2 ; 

iii) for cigar-shaped (collinear) events, Q2 < Q3 . 
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Fig. 9.2. The sphericity distribution becomes more peaked towards 

small 8 as the energy Q increases (TASSO data). 

Particular combinations of the Qj have been given names. The 
sphericity S is defined by 

8 = i(Ql + Q2) = !min[~)pjdl / [~)pj)21. 
j j 

where subscript T denotes momentum component transverse to an 

axis; the axis which minimizes the sum in the numerator (which is 
simply Ra) is called the sphericity axis. Sphericity lies in the range 

0:58:51. 

Events with S ~ 1 are rather spherical. Events with 8 «: 1 are cigar

shaped, looking like a pair of back-to-back jets. Figure 9.2 shows how 

the sphericity distribution becomes more peaked at small values (i.e. 
the two-jet structure becomes more marked) as energy increases. 

The plane of the eigenvectors R2 and Ra is called the event plane. 
The aplanarity A is defined by 

A = ~ Ql, 

normalized to lie in the range 0 :5 A :5 1/2. A is small for coplanar 
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Fig. 9.3. The physi

cal region is a triangle 

in the (8, Y) plane. 

(including collinear) events. It turns out that the events in the high 
8 tails of the sphericity distributions in Fig. 9.2 have small A; these 
events are not collinear but they mostly remain coplanar, consistent 
with a three-jet interpretation (see the next section). 

Event distributions are sometimes displayed as a two-dimensional 
scatter plot, for example in the (8, Y) plane, where 

Exercise. 8how that the physical region in this plane is a right

angled triangle with vertices at (0,0), (1,0), (3/4,.../3/4) and that the 
coordinate parallel to the shortest side is precisely A, as shown in 
Fig. 9.S. Hence show that two-jet events cluster near the origin, 

coplanar events are close to the line 8 = .../3Y and non-coplanar 
events lie in the lower right-hand part of the triangle. 

The variables above based on Mab have some shortcomings, how

ever, essentially because Mab has a quadratic form. First, at a purely 
empirical level, it is unsatisfactory that particles are weighted by the 

squares of their momenta in their contributions to Mab, since an oc

casional fast track then has an exaggerated effect. Secon'dly, from 
a theoretical point of view, it would be nice to have quantities that 
could be calculated directly from QCD perturbation theory at the 
quark-gluon level, without the need for explicit Monte Carlo sim

ulations of the fragmentation process. Now a quark can split into 
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a collinear quark-gluon pair with high probability (diverging in the 
massless limit); the final quark plus gluon have the same momen
tum as the original quark but contribute quite differently to any 
quadratic function. Quantities like Mob are therefore intrinsically 
unstable against such collinear splittings, which are a systematic fea
ture of QeD radiation and also appear in fragmentation where a fast 
parton is replaced by a jet of approximately collinear light hadrons. 

A first step toward including radiative corrections in a quark-gluon 
description of jets was made by Sterman and Weinberg, who showed 
how to defule cross sections free of singularities by integrating over 
finite ranges of energy and angle. For e+e- ..... qqg they introduced 
a quantity U(Q,/J,f,.5) which is the cross section for all events where 
a fraction (1 - f) or more of the total energy is emitted within two 
oppositely directed cones of half-angle .5, making an angle /J with the 
beam axis; see Fig. 9.4. Both f and .5 are < 1. 

They showed that the singularities cancel out, after su=ing over 
all diagrams to a given order, leaving the result to order a, 

00 (00) [ 4a, r. 11"2 5) ,1 dO(Q,/J,f,.5)= dO 0 1- 311" ~ln.5+4In.5ln2f+3-2 +O(f,.5)J' 

where (OO/dO)o = (3a2/4Q2)(1 + cos2/J)e: is the zeroth-order differ
ential cross section for massless qq production and eq is the quark 
charge. 

Fig. 9.4. The two cones 
of half-angle .5 used to de

e+ ...... ----c::;;Itt:::...--_..L_- e- fine the Sterman-Weinberg 
two-jet cross section. 
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Ezerei,e. BII comparing this result with the total e+ e- --> qlj cross 
seetion to order a. given in Chapter 7, show that the fraction of 
events lying within the f and 6 cuts above (which mall be taken to 
define a two-jet event) is 

Hence show that, if we keep f and f constant as Q --> 00, then 6 must 
decrease as a power of Q: i.e. the jets beeome narrower. 

The formulas above are strictly applicable only when 6 and f are small 
(so that their logarithms are large) while at the same time (a./1r) In 6 
and (a. / 1r) In f are small. These conditions can just about be met at 
PEP and PETRA energies. 

Ezerei.e. Taking Q = 35 Ge V and f = 0.2, show that about 70% 

of qljg events lie inside cones with half-angle 6 = 10 and about 80% 

within 6 = 50 according to the formula above • 

• These results show that perturbative QeD explicitly leads to jets; 
this is because QeD radiation is mainly a collinear effect. Hitherto 
the theoretical expectation of jets was based on the parton-model as
sumption of restricted PT in fragmentation. However, the jet opening 
angles in the exercise above are much smaller than the typical angu
lar spread of jets observed at PEP and PETRA (compare Fig. 9.1), 
which shows that non-perturbative fragmentation effects are more 
important in determining the structure of jets at these energies. 

Jet variables based on linear sums of particle momenta are stable 
against collinear splittings and therefore have a chance to be both 
free of singularities at the quark-gluon level and to be insensitive to 
fragmentation details. One such variable is thrust T defined by 

T=max[I:lp,·nl/I:lp,I] , 
i i 

where n is a unit vector chosen to maximize the numerator, which 
defines the thrust axis. Another such variable is the acoplanaritll A', 
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which measures the flatness of an event: 

A' = 4min[L Ipi' n'l/ L Ipir ' 
i i 

where n' is another unit vector chosen to minimize the numerator. 

Ezereise. For a spherically distributed multiparticie went, show that 
T = 1/2 and A' = 1. For a collinear event show that T = 1 and 
A' = o. Hen~e show that these variables have the ranges 

o :=; A' :=; 1. 

The thrust axis is commonly used to define the jet axis, used in 
measuring the angular distribution of 2-jet events. The plane normal 
to n' provides an alternative definition of the event plane in this lin
ear variable approach. Figure 9.5 shows how the thrust distribution 
becomes "narrower as total energy Q increases, corresponding to the 
changes of sphericity in Fig. 9.2. 
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Fig. 9.S. The thrust distribution becomes more peaked toward 
large T as Q increases (TASSO data). 
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Other suggested variables include spherocity S', spheriocity S" and 

harmonic moments Ht, defined by 

S' = (4/1r)2 min[EE;lsin8;!f/E;ot> 
; 

S" = min [E E; sin28;] / Eto!' 
; 

Ht = EE;E;Pt(cos8;;)/E;ot, 
i,; 

where Etot is the total energy, 8; is the angle between p; and n, while 

8;; is the angle between p; and p;. 

Finally, note that the discussion of two-jet events above assumes 

massless quarks or at least mass «: Q. Close above threshold for 

producing a pair of heavy quarks, the latter will be almost' at rest and 

will give approximately spherical events-an additional background 

at. high S or low T. These effects must be included when comparing 

with experimental distributions. 

9.1.2 Three-Jet production. 

The O(a.) QCD subprocess 

can give three-jet events, when all three final partons have appre
ciable energy and are well separated in angle. Such events are seen· 

experimentally: they lie in the tails of the sphericity and thrust dis

tributions of Figs. 9.2 and 9.5; a typical example is shown in Fig. 9.6. 

The observation of such events in 1979 was the first direct evidence 

for the existence of gluons. The three jets should be coplanar, since 

their momenta sum to zero by momentum conservation. In practice 

there is some ambiguity in distinguishing 3-jet from 2-jet configura

tions, in the regions where two of the jets lie close in angle or one jet 

is soft. There is a similar problem in the theoretical calculation, too, 

as we now discuss. 
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Fig. 9.6. A typical 3-jet 
event, seen in the TASSO 
detector (charged tracks 

shown). 

Figure 9.7 shows the diagrams that contribute to hadronic final 
states through order a.(Q2) in the QeD coupling; (a) gives the zeroth 

order, (b) and (c) contribute to qijg states in order a" interference of 
(a) with (d), (e), (f) contributes to qij states in order a •. The zeroth 

order cross section is 

where Q is the total c.m. energy, eq is the quark charge, 3 is a color 

factor, and massless quarks are assumed. 

To describe qijg production we use particle names to denote their 
4-momenta and introduce the variables 

The differential cross section to order a.(Q2) is 
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e- -e+ 
(oj 

(d) 

(b) 

(e) 

(c) 

(f) 

Fig. 9.7. Diagrams 
that contribute to 
the hadronic cross 
section through or
der a •. 

Ezereise. Show that s + t + u = Q2 and that the physical region in 
the (s, t) plane is a triangle as shown in Fig. 9.8. 

This diverges as t -+ ° or u -+ 0, that is whenever the gluon momen
tum goes to zero (infrared divergence) or becomes collinear with q 

or ij (mass singularities). The problem is similar to the divergence 
of structure functions described in Chapter 7, to which it is related 
by crossing. In the limit where q and g become collinear and t -+ 0, 
the diagram 9.7(b) dominates and we can define z to be the momen
tum fraction transmitted from the intermediate quark q* to the final 
quark q. 

t 

o 

Fig. 9.S. Physical region of 
e+e- -+ qijg in the (s,t) plane. 
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Ezercise. In this limit, with q = zq* and g = (1 - z)q*, show that 

s = zQ2, U = (l-z)Q2. Hence show the crOBS section can be written 

where Pqq(z) = (4/3)(1 + z2)/(I- z) is the universal q ---> q splitting 

function of Chapter 7 (modulo infrared corrections) with a similar 

result in the u ---> 0 limit. 

These divergences are unphysical. In the integrated cross section, 
the infinities cancel against the O( a.) contribution from the inter
ference of diagram (a) with (d), (e) and (f) in Fig. 9.7, leaving a 
finite remainder. To control the infinities and separate the finite 
part unambiguously, one may use dimensional regularization as in 
Chapter 7. The result is 

Note however that the a. term is not the three-jet cross section, it is 
simply the net O(a.) contribution. 

In the e+ e- ---> qqg differential distribution, however, the diver
gences still leave a problem. The cross section still becomes very 
large as t or u becomes very small; this is cancelled - but not lo
cally - by infinite negative o-function terms at precisely t = 0 and 
u = 0 from the qq final state. One possible solution is to intro
duce smearing in 's, t and u, corresponding to some finite resolution 
function. The Sterman-Weinberg approach is one example, where 
an angle cut is used to remove some 3-jet events into the 2-jet sec
tor. Another possibility is a mass cut, defining qqg events to be 3-jet 
events if they satisfy s > >.2, t > >.2, u > >.2 (where>. is a conve
nient cutoff such as 5 GeV), but otherwise to be 2-jet events. These 
have been called "dressed jet" cuts, since the gluon is regarded as 
belonging to (dressing) the q jet whenever t < >., etc.; see Fig. 9.9. 
Some smearing certainly takes place during fragmentation and also 
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Fig. 9.9. The three-jet re
gion for dressed jet cuts. 

during the experimental measurement process, but it is difficult to 
devise a theoretical smearing procedure that will reliably correspond 
to these effects. For comparisons between theory and experiment, we 
must concentrate attention on regions where the cross section is not 
changing rapidly (to avoid smearing ambiguities) and where none of 

the produced quanta are close in angle (to avoid two-jet/three-jet 
ambiguities) . 

Experimentally the first problem is to determine the three jet axes 

and energies. This may be done via a generalized sphericity 

SN = min[tL'(Pkd]/[I>%], 
;=1 k 

where the particle momenta are partitioned into N jets (in this case 
N = 3). A different unit vector Rj is assigned to each jet, PkT is the 
particle momentum component transverse to its jet vector and the 

prime denotes su=ation of the particles k within each jet i. To re
duce the combinatorial problems of searching all possible partitions, 
the particle momenta Pk and jet vectors R; are usually replaced by 
their projections on the event plane. 

Alternatively we can define a generalized thrust variable, 

TN = max[t L'lpk· R;I] / L Ipkl , 
;=1 k k 

where the N unit vectors Rj again define jet axes. For the case N = 3, 
Ta is known as triplicity. To reduce the combinatorial problem of 
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searching all partitions, one usually solves the problem for the high
momentum tracks first, adding the slower tracks one at a time later. 
For events with low thrust, triplicity is a possible measure of three
jettiness. 

Cluster analysis is another approach, which does not decide in 

advance how many jets are present. One possible prescription is 
this. Form particle momenta first into preclusters, such that (i) each 
particle belongs to just one precluster and (ii) two belong to the 
same precluster if the angle between them is less than some value Ct 

(typically 30°). Now define the precluster momenta to be the vector 
sums of the component momenta and group them into clusters such 
that (iii) each precluster belongs to just one cluster, and (iv) two 
belong to the same cluster if the angle between their momenta is less 
than some value f3 (typically 45°). Finally choose an energy cut to 
decide which clusters shall rank as jets. 

Once a clean sample of three-jet events is measured, one can com
pare with theoretical predictions, both to test the latter in general 
and to investigate particular questions such as 

(a) the value of Ct8 (Q2), and 

(b) the spin of the gluon (comparing spin-O and spin-l possibili-
ties). 

The comparisons are made sometimes with full Monte Carlo fragmen
tation calculations; this may be as much a test of the fragmentation 
model as a test of QCD (see the string effect in §6.6). Sometimes the 

comparisons are made with calculations at the quark-gluon level, in 
cases with little sensitivity to fragmentation. 

A quantity rather insensitive to fragmentation is the asymmetry 
of the energy-energy correlation. The differential energy-energy cor

relation is defined as 

dE 1" do(e+e- .... ijX) 
- = --L..JdXidxjXiXj d d dO ' 
dO 0101. . Xi Xj 

'.' 
where 0 is the inclusive two-body cross section for e+e- .... i + j + 
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anything, Xi = E;/Q and x; = E;/Q are the normalized energies of 
particles i and j and 8 is the angle between their momenta. The sum 

is over all pairs i,j, including i = j and counting (i,j), (i,i) sepa

rately, and the normalization gives f(dE/dO)dO = 1. For e+e- --> qij 

processes (at the quark level) dE / dO receives equal contributions at 

o = 0 and 1800 only; fragmentation will broaden these into forward 

and backward peaks. For e+e- --> qijg events, however, quite a differ

ent distribution is expected; for example, a symmetrical event with 

equal energy quanta at 1200 intervals will contribute only at 0 = 0 

and 0 = ±120° (in the ratio 1 to 2), again broadened by fragmenta

tion. Hence the asymmetry 

dE dE 
A(O) = - (11" - 0) - -(0) 

dO dO 

is expected to be sensitive to gluon emission and three-jet struc

ture; specific calculations indicate that it is relatively insensitive to 
fragmentation. The QCD prediction to order a.(Q2) can be made 

by performing suitably weighted integrations of the du / dt du differ

;ntial cross section formula above. Calculations to order a~ have 
also been made, but differ because of different jet resolution crite

ria. Figure 9.10 shows results for A(O) at Q = 34 GeV, compared 
with an 0 (a~) calculation neglecting fragmentation: the shapes agree 

well and the normalization in this case gives a.(Q) = 0.115 ± 0.005. 

Figure 9.11 compares a number of different determinations of 

a.(34 GeV); there is evidently still some sensitivity to the choice 

of fragmentation model and jet resolution criteria. 

On the question of determining the gluon spin, three-jet angular 

distributions have been studied. IT the jets are ordered so that El > 
E2 > E3 then the angle between jets 1 and 3 in the (2 +3) rest

frame is labeled O. Figure 9.12 shows the experimental 0 dependence 

compared with predictions of vector-gluon (QCD) and scalar-gluon 

models. 
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Fig. 9.10. Asymmetry of energy-energy correlation at Q = 34 GeV, 
compared with a QCD calculation neglecting fragmentation (JADE 
data, Z. Phys. C25, 231 (1984). 
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Fig. 9.11. Comparison of various determinations of a. at Q = 
34 GeV from energy-energy correlations (adapted from DESY 86-
113). A and B denote different O(a~) prescriptions; IJ (independent 
jet) and string fragmentation alternatives are shown. 
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Fig. 9.12. 0 dependence of 
a sample of 3-jet data com
pared with predictions of vec
tor and scalar gluon models 
(TASSO data, Phys. Lett . 
97B,453 (1980)). 

Finally, since one of the three jets is supposedly a gluon jet, there 
is an opportunity to compare quark and gluon fragmentation. It 
is impossible to decide which is the gluon jet event-by-event, but 
Monte Carlo simulations suggest it is likely to be the least energetic, 
i.e. jet 3. A typical simulation of 3-jet production at Q = 33 GeV, 
using string fragmentation, finds the gluon gives jet 3 in 51 %, jet 2 in 
22% and jet 1 in 12% of events (the remaining 15% coming from qq 
production). To approximate the data with independent fragmenta
tion models, one must ascribe a broader PT distribution and a softer 
z distribution to the gluon jet compared to the quark jet. 

9.2 Lepton-Nucleon Collisions 

In a hard lepton-nucleon collision (with large energy and momen
tum transfer, see Chapter 5) the basic subprocess is lepton-quark 
scattering as shown in Fig. 9.13. Final hadrons come from the frag
mentation of the recoiling quark and the spectator diquark. When 
the quark-diquark c.m. energy is big enough we expect these hadrons 
to appear in jets, just as in the e+ e- case. One interesting aspect, ab
sent in e+ e- collisions, is the possibility to study diquark jets. There 
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Fig. 9.13. Lepton-nucleon 

scattering at the quark level. 

is also an advantage here over the e+ e- system, since we know the 

momentum transfer vector q = i - i' (assuming i and I! are both 

known) and hence the axis of the two-jet system in its c.m. frame, so 

there is no need to determine it from sphericity ot thrust analysis. 

On the other hand, the appearance of a collimated bunch of hadrons 

along the q direction does not by itself imply a quark jet in this case; 

it could come from soft diffractive scattering as in Fig. 9.14. It is 

necess¥y also to specify Q2 = jq2j ~ 2 GeV2; in this region the 

diffractive effects become very small and the approximate scaling of 

structure functions points-to a quark-parton mechanism. 

V N* Fig. 9.14. Example of 

diffractive effect; an in-

cident virtual photon be-

comes a virtual hadron 

V(= p, w, t/J, etc.) that 

y N 
scatters at small angle 

from the target nucleon. 
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QCD adds radiative corrections to this picture, as described in 
Chapter 7. This leads to additional jet broadening, three-jet produc
tion and so on, with opportunities to test QCD. Hitherto, however, 
QCD tests have been mostly confined to inclusive measurements, 
the Q2-dependence of structure functions (see Chapter 7). Jet stud
ies have mostly been confined to aspects of fragmentation, testing 
the universality and the Q2-dependence for example. This is because 
experiments have been limited to fixed-target configurations, with 
muon and neutrino beams up to about 300 GeV, so that the avail
able quark-diquark c.m. energy Ehad = (2MII+A[2 _Q2)l/2 has been 
limited to Ehad ~ 10-20 GeV at most. This seems scarcely adequate 
when we recall that jet production was barely discernible at SPEAR 
(6-8 GeV) while the clean jet signals at PEP and PETRA are at 
30-40 GeV in hadronic c.m. energy. 

At HERA values up to Ehad "" 250 GeV can be explored (in 
principle the full ep c.m. energy of 315 GeV could be transferred to 
the final hadronic system, leaving the final electron at rest in this 
system, but very heavy QED radiative corrections make this region 
unsafe). This is well beyond the energy of SLC or LEP I. A full 
.range of jet studies, multijets, energy-energy correlations, etc. will 
be possible. 

9.3 Hadron-Hadron Collisions 

9.3.1. Two-Jet production. 

The bulk of the cross section in hadron-hadron collisions is due to 
soft processes that cannot be calculated at present from first prin
ciples. However in selected kinematic regions one can observe the 
hard scattering of underlying partons and compare with perturbative 
QCD predictions. Examples of parton-parton scattering are shown 
in Fig. 9.15. Such processes can give four jets: one from each of the 
scattered partons plus two beam jets from the spectator partons that 
carry on along the beam directions (the latter are partly lost down 
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q 
Fig. 9.15. Examples 
of quark-quark and 
quark-gluon hard scat
tering in the collision 
of two hadrons hI and 
h2 • 

the beam pipes in colIiders and we shall not discuss them). From an 
analogy with the e+ e- ---> qq case, where we already have experience, 
we expect the hadronization of the scattered system will begin to 
show two-jet structure' when the c.m. energy reaches 6-8 GeVj let us 
say 10 GeV to be safe, which means 5 GeV per parton. To avoid 
confusion with the beam jets, we further require a scattered parton 
to come out at a wide angle relative to the beam axis. Putting these 
conditions together, we expect jet formation from wide-angle partons 
with transverse momenta PT ;(: 5 GeV relative to the beam axis. 

In soft hadronic collisions the mean particle multiplicity rises slow
ly (logarithmically) with 8 and the mean PT depends little on 8, 

so the soft cross section for producing a given sum E,lviTI rises 
slowly with 8. In hard parton-parton collisions, however, the cross 

section for producing a given large E IPTI of scattered partons rises 
very rapidly with 8, because in each hadron the required momentum 
fraction x ~. (E IPTI)/y'S gets smaller and therefore the number 
of hadrons with this x rises rapidly. Hence we expect that hard 
parton-parton scattering will not only give jets but also dominate the 
cross section for sufficiently large E IPT I, at sufficiently high energy. 
In calorimeter measurements E IPT I is replaced by its approximate 
equivalent E ET, where ET = E sin (J is called the transverse energy. 

Since incident quarks and gluons carry typically 20% or less of 

the parent hadron momentum (and very few carry more than 50%), 
the total c.m. energy is scaled down by this factor in going from 



the hadron-hadron to the parton-parton system. Hence there was 

little chance of forming parton jets in fixed-target experiments with 

400 GeV beams (although attempts were made to find them). At 
the ISR pp coIIider with ..;s = 63 Ge V the chances were better and 

jets were eventually detected, when a large 2: ET trigger was used. 

At the CERN pp colIider, with ..;s = 540-630 GeV, parton-parton 

encounters at c.m. energies of 50 GeV and more became copious; 

jet production became the most striking feature of events with large 

2:ET. 

The signature for a jet is large energy deposition in a localized 

group of calorimeter cells; when both jets hit the calorimeter they 
are opposite in azimuth (since their transverse momenta are equal 

and opposite for longitudinal initial partons). Figure 9.16 displays 

the pattern of ET deposition in calorimeter cells versus azimuth t/> 
and polar angle 8, for one of the early 2-jet events. In this example 

the jets have very clean signatures; they also have approximately 

equal ET (57 and 60 GeV) and opposite azimuths as expected. In 
contrast to this, soft hadronic processes (called minimum bias events 

because they are what we get with an unselective trigger) have small 

ET in many calorimeter cells but few high PT tracks and no jet-like 

cluf!tering. 

The lowest-order parton-parton scattering processes that contrib

ute to two-jet production are listed in Table 9.1, together with their 

squared matrix elements (averaged over spin and color). Lowest order 

Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 9.17. The subprocess cross 

sections have the form 

where s = (a+ b)2 is the subprocess c.m. energy squared, i = (a - c)2 
and it = (a - d)2, assuming massless quarks. The final column of 

Table 9.1 shows numerical values at c.m. scattering angle fj = 90° 
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Fig. 9.16. Deposition of transverse energy ET = E sin 8 in calorime
ter cells for a typical two-jet event, observed in Vp collisions at 
Va = 540 Gey by the UA2 detector. (Cells with less than 0.4 GeV 
are not shown.) 

Fig. 9.17. Diagrams for parton-parton scattering to order a~. 
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Table 9.1. Squared matrix elements for 2 --+ 2 subprocesses 

in QeD (averaged over spin and color): q and q' denote dis

tinct flavors of quark, g~ = 411"Ct, is the coupling squared. For 

identical final partons, integrate only half the solid angle. 

Subprocess 

qq' --+ q,,} 
qij' --+ qij' 

qq --+ qq 

qij --+ q'ij' 

qij --+ qij 

qij --+ gg 

gg --+ qij 

qg --+ qg 

gg --+ gg 

4 052 + 112 
-
9 £2 2.2 

~ (05
2 + 112 05

2 + f2) _ ~ 05
2 

9 £2 + 112 27 11£ 
3.3 

4 f2 + 112 

9 052 
0.2 

~ (82
;- 112 + £2 + 112) _ ~ 11~ 

9 t 2 052 27 5t 
2.6 

32 112 + f2 8 112 + f2 
27 ui 3 52 

1.0 

1 112 + f2 3 112 + £2 
6 Ui 8 52 

0.1 

6.1 

9 (82 + 112 .. 2 + £2 112 + f2 ) 
-4 '2 + '2 + '2 + 3 t u s 

30.4 

(where £ = 11 = - .. /2), the angular region that contributes the largest 
PT for given 5; notice that the largest subprocess cross sections are 
for elastic scatterings ab --+ abo 

The transverse momentum PT of either scattered parton relative 
to the beam axis is given by 

p} = Uils = ~ sin2§, 

neglecting any small intrinsic PT of the incident partons. The PT de

pendence for each parton and hence for each resulting jet is therefore 
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dUdUl dUs 
dpf = dt cosO = dt (t - ti) . 

Su=ing over all pairs of initial partons ab and subprocess channels 
ab -t cd and folding in the parton distributions fa/A(XA) etc. in the 
initial hadrons A and B (as in §5.7) the net two-jet cross section is 

The upper integration limit here is XA = XB = 1; the lower limit 
is XAXB ;:::: 4p}/s, derived from sin20 :5 1. This formula gives the 
lowest order QCD cross section for two jet production. 

Higher-order QCD subprocesses give more elaborate configura
tions of partons; for example gluons will be radiated from the incom
ing parton lines and outgoing scattered lines. The dominant configu
rations however are those where there is only one high-PT scattering 
and the additional radiation is approximately collimated with the in
cident or scattered partons. If the experimental definition of a jet is 
sufficiently broad (i.e. the cone over which hadron energy is su=ed 
into a single jet is wide enough), the dominant high-PT configura
tions again lead to two-jet production. We then expect the two-jet 
cross section to be predicted by the lowest-order terms, calculated 
with parton distributions evolved up to a scale of order p} or s, and 
multiplied by a K-factor of order 1 to 2 for non-leading corrections. 

Experimental groups at the CERN pp collider have indeed taken 
rather broad angular definitions for a jet. For example the UAI jet 
algorithm requires at least one calorimeter ceIr (in solid angle) to 
contain ET > 2.5 GeV, after which other such cells are added within 

1~'712 + l~tPl2 < 1, where the pseudorapidity '7 = In cot !8 and az
imuth tP are coordinates of the cells. Finally cells with ET < 2.5 Ge V 
are added to the nearest cluster if the angle to the cluster axis is less 
than 1r/4 and ET transverse to the cluster axis is < 1 GeV. The UA2 
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Fig. 9.18. Inclusive pp -> jet cross section at VB = 630 GeV, 
compared with QeD predictions. Data are from the UA2 experiment. 

The calculations take K = 1. 

jet algorithm has similar angular resolution. It is therefore reason
able to confront their results with the O( a~) parton cross sections, 
folded with initial parton distributions. 

Figure 9.18 shows the inclusive jet cross section tin / dPT d'1 aver

aged over the range I'll < 0.85 at VB = 630 GeV. The data have 
±45% overall normalization uncertainty beside the statistical errors 
shown. The theoretical curves are for the Duke-Owens parton distri
butions with K = 1, evolved up to Q2 = s and Q2 = p} to show the 
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Fig. 9.19. Two-jet invariant mass distribution for Vp collisions at 
,;s = 546 GeV, where both jets have 1111 < 0.85 (UA2 data). 

scale of uncertainty arising from this question. There is good agree
ment between theory and experiment, especially in the shape of the 
distribution which is much better measured than its normalization. 
In Fig. 9.19 the distribution versus two-jet invariant mass, for events 
in which both jets have 1111 < 0.85 at,;s = 546 GeV, shows equally 
good agreement. 

There are other lessons from Figs. 9.18 and 9.19. The short
dashed curves, denoting the theoretical predictions for the choice 
Q2 = 20 GeV2, show the importance of Q2-evolution up to a rele-
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Fig. 9.20. Predicted rise in the inclusive pp -> jet cross section 

from ..;s = 0.6 to 40 TeV (EHLQ parton distributions); pp results 
are essentially identical at the higher energies. 

vant scale. The curves labelled Wand Z are the jet contributions 

from qij -> (W, Z) -> qij subprocesses (see Chapter 8); they show 

how difficult it is to detect weak bosons from their two-jet decays in 

the face of QCD backgrounds, in spite of their sharp peaks versus 

invariant mass. 

Figure 9.20 shows how the high-PT jet cross section is predicted to 
rise at higher energies; the rise at any given PT is due to the rise in the 

number of contributing partons at the relevant values x ~ 2PT / ..;s. 
Can parton distributions be extracted directly from the data? 

Since it is impossible to tell whether any particular jet comes from a 

quark or from a gluon, all the subprocesses in Table 9.1 contribute 
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on an equal footing. The cross sections for non-identical final par
tons should be symmetrized (by adding f .... u terms without dividing 
by 2) and the two final partons can then be regarded as indistinguish
able jets, integrating over half the phase space. We notice that all 
the important contributions are dominated by the t-channel exchange 
contributions (coming from the upper row of diagrams in Fig. 9.17), 
and are therefore equal within color factors to a good approximation. 

Exercise. Show that 

IM(qq ..... H)12 
"" IM(qq ..... H)12 

"" (8/9)g!!(X) , 

IM(qg ..... H)12 
"" 2g!!(X) , 

IM(gg ..... jj)12 "" (9/2)g!!(X) , 

. where j denotes jet, X = u/f = (cot 18)2 and 

Exercise. Compare the angular distribution lex), which comes/rom 
symmetrizing the qr/ ..... qq' cross section, with the case 01 ee ..... ee 

elastic_ electron scattering (§4.1). Show that the dominant pole terms 
are the same. Why do some other terms differ? 

Hence for initial hadrons A and B the AB ..... jj cross section can be 
written in a factorized form 

where XA, XB are part!)n momentum fractions in the incident hadrons 
A, B and F(x) is x times the sum of color-weighted parton distribu
tions 

F(x) = x [g(x) + ~ ~(q,(x) + q,(x))] 
, 

with a su=ation over quark flavors i. FA(XA) and FB(XB) are what 
we can hope to extract in AB collisions. Note that F is the same for 
proton and antiproton. 
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Ezereise. Show that the two-jet distribution can be written in the 

form 

du(AB -> M2X) 
dp~ dYl dY2 

where Yl and Y2 are the jet rapidities in the AB c.m. frame and s is 

the AB c.m. energy squared, with 

XA = (PT/,fS) [exp(Yl) + exP(Y2)] , 

XB = (PT/,fS) [exp(-Yl) +exP(-Y2)] 

Note that it is not possible to determine XA or XB from one jet alone. 

These approximate factorized formulas agree with the complete 

QeD calculation quite well even at large scattering angles (e.g. within 

25% for the cases shown in Figs. 9.18-19), and can be used to extract 

F(x) from two-jet data. The factorization property can serve as a 

cross-check, by testing ifresults for [FA(xA)FB(xB)II[FA(xA)FB(x~)] 

are independent of XA, when XB and x~ are held fixed. Figure 9.21 

shows that the values of F(x) for a proton, extracted assuming K = 2 

enhancement, agree well with Duke-Owens distributions evolved up 

to Q2 = 2000 (which is the mean Iii for the data used). The Q2 = 20 

curve shows the importance of Q2-evolution once again. 

The most important feature of Fig. 9.21 is the dashed curve, which 

gives the effect of omitting gluons. The difference between this and 

the full curve is the contribution of gg, gq and glj scattering, of which 

the dominant terms come from gluon exchange and rely on the triple

gluon coupling. This shows directly that the gluon gauge symmetry 

is non-abelian. 

It is not surprising that the gluon contribution dominates F(x) 

at small Xj we have already noted this dominance in §7.9. It means 

that determinations of F(x) here. are essentially determinations of 

g(x). It also implies that events in which both XA and XB are small 

provide an almost pure sample of gluon jets, whereas events where 
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Fig_ 9_21. Effective parton distribution F(x) in the proton, ex
tracted froIn pp -+ 2 jet data at Va = 630 GeV by the UAI group, 
compared with Duke-Owens extrapolation to Q2 = 2000. 

both' XA and XB are large provide quark (or antiquark) jets only. 
Hence samples of quark and gluon jets can be isolated for study. 

For quark jets this provides an opportunity to study the Q2_ 

evolution of fragmentation at very large Q2. Figure 9.22 shows the 
charged-particle fragmentation function D(z, Q2) = dnc / dz where nC 

is the multiplicity of charged hadrons in the jet and z = E,,/ Eq is the 
hadron energy fraction. Below Q2 = 2000 the data are for quark jets 
alone, from e+e- -+ 2 jet measurements (TASSO experiment); the 
solid curves are theoretical QeD extrapolations based on these data. 
The triangular data points are quark jet results from pp -+ 2 jet 
measurements (UAI experiment), which appear to be in reasonable 
agreement with expectations. 

Gluon jets are expected to be softer than quark jets, because the 
gluon has a stronger color coupling and more readily radiates extra 
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Fig. 9.22. Comparison of quark and gluon fragmentation in two-jet 
events. D(z, Q2) is the charged-particle fragmentation function. Cir-

• cles denote quark results from e+e- measurements (TASSO group) 
and solid curves are a QCD extrapolation. Triangles and squares 
denote quark and gluon results from pp measurements (UAI group). 

gJuons (there is an extra factor 9/4 in the 9 -+ 9 splitting function 
compared to q -+ 9 at small z; see Chapter 7). This expectation is 
quaJitativelyconfirmed by the D(z) results for gluonjets in Fig. 9.22 
(at Q2 = 9000, denoted by squares), compared to the quark-jet re
sults at comparable Q2; the fragmentation function for gluons is big
ger at small z, smaller at large z. 

High-PT jets also offer ways to test compositeness. IT quarks and 
leptons are actually composites of more basic preens, an i=ediate 
consequence is form factors. Gauge boson-fermion couplings would 
be modified by factors 
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where A.' characterizes the compositeness scale, through diagrams 
like Fig. 9.23(a). Measurements of e+e- -. /.+/.- and ijq have set 
limits A.' > 100-200 Ge V for photon form factors. The precise agree
ment of theory and experiment for the muon anomalous magnetic 
moment gives A.' > 670 Ge V for the muon. In quark and anti
quark scattering at colliders, the presence of a form factor would 

suppress gluon exchanges at large PT. However, compositeness also 
implies that preons can be exchanged (Fig. 9.23(b) and (c)); there 
are stringent constraints on such couplings that flip flavor, but lit
tle constraint on flavor-conserving terms. It turns out that preon 
exchange is the dominant effect in high PT scattering. 

Preon exchanges give essentially point-like interactions if A.' > ..rs. 
The most general point-like quark-quark interaction contains many 
independent parameters, even after plausible sy=etry constraints 
are applied. TIlustrative calculations have usually been made with 
the simple assumption of color-singlet isoscalar exchanges between 
left-handed 1L and d quarks, described by the effective Lagrangian 

(proposed by Eichten et al.) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 9.23. Typical effects of preon substructure for quarks and lep
tons: (a) form factors, (b) and (c) scattering via preon exchanges. 
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2 

l = 2~*2 (UL'YI'UL + ih'Yl'dL) (UL'YI'UL + dL'Yl'dL) , 

where g2 /41r = 1 is assumed, ,., = ± 1 gives the sign and A.' parame

terizes the coupling strength. 

This empirical contact interaction modifies the quark-(anti}quark 
scattering amplitudes as follows: 

8 24 .. '1 (u2 u2) 8 (4 .. ,.,U)2 
IM(qq -> qq)12 = [QeD] + 9 g. A*2 T + § + 3 A*2 ' 
IM(qq -> qq)12 = [QeD] + ~ g~::~ e: + 8:) + e:.~Y (u2+£2+~82), 

IM(qq -> q'q')12 = [QeD] + e::2U) 2, 
IM(qq' -> qq')12 = IM(qq' -> qq')12 = [QeD] + (4:~U) 2, 

where [QCD] denotes the corresponding expression listed in Table 9.l. 
In regions where the contact terms are small compared to QCD 
terms, their interference is the main effect; notice that the sign can 
then be positive or negative depending on,.,. Figure 9.24 compares 
predictions of this model, with ,., = + 1 and A.' = 300 or 460 Ge V 
against inclusive single jet production at Va = 630 GeV. Future mea

surements at the Tevatron and SSC will be able to probe the question 
of compositeness much more deeply. 

Compositeness will also give quark-lepton and lepton-lepton con

tact terms, leading to new effects in the Drell-Yan process, lepton
nucleon scattering, e+e- -> qq, e+e- --+ p,+p,-, etc. at sufficiently 

high energies. 

Finally we note that when subprocess energies become much big
ger than the compositeness scale A.', multifermion production will 
begin, many new channels will open and the previous description of 

hard scattering will break down dramatically. 
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Fig. ·9.24. Comparison of inclusive jet production in pp scattering 

at Va = 630 GeV (UA2 data) with possible consequences of compos
iteness. The curves are for A* = 300 GeV, 460 GeV and 00. 

9.3.2 Three-jet production. 

Three scattered partons with large PT can be produced by 2 ---+ 3 
QCD subprocesses in order a~. There are very many diagrams; some 

examples are shown in Fig. 9.25. Table 9.2 lists the various contribut
ing channels and their squared matrix elements, summed (averaged) 

over final (initial) spins and colors. The various matrix elements 
Ml, M2, Ma and M4 refer to the cases (at tree level) 

1) qq' ---+ qq'g (distinct quark flavors q,q') 

2) qq ---+ qqg (identical quark flavors) 

3) qij ---+ ggg 
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Fig. 9.25. Examples of 2 -+ 3 parton subprocesses. 

4) gg -+ ggg 

to which all other cases are related by crossing. 

Table 9.2. 2 -+ 3 parton subprocesses and squared matrix elements. 

Particle momenta are labeled by the convention klk2 -+ kak4ks. 

Subprocess IMI2 

qq' -+ qq'g IMl( klo k2. ka. k4. ksW 
qg -+ qq'ij' IMl( klo -ks. ka• k4• -k2W x (-3/8) 

qij' -+ qij'g IMl( klo -k4• ka• -k2. ks)12 
qij -+ ij'q'g IMl( k1 • -ka. -k2. k4• ks)12 
qq -+ qqg IM2( klo k2• ka• k4• ks)12 
qg -+ qqij IM2( klo -ks• ka• k4• -k2)12 x (-3/8) 
qij -+ qijg IM2( klo -k4• ka• -k2. ks)12 
qij -+ ggg IMa( klo k2• ka• k4• ksW 
qg -+ qgg IMa( k1 • -ka• -k2• k4• ks)12 x (-3/8) 
gg -+ qijg IMa( -k4. -ka. -kl. -k2. ks)12 x (9/64) 
gg -+ ggg IM4( klo k2. ka• k4• ks)12 
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If we label the momenta of the five participating partons by the 

convention klk2 -+ kak4ks the matrix element IMll2 can be written 

6 

IMd2 = ~; [(s2+s'2+u2+ul2)ftt'] [(kl·ks)(k2·ks)(ka·ks)(k4·ks)rl 

where 

x {2 [(u + u')(ss' + tt' - uu') + U(8t + s't') + u'(st' + s't)] 

- ~ [(s + 8')(88' - tt' - uu') + 2tt'(u + u') + 2uu'(t + t')]} , 

8 = (kl + k2)2, t = (k1 - k3)2, u = (kl - k4)2 , 

s' = (k3 + k4)2, t' = (k2 - k4)2, u' = (k2 - k3)2 , 

and g; = 411'0<, is the QeD coupling squared. With two identical 
quark flavors the formula becomes 

IM212 = IMll2 + IMll2 (t +-+ u, t' +-+ u') 
6 

+ :;4 [(82 + sl2)(ss' - tt' - uu')f(tt'uu')] 

X [(k1·ks)(k2 .ks)(k3·kS)(k4 .ks)rl 

X [9(s + 8')(88' - tt' - uu') + 2tt'(u + u') + 2uu'(t + t') 
- 88(tu + t'u') - 88'(tu' + t'u)]. 

For processes with three gluons we have 

where a. = k1 · k'+2 and b. = k2• k'+2' All the formulas above are 
for massless quarks. Finally, the five-gluon amplitude has rather 
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sy=etrical form 

IM412 = 2~:~ [(12345)+(12354)+(12435)+(12453)+(12534) 

+ (12543) + (13245)+ (13254) + (13425) + (13524) + (14235) + (14325) 1 
x [:L:(k;-kj )4J/ II (k;-kj)' 

i<j i<i 

where (ijlmn) = (ki·kj)(kj"kz)(kz·km)(km·k")(k,,.ki). 

We can obtain three-jet cross sections from these formulas, in 
regions of phase space where the jets do not overlap with each other 
or with the beam jets, as follows. First sy=etrize the cross sections 
between non-identical final partons as in §9.3.1 and regard each final 
parton as a jet; if we now integrate over the full three-jet phase 
space we must divide by 3! since the jets are indistinguishable. After 
folding in the initial parton distributions and su=ing over initial 
and final parton channels, the generic formula is 

cUr(AB -> jjj) = L J JdXA dXB fa/A (XA) fb/B(XB) cUr (ab->cde). 
abcde 

For a comparison with experiment, we introduce the scaled energy 
variables and ordering 

Xi = 2Ei/V'i, 

for the five participating partons 1+2 -> 3+4+5 in their c.m. frame. 

Let (lt3 be the c.m. angle between Pl and P3 and let <P be the angle 

between the planes (123) and (345). The UA1 group collected a 
sample of 173 well-separated 3-jet events satisfying the conditions 

X3 < 0.9, 

and found their distributions agreed well with the O(a;) QCD pre
diction. Figure 9.26 shows the distributions versus X3 and X4 •. The 
QCD prediction has some systematic differences from pure phase 
space that seem to be supported by the data. 
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Fig. 9.26. Distributions of three-jet data versus Xa and X4 in Pi> 
collisions at ys = 630 GeV, compared with O(O<~) QCD and phase 
space predictions (UAl data). 

The curves in Fig. 9.26 are normalized to the data. In principle the 

ratio of three-jet to two-jet events at given subprocess energy 8 can be 

used to determine the QCD coupling 0<.(8). since uncertainties in the 

parton densities will largely cancel. However. a precise determination 

would require a knowledge of the K -factor for non-leading corrections 

to the 2 -+ 3 cross sections. which is not yet available. 

9.3.3 Minijets and mUltijets. 

The early two-jet events at the CERN Pi> collider were triggered 
on high EET and the subsequent studies concentrated on large PT. 

typically PT (jet) "" ET (jet) ;::: 20 Ge V. However. the analogy with 
e+e- results suggests that recognizable jets may be formed with PT 

as low as 5 GeV (see the discussion in §9.3.l). Such mini jets were 

reported by the UAl group. from data taken with a minimum-bias 
trigger while the collider was ramped through the range ys = 200-

900 GeV. Jets were defined using calorimeter ET information only; 
in this study cells with ET > 1.5 Ge V initiate a jet and cells with 
(~77)2 + (~<p)2 < 1 are associated with it. Jets were retained if 
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Table 9.3 . Averaged charged multiplicity in 1111 < 2.5. 

..;s (GeV) 200 350 630 900 

(nC
) jet 26.5 ±0.2 30.2± 0.5 32.2 ± 0.3 32.9 ± 0.1 

(nC
) no jet 13.8 ± 0.1 14.6± 0.1 15.1 ± 0.1 15.9 ± 0.1 

they had 1111 < 1.5 and azimuth more than 300 from the vertical 

(where there is a crack between the two halves of the calorimeter). 

A significant jet signal was reported right down to PT = 5 GeV. 

Complementary information from the central detector confirms 

that the jet events are qualitatively different from non-jet events. 

For example, the average charged-particle multiplicity (nC
) is twice 

as large in jet events; see Table 9.3. 

Figure 9.27 shows the inclusive jet ET distribution at 11 = 0 for 

..;s = 900 GeV compared to a lowest-order QCD calculation based on 

the EHLQ parton distributions evolved up to Q2 = Pf, with K = 1. 

There is reasonable qualitative agreement. In fact some quantitative 

mismatch is expected here, both because K > 1 and because the 

calorimeter cells where the jet falls receive some ET (of order 1-

2 GeV) from the "underlying event"-i.e., from the soft interactions 
of all the spectator partons. There is no correction for this in the 

data shown, so in effect the jets Er are overestimated and the data 

points should move a little to the left. 

Figure 9.28 shows the total cross section for jet production (in

cluding an estimate of the jets falling outside the measured region 

1111 < 1.5), with the uncorrected experimental jet threshold PT (jet) > 
5 GeV. For comparison we illustrate QCD calculations (with the same 

EHLQ parton distributions and K = 1) for thresholds PT > 5 GeV 

and PT > 3 GeV, to show the sensitivity to this threshold. The 

agreement suggests that minijets are explicable by parton scattering 

and are not a new phenomenon. 
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Fig. 9.27. Inclusive jet ET distribution at VB = 900 GeV (UAI 
data); the solid curve is a QCD calculation with K = 1. 
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Fig. 9.28. Total jet 
cross sections (U Al 
data) compared with 
QCD calculations for 
thresholds PT > 5 Ge V 
(solid curve), PT > 3 
GeV (dashed curve). 
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The rising of the minijet cross section bears some resemblance 
to the behavior of the total pp cross section, which rises by about 

10 mb between VB = 200 and VB = 900 GeV. However, it is prema
ture to make a direct connection between these observations. The 
latter effect is usually associated with Pomeron exchange (small-PT 
diffractive processes) which rises approximately like s0.08 all the way 

from VB = 5 GeV. 

The predicted total minijet cross section continues to rise at higher 
energies. Extrapolating t<! the SSC (VB = 40 TeV), the lowest order 
QCD parton model calculation above gives /1(';;1 > 5 Ge V) "'" 120 mb 

and /1(';;1 > 3 GeV) "'" 200 mb. These are much bigger than the 
geometrical size of the proton (a disk of radius 10-13 cm has area 
31 mb) and show that the incoherent addition of parton cros!! sec
tions cannot be correct. The prediction has become large because 
the density of partons at small x is very large; however, the total 
interaction cross section for n partons confined in a box (a hadron) 
cannot greatly exceed the size of the box itself, no matter how large n 

may be. A correct treatment cannot simply add parton cross sections 
here, but must take account of multiple scattering-including shad
owing and screening corrections. This in turn requires parton-parton 
correlations, i.e. more detailed information about the hadron wave 
functions. We do not pursue this question, except to remark that it 
opens a new window on physics; there will be interesting phenom
ena arising fr<!m multiple interactions where many pairs of incident 
partons undergo hard scattering in <a single event. 

Multiple emission of hard gluons and quarks from a single pair 
of incident partons is a different phenomenon, contained within the 
incoherent parton approximation, expected from high order-QeD 
contributions as illustrated in Fig. 9.29. At c.m. energies of order 
10-50 Ge V in the incident parton-parton system, there is not enough 
energy available to produce more than a few distinct jets; the extra 
radiated partons are simply not resolved experimentally and are ef
fectively just a part of the fragmentation process. At parton-parton 
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Fig. 9.29. Example of multiparton shower production. 

c.m. energies of order hundreds of GeV, however, there is ample en
ergy to make many jets that are narrow enough to be resolved. This 
situation will be met at the Tevatron collider and even more acutely 
at the SSC. Multijets will disappear if by fiat one takes a very broad 
resolution function for jets (integrating for example over cones of 
large solid angle). However, the challenge will be to exploit the rich
ness of information in multijet data and to devise the best ways to 
con.front the theory. The most promising way to calculate these mul
tijet effects at present is by Monte Carlo'showers, described in the 

next section. 

9.4 Monte Carlo Shower Simulations 

9.4.1 Final state showers 

We are concerned here with the emission of many hard gluons and 

quarks. Although the exact matrix elements for 2 ---> 3 and 2 ---> 4 
parton subprocesses have been calculated to low order in perturb a
tive QCD, it is prohibitively difficult to make exact calculations for 
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4 

Fig. 0.30. Example of e+e- -> qq final state shower. 

multiparton processes like Fig. 9.29. The way forward has been via 
Monte Carlo simulations based on leading logarithm approximations 
(LLA). 

Consider first the case of final state hadron showers, taking for 
example e+e- -> qq as the initial hard process followed by QCD 
radiation from both q and q as in Fig. 9.30 (excluding loop graphs 
at this stage). Kinematics require that the virtuality t, = P~ of each 
virtual quark or gluon line is positive and ordered down each chain 
(just as in the decay chains of real particles). For example, for the 
particles labeled i = 1, ... , 7 in Fig. 9.30 we have 

tl > ta > t6, t7 . 

The initially produced quark can have virtuality up to Q2, the e+ e

c.m. energy squared in this example. As the shower evolves, the vir
tualities of the partons diminish but we introduce a minimum cut-off 
at some value tc :>,\2 such that the running coupling o<.(t,) remains 
small enough for a perturbative treatment. The evolution of the par
ton shower beyond this point is soft physics, to be represented by 
phenomenological fragmentation models or by direct representations 
of experimental data. 

It is best to treat the LLA of multiple small-angle emission using 
an axial gauge for the gluon propagator, -i8ab [gl'v - (PI''1v + Pv'll')/ 
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(p.1/) + 1/2pp.Pv/(p·1/)2)]fp2, where 1/ is some 4-vector orthogonal to 

transverse polarization vectors (1/. E = 0). In this gauge interference 

terms between different Feynman graphs (where the gluons are or

dered differently) are subleading and may be dropped. The cross 

section is then essentially a product of independent emission proba

bilities. For single gluon emission from a quark line the LLA cross 

section is 

a. dt () On1 = l10--Pqq Z dz, 
211" t 

where l10 is the initial hard-scattering cross section (this result is 
exact in the collinear limit t -> 0 as we saw in §9.1.2). Here t is 

the virtuality of the emitting quark q and z is the energy fraction 

transferred to the final quark q' 

z = _E' = _lp_'1 = E' + PL = _E_'_+-'-!.Ip-:,'I 
E Ipi E+PL E+lpi 

(p' + A)2 
-

(p + A)2 
= ... 

where A is some reference 4-vector with A2 = o. All these possible 

definitions coincide in the collinear limit t -> 0 which dominates the 

LLA, but for t > 0 they differ and give different subleading behaviors. 

The choice of definition therefore has practical consequences: some 
choices will work better than others in a given situation. Pqq(z) is the 
q -> q splitting function introduced in Chapter 7; the infrared singu

larity from the gluon emission diagram is cancelled by non-emission 

loop diagrams, such that J01 dz Pqq(z) = o. We now introduce a cut

off parameter Zc < 1 to represent the limit below which a final parton 

will be too soft to be resolved; only the range Zc < z < 1 - Zc then 

gives emission of a resolvable parton. 

In the formula for 0"1 above, the factor multiplying 0"0 on the right 

can be regarded as the probability for emitting a gluon with momen

tum fraction in the range 1 - z to 1 - z - dz while the virtuality of 

the quark evolves from t to t - dt. Self-energy corrections replace a. 

by the running couplings a.(t). 

Exercise. Show that the 0(a8 ) contribution to the probability of hav
ing no resolvable emission while the quark virtuality evolves from an 
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initial tp to the final cutoff te is 

P (t t · ) _l
tP 

dta8(t) [IZO

+ lId P. ( )] __ 'YO(ze) I [a8(te)] 
I p, e, Ze - t 271" Z qq Z - 471"b n a8(tp) 

tc 0 l-zc 

using the LLA form a8(t) = [471"bln(t/A2)]-1 and the definition 

l-zc 

'YO(ze) = ~ I dz Pqq(z) . 
271" 

Zo 

Notice that PI in this exercise is negative. This should not alarm 
us. It happens because Pqq(z) contains negative contributions at 

Z = 1 from loop diagrams with no external gluon line, which simply 
renormalize the zeroth order e+ e- --+ qij contribution. 

Similarly the LLA cross section for emitting n gluons from the 

quark line is 

II" [a8(tj) dtj () ] da" = Uo -- - Pqq Zj dZj , 
. 271" tj ,=1 

where the tj are ordered: tl > t2 > '" > t" > te. The factor 
multiplying Uo on the right can be interpreted as the n-gluon emission 
probability. 

Exercise. Summing over all such processes from n = 0 to 00, show 

that the net probability of no resolvable emission while the quark 

evolves from tp to te is 

l-zc 

X I Pqq(ZI) dZI 

tn - 1 ... 1 as (t,,) dt" 

t" 

l-zc ... I Pqq(z,,) dz" 

001{ () [(t)]}"_[a8(te)]-70/41rb =2:- -~In ~ 
,,=0 n! 471"b a 8(tp) a 8(tp) , 
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where 'Yo is defined in the exercise above and the crucial factor 1/ n! 
arises from re-arranging the upper limits of all t-integrations to be tp. 

Notice that this expression has the canonical form for a solution of 

the RGE in LLA (§7.4). If Ze is very small (high resolution) then 'Yo is 

very large and the probability of no resolved emission is consequently 

very small. 

So far we have only spoken of gluon emission by light quarks 

but the treatment can easily be generalized. For primary gluons 

both g --+ g and g --+ q splitting must be considered; in this case 

we simply replace Pqq(z) above by Pgg(z) + 2:, Pqg(z) summed over 

quark flavors f. For heavy quarks it is appropriate to add mass

dependent non-leading terms in Pqg and Pqq . Thus a shower function 

II; can be derived for each type i of parton, differing only in the 

coefficient 'YOi(Ze). 

The quantities II; are the fundamental functions needed for a 

Monte Carlo shower simulation. The emission probability density 

B;(t), defined such that B;(t) dt is the probability that parton i emits 

resolvable radiation between t and t - dt, is by definition the deriva

tive of II; 

B(t, ze) = - :t II;(t, te; ze) 

t 

II;(t, te; Ze) = 1 - f dt' B(t', ze) 

t, 

at least for the range tp > t > te of present interest. The first 
step in a shower simulation is to choose a random value of t for the 

first resolvable emission, with the probability weighting B;(t); for this 

however we do not need to introduce B;(t) explicitly. 

Ezerci8e. Show that we can choose random t < tp, with probabil

ity weighting B(t) as required as follows. Choose (pseudo-) random 

numbers x, uniformly distributed in 0 < x < 1. Then define t as the 
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solution of 

If t < te, it means that no resolvable radiation was emitted between tp 
and te. Notice that a similar technique can be applied quite generally 
to select a random variable t according to a probability density P(t), 
by constructing Q(t) = fL. dt' P(t') or f/m~ dt' P(t') and solving 
x = Q(t). 

A shower calculation begins with the basic hard-scattering process 
(e+e- -+ qlj or qljg, for example). Unweighted events are generated 

by standard Monte Carlo methods as in Chapter 11. In each event we 
determine the maximum allowed virtuality tp of each emitted parton. 
For each parton in turn we then generate a branch of the shower as 
follows. 

i) Choose t for the first resolvable emission with the appropriate 
function II; as described above. If t < to there is no such 
emission and this branch of the shower ends. 

ii) Choose z in the range Ze < Z < 1-Ze (and the type of splitting if 

there is a choice) according to the splitting probability weights. 
Assign maximum virtuality zt and (l-z)t to the corresponding 
partons produced by the splitting. 

iii) Repeat this process for all the produced parton lines, until all 
have virtuality te and the showering stops. 

At each branching vertex we now know the virtuality t for the in
coming parton i and both the outgoing partons j, k (the latter having 

been determined at their first splittings); hence the c.m. momentum 

of the transition i -> j + k is determined. The angle of emission 
relative to the momentum vector of i is determined by z. Only 
the azimuthal angle is undetermined and it is usually taken to be 
uniformly distributed ignoring possible spin effects. The full QCD 
shower kinematics is now specified for the event in question. 
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0.4.2 Some refinements. 

In the previous subsection we took the resolution cutoff Ze to be fixed. 
This had the advantage of separating the Z and t integrations but is 
somewhat unrealistic. The kinematic limits on Z depend on both t 
and tc and also on the particular definition of z. 

Ezereiae. Taking the definition Z = (E' + p'rJ/(E + PL) where the 
longitudinal direction is along the momentum vector of the initial 
parton, and taking the virtuality of the final' partons to be ;::: te, show 
that the kinematic limits on Z are given by ZO(t) < Z < 1- ZO(t) with 

ZO(t) = ! [1 - VI - 4tc/tI . 

Fortunately it is simple to implement a t-dependent cut instead in the 
Monte Carlo framework. We rePllat the previous fixed-cut procedure, 
with small amendments as follows. 

i) After determining the initial tp , choose fixed cuts Ze less severe 
than any possible t-dependent limit: 

Zmax(t) :5 1 - Ze . 

ii) Generate t and Z as before. 
iii) Check the t-dependent limits on z. IT Z is inside the limits, 

accept the event and proceed as before. IT Z is outside the limits, 
the evolution down to t has produced no resolvable radiation; 
return to step (ii) and continue the evolution (starting now 
from t). 

The definition of Z is an important part of the shower prescription. 
Consider for example the e+ e- -+ qqg cross section (§9.1.2). 

Ezereiae. Show the e+ e- -+ qqg cross section can be written sym
metrically as 

du( - ) = ~ a. 0" {dt du [U(UH)+2SQ2 ] du ~ [t(t+U)+2SQ2 ]} 
qqg 3271" 0 t Q2 Q2(uH) + U Q2 Q2(u+t) 
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when z is defined symmetrically by 

s u+t 
1-z=l- Q2 ="Q2' 

We see from this exercise that the cross section is given (up to the 
non-leading Q-2 terms) by the sum of the branchings of the quark 

and antiquark lines. Given an unsymmetrical definition of z, how
ever, the shower would develop unsymmetrically. Notice that in the 
present definition, the branching of q uses the q momentum as a 
reference (and vice versa): 

* (q+q)2 
z(q ---+ q) = (q* + q)2 ' (

_* _) (q+q)2 
zq --+q =(q*+q)2' 

The probabilistic shower picture above has relied on the absence 

of interference terms in axial gauges. It is true that these inter
ference terms contain no collinear (mass) singularities and therefore 
do not contribute to the leading logarithms, but they do contain soft 
(infra-red) divergences. As a result there is some additional quantum 
mechanical interference to include. Surprisingly the main effects can 
be expressed probabilistically in a Monte Carlo shower, simply by 

imposing an additional angular ordering. For each branching vertex 
i ---+ j + k we introduce the angular variable 

where the second equality applies when the virtualities are small 

compared to the energies (P] '" EJ, etc.) and (Ji is the branching 
angle; see Fig. 9.31. The interference effects of soft gluons are taken 

into account to leading order by requiring the values of e to decrease 
along each branch of the shower. For example, in Fig. 9.32 we require 

eo>6>6 or 6, 

where eo and (Jo refer to the initial hard vertex from which the shower 
develops. When this e-ordering is included we have a coherent shower 
prescription. This ordering was first implemented in the Webber

Marchesini shower model. 
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Fig. 9.31. Branching 

angle 8; defined at the 
vertex where parton i 
branches to j + k. 

Ezereise. Show that the constraints resulting from shower kinematics 
will usually imply €o > 6 > 6, €a when the energy is approximately 
equally divided at each splitting, but that € -ordering does not follow 
when a soft gluon is emitted. 

The angular ordering above has a simple physical interpretation. 
Suppose a soft gluon is emitted at a large angle relative to the rest 
of the shower (violating the ordering condition). It could have been 
emitted from anyone of many color sources within the shower, but 

the soft gluon cannot resolve these sources so they must be added 

coherently. The sum is equivalent to a single parton source (the 
original parent of the shower), all collinear singularities cancel out 
and nothing remains in LLA. Thus the regions of phase space that 

violate €-ordering are suppressed. 

y 

Fig. 9.32. Angular 

ordering 80 > 81 > 
82 , 83 occurs in a co
herent shower. 
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9.4.3 Initial state showers. 

Typical examples of initial state showers are the radiation from the 
incoming quark lines in qij -+ (Z,1') -+ e+e- and qij' -+ W -+ 

ell. These showers generate PT-distributions for Drell-Yan pairs and 
heavy bosons, with the appearance of accompanying jets at large PT. 

Figure 9.33 shows an example. The kinematics here differ from the 
previous case. 

Ezerei,e. 1/ t~e initial parton is on mass shell (i.e., virtualit!l tl = 0 
in Fig. 9.99), show that the emission 0/ real gluons makes subsequent 
internal parton momenta spacelike (t2' t3 < 0) but that kinematics 
alone .. do not impose an ordering 0/ t2 and t3. 

A Monte Carlo shower calculation can be set up if we nevertheless 
impose an ordering of the virtualities ... t3 < t2 < tl, with t limited 
by the intrinsic scale of the central hard interaction (e.g., the mass of 
the e+e- pair). We can then set out as before, evolving the virtuality 
down from an initial tl (not zero, to avoid soft QCD effects) with suc
cessive branchings. However with this approach, evolving forwards 
from an initial pair of partons, there is difficulty in matching bound
ary conditions-i.e., in getting q + ij with the required invariant mass 
for the remaining q + ij at the end. We can simply generate a lot of 
events and reject unsatisfactory ones, but this is very inefficient. 

Fig. 9.33. Example of 
initial state shower in 
ijq -+ e+e- Drell-Yan 
process. 
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A much better approach is to evolve the shower backwards, be
ginning with the central hard collision and working outwards toward 

the initial partons (t increasing). As with final state showers, we first 
generate a central hard collision; to each of the participating initial 

partons we attach a maximum negative virtuality -tp and calculate 

the differential probability of branching as t evolves backward tow;ard 
a minimum negative value -teo Just as in §9.4.1, the probability of 
no resolved branching in the range (-tp, -tel is 

and the branching probability is obtained by differentiation. Dif

ferent branching possibilities are su=ed at each step. Any real 
gluons or quarks that are radiated can themselves start showering, 

but these branches are treated as normal final-state showers. When 

the evolution reaches -te (for both incident partons) we boost to the 
center-of-mass of the incident partons; in general the central W or Z 
or Drell-Van pair has both longitudinal and transverse momenta in 

this frame. Finally we must weight the event with the appropriate 
initial parton densities (this weighting can be partially incorporated 

in the generation of the central collision), and give it the appropriate 
distribution of longitudinal boosts to the lab frame. 

As in all other Monte Carlo showers, the choice of branching vari
able z is an Important question; the answer depends on the process 
considered and also on the author. There are also a variety of ways 

to make the random choices and to impose the kinematics. For more 
details, see the literature. 

Finally, a few remarks. It has been shown that the phase space 
regions excluded by ordering the initial-state virtualities are not im
portant dynamically, so this is not as artificial as it seemed. Also 

initial-state kinematics imposes automatically the angular ordering 

required by soft gluon coherence, so there is no need to impose it sepa

rately here. All Monte Carlo shower dynamics is based on LLA, but it 
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is possible to improve on this somewhat by introducing more dynam

ics into the central hard collision: e.g. we could calculate qij --+ e+ e-g 

or gq --+ e+e-q using exact matrix elements and add extra radiation 

by Monte Carlo, rather than starting with qij --+ e+ e-. 



Chapter 10 

Heavy Quark Production 

10.1 e+ e- Collisions 

10.1.1 Quarkonia. 

e+ e- annihilation is the classic channel for producing and studying 
heavy quarks, because the cross sections are relatively large compared 
to backgrounds. Quarkonia is the name for QQ bound states with 
zero net flavor; they are said to have hidden flavor and some of 
them are produced as resonances in e+e- collisions. Charm quarks 
were discovered simultaneously in e+ e- and p-nucleus collisions via 
the charmonium resonance 1/>(ee); bottom quarks were discovered via 
1'(bb) resonances, first seen in p-nucleus interactions but explored in 
detail at e+ e- colliders. It is possible that an early signature of top 
quark production at e+e- colliders will be the formation of narrow 
toponium I/(tf) resonances. 

There are many possible states of a heavy QQ system. In non
relativistic approximation the total angular momentum of a quark
anti quark system is J = L+ S with spin states S = 0 (antisymmetric) 
and S = 1 (symmetric). The parity and charge conjugation of the 
system are P = (-)L-tl and C = (- )L+S; see Table 10.1. The notation 

1/>, 1', 1/ distinguishes the ee, bb, tf states with L = 0, S = 1; subscripts 
e, b, t are used to distinguish other states, e.g. '1c, '1b, '1t are the 
L = 0, S = 0 states. Of these states, only those with J Pc = 1-- can 
be produced via a virtual photon in e+e- annihilation. J Pc = 1++ 

331 
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DIble 10.1. Quantum numbers of quarkonium states. 

angular J Pc spectroscopic notation 

momentum 8=0 8=1 2S+lLJ 

L = 0 (8) 17(0-+) ,p, T,O (1--) ISO 3S1 

L = 1 (P) h(I+-) XJ(0++,I++,2++) 1Pl 3pJ 

L = 2 (D) 2-+ 1--,2--,3-- ID2 3DJ 

production via virtual ZO axial couplings is possible; however, pro

duction with L > 0 suffers from angular momentum suppression. We 

therefore concentrate attention on e+ e- annihilation to 3S1 states. 

Cross section formulas for the production and decay of a spin-l 

resonance have been given in Chapter 4. Since the lowest toponium 

states are expected to be much narrower than the energy resolution 

of the e+ and e- beams, the energy-integrated formulas will be ap

propriate in this case: 

!d r.: (+ - 0 X) _ 611"2 reerX 
VB u e e --+ --+ - 2 ' 

mo r 

where X denotes any particular set of final states, r x is the corre
sponding partial width and r is the total width of O. Notice that the 

total integrated cross section is proportional to r ee' 

Quarkonium states with masses above the threshold for produc

ing two heavy mesons will decay strongly into the latter and there

fore have large widths. The number of narrow 3S1 states below this 

threshold can be estimated in a potential model framework. If we set 

the zero of energy at 2mQ (where Q = c,b, t, ... is the heavy quark of 

interest) then the interquark potential V(r) arising from QCD is in

dependent of flavor. Also the threshold energy ET = 2m(Qij) - 2mQ 

for decay into heavy mesons (Qij) + (Qq) is approximately indepen

dent of mQ, for mQ > m q , since the Qij potential and reduced mass 

are approximately independent of mQ. The number NT of bound 
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energy levels below ET is given by the number of nodes of the radial 
wave function at ET; in the WKB approximation this is found by 
integrating k(r)dr from r = 0 to rT (the classical limit): 

rT 

1 1 J 1 NT - 4: ~;: dr [mQ(ET - V(r))]' ~ (constant)y'mQ, 

o 
where [k(rW /mQ = E - V and VerT) = ET. Recall that the re-
duced mass in the Schrodinger equation is mQ/2. Scaling this to 

charmonium (two narrow states .p and .p', NT = 2) gives the rule 
- 1 

NT(QQ) ~ 2(mQ/mc)"- , 

which correctly predicts three narrow T states (mb/mc ~ 3) and sug
gests about 20-25 bound toponium S-states for mt = 150-200 GeV. 

Ezercise. For the case of a square well potential, verify explicitly 

that the number of bound states below any given level ET is propor

tional to y'mQ. 

The production cross sections and annihilation decay widths of 
3S1 quarkonia are determined by the wave function at the origin. 

The interquark potential has been parameterized as a sum of three 
contributions 

VCr) = 
4a.(r) 

3r + VIer) +ar. 

The first term is a short-distance Coulomb-like term (the Fourier 
transform of the one-gluon exchange scattering amplitude) and a.( r) 
is the Fourier transform of a.(Q2). 

Ezercise. Derive the factor 4/9 in the Coulomb term. 

As a first approximation a. can be taken to be fixed, e.g. as = 
a. (Q2 = m~), but the logarithmic behavior of a, within the Fourier 
transform can be included. At two-loop order, one obtains 

1211" [ 4621nt (57 ) 1 2 ] 
a,(r) = 25t 1 - 625-t + 75 + 2"i'E t + OCr ) , 

where t = -In(r2 A~s)' "i'E = 0.5772 ... is Euler's constant and AMS 

is the QCD scale parameter in the MS subtraction scheme. 
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Fig. 10.1. The quarkonium 

potentiaL Toponium states 
in principle probe to smaller 

distances than cc and bb spec

troscopy. 

The third term in V (r) is a confining potential with a ~ 0.2 Ge V2 • 

The remaining term Vr( r) parameterizes additional intermediate con
tributions. There are several potential parameterizations on the mar
ket; their parameters are fixed by cc and bb quarkonium data. Fig

ure 10.1 shows a sketch of the potential and the regions probed by tP 
and i states. In principle, toponium spectroscopy should probe the 

potential at smaller distances, but the energy levels are broadened 
by top decay (Figs. 3.19, 10.3) and hence not resolvable. 

The one-gluon term alone with fixed a. is exactly soluble, and 
will be of increasing importance for heavier quarkonia. However, the 
other terms are also important, and we shall see that the one-gluon 

approximation is not a reliable guide in cc and bb cases. 

E:cercise. From standard results for the hydrogen atom wave func
tions, show that the one-gluon potential alone with fixed a.( m~) gives 
the L = 0 wave functions at the origin as 

ItPn(OW = [tn-lmQa.(m~)t /1r, 
where tPn (r) is the complete (not the radial) wave function and 

n = 1,2, ... is the radial quantum number. 

The short-distance structure of the wave function of a 3S1 quarko

nium state V(QQ) is represented by the matrix element 
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(01 Q'·l'Q IV) = l~FV , 

where (01 is the vacuum, lV is the V polarization vector and Fv is 
a constant with dimension (mass) 2 , related to the wave function at 
the origin by (see Appendix A.9) 

!Fv12 = 12mvlt/1v(0)12 . 

Since the quarks QQ are coupled to "( and ZO, V is coupled through 
them to fermion pairs f f via the effective matrix element 

where 

G' -A-

and ei, g~, g~ are the electric charges and V, A couplings of basic 
fermions to ZO listed in §2.12. Hence the electromagnetic decay width 
to e+e- or ",+",- pairs is 

• + _ 411"a2e~ 2 [ 16 2 ] r(v ..... "( ..... e e)= 3 !Fvl l--a.(mQ) :=r'T' 
3mv 311" . 

where the QeD correction factor in square brackets will be common 
to many other decay modes, too. When mv < Mz, the virtual 
photon dominates the e+e- mode. 

Ezerci.e. By reference to particle data tables, show that the ¢, t/l 
and T ground states have an empirical regularity 

indicating that It/lv (0) 12 ~ m~ for these states. Show that the one

gluon exchange approximation above (with It/lv(OW ~ m~ behavior) 
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Fig. 10.2. Possible quarkonium decays discussed in the text. 

underestimates 11/1(0)12 lor these lighter quarkonia and predicts an 
n-3 dependence on the radial quantum number, compared to n-1 em

piricall!l. 

The e+e- mode and other possible decays of the quarkonium 
ground state are illustrated in Fig. 10.2, that we now discuss. 

(a) V --+ If decays to fermion pairs via 'Y and ZO include the lep
tonic mode above. These are expected to be the most frequent 
final states of top onium decay for my < 110 MeV; see Fig. 10.3. 

Remember too that r(V --+ e+e-) governs the total integrated 
cross section. 

Ezereille .. Bhow that the general lormula lor these deca!ls is 

r(v --+ If) = C(m~/e2eQ)2(1G~12 + IG~12)r'T' 
where the color lactor C = 3 (1) lor quarks (leptons) and the expres
sions lor Gy and GA are evaluated at s =~. 

(b) Three-gluon decay is the dominant hadronic channel for 1/1 and 
T (two gluons are forbidden by C invariance): 

r (V ) 
- 10(11"2 - 9) a~ r 

--+ ggg - 2 2 'T' 8111"eQ a 

(c) Gluon-gluon-gamma decay is given by 
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Fig. 10.3. Principal 
decay widths of topa
nium shown versus 
mass, neglecting pos
sible charged-Higgs 
boson modes; f f de
notes the sum of all 

fermion - antifermion 
channels, ggg is the 
three-gluon mode and 
SQD is single-quark 
decay. 
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me (GeV) 

rev ) 8(11"2 - 9) o:~ r 
-+ ggry = 911" ~ 7· 

(d) W-exchange contributions are mostly suppressed by small quark 
mixing matrix elements, but not in the case of toponium 9(tl)-+ 
bb since IVtbl "" 1. In this case we have an additional contribu
tion, interfering with that from process (a), giving 

with the definition 

at - v'2 G F IV; 12 (Ma, + mU8) 
w - 3 tb (Ma, +mU4)· 

(e) Single-quark charged current decay can be calculated approx
imately as if the quark were free. The partial width increases 
like m~ (for mQ < Mw), so this dominates over the previous 
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modes for mQ > 55 GeV; see Fig. 10.3. For large mass mQ the 
W -propagator factor must be included. 

U) Radiative decay to the neutral Higgs boson is not a large chan
nel but important for hunting the Higgs (the Wilczek mecha
nism): 

r(v --> 'YHO) = GFm}(~ mk/m}) r.,. 
4 21r0! 

QeD corrections to this decay rate are discussed in §i2.4.1. 

(g) If there exist charged Higgs boson H± with mass mH < mQ, 

single-quark decays via H± will likely dominate over all other 
quarkonium modes; see §3. 7.1 for examples of coupling schemes. 

Ezereille. Assuming an H+f b coupling 01 the lorm 

£, = (2V2GF)t mt H+tL bR+h.c., 

compare the relative strengths 01 channels (a), (b), (f), (g) lor topo
nium decays with mt = 50 Ge V, me "'" 2mt. 

Quarkonium production is usually signaled by narrow resonance 
peaks in total and partial e+ e- cross seCtion, but if such a resonance is 
close to the ZO mass important interference effects can be expected. 
For example, the production of If fermion-antifermion pairs can 
proceed either directly via e+e- --> h, Z) --> If or indirectly via 
e+ e- --> h, Z) --> (quarkonium) --> h, Z) --> If. The corresponding 
amplitudes can be written 

M(e+e- --> 'Y --> If) = 41r;eQ [flUbl'v(f)] [v(ebl'u(e)], 

M(e+e- --> Z --> If) = 8GFM}/V2 
s-M}+irzMz 

x [flUbl'(gt +g~'Ys)v(f)] [v(ebl'(g~ +g~'Ys)u(e)], 
M(e+e- --> V --> If) = IFvl~ 

s-m}+Irvmv 

x [flUbl' ( Gt + G~'Ys)v(f)][v(ebl'( G~ + G;t'Ys)u(e)], 
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where g~, g~ are the Z couplings (§2.12), Qiv, QiA are the V couplings 
defined above, and 8 is the c.m. energy squared. Interference effects 

can be directly calculated from these formulas. 

Exercise. At s = mi, show the direct e+e- -> 'Y -> If amplitude 
does not interfere with the e+ e- -> T -> If contribution. 

EzercilJe. If ma = Mz, show there is destructive interference (a dip 
versus y'S) between the broad dominant e+e- -> Z -> If amplitude 
and the narrow e+e- -> 8 -> If amplitude at s = m~. 

We have concentrated attention here on S-wave quarkonia (this 

includes 3S1 - 3DI mixtures). When these states are narrow, other 

quarkonium states are produced through their electromagnetic de

cays. Figure 10.4 shows how x, 1] and h states arise in charmonium 

and bottomonium decays. As the number of narrow bound states 

increases, the spectroscopy becomes very much richer in the tf case. 

The many different transition rates are a challenge for potential mod

els. 

10.1.2. Open flavor production. 

When a pair of produced heavy quarks Q, Q end up in distinct heavy

flavored hadrons we speak of open (as opposed to hidden) flavor pro
duction. In e+ e- annihilation the basic subprocess is e+ e- -> QQ 
and the charm threshold is at y'S = 2mno = 3.73 GeV. Section 4.6 

gives the cross section formulas, including 'Y - Z interference, thresh

old suppression factors and lowest order QeD corrections. 

The simplest sign of open QQ production is a step in the ratio 

R=u(e+e- -> hadrons)ju(e+ e- -> tL+tL-) , as clearly seen in Fig. 4.10. 

Note that R is conventionally defined as the ratio with respect to the 

theoretical e+ e- -> 'Y' -> tL+ tL- QED cross section calculated to order 

a 2• Well below the ZO resonance R changes little between quark 

thresholds and the step is simply ~R(QQ) = 3e~. Near the ZO 

peak however, the picture is much less simple; the fermion couplings 
to Z are quite different from their electric charges and as a result R 

changes strongly with energy even when there are no new thresholds. 
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Ez~rei.~. Show that with 5 flavors u, d, 8, c, b only, R changes/rom 

about 3.8 at v'i = 40 Ge V to about 3 X 103 at v'i = Mz. 

Hence any search for a step tl.R must take account of the changing 

base level of R, which requires a precise knowledge of Mz,rz and 

sin2l1w. 

Independent evidence of a QQ threshold would be a step in the 
cross section for hadronic events with large sphericity (low thrust) 

and/or isolated leptons, since both properties are characteristic of 
heavy flavor (§3. 7, §9.1). The background of spherical isolated-lepton 

events-which comes from fluctuations in the fragmentation of lighter 
qij pairs-will rise as the Z pole is approached but has no step behav
ior. IT a sufficiently dean sample of low-thrust events can be found, 
the broadness of the jets can determine the mass mQ and the num
ber of events can in principle determine whether eQ is 2/3 or -1/3 
(though there are ambiguous regions). 

Measuring the total 1'+ I' - and hadronic cross sections at the ZO 
resonance energy (or indeed integrating across the resonance) can 
determine the ratio r(Z ..... hadrons)/r(Z ..... 1'+1'-). A positive 
excess over the theoretical expectation from u, d, 8, c, b quarks might 
signal a new channel, but would not by itself establish that this 
channel is QQ nor determine either mQ or eQ; Fig. 4.13 shows that 
these questions are linked. 

The identification of secondary b or c decay vertices by microver

tex detectors can also help to determine the presence of new flavor 
production. 

IT the flavor of a heavy quark jet can be tagged (e.g. by the de
cay properties; §3.7) one can measure the left-right and forward
backward asymmetries in e+e- ..... QQ and investigate the elec

troweak couplings of Q. 

Ez~rci.e. At the ZO resonance energy, show these asymmetries 
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are 

where fJ is the velocity of Q. Note that ALR is the same as for 
e+ e- -> p,+ p,- and contains no information about Q at this particular 

energy. 

At other energies 'Y - Z interference is important, too. There are 
QeD corrections for gluon emission and loops, that we do not give 

here. In the case of AFB one must prescribe whether and how to 

include three-jet events. 

The JADE collaboration measured the b-jet asymmetry at Q = 
34 GeV. They used jet broadening, and the transverse momentum 

of decay muons and missing neutrinos to select bb events, and the 

sign of p,± to discriminate b from b jets. The result AFB = -0.228 ± 
0.060 ± 0.025 agrees well with the standard model prediction -0.252 

for sin20w = 0.23, confirming that b belongs to a doublet and hence 

that t exists. 

Another interesting possibility with tagged heavy quark events is 

to look for polarization effects, since e+ e- -> QQ creates quarks with 

correlated spins. With light quarks this information is usually lost; 

most of the quarks fragment to (QiJ) mesons that cascade down to 

the lightest spin-O meson (which has no capacity for retaining spin 

information) before Q finally decays. With heavier quarks such as 

t the meson energy levels are closer together, many transitions can 

only go by photon emission and not by pion emission, and so the. 

cascade process is slower; on the other hand, the quark lifetime is 

shorter. An increasing proportion of Q decays will therefore occur 

from excited meson states where Q is only partly depolarized. Angle 

and energy correlations between decay products of Q and Q will 
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result, depending on the degree of Q and Q depolarizations which is 
unfortunately hard to calculate. 

To calculate three-jet production with heavy quarks we need the 

e+e- .... QQg matrix elements. The formulas are given in §1O.2 for "/ 

exchange only and in the literature for general "/ and Z exchanges. 

10.1.3. Flavor oscillations. 

The pseudoscalar mesons B~(bd) and B~(bd) are eigenstates of the 
strong interaction Hamiltonian; they have the same J Pc quantum 
numbers and the same masses (i.e. same energy levels in the strong 
interquark potential) but are distinguished by their quark flavors. 

They are therefore the right basis for discussing the production of 
B-mesons by strong fragmentation, and also for discussing meson 

interaction or decay processes where the quark flavors are tagged. 

EzereilJe. In the spectator decay approximation show that the decays 
B .... e± X (primary decay) and B .... K± X can be used to tag the fla
vor b(b) of the constituent bottom quark. Identify some backgrounds 
in the kaon case, from unfavored decay modes, etc. 

Weak interactions however do not conserve quark flavors and can 
mix BO with BO states, for example by box diagrams like Fig. 10.5 and 

similar diagrams involving charged Higgsbosons H± if they exist. 
We must therefore consider BO and BO together as a coupled system 

with the possibility of transitions between them being detected by 
flavor-tagging. This phenomenon of BO - BO oscillations (also known 

as BO - BO mixing) occurs for other flavors, too; such oscillations were 
first found in the KO - /(0 system. For the present discussion however 

we shall speak mainly of B mesons, including both the B~ - B~ and 
° -0 B. - B. systems. 

In the rest-frame of an initial neutral B meson, we represent the 

coupled B - B system by a two-component wave function [a(t),a(t)] 
where aCt) and aCt) are the amplitudes for finding B and B, respec
tively, at time t. B is the charge-conjugate of B so that CPIB) = 

- I B). The Hamiltonian in the B, B sector is then a mass matrix and 
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d -ii d -b 
U,c,t w 
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u,c,t w 
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Fig. 10.5. Examples of weak processes that give BO +-+ fJo transi-

tions. 

the Schrodinger equation has the form 

i ~ (a) = ( m -!ir, m12 -!ir12) 
dt ii mi2 - !ifi2' m - !ir (:). 

Here the quark rest-masses and the strong binding forces contribute 
to mj B--+X and fJ--+X decays (with X#X) contribute to r while 

such decays with X = X contribute to r12. Diagrams like Fig. 10.5 
contribute to the off-diagonal elements, the dispersive parts giving 

m12. and the absorptive parts (i.e. with on-shell real intermediate 
states) giving r12j box diagrams also contribute to the diagonal ele-

ments. 

Ezereilltl. Confirm from the structure of the boz diagrams in Fig. 10.5 
that the diagonal contributions are equal and the off-diagonal contri· 
butions are related 611 complez conjugation, as indicated in the mass 
matriz above. 

The equality of the diagonal elements m11 = m22 = m, r 11 = r 12 = r 
and the hermiticity of dispersive and absorptive parts m21 = mi2' 
r 21 = ri2 can be shown to follow in general from TCP invariance. 

Ezercille. Show that the eigenvalues of the mass matriz are 

1 

1 'r 1 'r ± [( l'r ) (. 1 'r' )] i m; - 2' ; = m - 2' m12 - 2' 12 m12 - 2' 12 
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with column eigenvectors 

where j = 1, 2 labels the eigenvectors. Notice that the eigenvectors 

are not orthogonal in the most general case. 

For a start let us neglect CP violation. In this case ml2 = mi2' 
rl2 = ri2 and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are simply 

IBI} = ~C), 

IB2} = ~ (_11) , 

ml = m+mI2, 

m2 = m-m12, 

rl = r + r12, 

Notice that these eigenstates IBI,2} = (IB) ± IB))/v'2 are simply the 
eigenstates of CP with CP = :fl, as we should expect. 

It may be surprising at first sight that a second-order weak pro

cess like Fig. 10.5 can bring about this large (indeed maximal) mix
ing ,between BO and BO components in the mass eigenstates. This 
only happens because the diagonal mass matrix elements are ex

actly degenerate. The reader may have noticed that diagrams akin 

to Fig. 10.5 cause Bd, Bd transitions to B .. B. states too, making 
a four-fold coupled system. However the large inequality of diago

nal elements suppresses B • .... Bd mixing, so that only Bd .... Bd and 

B ..... B. mixing need be considered. 

Now that we have identified the eigenstates of propagation BI 
and B2, we can quantify flavor oscillation effects. Suppose a state 

IB} = (IBI) + IB2})/v'2 is created initially and we work in the B 
rest frame. To discuss time evolution we must change to the Bt, B2 

basis and evolve each component independently. If after time t the 
flavor is probed, we must change back to the B, B basis in order to 
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evaluate the decays. Algebraically, this is expressed as 

time 0 

-+ ,fi L exp (-im;t - !r;t) IB;) , time t 
;=1,2 

= aCt) IE) + aCt) IB) , 

where the amplitudes aCt) and aCt) for B -+ B, B transitions are 

a(B -+ B) = ! [exp(-imlt - !rlt) + exp(-im2t - !r2t)] , 

a(B -+ B) = ! [exp(-imlt - !rlt) - exp( -im2t - !r2t)]. 

The probability of finding B or B at time t is proportional to the 
squared modulus of the corresponding amplitude. Thus if B decays 
by a flavor-tagging channel strch as B -+ e+ X, B -+ e-X semilep

tonic decays, the net probability that it does so via a B or B mode 
is proportional to the time integral of lal2 or lal2. 

Ezereille. Show that the time-averaged probabilities lor an initial B 
to decay via a B or B channel are 

_ ! [(8m)2 + !(8r)2] 
PCB -+ B) = 2 (8m)2 +4r2 == X, 

_ ! [(8m)2 + 2r2 - Hor)2] 
PCB -+ B) - (8m)2 + r 2 = 1 - X, 

where 8m = ml-m2 = 2m12, 8r = rl-r2 = 2rl2 and rl+r2 = 2r. 

The interesting case is B -+ B. Notice that the probability for flavor 
oscillations -+ 0 if r ~ 18ml and 18rl (i.e. if the system decays before 
an appreciable phase difference between BI and B2 states can build 
up) but -+ ! if 18ml ~ r or if 18rl- 2r (i.e. if there are many phase 
oscillations during the lifetime). 
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The symbol X introduced above is often used to denote the proba

bility of an "oscillated" decay; subscripted symbols x~, x. distinguish 
the B~, B. cases. Another symbol often used is the ratio of "oscil
lated" to "normal" decays: 

r = P(B -> E)I P(B -> B) = XI(l - X) . 

We can estimate rl "" r2 "" rb in the spectator decay model, from 
the b -> eff' free quark decays. We can also estimate lim from the 

box diagrams like Fig. 10.5; in fact the diagram where both virtual 

quarks are t-quarks gives the dominant contribution. The result for 

the B(/iq) - E(bij) system is 

where q = d or 8, TB. and mB. are the experimentally measured 
lifetime and mass of Bq , B is a confinement factor (B ~ 1 commonly 

assumed), fB. is the decay constant (IB ~ 0.09-0.13 GeV estimated) 

and Vab are quark mixing matrix elements. The short-distance factor 

'7QCD and box integral I are approximated by 

'7QCD = X-6/ 23 [i y - 4/ 7 _ y-2/7 + iy8/ 7] 

with X = l>.(mb)/l>.(mt) and Y = l>.(mt)/l>.(Mw), and 

12[( 9 6) 6x
3 

] 
1= 4Mw x 1 + 1 _ x - (1 _ x)2 - (1 _ x)3 lnx , 

where x = mVMa,. For m1 < Ma" I"" m1. 
For KO - EO mixing there are similar box diagrams, but it is be

lieved that long-distance contributions can also be significant here. 

For DO(eu) - nO(cu), T2(tu) - T2(fu) and T2(tc) - T2(fe) systems 

there are analogous box diagrams with intermediate d, s, b quarks 

exchanged; since none of these quarks is very massive, no single dia

gram dominates. Estimates of lim/r for DO and TO systems are very 

small in the standard model; we do not pursue them here. 
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To estimate or = 2r12 we notice it arises from decay channels 
that are co=on to both B and B and hence have no net flavor to 

distinguish them. Examples are Ba(Ba) -+ cedi[ and B.(B.) -+ cess 
with D(D) -+ ssuu in the case of charm; there are also annihilation 

modes B(B) -+ ce, uu and D(D) -+ ss, dil. 
Ez~rei.~. Show that all these modes are suppressed relative to the 
total decay rate, either by phase space or by small mixing matrix 

elements Vab, so that or Ir « 1. 

From these arguments or makes no substantial contribution to flavor 

oscillations and may be dropped from the analysis, leaving simply 

Any measurable oscillations would provide valuable information 
about the various factors that affect 6m/r, especially the mixing 
matrix and the top quark mass. 

As an illustration, Fig. 10.6 shows the values of r a and r. result

ing from these formulas if we take '1QCD = 0.84, mB, = 5.27 GeV, 
TB d" 1.11 X 10-12 sec, .,fij fB, = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 GeV, and choose 
the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing angles (§2.10) to maximize ra sub
ject to the experimental constraints: Sl = 0.222, S2 = 0.095, S3 = 

0.050, 6 = 168.5°. The results are displayed versus the top quark 
mass mt. Both r. and ra may be substantial. 

Evidence for flavor oscillations may be sought using flavor-tag 

decays like B -+ l± semileptonic modes. In primary b -+ clv decays 
the sign of the lepton's electric charge determines whether the decay 

quark was b or b. In secondary b -+ c -+ slv decays the lepton has 
the opposite sign; the lepton acceptance must be chosen to disfavor 

them. Here are some examples: 

(i) Suppose e+e- -+ bb at an energy high above threshold gives 

B + B jets, and that a muon with PT > 1 Ge V relative to the 
jet axis tags a primary b -+ cp.v decay. If we observe one such 

muon in each jet, we have a sample of primary semileptonic 
decays of both quarks. Without flavor oscillations, only unlike 
sign pairs p.+p.- should be seen. See Fig. 10.7. 
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Fig. 10.6. Ranges of oscillation parameters r d and r s, corresponding 

to the region in mixing-parameter space that maximizes B~ oscilla

tions/plotted versus mti the curves in each band correspond to the 

choices fB."JE; = 0.20, 0.15, 0.10 GeV, respectively. The right

hand axis displays the corresponding values of 8m/r. The ARGUS 

experimental result for r d is shown. 
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Fig. 10.7. Leptons from primary bb decays. (a) Normal decays give 

unlike-sign dileptons. (b) Flavor oscillations give like-sign dileptons. 
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Ezereis£. Assuming that initial b fragments to fractions f." fa. I. of 
bu, bd, bs mesons (and similarly for b), that all mesons have similar 

semileptonic decays and baryons can be effectively lumped together 

with charged (non-oscillating) mesons, show that the ratio of like

sign to unlike-sign dimuons is 

N(±±) _ 2Xa{1- Xa)la + 2X.(1 - x.)/. 
(a) 

N(±'J') - lu + [X~ + (1 - XaP) la + [X~ + (1 - X.P] I. ' 

or 
2(Xala + x.I.) [/u + (1 - Xa)la + (1 - x.)/.] 2 • (b) 

(Xala + Xs!.)2 + [/u + (1 - Xa)la + (1 - x.)/.] 

depending whether the light quark flavors in the B, E mesons are (a) 
correlated or (b) uncorrelated (more plausible at high energy). 

In practice. corrections must also be made for 11". K ---> p.v decays, 

secondary b ---> c ---> p. decays, charm jets and misidentification. No

tice that Ba and B. oscillations are not separated. 

Figure 10.8 shows results from the Mark II experiment at PEP. 

shown as 90% limits in the (r., ra) plane for various assumed values 

of la and I •. Since B - E oscillations would reduce the asy=etry 

AFB observed for b-jets, the agreement of data with theory in §10.1.2 
implies rather similar bounds, not plotted here. 

(ii) As a second example, consider e+e- ---> T(4S) resonance pro

duction. T(4S) decays almost entirely to B+ B- and B~E~ 

states; subsequent electrons with energy E. > 1 GeV then 

tag primary B ---> ceii decays. Hence pairs of such electrons 

can only acquire opposite signs through B~ - E~ oscillations 

(Fig. 10.7). The analysis differs from case (i) above, however, 

because of quantum correlations; the BE pair is produced via 

a virtual photon into a state with C = -1, namely 

and the two components of this wave function contribute co

herently. 
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Fig. 10.8. Results for B - E 
mixing parameters r. and rd. 
Curves A-C are upper limits 
from the Mark II detector at 
PEP (Q = 29 GeV) with (A) 
Id = 0.35, I. = 0.10; (B) 
Id = 0.375, I. = 0.15; (C) 
!d = 0.40, I. = 0.20. Curve 
D is the CLEO upper limit 
at the T(4S) resonance. The 
shaded area E is excluded by 
UA1 measurements. The ar
rows denote a rd result from 
the ARGUS collaboration at 
the T(4S). 

To evaluate the interference effects we need expressions for tran
sition amplitudes to given decay states. Suppose I Ij) denotes a set 
of final states with energies Ej into which only IB) can decay, with 
CP-conjugate states If;) into which only IE) can decay. Starting 
from initialIB), let the amplitudes for II;) and If;) after time t be 
Cj(t) and dj(t), respectively, while the amplitudes for IB) and IE) 
are denoted aCt) and aCt) as before. 

Ezerci.e. Show that the Schrodinger equations lor the decayed-state 
amplitudes are 

dCj(t)fdt = aja(t) - iEjcj(t) , ddf(t)fdt = afa(t) - iEjdj(t) , 

where iaj (iaj) is the matrix element lor B (E) to decay to Ij (f;). 

Ezerci.e. Show that the solutions (assuming CP conservation) are 

Cj(t) ~ = aj [exp ( -iJLlt) -exp( -iEft) ± exp( -iJL2t) -exp( -iEft)] 

~OOJ ~ ~-~ ~-~ 
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(where p,k = mk - !irk, k = 1, 2) with the asymptotie forms 

Cj(t)} = ~ ia. exp(-iE ·t) [(E· - 1£1)-1 ± (E· - 1£2)-1]. 
dj(t) 2 J J J J 

The amplitudes to reach opposite-sign electron final states (ldj -
l;/j)/.;2 and same-sign final states (lilj - l;1j)/.;2 therefore are 

A(+-) = A(-+) = (CiCj - didj ) , A(++) = A(--) = (Cidj - dicj). 

To get the net probabilities we must square these amplitudes, inte
grate over energies Ei, Ej and sum over channels i, j. 

Ezerei~e. By integrating over Ei and Ej, show that for eaeh pair of 
channels i and j the probability of same-sign di/eptons is 

P(++) + P(--) 1 (om)2 + Hor)2 
P(++) + P(--) + P(+-) + P(-+) = 2" (om)2 + r 2 

so that this ratio also describes the sum over ehannels. (Use Cauehy's 
formula). 

Notice that this is precisely the probability X for single uncorrelated 
B to decay in an oscillated mode. This also follows simply from 

the wave function (p. 350) which keeps this form for tl = t2 by 
Bose statistics. If meson 1 decays first as B (say), the B(zt}B(Z2) 
component is selected, so meson 2 is pure B at this time and same
sign dileptons require B -+ B decay, with probability X. 

Taking account of the B+ B- modes we obtain in the present case 

where experimentally f" "" 0.59, fd "" 0.41 at T(4S). The difference 
between this and the previous example (setting f. = 0) is due to 
quantum mechanical interference. 

Let us now include CP violation. The relations between the CP

conjugate meson states B, B and the mass eigenstates Bl, B2 can 
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IBl) = IE) + 11 /B) , 
V1+ 11112 

IB2) = IB) - 11 /B) , 
VI + 11112 

where 11 is a complex parameter 
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1 

11 = [(mi2 - ~iri2)/(ml2 - tirl2jp . 

Any value 11 ¥ 1 implies CP violation; assuming the effects are small, 
they are sometimes expressed by a small complex parameter e, 

1-11 
e=--, 

1+11 

l-e 
11 = -- "" 1 - 2e . 

l+e 

In the K O - [(0 system, the value Ree = (1.621 ± 0.088) x 10-3 

has been measured; in other AfO - NfO systems it remains to be 
determined. 

For semileptonic decay or any other flavor-tagging decay proceed
ing via a single weak-interaction diagram, TCP invariance relates the 
moduli of the transition matrix elements in CP-conjugate channels: 

I (I; IB) I = I (f; IB) I· 

Hence the factors 10;12 arising in B -> I; decay probabilities appear 
unchanged in B -> 1; decays, under these conditions. 

Ezerdse. Show that 
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Ezerei&e. Repeating the previous analysis with the present more gen
eral forms of B1 and B2, show that the time-averaged probability ratio 
for initial B to decay into a B rather than a B flavor-tagged state is 

P(B ---> B) 2 (om)2 + Wr)2 
r = P(B ---> B) = 1111 (om)2 + 2r2 - Wr)2' 

whereas the corresponding ratio for initial B is 

_ P(B ---> B) 1 (om)2 + Hor)2 
r= = 

P(B ---> B) 11112 (om)2 + 2r2 - Hor)2' 

which differ by factors 111 12, 111 1-2 from their common expression in 
the GP-conserving case. Show that the formulas for P(B ---> B) and 

P(B ---> B) remain equal and unchanged. Hence show there will be 
an asymmetry A between the number of ++ and -- muon pairs in 

example (i) above (BB pairs decaying independently) given by 

.11== N(--) - N(++) = r - 'f = 11114 - 1 '" -4Re€. 
N(--)+N(++) r+'f 11114+1 

Notice that this asymmetry could not arise without oscillations. 

CP violating effects arise from m12 and r 12 acquiring imaginary 

parts. The box diagrams of Fig. 10.5 give imaginary parts to m12 
through complex phases in the quark mixing matrix. For example, if 
we take simply the dominant diagrams with intermediate t quarks on 

both internal quark lines, the B(bCl) ---> B(bd) transitions illustrated 

with t exchanges contab factors Vt~Vtd2 which have a complex phase 

in general. In cases of interest where om/r ~ 1 and measurable 

oscillations occur, we expect that or Ir is negligible and that any 

significant CP violation will come through Im(m12). Estimates in 

the literature, based on the box diagram and limits on the mixing 

matrix, give rather small asymmetries however in the Bd and B. 
cases; 

It would require very large numbers of same-sign dilepton events to 

establish asymmetries as small as these. However, there are other 
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possible origins of CP violating phases beside the quark mixing ma
trix (e.g. charged Higgs exchanges). We can also seek CP violation 
in exclusive B-decay channels (§10.3.5). 

10.2 Leptoproduction 

10.2.1 Introduction. 

Heavy quarks can be produced by lepton-nucleon collisions in various 

ways. In early days this was an important area in which to search for 
new quarks and to study their decays. More recently, e+e- and pp 
colliders appear to offer cleaner signals and bigger cross sections for 

such studies while ep colliders may have advantages in searching for 
new gauge bosons and leptoquarks. In the future, the role of heavy 
quark production at ep colliders may be that of background rather 
than signal, but it cannot be ignored. We give the main features in 
this section. 

The lowest-order contributing subprocesses are charged-current 

lepton-quark scattering, such as v".d -> p,c or ed -> vec (described 
in Chapter 5). In neutrino scattering, charm production with c -> 

slv semileptonic decay gives opposite-sign dilepton events like vd -> 

p,-c -> p,+p,-vs. Such events were among the earliest experimental 

indications of charm. 

There are also lepton-quark scatterings via the electroweak neutral 

currents. Since flavor-changing neutral currents are absent, heavy fla

vors are produced only when the struck quark is a heavy component 
of the quark-antiquark sea. For example, muon scattering p,c -> p,c 

gives cc production, since the presence of a charmed quark c implies 
a spectator c in the incident hadron wavefunction. To calculate such 
cc production requires a realistic model of the cc sea dynamics; we 

return to this question below. 

We must also consider higher-order 2 -> 3 subprocesses. The most 
important class of these is current-gluon fusion, described below; see 
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Fig. 10.9. Heavy quark production by current-gluon fusion. 

Fig. 10.9. This gives a more complete picture when the struck quark 

is heavy; since it provides a dynamical model of the heavy quark sea, 

we regard this as essentially the leading process for scattering from 

heavy non-valence quarks. 

Another class of 2 -+ 3 subprocesses is gluon bremsstrahlung (see 

Fig. 10.12). Although it gives much smaller cross sections to 0(00.), 
it contributes in a different way, producing low-mass QQ pairs of the 

same flavor. In particular, since c and c are produced symmetrically, 

it gives equal numbers of same-sign and opposite-sign dileptons in 
neutrino scattering. We describe this process in § 10.2.5. 

Finally, in § 10.2.6 we describe some salient features to be expected 

for leptoquark production in ep collisions. 

10.2.2 Current-Gluon fusion. 

In this class of 2 -+ 3 subprocesses, the incident lepton emits a vir

tual boson V = ,,/, Z or W±, which fuses with an incident gluon to 

produce a QQ' quark-antiquark pair; see Fig. 10.9. We are interested 

in cases where at least one of the produced quarks is heavy. 

These subprocesses effectively describe lepton scatterings from sea 

quarks Q and Q' in the incident hadron, but they also contain more 

information than the simple lowest-order 2 -+ 2 scattering calculation 
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would provide. Here are some examples. 

a) eg -> vesc via W-g fusion. This can be viewed as the sum 
of charged current processes es -> vc plus ec --+ vs. However, 

in the current-gluon fusion picture neither the initial s nor c 
distribution needs to be input, both being determined by the 
gluon distribution through an intermediate g --+ ss or g --+ cc 
step. The interference effects are also included in this picture. 

b) eg -> v.bf via W-g fusion. This is the sum of eb -> vf and 
et --+ vb processes. 

c) eg --+ ebb via "(g fusion. This can be seen as the sum of elec
tromagnetic scatterings eb --+ eb and eb --+ eb. (Z g fusion also 
contributes here and must be included at high Q2.) 

As the quark mass increases, the virtual QQ components in the inci
dent nuclear wave function become progressively more off-shell and 
the standard treatment as on-shell incident partons becomes prob
lematic. Current-gluon fusion explicitly solves this problem; it treats 
the heavy quark kinematics realistically throughout and includes in
terferences; as a bonus, it also tells us where both quarks have gone 
in the final state, so that all correlations can be calculated. 

Current-gluon fusion thus replaces the calculation of heavy quark 
production from the quark-antiquark sea. But it does not include 
contributions from valence quarks such as v,.d --+ Jl.C and eu --+ Veb, 

which depend on the quark mixing matrix elements Vcd and V .. b, 
respectively, and have to be calculated separately as described in 
Chapter 5 with the Q2-dependent distributions of Chapter 7. 

Current-gluon fusion not only describes the continuum production 
of heavy quark pairs but also bound-state (QQ) or (QQ') production 
-assuming the latter are approximated by constant, empirical frac
tions of the continuum near the bound state masses (as in §5.9). This 
approach has been used to extract the z-dependence of the gluon dis
tribution from Jl.N --+ Jl.tPX data (like the photoproduction case in 

§5.9). 
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In the following sections we give the complete current-gluon fusion 

cross section formulas. The expressions for structure functions F1 , F2 
and F3 are less interesting, because they average over all the details 

of the accessible QQ' final states. The structure functions for heavy 

quark production cannot obey Bjorken scaling, since they contain 

nontrivial thresholds, but numerical studies show that current-gluon 

structure functions scale approximately with respect to a modified 

variable x' = (Q2 + (mQ + mQ,)2) /(2mNv) instead. 

10.2.3 Charged current cross section. 

Consider the typical charged-current process eg -> vQQ' with stan
dard V -A couplings. The differential cross section, summed (aver
aged) over final (initial) spins and colors, has the form 

du = _1_IMI2 II (d3kj ) /j4(e + 9 - v - Q - Q) 
4e· 9 . _ 2E; (271")5 ' 

t=v,Q,Q 

where the corresponding squared matrix element is 

Here Cis is the gluon coupling evaluated at an appropriate scale such 

as Q2 = s = (Q + Q')2; VQQ' is the appropriate element of the 
quark mixing matrix describing the W QQ' coupling; q = e - v is the 

four-momentum transfer; e, g, v, Q, Q denote the particle momenta 

(omitting the prime on Q' for simplicity); LaP and HaP are tensors 
describing the lepton and hadron traces. These tensors differ from 

those defined in Chapter 5, in that here neither includes initial spin

averaging and the hadronic tensor is not integrated over final states. 

It is convenient to use the square bracket symbol, (§3.1) 

With this notation the lepton and hadron tensors can be written as 

1. Lap - [e v] ap 2 -, , 
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1 l{ - } 2 2 -2H",p=(g·Q)- [Q,g-Qj",p+[Q,Qj",p +Q (g.Q)- [Q,g-Qj",p 

+(g.Q)-l{[g_Q,Qj",p + [Q,Qj",p} + Q2(g.Q)-2[g_Q,Qj",p 

+(g.Q)-l(g.Q)-l(Q.Q){[Q, Q_gj",p + [Q_g,Qj",p}. 

These tensors can be contracted using [a,bj"'P[c,dj",p = 4(a· c)(b· d) 

to give the final result: 

Lap Hap 2 2 - [ - 2 -2 -
-S""=' = 2(g·Q)- Q (l·Q) v·g - v.Q] + 2(g·Q)- Q (v.Q)[l.g - l·Q] 

+ (g.Q)-l(g.Q)-l {(Q2 + Q2) [(l.Q)(v.Q) + (l.Q)(v.Q)] 

- q2 [(l.Q)2 + (v.Q)2 - Q2(l.Q) + Q2(v.Q) l} , 

where Q2 = m~, Q2 = m~., q2 = (l - V)2 and the terms linear in 

lepton momenta come from using Q + Q - 9 = l- v. 

Figure 10.10 illustrates the energy-dependence of the charged

current cross section for top and bottom quark production in ep 

collisions, ep ..... v.bfX, calculated with the Duke-Owens gluon distri
bution evolved up to Q2 = 8/4. 

For the crossed reaction iJg ..... lQQ' the expression for L"'P H",p 

is unchanged, provided we make the identification of momenta v = 
-iJ, l = -l. But the expression for IMI2 is multiplied by 2, since we 
now have only one incident lepton helicity state to average over. 

For the antilepton channellg ..... iJQQ' which is W+g fusion, the 
lepton tensor becomes L"'P = 2[iJ,lj"'P instead. The product of ten
sors is obtained by substituting l ..... -iJ, v ..... -l in the expression 

for Lap Hap above (the - sign is needed to correct the linear terms). 
A certain symmetry between Q and Q' is now apparent; our expres
sion for L"'P HaP is invariant under substitutions Q .... Q', l .... -v. 

In other words, the dynamics of Q(Q') production by an l beam is 

the same as that of Q'(Q) production by an lbeam, as expected from 
the CP-invariance of V - A couplings. 
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Fig. 10.10. Predicted cross section for ep -+ vebfX production of 
bottom and top quarks, calculated from the W + 9 fusion subprocess 
for mt = 30, 40, 50, 70, 100 GeV. 

Note incidentally that the same matrix element squared describes 
QQ' -+ W 9 production with W -+ lv decay, provided we take account 
of crossing by substituting Q -+ -Q, Q' -+ -Q', I. -+ -l, 9 -+ -g, 

also multiplying 1.M12 by -1 for the reversed fermion lines and by 
8/9 for the changes in initial color averaging. In this case we are 
interested in light incident quarks, so Q2 = Q2 = 0 and Lap Hap 
becomes remarkably simple; the cross section formula has been given 
in §8.7. 

10.2.4. Electromagnetic cross section. 

The typical process here is I.g -+ I.' QQ by photon-gluon fusion. The 
differential cross section, summed over initial and averaged over final 
spins and colors has the same form as in the previous section, with 
squared matrix element 
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where eQ is the quark electric charge and q = i.-i.' is the momentum 
transfero The lepton and hadron tensors can be compactly written 
using the following curly bracket symbol, 

in terms of which 

~Ha~ = (goQ)-' [{Q, g-Q}a~+{Q, Q}a~l + Q2(g_Q)-2 [{Q,g-Q}a~ + Q2ga~1 
+ (g_Q)-l [{g_Q, Q}a~ + {Q, Q}a~l + Q2(g_Q)-2 [{g-Q, Q}a~ + Q2ga~1 
+ (g_Q)-l(g_Q)-l(Q_Q) + [{Q, Q-g}a~ + {Q-g, Q}a~ - 2Q2ga~10 

We note that in the limit of zero quark mass, where Q2 = Q2 = m~ = 
0, the tensors Lap and HaP are simply related to their charged
current counterparts by changing square brackets to curly bracket 
symbols and multiplying by 20 

To contract these tensors we use the identities 

{A,B}aP {C,D}ap = 2(A 0 C)(B 0 D) + 2(A 0 D)(B 0 C) , 

{A,B}aPgap = -2A 0 B, 

and obtain 

La::ap = Q2(goQ)-2{4(loQ)(t'oQ) + q2(qoQ) + q2Q2} 

+ Q2(goQy-2{ 4(loQ)(t'oQ) + q2(qoQ) + q2Q2} 

+ (goQ)-l(goQ)-l {4Q2 [(loQ)(t'oQ) + (loQ)(t'oQ) - (log)(t'og)] 

_ q2 [(loQ)2 + (loQ)2 + (t'oQ)2 + (t'oQ)2] 

2 2 [ - -] } + q Q qoQ+qoQ - 2QoQ 0 

This expression is symmetrical between Q and Q, as expectedo It 

equally describes the crossed lepton process [g -+ [' QQ 0 
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Fig. 10.11. Predicted cross sections for electromagnetic heavy 

quark production in ep ---+ e'QQX collisions at v'8 = 315 GeV, the 
HERA energy, via photon-gluon fusion. Various cuts on the momen
tum transfer squared are illustrated: Q2> 10, 100, 1000 (GeV}2. 

Figure 10.11 illustrates the electromagnetic cross section for pro
ducing QQ heavy quark pairs at HERA (v'S = 315 GeV) through 

photon-gluon fusion, plotted versus mass mQ, with various cuts on 
the momentum transfer to the electron. The Duke-Owens gluon dis
tribution was used, evolved to Q2 = 8/4. 

The electromagnetic matrix element above also describes the pro
cess QQ ---+ llg where quark-antiquark fusion gives a Drell-Yan lep
ton pair plus a radiated gluon. We have to make the substitutions 
Q ---+ -Q, Q ---+ -Q, g ---+ -g, l---+ -l and multiply IMI2 by -8/9 for 
fermion line reversal and the change in initial color averaging. In this 
case we are interested in light quarks, so Q2 = 0 and the expression 
for Lap HaP becomes very simple; (the cross section formula is given 

in §7.11). 
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The same matrix element also gives e+e- ...... QQg, the one-photon 

contribution to the 3-jet production of heavy quarks in e+ e- anni

hilation. We have to substitute l ...... e-, l' ...... -e+, 9 ...... -g and 

multiply I~W by -8. 

At large momentum transfers Iql2 of order M} the weak neutral 

current process (ZO-gluon fusion) also contributes significantly. The 

matrix elements for this case are more complicated. Formulas for 

general V, A couplings are given in the literature. 

10.2.5 Gluon bremsstrahlung. 

Figure 10.12 shows the Feynman diagrams for the subprocess 

lq ...... l'q'QQ, 
where gluon radiation from the struck quark materializes a QQ heavy 

quark pair. The exchanged boson can be V = W, Z or "'/. 

This is a higher order 2 ...... 4 particle process. It is generally less 

important than current-gluon fusion as a source of heavy quarks. 
However, for charged current scattering it has some interest because 

it produces QQ pairs of the same flavor. For example, it can give 

ep ...... vccX and hence charm particles decaying into either 1-'- or 

1-'+, whereas W 9 fusion can only give ep ...... vscX with charm parti

cles decaying to 1-'+. For neutrino beams, gluon bremsstrahlung can 
give vN ...... p.ccX and hence both same-sign and opposite sign dilep

tons (one lepton from c or c decay), or even trileptons; lower order 

j' ql Q -0 R' ql 

Q -Q 

v 

.4 q q 

Fig. 10.12. Heavy quark leptoproduction by gluon bremsstrahlung. 
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subprocesses only give vN -> /leX with only opposite sign dileptons_ 

The cross section for the charged-current case vd -> fuec is 

du = ~ 16G}a~CT(v,£,d,u)o4(v+d-£-u-c-c) II d3 k 
3 1f6 8(g -9 )2(1 - q2 / M'fv)2 _ _ 2Ek ' 

k-l,u,c,c 

where 

T(v,£, d, u) = v-d(g-g + 2g_u)-2[_(g_g + 2g-u)(c-£ c-u + c-£ c-u + c2 lou) 

+ (£-g + £-u)(4c-u c-u + gog g-u + 2c2 g-u - gog u2») 

+ (g-g + 2g_u)-1(g_g - 2g_d)-1{ g_g[c2(£_v u-d - u-v i-d) 

+ £-u(d-u g-v - v-u god - v-d u-d») + 4v-d £-u cod c-u 

+ 2c-c [c-u (v-£ cod - £-d coy) + c-v( u-d c-£ - £-d c-u)] 

+ 2[c-u(c-£ + u-£) - c-u(c-£ + u-£»)(c-lI cod - c-v cod) 

- c2 [vol (c-u cod + c-u cod) - 2£-d(c-v c-u + c-v c-u) 

+ u-d(c-v c-£ + c-v col»)} +[u .... -d and £ .... v simultaneously]_ 

Here s is the subprocess invariant energy-squared, a. is the QCD 

coupling constant and C = JVudl2 _ The symbols denote the particle 
four-momenta with 9 = c+c and q= v-f; the factor ~ is for color_ 

The same formula describes the CP-conjugate process vd -> luce, 
substituting momenta k +-+ k_ It also describes the incident electron 
process eu -> vdec if we substitute £ -> -e, u -> -u, d -> -d, and 
divide by 2 for the change in initial spin avera.ging_ 

Gluon bremsstralllung is essentially a perturbative contribution 
to the fragmentation of the struck quark into heavy flavors_ In the 

case of ec production, some neutrino experiments reported prompt 

same-sign dileptons in approximately 10-3 of charged-current events 

with Ev > 100 GeV_ This same-sign rate was more than an order 
of magnitude above that expected from gluon bremsstralllung and 

suggested some additional soft ec contributions in quark fragmenta

tion_ However, the most recent Fermilab results (CCFR collabora
tion) indicate an upper limit 1.1 x 10-4 on same-sign dileptons for 
events with visible energy from 30-600 GeV, consistent with gluon 
bremsstrahlung alone_ 
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10.2.6. Leptoquarks. 

The symmetry between leptons and quarks in the standard model
their appearance in generations and their conspiracy to cancel 
anomalies-suggest they are related. It is then conceivable that there 
exist particles that carry both quark and lepton quantum numbers, 

/eptoquarks. In superstring models with E6 symmetry, the [271 mul
tiplet of basic fermions contains a color-triplet fermion h, a singlet of 
SU(2)L with electric charge -1/3, that can also carry lepton number 
(§14.8). The spin-O superpartner of h would be a scalar leptoquark, 
coupling directly to lepton-quark pairs; h itself would be a slepta
quark, coupling to slepton-quark and lepton-squark pairs. In certain 
Technicolor models too there appear composite bosons (composed of 
technileptons and techniquarks) that decay into lepton-quark pairs; 
the lightest of these are expected to have spin-O. Rather than special
izing to a particular model, we briefly discuss some general properties 
that may be expected if color-triplet leptoquarks exist. 

We assume first that they couple only to lepton-quark pairs. Be
cause they have non-zero color and electric charge, they necessar
ily have gluon and photon gauge couplings and can be produced in 
e+ e-, ep and hadron-hadron collisions at high enough energies. The 
strength of their couplings to leptons and quarks is not known a pri
ori, but is also important. In the standard SU(2)xU(I) symmetry 
context, leptoquarks could have weak isospin 0, 1/2, or 1. Initially 
we take the example of a scalar (J = 0) isoscalar (T = 0) color an
titriplet (3*) leptoquark S with charge -1/3. Its gauge-symmetric 
couplings to the quarks and leptons have the general form 

f. =:E {At [ui;eL; -d1iIlL;] S + A%u'kieR;S} +h.c., 
i,j 

where u, d, e, II denote generic quarks and leptons, u1 denotes (UL)e 
and i, i = 1, 2, 3 are generation labels (so that U1 = u, U2 = C, U3 = 
t, etc.). At and A% are dimensionless coupling strengths. The minus 
sign arises because the charge-conjugate doublet corresponding to 
(u,d) is (de,_ue). 
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Fig. 10.13. Typicalleptoquark exchange processes between leptons 

and quarks. The leptoquark LQ may have fermion number 0 or ±2. 

Leptoquark exchanges, like those in Fig. 10.13, will generally con

tribute to lepton-nucleon scattering and to hadron decays. They have 

different systematics from gauge boson exchanges (no GIM mecha

nism, no helicity conservation). The experimental upper limits on 

various small cross sections and rare decay modes then force us to 

make many of the couplings AZ,R very small; if the leptoquarks have 

observable masses of order 100 GeV, the mass suppression alone is 

inadequate in many cases. 

Ezereille. Show that leptoquark contributions to p,N --> eN coherent 
conversion, and to 11"0 --> p,±eT and no --> p,+ p,- decays are sup
pressed if we forbid generation miring Ai; with i 1= j. 

Ezereise. Show that leptoquark contributions to 11"0 --> e+ e-, 11"± --> 

ev, K± --> ev and no --> p,±eT are suppressed if a given leptoquark 
has only AL or only AR type couplings. 

Ezercise. Show that leptoquark contributions to K+ --> 1I"+vii are 
suppressed if a given leptoquark has couplings to only one generation. 

All experimental constraints are satisfied if we restrict the couplings 

as suggested in the exercises, i.e. (i) no generation mixing (i 1= j for

bidden), (ii) a given leptoquark couples only via AL or only via AR, 
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(iii) a given leptoquark couples only to one generation of fermions. 
Such restrictions apparently arise naturally in some E6-based super
strint; models. The leptoquark masses can then be relatively light, 
of order 100 GeV say, with coupling strengths A of order 0.1. 

One experimental signature of a leptoquark would be its decay, 
e.g. into charged lepton plus quark jet plus no missing energy, or 
into neutrino plus quark jet plus no charged lepton. Leptoquark 
pairs would be produced in e+ e- collisions, with electromagnetic 
cross section (§4.4) and a factor 3 for color, 

to which we must in general add contributions from virtual ZO ex
change (and also from quark q exchange if S couples to eq). The 
non-appearance of anomalous lepton events at PEP and PETRA 
excludes leptoquark masses below 20 GeV. Leptoquark pairs could 
also be produced at hadron colliders through QCD couplings, via 
qij -+ S8 or gg -+ S8 subprocesses, just like heavy quark pairs (see 
§10.3). Limits on anomalous high-PT lepton plus jet events at the 
CERN pp collider are said to exclude leptoquark masses below about 
50 GeV (the two-body decay S -+ lq gives a harder lepton spectrum 
than the three-body decay of heavy quarks t -+ blv). 

The most spectacular leptoquark signature however is to be found 
in lepton-nucleon scattering. The 8-channel pole diagram Figure 
10.13(b) gives a resonance in the subprocess e-u -+ S -+ e-u and 
hence a peak in the inclusive x-distribution. 

Ezerel,e. Derive the subprocess cross section 

where A denotes the assumed Ailor A}l coupling 0/ the scalar lep
toquark S to ue-. Hence (following §5.e) show the corresponding 
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Fig. 10.14. Inclusive e-p cross section dujdxdQ2 plotted versus x 

at Q2 = 104 Gey2, ..;s = 315 GeY, showing the resonance effect 
from a leptoquark S with mass 200 GeY and coupling AL = 0.3. The 
dotted line is the standard model prediction. (From DESY-86-150.) 

contributions to inclusive e-p and e+p deep inelastic scattering are 

du (_ _ X) A4
S xu (x) 

dxdy e p -+ e = 6411" (sx - m~)2 + (msrs)2 , 

du (+ + X) A4
S x(1 - y)2u(x) 

dxdy e p -+ e = 6411" (sx(1 - y) + m~)2 , 

based on u-quarks in the proton; For tI, change u -+ tI, e+ ... e-. 

Figure 10.14 shows the predicted resonance in dujdxdQ2(e-p -+ 

e-X) at HERA energy at Q2 = 104 Gey2, compared to the standard 
model prediction, assuming AL = 0.3 and ms = 200 GeY. 

Thus far we have discussed only a scalar isoscalar leptoquark S 

with net fermion number -2, coupling to tIe+ and ilv. (and its charge 
conjugate to ue and dVe). But there are other possibilities such as a 
vector isoscalar U with fermion number 0, coupling to de and uV via 
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or 

Many other leptoquark assignments can be made, including isodou

blets and isotriplets. Spin-! sleptoquark superpartners couple to the 

corresponding lepton-squark and slepton-quark systems. 

We have also assumed stringent constraints on the types of allowed 

leptoquark couplings. An alternative way to meet the experimental 

constraints is to assume that leptoquark couplings are related to the 

fermion masses, e.g. that the coupling to quark q and lepton l con

tains a factor like ymqml or (mq + mtJ. This happens in Extended 
Technicolor models, where leptoquarks and particle mass terms have 

a common origin. This would automatically suppress all couplings 

to light fermions but could leave couplings to heavy fermions un

suppressed. Leptoquark production would then proceed via heavy 

quarks in the nucleon sea, generated by a gluon as in Fig. 10.15. The 

diagrams where the leptoquark decays back to e + t give a resonant 

contribution to the inclusive distribution do / dx dQ2, but if the signal 

is small it will be easier to detect by looking for exclusive final states. 

Heavy flavor production via current-gluon fusion gives a background 

to such leptoquark signals. 

L Q 

V 

e 

I 

LQ: 
I 
I 

j 

-j 

9 

Fig. 10.15. Leptoquark 

production from electron

gluon fusion via couplings 

to heavy quarks such as 
t. Land Q denote the 

decay leptons and quarks, 

including e and t. 
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10.3 Hadroproduction 

10.3.1 Quarkonia. 

Both charm and bottom quarks were discovered by hadroproduc

tion of the quarkonium states .p(ec) and T(bb) (simultaneously with 
e+ e- -+ .p in the case of charm), identified by their decays to JL+ JL

pairs. 

Unlike e+e- collisions that only produce JP = 1- states directly, 

hadron-hadron collisions can produce many quarkonium states di
rectly through subprocesses such as 

gg -+ 1], Xo, X2, gg -+ .pg, qij -+ .p . 
These production subprocesses, shown in Fig. 1O.l6(a), are directly 
related by crossing to the corresponding decay processes 

1],X-+gg, .p -+ ggg, .p -+ qij, 

shown in Fig. lO.16(b). The production cross sections are fully de
termined by the decay widths, 

r(1] -+ gg) = (8/3)a; IRs (0) 12 /(mq )2, 

r(Xo -+ gg) = 96a;IRp(0) 12 /(mxo)4, 

r(X2 -+ gg) = (128/5)a;IRp(0)12/(mx2)4, 

r(.p -+ ggg) = 40(71"2 - 9)a~IRs(0)12 /(8l7rm~), 

r(.p -+ qij) = 12a2e~e~IRs(0)12 /(m",)2. 

Here Rs(O) is the S-wave quarkonium radial wavefunction and Rp(O) 
is the radial derivative of the P-wave function at the origin, as is 
evaluated at the quarkonium mass scale, eQ and eq are the electric 
charges of the heavy initial quark and light decay quark. We have 

given only the virtual photon contribution to .p -+ qij (neglecting 
.p-+ ggg -+ qij contributions); see §lO.1.l for the "y + Z formula. R(O) 
is related to the total wave function at the origin .p(0) by IR(O) 12 = 

471"1.p(0) 12. 
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Fig. 10.16. (a) Parton 
subprocesses for produc

ing quarkonia; (b) re
lated quarkonium decays 

to gluons and quarks. 

Ez~reill~. Using crossing arguments, derive the formula for the gg -t 

o spin- and color-averaged subprocess cross section, where 0 denotes 

a generie quarkonium state of spin J and mass m: 

u(gg -t 0) = (2J + 1)1I'2(8m3)-lr(0 -t gg)O(I- 81m2
). 

{Remember that gluons are indistinguishable particles here}. 

Yang's theorem (that two massless spin-l particles cannot have an
gular momentum J = 1 for a state symmetric in their space and spin 
variables) plus Bose statistics and color symmetry (a color-singlet 
state of two gluons is symmetric in their color variables) together 
forbid gg -t 1/J transitions. Thus the lowest order gg subprocess is 
gg -t 1/Jg where a "bleaching gluon" carries off color in the final state. 
The cross section is given by 

u(gg -t 1/Jg) = 8m3~;22 _ 9) r(1/J -t ggg)1 (~2) , 
where 8 is the c.m. energy squared, m is the 1/J mass and 

I 2 [x + 1 2x In x ] 2(x - 1) ... 4~I=n=x:-;: (z) - - -- - + + -;-
- x2 x-I (x - 1)2 x(x + 1)2 (x + 1)3 . 

l(x) is not singular at x = 1. 3S1 states can similarly be produced 
by qij fusion, the inverse of 1/J -t qij decay. 
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Ezereise. Derive the spin- and color-averaged cross section 

For very heavy 3S1 quarkonia, the widths r(O -+ gg) and r(o -+ qij) 

are comparable; in this case the superior flux of gluons at small x 

favors the gg -+ 0 mechanism at high energies. But for energies 

near threshold or for quarkonium masses near Mz (see Fig. 10.3) the 

qij -+ 0 mode may not be negligible. There are also contributions to 

3S1 and other states from the radiative decays of higher levels such 

as .pI -+ X'Y, X -+ .p'Y. 

Hadronic cross sections are found by folding the subprocess cross 

sections with parton distributions as usual. 

Exercise. Derive the formula 

1 

u(AB -+ OX}= K J dxrx-1 fgIA(X, Q2)fgIB(Tlx, Q2)&0(gg -+ 0) 
T 

for quarkonium 0 production via the dominant gg -+ 0 subprocess, 

where T = m2 I s, m being the 0 mass, K is an enhancement factor 

for non-leading QeD effects, & = &08(1- 81m2) and Q2 '" m 2 is the 
Bcale at which the parton distributions are evaluated. 

Figure 10.17 illustrates the predicted cross sections for various 

quarkonia up to Vs = 2 TeV. Figure 10.18 shows predictions at 

Vs = 40 TeV, the SSC energy, for heavy quarkonium production 

versus mass. In both figures the dominant gluon-gluon processes are 

used; shaded regions represent the range of uncertainty resulting from 

different choices of potential model to evaluate Rs(O) and R~(O); the 

most I@nt and realistic models give predictions near the lower limits 

shown. Clearly '7(1 So) states are the most strongly produced, one or 

two orders of magnitude above .p(3S1) states. The latter can be 

identified most easily as peaks in tt e- mass distributions; however, 

there is no simple signature for '7 states, unless they are superheavy 

(§13.8). 
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Fig. 10.17. Predicted quarkonium production cross sections in pp 
(or pp) collisions, resulting from gg -> 0 subprocesses with enhance

ment K = 2, using Duke-Owens distributions. XJ -> t/ry decays are 
included. Shaded areas represent ranges of uncertainty from poten-

tial models. mt = 40 Ge V is assumed here. 
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Fig. 10.lS. Predicted cross sections for the production of ISO, 3S1 

and 3Po heavy quarkonia in pp collisions at yS = 40 TeV, versus 

quarkonium mass (with K = 1). 
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10.3.2 Open flavor production. 

The lowest order parton subprocesses producing heavy quark QQ 
pairs are quark-antiquark and gluon-gluon fusion, 

qq ---+ QQ, 99 ---+ QQ, 

iJlustrated in Fig. 10.19. 

Ezercise. Derive the qq ---+ QQ cross section formula 

For the other subprocess we have 

du( -+ QQ_) _ 1rO<~ [6(m2 - i)(m2 - ill _ m2(8 - 4m2) 
di 9192 - 882 82 3(m2 - i)(m2 - ill 

4 (m2 - i)( m2 - il) - 2m2 (m2 + i) 4 ",( m-,-,---2 -~i )C!.(:..:.m;.-2,-,::ilL) --:7,2m,:..:..-:2 (>-m-'-.2---'+CCilCL) + -. + -.-
3 (m2 - i)2 3 (m2 - il)2 

_ 3. (m2-i)(m2-il)+m2(il-i) _ 3. (m2-i)(m2-il)+m2(i-il)] 
s(m2 - i) 8(m2 - ill , 

where 8 = (91 + 92)2, £ = (91 - Q)2, U = (91 - Q)2. Notice that 
the £-2 and t1-2 singularities of 99 ---+ qq massless quark production 

(Table 9.1) have been removed by the presence of mQ = m, since 
£ < 0 and u < 0 by kinematics here. The running coupling 0<.(Q2) is 

evaluated at an appropriate scale, usually chosen to be Q2 = Pt or 

8/4 or Sj with the latter choices 0<.(Q2) remains finite at small PT. 

In lowest order QeD there are also Jlavor-ezcitation subprocesses 

in which a heavy quark Q is scattered out of the sea in one of the 
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Q -Q Q -Q Q -0 -Q Q 

q -q 9 9 9 9 9 9 

Fig. 10.19. Lowest-order QeD subprocesses producing heavy quark 

pairs QQ. 

incident hadrons: 

qQ --> qQ, gQ --> gQ, 

(similarly with initial if and/or Q) illustrated in Fig. 10.20. The 

corresponding cross section formulas are 

where 8 = (q+ Q)2, t= (q- q')2, iJ. = (q _Q')2 and 

where 8 = (g + Q)2, t = (g - g')2, iJ. = (g - Q')2, with m = mQ as 

before. 
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q Q 9 Q 9 Q 9 Q 

Fig. 10.20. Flavor-excitation subprocesses producing heavy quarks 
Q (and Q). 

These flavor-excitation subprocesses present some difficulties, 

however, when we try to calculate realistic final states from them. 

(i) It is not possible to arrange realistic kinematics to allow both 

the struck quark Q and its partner Q to come on-shell in a 

single collision, when Q is unseen and unspecified. 

(ii) It is unsatisfactory not to know what happened to Q. We may 
want to include its decay products in the final state. 

(iii) The subprocess cross sections have soft and collinear diver
gences at f = 0, where the exchanged gluon comes onto its 
mass shell, seeming to require an arbitrary cut-off. 

Difficulties (i) and (ii) resemble the problems of exciting heavy sea 
quarks in electroweak lepton scattering, discussed in § 10.2.2. The 
solution there was to go to higher order in QeD, where explicit g ..... 

QQ vertices provide a dynamical model of the QQ sea; a similar step 

is helpful here. 

The 2 ..... 3 parton subprocesses that produce QQ pairs are 

qq ..... QQg, gq(q) ..... QQq(q) , gg ..... QQg. 

The lowest order contributions are O(a~) tree graphs; Fig. 10.21 il
lustrates just two of very many possible graphs, including for clarity 
the incident hadrons, too. The cross section formulas are too lengthy 
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Fig. 10.21. Examples 
of 2 --> 3 parton pro
cesses producing QQ 

heavy quark pairs in 

the collision of hadrons 
A and B: (a) flavor ex
citation of the sea, (b) 

gluon fragmentation. 

to reproduce here but relatively simple forms are given by Ellis and 

Sexton (Nuc!. Phys. B282, 642 (1987)). An excellent approxima
tion is obtained if we simply use the massless formulas of Table 9.2 
for the matrix elements, inserting momentum vectors kl ... ks with 
correct kinematics. This procedure correctly introduces masses into 

propagator denominators that have been written as k; . k; in terms 
of external momenta; -2k;· k; = (k; - k;)2 for massless particles 
but becomes (k; - k j )2 - mj when final particle j is massive. The 
approximation works quite well for the dominant gg and gq channels 
but gives negative IMI2 in limited parts of phase space for qq --> QQg 

near threshold. 

Returning to Fig. 10.21, we notice several interesting points 

(iv) These diagrams include flavor excitation; Fig. 10.21(a) shows 
qQ --> qQ scattering from a QQ pair explicitly generated by a 

gluon; this solves (i) and (ii) of the previous difficulties, since 

heavy quark kinematics are specifically put in and we know 
exactly what happened to the spectator Q. 

(v) They have soft and collinear divergences when PT(QQ) --> 0 
and the momentum of an exchanged gluon goes on-shell (this is 

point (iii) above, encountered once again in this wider context). 

However, when this happens in Fig. 1O.21(a) we can see that 
the on~shell gluon is simply part of the empirical parton distri
bution in hadron A, so this configuration is already included in 
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the gluon fusion cross section gg -+ QQ of Fig. 10.19. Thus the 
major (singular) part of flavor excitation is already included in 

the gg, qq -+ QQ calculation and it would be double-counting 
to add it on separately. This solves the difficulty (iii) above; 

the cut-off should be at the scale of evolution of the parton 

distribution. 

(vi) Figure 10.21(b) illustrates gluon fragmentation as a source of 
QQ pairs. Although soft fragmentation is not expected to give 
heavy quark pairs (§6), hard contributions from highly virtual 

gluons are certainly allowed; they first appear explicitly in order 
a~ as shown here. Higher orders can be calculated by Monte 
Carlo shower techniques (§9.4). Gluon fragmentation is ex
pected to be a major source of cc and lib production at the 
SSC. 

Ezerei.e. Using the leading-log approximation {§9.-Ij, 

u(gg -+ QQg) 0:< 2u(gg -+ gg) f ~t a;~) PQg(z) dz , 

where t = (Q + Q)2 is the virtuality of the gluon that splits g -+ QQ, 
and taking for simplicitll the masslus form of PQg(z) (§ 7. 7), show 
that 

u(gg -+ QQg) _ u(gg -+ gg) a.(4m~) In (~) 
u(gg -+ QQ) - u(gg -+ QQ) 371" 4m~· 

Hence show that gluon fragmentation dominates over gluon fusion as 
a QQ source when the subprocess c.m. energll squared 8 > 4m~. 

How are we to combine the various subprocesses without double
counting? We first set on one side the question of final state showers, 
which are to be added in any case, and concentrate attention on the 

2 -+ 2 and 2 -+ 3 channels for QQ production. It appears that the 
total cross section is approximately given by the 2 -+ 2 subprocesses 

of Fig. 10.19, evolved up to an appropriate scale Q2 = Pf + m~ 
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Q -a Q -0.' 

q -q q -q' 

Fig. 10.22. Electroweak 
contributions to heavy 
quark hadroproduction. 

or 8/4. The major contributions from flavor-excitation and 2 -> 3 
channels occur when an exchanged gluon nears the mass shell, and 
these contributions are already included in the diagrams of Fig. 10.20; 
according to this argument, the diagrams of Fig. 10.21 do not give 
large additional contributions. In effect we assume that the QQ pair 
was born from two gluons (one from each hadron) or else from one 
gluon (in which case the two parents of this gluon came from different 
hadrons). This includes all the O( a!) quark-excitation type processes 
and some of the gluon fragmentation, excepting gluons in initial or 
final state showers. 

There are also electroweak channels to be added: 

qq' -> W± -> QQ', qq-> ,"/,Z -> QQ, 

shown in Fig. 10.22. Their contributions are very small compared to 
QeD, except for t-quarks: W -> tli is competitive with tf hadropr~ 
duction for m, - 20-70 GeV. 

Heavy Q production calculations depend on several ingredients: 

(i) parton distribution parameterizations; 

(ii) choice of scale Q2 = Pt + m~ or 8/4 or whatever; 

(iii) a,: choice of A, number of active flavors N" 1st/2nd order 
formula; 

(ill) quark mass; 
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(11) K factor from non-LLA corrections not included in a.(Q2). 

Hence QCD calculations are uncertain by a factor of about 2. Elec
troweak calculations can however be normalized to the W ..... ev and 
Z ..... e+e- data. Typical predictions at Va = 630 GeV (2 TeV) using 

DO parton distributions, Q2 = 8/4, A = 0.2 GeV, Nt = 5, 1st order 
a. formula and K = 1 are as follows: 

u(QCD ..... ce) = 140 (300) ~b 
u(QCD ..... bli) = 6 ( 25) ~b 
u(QCD ..... tf) = 0.6 ( 10) nb 

me = 1.5, 
mb = 5.0, 
mt = 40 . 

The electroweak cross sections, normalized to W and Z data, are 

u(Z ..... ce) = 0.2 (0.8) nb, 

u(Z ..... bli) = 0.3 (1.0) nb, 

u(Z ..... tt) = 0.04 (0.14) nb, 

u(W± ..... tb) = 1.2 (3.8) nb, 

u(W± ..... ca) = 1.7 (5.8) nb. 

Figure 10.23 shows the energy-dependence of these calculations com
pared with some selected data points in the case of charm; the total 
W± and ZO production are also shown (normalized to data). Notice 
that lowering the c and b quark masses would raise the correspond
ing QCD cross sections. In fixed-target experiments, the most reli
able results are those where the charm particle tracks are detected; 
the 1I'P and pp data points at Va "" 25 Ge V are of this kind (high
resolution bubble chamber), and agree semiquantitatively with the 
calculations. The pp data near Va = 60 Ge V are from the ISR; 
they differ widely among themselves but broadly suggest some large 
additional contributions (tentative bb production results, not shown, 
are also well above perturbative QCD). However a cautionary note 
should be added: the ISR results are extrapolated from a very small 
fraction of the total charm and beauty production in a small part of 
phase space and a few decay channels; corrections of order 106 have 
been applied to obtain the final cross sections. 
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2 -+ 2 subprocesses 
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sections for W± and 
Zo production are 
also shown. 

Beside perturbative QCD and electroweak production, two other 
mechanisms have been mooted. One is Recombination: a heavy quark 
Q (production unspecified) may be picked up by one or more fast va.

lence quarks and form a fast baryon qqQ or meson qQ state. This 

is a form of final state interaction that would give fast Q-flavored 
hadrons; it is not clear whether it should affect the total produc
tion cross section. The other is Diffraction: the incident p (say) 
is excited by vacuum-exchange to a high mass N* state with essen
tially unchanged energy; this state can decay into Q-flavored hadrons, 
one of which can be fast; this process is distinct from perturbative 
QCD and gives an addition to the cross section. Both Recombination 
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and Diffraction are characterized by low-PT and high XF for heavy 

hadrons, but are not reliably predicted; we look to experiment to see 

if they are present. 

Present data are contradictory. In the 1rp ...... DX charm mea

surements near VB = 25 GeV, there is a 20% diffractive component; 

fitting to a longitudinal distribution dn/dXF ~ (1 - IXFI)", where 

xF = PDL/Pmax in the c.m. frame, most of the cross section is fitted 
by n "" 6-8 in agreement with QCD fusion but a diffractive com

ponent with n "" 1-2 remains; see Figure 10.24(a). There is also a 

corresponding excess of those D-meson states that share a valence 

quark with the incident pion, as one would expect for diffraction or 
recombination (e.g. 1r+ ...... D+, DO; 1r+ f+ jjO, D-). In contrast, 

some ISR data at VB "" 60 GeV suggest an overwhelming diffractive 

contribution: Fig. 1O.24(b) shows the XF distribution reported for 

PP ...... At X production. A large diffractive component would explain 
the large cross section values, but such a strong onset of diffraction 

over a relatively small change of energy regime seems surprising. The 

question still remains to be resolved. 

The basic 2 ...... 2 fusion subprocesses produce QQ pairs with zero 

net PT. To get their PT-dependence, we may take 2 ...... 2 fusion 
to define the central hard collision and add initial and final state 

Monte Carlo showers. The leading logarithm shower approximations 
are unsatisfactory near threshold, however. When typical subprocess 

energies are not so high that multiple QQ production in the showers 

is likely, we can make a Poor Mans Shower Model based purely on 
the 2 ...... 3 subprocesses, which have realistic threshold dynamics and 

are expected to dominate at large PT(QQ). In this approach (similar 

to that in §8.7) we put empirical PT(QQ) cutoffs in the otherwise di
vergent 2 ..... 3 subprocess cross sections, adjusted to give the correct 

total cross section and invariant mass m( QQ) distribution (defined 
by 2 ...... 2 fusion folded with evolved parton distributions). This gives 

the correct cross section for each m(QQ) plus the correct PT(QQ)
dependence at large PT; it is inexact at small PT(QQ) but the details 
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Fig. 10.24. (a) XF dependence of inclusive 1rp -+ D production with 

XF > 0 at v'8 = 26 GeV (NA21 experiment, Phys. Lett. 161B, 400 
(1985)); the curve is a 2 -+ 2 QCD calculation with a-function frag

mentation, normalized to the data. (b) XF dependence of inclusive 

pp -+ Ac production at v'8 = 63 GeV (CERN-Bologna group, Nuovo 
Cim. 65A, 408 (1981); the curve is an empirical fit ~ (1 - IXFI)°·9. 

here are smoothed away by fragmentation and experimental resolu
tion. 

10.3.3 Lepton signals. 

Leptons are a popular way to tag heavy quarks (§3.1). For c and b 

quarks the decay leptons are usually in or near jets: it is then easier 
to identify muons than electrons. Isolated leptons are characteristic 
of heavier quarks (assuming there is no charged Higgs decay channel); 

then either e or p, can. be used. Tagging b via B -+ .pX decays with 
.p -+ e+e- or p,+p,- is interesting too, in spite of the small branching 

fractions (1.1 ± 0.2% for B -+ .pX, 6.9 ± 0.9% for .p -+ e+e-, .p -+ 

p,+p,-), because of the expected prodigious production of B-mesons 
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at future hadron colliders. 

Consider first single-lepton detection. Figure 10.25 shows typ

ical calculations of the inclusive single-muon PT distribution from 

QCD and electroweak sources, for pp collisions at vis = 540 GeV. 

In these calculations the heavy quarks are produced via the Poor 
Mans Shower and fragmented into heavy hadrons using the Peterson 

model (§6.~); weak decays are followed through the complete cas
cades (§3.7.2), so secondary and tertiary decay muons are included. 

Mass mt = 40 GeV is illustrated. UA1 data points are shown for 

comparison; at smaller PT they may contain some background from 

11", K -> p,v. Notice the following points: 

i) b decays give more muons than e-decays at large PT, although bb 

and elf production are approximately equal at large PT (where 
their masses do not matter). This is because b-fragmentation is 

harder than e-fragmentation (§6.3). Also b -> ep,v has a harder 
muon spectrum than e -> sjiv, because of V-A coupling (§3.6). 

b decays have additional secondary b -> e -> I' contributions 

too, but these are relatively soft and unimportant at large PT. 

ii) The small-PT peak in top-quark channels comes from secondary 
and tertiary decay muons. 

iii) Top-quark muons are nowhere dominant, not even at very large 

PT. Extra conditions like muon isolation are needed to extract 
a top signal. 

iv) The agreement with experiment at largePT is encouraging (this 
calculation used K = 1). At smaller PT there may be back
grounds in the data. 

Dilepton events have a lower rate (two semileptonic decays now re
quired) but give cleaner signals, with relatively smaller backgrounds. 
Figure 10.26 shows calculations of unlike-sign 1'+1'- and like-sign 

p,± p,± pair production versus dilepton mass m(p,p,) , from various 

sources. Drell-Yan qij -> h,Z) -> QQ and charm pair produc
tion give 1'+1'- only, neglecting very small DO - DO oscillations; bb 
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Fig. 10.25. Inclusive single-muon PT spectrum. Typical calculations 

of heavy quark contributions from various sources (with hypothetical 
m, = 40 GeV), are compared to UAI data at vs = 540 GeV. 

production gives both p.+p.- and p.±p.±. Top-quark signals are much 

smaller but interesting, especially in same-sign events; one can sup

press the bb and cc contributions by requiring one muon to be isolated 

and also by rejecting back-to-back dimuons (with relative azimuth 

f>¢> ~ 180°), but through 1986 the statistics have been inadequate 

for a top search here. 

Isolation criteria for dileptons can be defined in various ways. The 

UA1 collaboration selected muons with PT(p.) > 3 GeV and invari

ant mass m(p.p.) > 6 GeV, and measured the scalar sum of ET in 
calorimeter cells within a cone f>R = [(f>'1)2+(f>¢> )2]1/2 < 0.7 around 
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Fig. 10.26. Calculated invariant mass distributions for (a) unlike

sign dimuons and (b) like-sign dimuons from various sources in pfi 

collisions at ...;s = 630 GeY. The t/J and T peaks are not shown. 

each muon direction. They took the sum of squares 

s = [E ET(JLl) r + [E ET(JL2) r 
and defined dimuons to be isolated if S < 9 Gey2, non-isolated 

otherwise. With this criterion, most Drell-Van events are isolated 

(and furthermore have little jet activity) while most elf and bb events 

are non-isolated, according to Monte Carlo simulations. 

The important question of BO - EO oscillations (§10.1.3) now can 

be addressed. With non-isolated dimuons, bb pairs are the dominant 

source. With a cut like PT(JL) > 3 GeY, soft secondary b ~ e ~ JL 
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contributions are disfavored and primary b decays predominate. The 

situation is now exactly like example (i) of §1O.1.3. If we neglect cc 

contributions, secondary b-decays, top decays and other backgrounds, 

the Iike-sign/unlike-sign ratio is once more 

N(±±) _ 2X(1 - X) 
N(±'/') - X2 + (1- X)2' X = Idxd + I.x. , 

for uncorrelated light quark flavors. Here Xq = rq/(l + rq) is the 

parameter for B(bq) - B(bq) oscillations and Iq is the fragmentation 

fraction leading to B(bq) states. For a realistic analysis all back

grounds must be included in a complete Monte Carlo simulation. 

In a total sample of 512 dimuon events, including isolated Drell-Yan 

and T events, tlie VAl collaboration found an overall ratio R = (like

sign)/(unlike-sign) = OA2±0.07±0.03 whereas calculations with no 

oscillations gave 0.26 ± 0.03. The enhancement of like-sign dimuons 

is attributed to oscillations. Defining an effective X parameter as 

the overall probability that an initial b(b) first fragments and then 

oscillates to b(b) before decaying, the VAl group determined 

X = 0.121 ± 0.047 . 

If all B-hadrons have the same semileptonic branching fraction, then 

X = Idxd + I.x. as defined above: assuming Id = 0.10, I. = 0.20, 

this gives a lower bound on r. and rd (90% CL), shown as the shaded 

area E in Fig. 10.8. 

Though one might have imagined that the cleaner environment of 

e+ e- -+ QQ production would be a better place to study heavy quark 

physics, this B - B oscillation example illustrates what may be done 

with the large cross sections and luminosities at hadron colliders. 

Ezerdse. Using standard model cross sections and the luminosities 
in Table 1.4, compare the rate of production of bb events in e+ e- and 

hadron colliders (at ys = 40 Te V, u(pp -+ bb) ~ 0.1-1 mb). 
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From a peak in isolated p.+ p.- pairs at the T mass, a cross section 

was found in good agreement with theory: 

Bu(pp --+ T, T', T" --+ p.+p.-) = 0.98 ± 0.21 ± 0.19 nb (UA1) 

= 0.9 - 1.8 (theory) 

where the theoretical number is based on Fig. 10.17. 

Finally trileptons are another potentially interesting signal for 

heavy quarks, but with smaller rate (three semileptonic decays 

needed). 

Ezercise. Of the first three generations of quark, show that only tb 
and tt production can give same-sign trimuons (±±±) or mixed-sign 
trimuons in which all pair invariant masses exceed 5 Ge V. 

10.3.4 Signatures for top. 

Top searches at the CERN pp collider were based on a single-lepton 
tag (to get adequate event rate); this assumes from the start that the 

charged Higgs decay channel (§3. 7.1) does not dominate. Minimum 
PT and isolation cuts are made on the lepton, to suppress charm and 
bottom backgrounds. Isolation is defined by requiring summed ET 
to be less than some critical value, for calorimeter cells in a cone 
around the direction of the lepton, with parameters optimized to 
reject b and c. 

These cuts represent a compromise: if minimum lepton PT is set 
very high (say PT > 20 GeV) then the kinematics constrain any 
contributing b or c decays to have highly collimated decay products 

and very few of their leptons will be isolated. Also at high PT the b 
and c backgrounds are relatively smaller; on the other hand, the top 

signal itself is very small. With a lower PT cut the signal is bigger 
but the backgrounds are more problematical. 

Particular attention was focussed on the W --+ tb production chan

nel, both because its rate is reliably calculable given mt and because 
it has many nice features that could help to identify it. Figure 10.27 
shows a W --+ tb, t --+ be+ v event schematically. 
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Fig. 10.2'1. Topology of 

a typical W -4 tb event 
with t -4 be+v decay. 

i) It gives mostly high-PT isolated e + 2 jets: 1st signature. 

ii) Kinematics: the recoil b jet has a Jacobian peak. 

Ezereise. Neglecting PT(W), show this peak occurs at 

- [( 2 2 2)2 2 ) 2] 1/2 PT(b, peak) = Mw + mb - mt / (4Mw - mb 

"" (Mar - mn / (2Mw) . 

IT mt < 50 Ge V, the b jet nearly always has bigger PT than the 
b, so we can tell which is which. This peak, which gets smeared 
by PT(W), is both a measure of mt and a 2nd signature. IT we 
define a "recoil transverse mass" by 

m}(recoil) = Mar ~ 2MWPT(b) 

then the Jacobian peak of PT(b) translates into a peak in "'T 

(recoil) near the value mt. 

iii) The invariant mass of e, v, b is mt. We cannot get this di
rectly, but if the missing PT(v) is measured we can construct 
the transverse mass of e + v (as in the W -4 ev analysis of §8.6) 

m}(e,v) = (IPeTI + IPvTI)2 - (PeT + PvT)2 

or, better still, the transverse mass of v plus the "cluster" c = 
(e + b) defined in a similar way 

m}(c, v) = ( VP~T + m; + IpVTIY - (PeT + PvT)2 , 

where Pe and me are the total cluster momentum and invariant 
mass. This cluster transverse mass peaks sharply near its upper 
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limit value mt. It is another independent measure of mt and 
provides a 9rd signature. 

iv) The invariant mass of e, v, b, b is Mw and unmeasurable. But 

the cluster transverse mass 7nT (c = e + b + b, v) peaks sharply 
near its upper limit Mw. This is a cross-check on the W -origin 

of the event and a 4th signature. Figure 10.28 illustrates the 
various transverse mass peaks expected for pp -> W -> tb -> 

bbev events. The ideal signature for an event would be that it 
lay in all peaks simultaneously. 

In real life there are complications: there may be additional semi
leptonic decays in the band b jets with extra neutrinos that smear 
PvT; there may be extra hadrons or jets accompanying W production; 
there are experimental uncertainties in jets and in missing PT. The 
solution is to include these complications in a Monte Carlo. There 
are also backgrounds, of which the most dangerous is 2->3 bbx pro
duction where x = q, ij, g; here it is possible for b and x to provide 

~ 

'" -'E 
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~ 
:a 
S6 

l
E 
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'4 b 
'0 

mt Mw 

rTT(eb,1I ) 
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Fig. 10.28. The various transverse mass peaks expected in pp -> 
W -> tb events, calculated at VB = 630 Ge V but rather insensitive 

to energy, for assumed mass mt = 40 Ge V. 
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Fig. 10.29. A background 

to the W -t tb -t bbev sig
nal from bbx events. 

the two jets while b may decay b -t cev giving most of its energy to 
e which may then look isolated; see Fig. 10.29. These backgrounds 

can be suppressed by severe isolation criteria however. 

Hadroproduced tt events have the signature "isolated high-PT lep
ton plus jets," but fewer other signatures. If a b(b) jet can be iden
tified in the event with e+ (e-), then we can form the bev cluster 

transverse mass and look for a peak as before (where v means missing 

PT). Also the ev transverse mass differs from W -t ev background, 

ifm, < Mw. 

In a study of isolated lepton plus jet(s) at the CERN pp collider, 

the UA1 collaboration reported some evidence of W -t tb and tt 
events, lying in the expected bev and bbev transverse mass peaks 

and suggesting m, in the range 30-50 GeV [but top was eventually 

discovered in 1994, with m, ~ 175 GeV, at the Fermilab Tevatron 
collider]. 

If microvertex detectors can be used to pick out c, b and T decay 
vertices and trace back to the vertices where they were born, top 

events may be distinguished by their multi-branch cascade decay 

modes such as t -t bcs or t -t bvif. In these decays both b and c 
(or b and if) emanate from a single point, unlike any bb or cc events. 

There may be a background from events with double-heavy-flavor 

production, like pp -t bbccX, but they are interesting too and differ 

in various details. 

Finally, diffractive triggers have been suggested for top searches; if 

the large charm cross sections reported from the ISR have a diffrac

tive origin, a typical event pp -t N" N' might have low-mass N' 
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production with little high-PT activity in one hemisphere, while in 
the other hemisphere (along the p direction) a high mass N" decays 
into a fast At baryon and a slower T meson. At would be faster be
cause it could contain two out of three of the original proton's valence 
quarks while T could have at most one. Semileptonic At decay would 
give high-PT high-II leptons 1,+ near the p direction, while charge
conjugate processes with Xt would give 1,- near the p direction. This 
lepton charge asymmetry would be evidence of a diffractive tf origin. 

Ezerei8e. Show thot bb diifractive production would give a similar 

asllmmetrll but with opposite sign and smaller PT of the leptons. 

10.3.5 CP violation. 

CP violation in /).decay can be investigated through the asymmetry 
of ++ and -- like-sign dileptons in bb events, exactly as described 
for e+e- production in §10.1.3. Very large numbers of events are 
needed to overcome the small branching fractions and small asym
metries in these and other CP violating effects (estimates indicate 
that of order 108 bb events would be required) so we look initially 
to hadroproduction. However there are also proposals to build high
luminosity e+ e- linear colliders to act as "B-factories". 

Beside the same-sign lepton asymmetry, there are interesting ef
fects for decays into final states common to both BO and flO. 
Ezerei8e. Show thot D+1r-, D-1r+, 1/JJ(O, DD are decall channels 

common to IJO and flO. 

Ezerei8e. Using the formulas in §10.1.9 show that the amplitudes 

for an initial BO or flO to decall into a state f after time tare 

A(BO -+ I;t) = aV) [e-il'lt +e-il'2t] + "a~f) [e-il'lt _ e-il'2t], 

A(bl -+ I;t) = aV) [e-il'lt + e-il'2t] + a~~) [e-il'lt _ e-il'2t] , 

where aU), aU) are the matriz elements for BO -+ I, fJo -+ I and 
I-'j = mj - !ir; as before. Neglecting 6r Ir for convenience (reason-
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able lor B decays) show that the time-integrated decay probabilities 
are 

P(BO -+ f) = la(fJ12 {I + 1€12 + l-I€12 + 2xlm€} 
2f 1 + x2 ' 

P(Bo -+ I) = la(fJ12 {I + 1€12 _ l-I€12 + 2Xlm€} 
2fl1112 1 + x2 ' 

where x = omjf and € = l1a(f) j a(f). Note that the limit € = 0 

corresponds to the flavor-tagging decays that we studied previously. 

We can look for CP violation in comparisons between BO -+ I and 
BO -+ / decays, but the situation is specially simple when the final 

state I is CP-self-conjugate (/ = ±f), as with I = t/JKs or DD. 
Then CP conservation would require a(f) = a(f) with 11 = € = 1; 
any departure from equality between BO -+ I and BO -+ I decays 

would signal CP violation. Experimentally, one possibility is to select 
BB events in which one B is charged and flavor-tagged, establishing 
the initial flavor of a companion neutral BO(BO) whose decay to I is 
observed. Another possibility is that both B-mesons are neutral, in 

which case the oscillations of both must be taken into account. 

If microvertex detectors are eventually able to measure the proper 

time t at which a B decay occurs, it will be possible to extract om 
and perhaps of directly from the time-dependence of decays, and 
also to look for CP violation by comparing the time-dependence of 
CP conjugate channels (see the formulas above). 

We can also look for CP violation in the decays of charged B 
mesons, where oscillations play no part. Interference effects are cru

cial here. If two different weak amplitudes contribute to B+ -+ 1+ 
decay, then by TCP invariance the contribution to the CP conjugate 
B- -+ 1- channel is related by 

M+ == (t+I.c IB+) = glMl exp(ioI) + g2M2 exp(i02) ' 

M- == (rl.c IB-) = giMl exp(ioI) + giM2exp(io2) ' 

where gl and g2 are the weak couplings (including complex mixing 
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matrix elements), 81 and 82 are the appropriate strong or electro
magnetic phase shifts due to CP invariant final state interactions 

and M1, M2 are real. The difference of decay rates will then be 
proportional to 

showing that an effect requires (a) more than one channel, (b) a 
complex coupling and (c) a final state phase. (In BO decays (a) and 

(c) are supplied by oscillations.) 

Ezercise. Show that B- -> K-KZ'Ir+'Ir- can be produced via two dif

ferent decay chains and fulfils the conditions for a possible asymmetry 

from OP violation. 

Experimentally the study of rare B-decays involves several prac

tical questions. Firstly we need a tag or trigger to select interesting 
events and suppress the huge backgroundsj we may for example tag 

and reconstruct B -> t/JX decays. We then have the option to study 

these tagged B decays or to look for the decays of the other B in the 

same event (assuming pair hadroproduction). In the case of neutral 

decays like B -> t/JKs we need to find the other B anyway, to estab
lish the initial flavor (BO or EO) of the first Bj if the other B is B± 
we have an immediate answer, if it too is neutral we have to take 

account of possible oscillations of both. There is also a question of 
normalization, in establishing relative decay rates for B and E chan

nels. With pji colliders, the strong production and fragmentation 

processes are symmetrical between particles and antiparticles, but in 
pp colliders baryon production is favored over antibaryons and hence 

E(bij) mesons are somewhat depleted relative to B(bq) mesons. One 
possibility is to normalize the B / E ratio by measuring final states 
like B~ (E~) -> t/JK±'lrT , that are flavor-tagging decays and have no 

CP violating asymmetry in the standard model. However, it is un
desirable to rely on the standard model entirely, since there may be 

non-standard contributions waiting to be found. 
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Table lO.Z. Examples of B decays with CP violation. The 
. r(B°-+f)-r(B°-+J) 

asymmetry 18 r(Bo-+j)+r(Bo-+J). 

Asymmetry BF 

ItJ -+1/J'" vs [j~ -+1/J'" 8% 10-5 

B°-+1/JKO d S VB [jO-+1/JKO d S 8% 5 x 10-4 

B~ -+ 1/J'" VB ~ -+1/J'" -2% 3 x 10-3 

ItJ-+D+"'- VB [j~-+D-"'+ -60% 10-5 

ItJ -+ K+ K- VB ~-+K+K- 10% < 10-4 

B°-+D-".+ d VB [j~-+D+"'- -0.2% 2 x 10-2 

B°-+K+K-• VB [j°-+K+K-• 38% 10-5 

B°-+D+".-• VB [jO-+D-".+ • 56% 2 x 10-4 

B°-+D-".+ • VB ~-+D+"'- 23% 10-3 

Table 10.2 shows examples of BO and fJo decays that could be 
studied for CP violation at the SSC. Notice that the cases with large 

expected asymmetries unfortunately have small branching fractions. 

10.3.6 W+W- signals. 

When a heavy quark mass exceeds Mw, real W modes will dominate 
the decays (§3.8)j for example 

(- 53%) 

(- 40%) 
(- 7%) 

where '- = e, /L or Tj the b and Ii (listed separated because they may 
be identified) also give jets. At VB - 600 GeV, this mechanism is 

already competitive with standard electroweak mechanisms for pro
ducing W+W- and W±Z pairs, for mt - 80-90 GeV. The UAI and 
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UA2 groups have actually reported a few events which could be in
terpreted as W+W- pairs with one W decaying leptonically, one 
hadronically. 

At higher energies the heavy quark mechanism totally dominates 
over electroweak W pair production. Figure 10.30 shows the energy 
dependence of the cross sections from various possible sources in 
pp collisions. At Va = 2 TeV, corresponding to the Tevatron, the 
heavy quark mechanism dominates over electroweak contributions 
for masses as large as 200 GeV. 
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Fig. 10.30. Energy dependence of pp ..... W+W-X production from 
heavy quark pairs tf, for mt = 90, 110 or 130 GeV, compared with 
electroweak W+W- and W± Z production. Results for pp collisions 
are similar above 2 TeV. 



Chapter 11 

Monte Carlo Simulations 

11.1 Introduction 

Monte Carlo is a way of calculating difficult integrals that may be 
intractable by ordinary numerical interpolation methods. The dif
ficulty may come from a large number of integration variables; this 
is usually the way theorists get involved. Difficulties may also come 
from folding a predicted cross section with complicated geometrical 
factors representing detectors. a routine situation for experimenters. 

Many interesting calculations have too many degrees of freedom 
for direct numerical integration. For example. if we take 10 interpola
tion points in each independent variable. a d-dimensional integration 
will require lOci evaluations of the integrand; the practical limit is 
something like d = 6 with this approach. But n-body phase space 
gives (3n - 4)-dimensional integrals: even if some of these integrals 
can be done exactly. we quickly get into deep water as n increases. 

Monte Carlo methods offer a rescue. As the name suggests. they 
depend on random sampling. An n-fold integral over the range (0. 1) 
can be approximated by sampling the integrand N times and taking 
the average: 

1 1 N 

f = J dX1 ... J dX,,!(X1"' X,,) I'::j ~ L!(X1(i) ..... x,,(i». 
o 0 .=1 

Here x1(i) is the ith sample of a random variable Xl uniformly dis-

397 
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tributed over the range (0, 1), etc. This equation is intuitively ob

vious. We are just defining the mean value of the function I; on 

the left-hand side the definition is mathematical, on the right-hand 

side it is statistical (or if you like, experimental: Monte Carlo can 

be described as a branch of experimental mathematics). 

Each single evaluation of l(x1(i) ... x,,(i)) is a crude statistical 

estimator of f. It is a random variable, call it /1; its mean is pre

cisely f and its accuracy as an estimator is measured by its stan

dard deviation U1 (defined by the variance = uf = mean value of 
(/1 - 1)2 = J dX1 ... J dx,,(/ - 1)2). The average of N such evalua

tions, which appears on the right-hand side above, is a much better 

statistical estimator of f. It is a random variable (call it 'N) with 

the same mean f but smaller standard deviation UN = udVN. As 
N becomes large its probability distribution approaches Gaussian 

shape 

by the Central Limit Theorem. 

Thus the error in estimating f goes down like I/VN. This rate 

of convergence versus N may seem rather slow, compared to the 

crudest numerical integration (the "trapezoid rule" for N equally

spaced points in a one-dimensional integral) where the numerical 

error goes down like I/N2 or the m-point Gaussian formula which 
converges as I/N(2m-1). However, the crunch comes when we go to 

n-dimensional integrals; here Monte Carlo still converges as I/VN 
while the trapezoid and Gauss prescriptions converge more slowly 
than before (I/N2/n and I/N(2m-1)/n, respectively). Most important 

of all, Monte Carlo still works for large n while the others become 

unmanageable. 

The best way to learn Monte Carlo is to do some examples-see 
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the following sections-but first, here are some practical remarks: 

(1) In elementary particle applications, Monte Carlo is usually a 

direct simulation of what happens physically. For instance, 

the quantity of interest f may be a cross section or a decay 

width. The multiple integrations then arise from final phase 

space plus other continuous variables (e.g. momentum fractions 
of incident partons or of fragmentation products) and the in

tegrand f may include not only a theoretical cross section but 
also geometrical acceptance and efficiency factors for specific 

detectors. Mathematically f is an integral of a weight func

tion f(XI •.• x,,) over variables Xl ••• X" that parameterize the 
possible physical configurations. Monte Carlo calculates this 
integral by generating a random sample of configurations and 

averaging the integrand, i.e. by generating a random sample of 
"real" events and averaging their weights. 

(2) During the calculation we can also collect these weighted events 

in bins, summing the weights in each bin, for each interesting 
observable quantity-just like collecting experimental data in 

fact .. This gives a histogram of the event distribution versus 

each observable. These observables can be single variables (e.g. 
an angle or momentum component) or two-dimensional arrays 
(e.g. an energy-angle correlation) or what we please. Little 
extra effort is needed to add an extra distribution, Monte Carlo 

has an advantage here over numerical integration, where each 
fresh distribution needs a fresh calculation. (In effect each bin 

describes a partial cross section; the corresponding integrand 

Ibin = f inside the bin, Ibin = ° outside it.) 

(3) The limits of integration (0, 1) are convenient. Computer sys

tems have library subroutines that generate pseudo-random 
numbers uniformly in this range (sufficiently random for pres

ent purposes). The integration volume is conveniently 1. Phys
ical variables usually have different limits, but we can easily 

re-scale them to fit the standard range (0, 1). 
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(4) For f = constant, the Monte Carlo approximation is exact. In 

this case, of course the integral is trivial and we do not need 

Monte Carlo, but it illustrates a general principle: the flatter 

the integrand, the better the approximation. (Put another way, 

the flatter the integrand, the smaller the standard deviation of 

the N = 1 case-single-shot sampling-and hence, the smaller 

the standard deviation for general N.) 

(5) Hence, we should avoid singular or near-singular integrands 

(even if they are formally integrable) by suitable changes of 

variable. For instance, if the physical problem includes in

tegrating .a squared energy s over a relativistic Breit-Wigner 

resonance factor, the latter can be absorbed as follows, 

J 
ds JdO 

'" . (s - M2)2 + (Mr)2 = ... Mr 

putting s - M2 = MrtanO, ds = Mrsec20dO = Mr(1 + 
tan20)dO, and finally 0 can be scaled to the range (0, 1). In this 

example the offending factor has been removed exactly; in gen

eral, it may only be possible to take out part of a bump-but 

this will still improve the accuracy. This kind of adjustment is 

called Importance Sampling (see more below). 

(6) Avoid o-functions. Monte Carlo cannot handle them. Integrate 

them out by hand. 

(7) A void discontinuities of f if possible. Try to arrange physical 

limits to fall at the limits (0, 1) of an integration variable. Some 

discontinuities may however be inevitable, e.g. acceptance cuts 

in observables and the edges of bins in distributions. 

Exercise. Consider the one-dimensional integral f01 f(x)dx for the 

two cases (a) f is a step function, f = 0 for x < 0.5, f = 2 for 

x > 0.5; (b) f is linear, f = 2x. In both cases the mean is f = 1. 

Show that the one-shot standard deviations are 0"1 = 1 and 0"1 = 
1/..;3, respectively, confirming that smoother integrands give higher 

accuracy. 
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(8) Keep the number of Monte Carlo integrations to a minimum; 
each is an independent source of fluctuations. If any can be 
integrated out by hand without losing physics (e.g. integrations 
over unobserved particles), get them done first. 

(9) We can discover the accuracy achieved with N shots by com
parhlg several independent runs. Better stiJI, we can directly 
calculate the variance of the 1-shot and N-shot estimators by 
accumulating the statistical averages of both / and /2 at the 
same time. The variance O"~ of the 1-shot estimator is then 
given by 

and the accuracy of the N-shot estimator is given by its stan
dard deviation 

This is of course just a Monte Carlo calculation of 0"1 and O"N, 

with some uncertainty of its own. 

(10) Any calculation is ultimately a compromise between accuracy 
and economy. 

(11) Reproducible computer-generated random numbers have some 
advantages over genuinely random numbers that are different 
every time. When developing or copying a program it is help
ful to check against previous runs using the identical random 

numbers. When studying the effect of changing a particular 
physical parameter (e.g. the shape of a fragmentation func
tion), it is best to compare a series of runs in which only this 
parameter is changed while alI other inputs-including the ran
dom numbers-are unchanged. We then see the effect of the 
parameter changes on a fixed sample of events, without the ex
tra fluctuations that would come from letting the event sample 

change, too. 
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(12) There are also disadvantages. Pseudo-random number genera

tors repeat themselves after a certain (very long) period: make 

sure this period is bigger than the sample you want. Also, 

there are correlations between numbers in the sequence that 

can sometimes produce bogus effects. 

(13) Weighted and unweighted events. Monte Carlo programs gen
erate random events which correspond to the Xi coordinate 
values. These events are uniformly distributed in X; space. An 

event's contribution to the sum is then weighted by f(Xl ... xn) 
which is just! times the probability density for such an event 

to occur in xi-space. Unless f is constant these uniformly dis
tributed events in Xi space do not occur with the same fre
quency as events in the real world and are called "weighted" 

events. An alternate approach is to incorporate the probability 
of an event's occurrence into the event generation procedure to 

get Monte Carlo events with the same relative frequency as real 
events. Such "unweightedevents" are generated in each region 

of phase space with a frequency determined by the function 

f in that region. Very few events are generated where f is 

small and many events are generated where f is large. Un
weighted events are useful for making typical scatter plots, for 
confronting detector designs, or just for getting a feel for a new 

type of physics. The simplest way to convert weighted to un

weighted events is the acceptance-rejection method. First find 

the maximum weight fmax (if necessary, an upper bound will 

do). Then for each event (Xl ... Xn) in a weighted sample, use 

the ratio f(Xl ..• Xn)/ fmax as the acceptance probability; gen

erate an auxiliary random number y in the range (0, 1), and 

accept the event if y < f / fmax . 

The approach described above may be called crude Monte Carlo. 

It contains the bare bones of the idea but many elegant improvements 

have been invented to give greater accuracy, faster convergence. The 

name of the game is Variance Reduction. 
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One area of improvement is Importance Sampling. There are com
puter programs that automatically take note of regions where the 
integrand f is biggest, from some initial set of random shots; in 
subsequent running, they adjust the sampling to emphasize these 
more important regions. The adjustment can be made by changing 
variables (cf. remark (5) above): 

f f dXl .•• dXn = f ~ gdXl .•• dXn = f ~ dYl ••. dYn 

provided g = 8(Yl .•• Yn)/8(Xl."Xn) is a Jacobian factor. The pro
gram chooses g such that f / g is much Hatter than f, and then 
proceeds with Monte Carlo simulation of the y-integrations instead. 
This kind of "intelligent Monte Carlo" program is helpful if we want 
the most likely events calculated most accurately, but not necessarily 
if we want to calculate very unlikely events-such as the extreme tail 
of some distribution. 

There are also classes of computer-generated quasi-random num
bers (e.g. so-called Halton sequences and scrambled Halton se
quences) whiclr give faster Monte Carlo convergence than true ran
dom numbers, apparently because they provide a more uniform cov
erage ofthe interval (0, 1) in some sense. This is an esoteric question 
beyond our present scope, but it works and is worth trying, especially 

in cases where large numbers of events are needed. 

Another approach is Stratified Sampling. For a I-dimensional in
tegral, we get a more uniform distribution of samples-and hence 
better accuracy-if the integration range is subdivided into p equal 
parts and each part is sampled an equal number of times. For n

dimensional integrals, this means subdividing the integration into 
pn equal hypercubes; so p cannot be large. IT the integrand is big
ger in certain hypercubes, we can arrange to sample the latter more 
frequently-adjusting the Monte Carlo formula accordingly. We can 
also adjust the formula for unequal subdivisions. The bookkeeping 
may be messy but the principle is simple. 
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Ezerei,e. Consider the effect of stratified sampling on the one

dimensional examples (a) step-function and (b) linear, as in the pre
ceding exercise. Show that with two equal subranges (0, 0.5) and 

(0.5, 1) the two-shot estimator, with one shot in each subrange, 

gives U2 = 0,U2 = 1/-J'jA, respectively; these compare favorably with 

U2 = 1/V2,u2 = 1/,;6 for the two-shot estimators without stratified 

sampling. 

Ezereise. Write and run a Monte Carlo program to calculate 11" 

using 11" = area of unit circle = f f dzdy f(x2 + y2) where f(z) = 1 

for z < 1 and f(z) = 0 otherwise. See for yourself how slowly it 
converges. Do one of the integrals by hand and see how much better 
the approximation becomes. Alternatively, try Stratified Sampling. 

This is a poor way to calculate 11" but instructive about Monte Carlo. 

11.2 First Example: c --t sell Decay 

Let us calculate the semileptonic decay of a charmed hadron in the 
spectator approximation (§3.4.1), where the charmed quark decays 
as if it were free. The c --t s mode is favored by the Cabibbo mixing. 
We shall retain explicit e and II masses in this example, so that it 
can be adapted to related processes like b --t CTV, b --t csc with two 
or three massive final particles . 

. The partial width for c --t sell decay is 

where momenta PI, P2, P3 refer to s, e, II, respectively; 1M 12 is the ma
trix element squared and spin-averaged. It is convenient to evaluate 

the invariant d3pJ/ EI in the c-rest frame where it can be written 

where XI, X2, X3 are integration variables scaled to the range (0, 1) 
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as follows: 

2 2 
Pi = x3Pimax ' 

and Pimax is the maximum accessible value of Pi 

with )" the usual triangular function, familiar in kinematics, 

)" (a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 
- 2ab - 2bc - 2ca. 

The ev invariant mass m23 is related to Ei = (p~ + m~)1/2 by 

2 _ ( )2 _ 2 2 2 E m23 - Pc - Pi - me + m. - me 1· 

We evaluate the remaining invariant phase space factors in the ev 
rest-frame. The total energy in this frame is m23 and the momenta 

are P~ = P~ = ),,(m~3' m~, m~)/(4m~3)' After integrating out the 
O'-function, we can write 

where cos O2 = 1 - 2xs, </>2 = 271' X4 and X4, Xs run from 0 to 1. 

The spin- and color-averaged matrix element squared is 

The W -propagator factor will be important if we use these formulas 

for heavier quarks like t. 1 M 12 can be evaluated in the ev rest frame, 
where c, s have the same collinear 3-momentum Pc given by 

Let us pause for a moment to think about Importance Sam
pling and the best choice of integration variables. The matrix el
ement is innocuous in the present case, so we concentrate on the 
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phase space factors. The angular parts dcos (l}d¢ldcos (J2d¢2 = 
16'll"2dX2dx3dx4dx5 are straightforward and introduce no variable fac

tors in the integrand. The variable factor P2/m23 above reduces to 
1/2 in the massless limit m2 = m3 = OJ we do not attempt to ab
sorb this factor into the integration variables. There remain the 

factors p~dpr/ Elj if we simply choose dPI as the integration vari
able, the factors pU EI remain in the integrand. A better choice 

is d(m~3) = 2medEI = 2mePl dpI/EI which absorbs all the vari
able factors except Pl. Alternatively, we can choose the variable 

d(pD = 2Pldpi which absorbs PI but leaves pI/Elj the latter is 
unity for ml = 0, making this an ideal choice in the massless limit. 

This is precisely what we did above, in introducing X3. 

We can now write a Fortran subroutine that will sample the in

tegrand of r with respect to the integration variables Xl . .. X5. We 
can use it simply to evaluate r, or to study the distributions of de

cay products, or-as part of a bigger program-to generate c -> sell 

decay (or other decays with similar matrix elements) when required. 

The program is written using the FORTRAN-77 standard with the 

extension of allowing lower-case letters. The notation is fairly trans

parent. We declare m to be floating-point, and mc, ms = me, m., 

etc. denote masseSj pie = 'll"j pmax2 = P~maxj the electron four
momentum is written ee. ex. ey • ez and similarly for other particlesj 
II is labeled g (for gnu) since we want n for integer use. We suppose 
the random number generator is called rand(O) and add a function 

subroutine alam(a.b.c) for >.(a,b,c). Double precision is desirable 

in some applications with high-energy kinematics but is omitted here 

for speed and simplicity. 

subroutine cdec (me, ms, me, mg. W, se, ax, sy. SZ, 

* ee. ex. ey. ez. ge. gx. gy. gz) 
implicit real(m) 

c generates c to s + e + gnu (denoted g) in c rest frame. 

c weight w 

Gf = 1.166*0.1**6 
pie = 3.14169 



mw = 81 
gw = 2.6 

c start in c rest frame 
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pmax2 = alam(mc**2, ms**2, (me+mg)**2)/(4*mc**2) 
plsq = pmax2*rand(O) 
pi = sqrt(plsq) 
el = sqrt(plsq + ms**2) 
m23 = sqrt(mc**2 + ms**2 - 2*mc*el) 

c now work in eg rest frame; assume boosted along z-axis. 
pesq = alam(m23**2, me**2, mg**2)/(4*m23**2) 
pe = sqrt(pesq) 

ee = (m23**2 + me**2 - mg**2)/(2*m23) 
costh = 1 - 2*rand(O) 
sinth = sqrt(l - costh**2) 
phi = 2*pie*rand(O) 
ex = pe*sinth*sin(phi) 
ey = pe*sinth*cos(phi) 
ez = pe*costh 
ge = m23 - ee 

gx = - ex 

gy = - ey 
gz = - ez 
pcsq = alam(m23**2, mc**2, ms**2)/(4*m23**2) 
ce = (mc**2 - ms**2 + m23**2)/(2*m23) 
cz = sqrt(pcsq) 
se = ce - m23 
sz = cz 

c matrix element squared and averaged 
c Gf in units gev**(-2) 

msq = 64*Gf**2*(ce*ee - cz*ez)*(se*ge - sz*gz) 
c for very heavy me, include w-propagator, too 

msq = msq*mw**4/«m23**2 - mw**2)**2 + (mw*gw)**2) 
w = msq*pl*pmax2*pe/(64*pie**3*mc*el*m23) 

c boost back to c rest frame. 
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c b. g. bg = beta. gamma. beta*gamma 
g = ce/mc 
bg = - cz/mc 
b = bg/g 
ee = ee*g + ez*bg 
ge = ge*g + gz*bg 
ez = ee*b + ez/g 
gz = ge*b + gz/g 

c randomize orientation in c-restframe 
ct = 1 - 2*rand(O) 

c 

st = sqrt(1 - ct**2) 
phi = 2*pie*rand(O) 
cp = cos (phi) 
sp = sin (phi) 
ez = ez*ct - ey*st 
gz = gz*ct - gy*st 
ey = (ez*st + ey)/ct 
gy = (gz*st + gy)/ct 
ex = ex*cp - ey*sp 
gx = gx*cp - gy*sp 
ey = (ex*sp + ey)/cp 
gy = (gx*sp + gy)/cp 
se = mc - ee - ge 
sx = -ex - gx 
sy = -ey - gy 
sz = -ez - gz 
return 
end 

function alam(a.b.c) 
alam = a**2 + b**2 + c**2 - 2*a*b - 2*b*c - 2*c*a 
return 
end 
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This program simply calculates the integrand in the decay width 
formula, plus the four-momenta for each random point. The boosts 
and angular rotations may look strange at first; this is because 
we retain the same symbols for the boosted (rotated) components. 

Thus, for example, the first boost transformation E' = "'IE + /3"'1Pz 
looks standard, but the second transformation 11., = /3"'1E + "'IPz has 
to be written in terms of the new boosted E' and comes out as 
pi = /3E' + pz/"'l. The last 24 lines which boost back to the c rest
frame and randomize orientation are needed if we want to generate 
real events, but not if we simply want to integrate r. 

Suppose now that we just wish to calculate r by Monte Carlo. 
Here is a main routine to do this. It begins by defining masses and 

the number of shots n. We choose here me, m. to equal the D, K 
meson masses, so that we have the correct kinematics (though not 
necessarily the exact width) for D --> Kev decay. It then calls cdee 
n times, generating random events with weights W, and calculates 
the average. As an embellishment, this particular program also cal
culates the n-shot standard deviation. The print-out is minimal. 

implicit real(m) 
me = 1.87 

ms = 0.60 
me = 0 

mg = 0 

n = 1000 

print 1, me, ms, me, mg, n 
1 formate' me, ms, me, mg, n = 

gamma = 0 
var = 0 
do 2 j = 1,n 

4fS.2, i6) 

eall edee (me, ms, me, mg, W, a, b. c. d, e. f t g. 

* h, p, q, r, s) 

gamma = gamma + wIn 
2 var = var + w**2/n 

var = var - gamma**2 
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sd = sqrt(var/n) 
print 3. gamma. sd 

3 format(' gamma. sd = 2e12.4 •• gev .) 

stop 
end 

Now suppose we want distributions of decay particles from 
D -> K e/l in the laboratory, where D has momentum components 
dx. dy. dz. The previous subroutine generates decay momenta in 
the D rest frame, so we now need a subroutine to boost a typical 
4-momentum ee. ex. ey. ez from here to the lab. 

subroutine boost (md. dx. dy. dz. ee. ex. ey. ez) 
real*4 md 

c boost e-mom from d-rest to lab; pd=dx.dy.dz 
c rotate z-axis to d-direction. boost. rotate back 
c define boost and angles; avoid theta = 0 ambiguities; 
c ct = cos(theta). cps = cos(phi)sin(theta). etc. 

bg = sqrt(dx**2 + dy**2 + dz**2)/md 
g = sqrt(l + bg**2) 
ct = dz/(md*bg) 
cps = dy/(md*bg) 
sps = dx/(md*bg) 
rz = ex*sps + ey*cps + ez*ct 
ee = ee*g + rz*bg 
rz = ee*bg/g + rz/g 
rx = ex*(1-sps**2)-ey*sps*cps-ez*sps*ct+rz*sps 
ry =-ex*sps*cps+ey*(1-cps**2)-ez*cps*ct+rz*cps 
ez =-ex*sps*ct-ey*cps*ct+ez*(1-ct**2)+rz*ct 
ey = ry 
ex = rx 
return 
end 

A main routine to calculate the energy-distributions of K, e and 
/I from the decay of an initial D with momentum 20 Ge V / c could 
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be as follows. We set up a 3 x 25 array of bins; the first index labels 

the particle (1, 2, 3 = K, e, 1/) and the second labels its energy in 1 
GeY bins going from (0-1 GeY) up to (24-25 GeY). Bins are initially 

set to zero. We then generate decay events, boost them to the lab 

frame, and accumulate their weights in the appropriate bins. Finally 

we normalize each distribution stich that the sum of bin weights is 

unity, and print them out in columns. For good measure, we also 

calculate the n-shot standard deviation on each bin (calling it err) 

and print it next to the bin value. 

dimension bin(3,25) , err(3,25) , nb(3) 

real*4 ke, kx, ky, kz, md, mk 

c calculate energy distributions from d - k, e, 

c gnu decay in flight 
md = 1.87 

mk = 0.50 

dz = 20 

n = 10000 

print 1, md, mk, dz, n 

1 format (' md, mk, dz, n = 
gamma = 0 

do 2 i = 1,3 

do 2 j = 1,25 

err(i,j) = 0 

2 bin(i,j) = 0 

do 4 i = 1,n 

2f5.2, f5.1, i6) 

call cdec (md, mk, 0.0, 0.0, W, ke, kx, ky, kz, 

* ee, ex, ey, ez, ge, gx, gy, gz) 

call boost (md, 0.0, 0.0, dz, ke, kx, ky, kz) 

call boost (md, 0.0, 0.0, dz, ee, ex, ey, ez) 

call boost (md, 0.0, 0.0, dz, ge, gx, gy, gz) 

c possible acceptance cuts can be inserted here 

c sort each event into appropriate bin numbers nb(i) , 

nb(1) = ke + 1 

nb(2) = ee + 1 
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nb(3) = be + 1 

do3j=l,3 

bin(j,nb(j» = bin(j,nb(j» + win 
3 err(j,nb(j» = err(j,nb(j» + w**2/n 

gamma = gamma + win 
4 continue 

do 6 j = 1,25 

do 5 i = 1,3 

err(i,j) = err(i,j) - bin(i,j)**2 

err(i,j) = sqrt(err(i,j)/n)/gamma 

5 bin(i,j) = bin(i,j)/gamma 

6 print 7, j, (bin(i,j), err(i,j), i = 1,3) 

7 format (i4, 6e12.4) 

stop 

end 

If there are experimental acceptance cuts to insert (e.g. requiring 

one of the particles to hit a given detector) they can go in as if 

statements at the place indicated. If a given shot fails the cut, go 

to 4 and do not accumulate its weight; gamma will not then be the 

true width but simply a normalizer. 

11.3 BB Production with Cascade Decays 

For another example, consider an e+e- collider such as CESR run

ning on the T(4S) resonance, producing pseudoscalar B+ B- and 

B O iJo meson pairs almost at rest; for simplicity take them exactly 

at rest. We can use cdec and boost to simulate the iJ -t D decays 

by effective b -t cev, b -t cJ.Lv, b -t cdu, etc. transitions (assuming 

the spectator decay model); the difference in decay matrix element 

is compensated if we interchange the e, v 4-momenta compared to 

the c -t sev case and adjust the masses. Subsequent D-decay can be 

simulated as before. There is no spin correlation between iJ and D 
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decays, since in each case it is the lightest (pseudoscalar) state that 

undergoes weak decay, so they can be treated as independent steps. 

Consider the electrons from semileptonic decays. There are four 

principal sources of electrons that we characterize by 

E .... De-v, B .... De+v, 
E .... D .... Ke+v, B .... D -+ Ke-v, 

(neglecting the b .... CTV, csc and all b -+ u channels for simplicity). 

A Monte Carlo simulator can start with E at rest, make E -+ DEG 

and D -+ KQR successive decays; here E, G can stand either for e,v 
or for d, u-the kinematics and the matrix elements are the same 

(within a constant color factor); similarly Q, R can stand either for 

e+, v or iI, u. If we require two-lepton correlations, a simultaneous 

decay chain for the B meson must be generated, but if we simply 

want the single-lepton spectrum it is enough to look at E-since B 
decays on average will just be the same (charge-conjugate counter

part). Here is a main routine to get the single-electron spectrum, 

summing over e+ and e-, assuming semileptonic branching fractions 

10% and 12% for D and B decays, respectively. 
dimension bin(20) 

real*4 ke. kx. kyo kz. mb. md. mk 

c electron spectrum from b decay at rest 

mb = 5.27 
md = 1.87 

mk = 0.50 

n = 10000 

sum = 0 

do 1 i = 1.20 
1 bin(i) = 0 

do 2 i = 1.n 

call cdec (mb. md. 0.0. 0.0. wb. de. dx. dy. 

* ge. gx. gy. gz. ee. ex. ey. ez) 

call cdec (md. mk. 0.0. 0.0. wd. ke. kx. kyo 

dz. 

kz. 
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* qe, qx, qy, qz, re, rx, ry, rz) 

call boost (md, dx, dy, dz, qe, qx, qy, qz) 

w = wb*wd 
c collect weights in bins and sum for normalization 

sum = sum + 0.22*w 

ne = ee/0.25 + 1 

nq = qe/0.25 + 1 

bin(ne) = bin(ne) + 0.12*w 

2 bin(nq) = biu(nq) + 0.10*w 

do3i=l,20 
bin (i) = bin(i)/sum 

3 print 4, i, bin(1) 

4 format (14, e12.4) 

stop 

end 

This program collects e-energies in 20 bins of 0.25 Ge V going from 

0-0.25 up to 4.75-5.0 GeV; those of B-decay and D-decay origin are 

weighted accordingly and the whole distribution is normalized to 

unity. This is an inclusive distribution, which means that events 

with n electrons are counted n times. 

A physics remark. In the program above, the c-quark coming from 
b --> c decay has essentially turned into a D-meson with the same 

momentum vector as the quark, i.e. it has a hard fragmentation 

function D(z} "" 5(1 - z}. This actually seems to be indicated by 

data. It is unlike deep inelastic scattering, where e-fragmentation 

is softer and the momentum fraction carried by the D-meson would 

be only 60% on average; b-decay is apparently not a deep inelastic 

situation. 

Exercise. Devise instructions to generate the electron spectra from 
b --> esc, c --> sve, C --> seii and from b --> crii, c --> sve, r --> 

evii decay chains. Subroutines cdec and boost and the r --> evii 
branching fraction 0.18 are all we need, so long as we assume the 

spectator picture for decays. 
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11.4 Stratified Sampling 

In the examples above, the random numbers corresponding to 

Xl, ... ,X" have been generated independently by rand one at a time. 
If, however, we wish to use an external Importance Sampling pro

gram, it will be necessary to generate all Xi together to keep track 

of which is which. Similarly with Stratified Sampling; with p subdi

visions we would have p" hypercubes in Xi space to be sampled in 

succession, requiring an Xi-generator that follows a p"-shot cycle. 

It is simple but instructive to illustrate such a Stratified Sampling 

generator. We suppose that ne = (event number), nx= (number of 

Xi required) and p = (number of subdivisions) are specified, and that 
the random variables xU), ... , x(nx) are to be transferred via a 

common block. The strategy is to put xU) in the 1st, 2nd, ... , pth 

subdivision of the range (0, 1) according to whether ne mod p is 

0,1, ... , (p-l). Similarly we put x(2) in the 1st, 2nd, etc. subdi

vision if [ne mod p2] /p has integral part 0, 1, ... , etc. For x(nx) 

we subdivide according to the integral part of [ne mod p"Z] /p"z-l. 

The instruction call strat (ne ,nx,p) will suffice, with the fol

lowing subroutine which gets its input random numbers from an 

assumed source rand as before. 

subroutine strat (ne, nx, p) 

integer p 

common/xvar/x(10) 

c generates nx stratified random variables, nx.le.l0 

c with p equal subdivisions in each xCi) 

dx = 1./p 
doli=l,nx 

ic = mod(ne, p**i)/p**(i-l) 

1 xCi) = dx*(rand(O)+ic) 

return 

end 
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With such a generator, we call strat at the beginning of each 
event and simply replace the individual rand (0) factors in the Monte 
Carlo by the appropriate xU) variables remembering to include the 
common/xvar/block where the xU) are used. Remember also that 
the total number of events should be a multiple of p**nx. 

11.5 Many-Body Phase Space 

The methods above for 3-body decays can be generalized to handle 
n-body integrals such as 

Here I is some unspecified integrand which for the present we ignore. 
It is convenient to evaluate the invariant d3pj/Ej in the c.m. frame 
of the particles j,j + 1, ... ,n, and to evaluate the last two momenta 
plus the 6-function d3p,._ld3p,.64 /(E,._IE,.) all together in the c.m. 
frame of particles n-l, n. We can set up a simple iterative procedure 
to do this, accumulating the appropriate weight factors along the 
way, as follows. 

(1) Start in the c.m. frame of 1,2, ... , n: call this Frame 1. Denote 
the invariant mass of 1,2,3, ... ,n by ml; it is their overall c.m. 
energy. Similarly denote the invariant mass of 2,3, ... ,n by 

m2; its kinematic limits are ml-ml > m2 > m2+m3+·· ·+m,.. 
The corresponding value of PI in Frame 1 is 

The choice of angular integration variables is obvious but the 

momentum variable is not: it could be p~ or PI or m2 ... etc. 
For n-body phase space it turns out that m2 (and in general 

mjH for the d3pj/E; integration) is a happy choice, because 
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the integrand stays relatively smooth and the limits of integra
tion are easy to handle-thanks to a simple trick. We scale the 
momentum and angle variables to the range (0, 1) by defining 

where u, = m. + mi+1 + ... + m,.. The invariant becomes 

(2) Now go on to the next factor, in precisely the same way. For the 
jth factor we are in Frame j, the c.m. frame of j, j + 1, ... ,n 
with total c.m. energy mj. We define mj+1 to be the invariant 

mass of j + l,j + 2, ... , n with kinematical limits mi - mj > 
mi+! > ui+l· The corresponding momentum Pi is 

. _ \ 1/2 (- 2 2 - 2 ) / (2 - .) PJ - " mj' mj' mi+1 mJ 

and we can rescale variables by 

<l>j = 21rX3j_2, cos OJ = 1 - 2X3j-h 

mj+l = Ui+1 + (ml - Ul) X3j . 

to express the jth invariant factor as 

d3pj _ dX3jdx3j-ldx,3j-2 Pj(ml - udmj+! 

(21r)32Ej 41r2mj 

(3) Finally, for the last two factors we find ourselves in Frame n-l, 

the c.m. frame of particles n -1, n with invariant mass m"_I. 
The momenta are uniquely defined by 

with corresponding energies E,._I, E,.. The o-function removes 
4 degrees of freedom leaving purely an angular integration, just 
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as in the final stage of the c -+ sev example above. Rescaling 
the angular variables by 

<Pn-1 = 21rX3n-5 , cos On-1 = 1 - 2X3n-4 , 

we obtain the final factors 

We have thus re-expressed the n-body phase space integral In 
as an integral over dX1 ••• dX3n-4 multiplied by a product of weight 
factors, which reduces to 

1 ,.-1 

~ ! dX1 ••• dX3n-4 I II P; • 
41rm1 . 

o 3=1 

All that remains is to ensure that the in; variables above obey the 
chain of kinematic constraints (for j = 1,2, ... , n - 1) 

in; > in;+l + m; . 

The alert reader may have noticed that the relationship above be
tween in; and the random variable X3; automatically satisfies the 

extreme upper and lower bounds in1 - 0"1 + 0"; > in; > 0"; but does 
not necessarily satisfy the chain constraints. The latter are satisfied 
if and only if the X3; values are ordered: 

X3 > X6 > ... > X3n-6 • 

We could therefore generate sets of random numbers Xk but keep only 
that fraction (namely 1/{n - 2)!) of sets that satisfy the constraint. 

Or, much better, we can take whatever random numbers we get 
and simply reorder the subset X3; (j = 1, ... , n - 2) to satisfy this 

criterion. This is much more economical, but we must then divide 

the weight factor by (n - 2)! to compensate. 
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A Monte Carlo program can be set up to generate random events 

in phase space, with their appropriate weight factors, following the 
iterative approach above. For initial conditions, we need to know the 

invariant mass ml of the system 1 + 2 + ... + n, its net momentum 

KI and hence its energy EI in the lab frame. Random choices of 

Xl, X2, X3 define the momentum of particle 1 in Frame 1, and equally 

give the mass m2 and momentum of the recoiling system 2+3+ .. . +n 
in this frame. A Lorentz boost defined by iJ = Kt!ml converts these 

momenta to the lab frame. We now have m2, K2, and E2 which are 
the required initial conditions to evaluate what happens in Frame 2. 

And so on up to Frame n - 1 where finally Pn-l and Pn are chosen 
and boosted back to the laboratory. 

In the following Fortran subroutines we suppose that an exter
nal program has already defined the number of particles n, their 
masses mi, their overall invariant mass ml, their overall energy EI 
and lab momentum KI . For convenience, the kinematical quan

tities pie = :1l", n = n, m{i) = mi, mt{i) = mi, mS{i) = U;, 

p{i, j) = (E;, Piz, P;y, Piz) , and k{i, j) = (Ei' K;z, K;y, K;z) 
are held in a common block. We start with a controlling subroutine 

phase; it calls xva1ue to provide 3n - 4 random numbers x{i) = Xi 

in the range (O, 1), which are stored in common block, and then calls 
order to place the subset X3;, j = 1,2, ... , n-2 in descending order; 
these two subroutines are best handled by invoking library subrou
tines, different for each computer, so we do not specify them here. 

Then for successive steps j = 1,2, ... ,n - 2, phase calls a subroutine 
gen(j) to generate random m;+! and hence Ii; in Frame j, followed 

by subroutine boo(j) to boost Ii; to the lab frame and to calculate 

E; and the lab recoil momentum K;+!. For the final step j = n - 1, 
gen generates the fixed final momentum Pn-l with random orienta
tion in Frame n - 1, followed by boo(n - 1) to boost it to the lab 

and calculate Kn-which is precisely Pn in the lab. At each step the 

appropriate factors are added to the phase-space weight wps with a 

piece of the re-ordering normalization 1/ (n - 2)! The necessary mass 

sub-sums ms(i) are computed in phase. The subroutines gen and 
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boo contain instructions to make the necessary adjustments on the 
final step. 

sUbroutine phase 
implicit real*4(k,m) 
common/kin/wps, pie, n, m(10) , mt(10) , ms(10), 

* p(10,4), k(10,4) 
c generates n-body events (n.le.l0) 
c with phase space weight = wps 

ms(1) = 0 
do 1 i = l,n 

1 ms(l) = ms(l) + m(i) 
call xvalue 
call order 
jmax - n - 1 
wps = jmax*«~t(1)-ms(1»/(4*pie**2»**(n-2)/ 

* (4*pie*mt(1» 
do 2 j = 1, jmax 
wps = wps/j 
ms(j+l) = ms(j) m(j) 
call genO) 

2 call boo(j) 
return 
end 

subroutine gen(i) 
implicit real*4(k,m) 
common/kin/wps, pie, n, m(10), mt(10), ms(10), 

* p(10,4), k(10,4) 
common/xvar/x(30) 

c generates p(i,j) and mt(i+l) in frame i. 
if (i.eq.n-l) then 

mt(i+l) = men) 
else 

mt(i+l) = ms(i+l) + (mt(1)-ms(1»*x(3*i) 
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end if 
psq = alam(mt(i)**2. m(i)**2. mt(i+1)**2) 
ei = sqrt(psq+m(i)**2) 
pi = sqrt (psq) 
cost = 1-2*x(3*i-1) 
sint = sqrt(1-cost**2) 
phi = 2*pie*x(3*i-2) 
p(i.1) = ei 
p(i.2) = pi*sint*sin(phi) 
p(i.3) = pi*sint*cos(phi) 
pCi .4) = pi*cost 
wps = wps*pi 
return 
end 

subroutine boo (i) 
implicit real*4(k.m) 
common/kin/wps. pie. n. m(10). mt(10). ms(10). 

* p(10.4). k(10.4) 
c boosts p(i) from frame i to lab. given mt(i) and k(i •... ) 
c successive x.y.z boost parameters 

bg1 = k(i.2)/mt(i) 
g1 = sqrt(1 + bg1**2) 
bg2 = k(i.3)/(mt(i)*g1) 
g2 = sqrt(1 + bg2**2) 
bg3 = k(i.4)/(mt(i)*g1*g2) 
g3 = sqrt(1 + bg3**2) 
e = g1*g2*g3*p(i.1) + bg1*g2*g3*p(i.2) 

* + bg2*g3*p(i.3) + bg3*p(i.4) 
x = bg1*p(i.1)+g1*p(i.2) 
y = bg2*g1*p(i.1)+bg2*bg1*p(i.2)+g2*p(i.3) 
z = bg3*g2*g1*p(i.1) + bg3*g2*bg1*p(i.2) 

* + bg3*bg2*p(i.3) + g3*p(i.4) 
pCi.1) = e 
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p(i.2) = X 

p(i.3) = y 
p(i.4) = z 

c defines k(i+1) in lab = pen) on final step 
if (1.eq.n-1) go to 2 

do 1 j = 1.4 
1 k(i+1.j) = k(i.j) - p(i.j) 

return 

2 do 3 j = 1.4 
3 p(n.j) = k(i. j) - p(i.j) 

return 

end 

To su=arize, the co=and call phase will generate one ran
dom n-body event with phase space weighting wps. But 1r and the 

number n, the masses m, the overall invariant mass mt(l) and net 

lab momentum k(l •... ) must first be specified in the common block. 

Ezereille. Write a program to calculate the decay of a particle of mass 
1 GeV, moving with lab energy 20 GeV, into n zero-mass particles 
with pure phase-space distribution. Study the lab energy of a decay 
particle near the mazimum energy Emax = 10(1 + V399/400) GeV 
and see if it obeys a power law dN/dx - (l-x)a where x = E/ Emax. 
We expect the power a to increase with n, because achieving large x 
requires the n - 1 other particles to have small x simultaneously, 
which becomes more unlikely as n increases. 

11.6 pp -+ e+ e- X Drell-Van Pair Production 

The lowest-order parton subprocess qij -+ e+e- has cross section 

where fJ and <p are c.m. scattering angles, eq is the quark charge, 

after su=ing final spins and averaging initial spins and colors. The 
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corresponding pp cross section is found by integrating over the dis
tributions of quarks and antiquarks in the incident hadrons: 

du(pp-+ e+e-X) = 

f d6 d6 L [(q1(6)ii2(e2) + iid6)q2(e2)] dU(qii -+ e+e-). 
q 

Here the indices i = 1,2 refer to proton, antiproton, respectively; e. 
are the parton momentum fractions and q., ii. are the quark, anti
quark distributions in hadron i, su=ed over flavors q. 

The quark distributions peak approximately like e-1 at small e; 
also, the subprocess cross section contains 8-1 = (668) -1. To
gether these give a factor (66)-2 that can conveniently be absorbed 
by choosing integration variables d( e; 1) = -de./ e;' (This is for the 
case of low-mass pairs; for high masses the Z pole contribution should 
be added to dU and then In e. or even plain e. would be better in
tegration variables; for emphasizing the Z pole, an arctan variable 
is best--see below.) Similar methods can be used to calculate cross 
sections with an extra parton, such as qii -+ e+e-g, but here we 
illustrate the lowest-order 2 -+ 2 case for simplicity. 

A Monte Carlo calculation of low-mass Drell-Yan pairs can pro
ceed as follows. First define 8 and choose a minimum e+ e- pair mass 
1110 (to avoid the singularity in dU). Then choose random ell, e2"l 
in the ranges 

by setting 

6.1 = 8/m~ - 1 , 

6.2 = 6 8/m~ - 1 . 

This fixes a dilepton mass squared m2 = 8 = 66 8 and longitudinal 
momentum PL = H6 - 6)y'S along the proton direction (assuming 
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collinear colliding beams). Choose random cosO and 4> in the c.m. 
frame by cos 0 = 1 - 2X3, 4> = 211"X4 as usual and finally boost the 
event momenta to the lab frame. This configuration has net weight 
in the cross section integral 

2 

W = ~: (1 + cos20)66 dld2 L e: [ql(6)q2(€2) + qt(6)q2(6)] 
q 

The following main routine will do all this, integrate the total 
cross section, divide it into mass bins for the pairs and lab energy 
and angle bins for the single electrons. We suppose that for given € 
and QCD scale Q2 the fL, d, 8, ii, iI, "s distributions in the proton are 
given by a subroutine prot (xi, qsq, u, d, s, ub, db, sb); we 
choose Q2 = 8 = m2• The boost subroutine boosts to the lab. For 
illustration we take n = 104 shots with y8 = 2000 GeV, mo = 1 GeV 
for the cutoff, 40 mass bins 1 GeV wide, 40 p. bins 10 GeV wide, 40 

O. bins 5° wide (of which only 36 get used); P. and O. are averaged 
over e±; events with bin number> 40 are assigned to bin number 40. 

The (ee,ex,ey,ez) and (pe,px,py,pz) are electron and positron 
energy-momentum vectors. 

implicit real*4(m) 
c Drell-Yan pair production cross section 

dimension bin (3,40), nbin(6) 

alpha = 1./137 
pie = 3. 14169 
rts • 2000 
mzero = 1 

n = 10000 
do 1 i = 1,3 
do 1 j = 1,40 

1 bin(i,j) = 0 
sigma = 0 
dell· (rts/mzero)**2 - 1 

c generate n events; start in pair em frame 
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do 4 i = 1,n 
xi1 = 1/(1 + deI1*rand(0» 
del2 = xi1*(deI1 + 1) - 1 
xi2 = 1/(1 + deI2*rand(0» 

m = sqrt(xi1*xi2)*rts 
cost = 1 - 2*rand(0) 
sint = sqrt(1 - cost**2) 
phi = 2*pie*rand(0) 
ee = m/2 
ex = ee*sint*cos(phi) 
ey = ee*sin"t*sin(phi) 
ez = ee*cost 
pe = ee 
px = -ex 

py = -ey 
pz = -ez 

c calculate weight of event 

qsq = m**2 
call prot(xi1,qsq,u1,d1,s1,ub1,db1,sb1) 
call prot(xi2,qsq,u2,d2,s2,ub2,db2,sb2) 
w = 

* pie*alfa**2*(1+cost**2)*xi1*xi2*deI1*deI2/rts**2/3 
* *(4*(u1*u2+ub1*ub2)+d1*d2+db1*db2+s1*s2+sb1*sb2)/9 

c boost to lab frame 

pI = rts*(xi1-xi2)/2 
call boost(m,O.O,O.O,pl,ee,ex,ey,ez) 
call boost(m,O.O,O.O,pl,pe,px,py,pz) 

c collect events in bins(i,j):i = 1,2,3 for mass, elab, 
c thetalab 
c bin sizes 1 gev, 10 gev, 5 degrees, respectively 
c bin number nbin(i) runs up to 40 at most 

nbin(1) = m + 1 
nbin(2) = ee/10 + 1 

nbin(3) = arcos(ex/ee)*36/pie + 1 
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nbin(4) = pi/l0 + 1 
nbin(5) = arcos(pz/pe)*36/pie + 1 
do 2 j = 1,5 

2 nbin(j) = min(nbin(j), 40) 
bin(l, nbin(l» = bin(l, nbin(l» + w 

do 3 j = 2,3 
bin(j, nbin(j» = bin(j, nbin(j» + w/2 

3 bin(j, nbin(j+2» = bin(j, nbin(j+2» + w/2 
4 sigma = sigma + w 

c normalize distributions to sum unity, express sigma in mt 
do 5 i = 1,3 
do 5 j = 1,40 

5 bin(i,j) = bin(i,j)/sigma 
sigma = sigma/n*0.389 
print 6, sigma 

6 format(' sigma = " e12.4, 'mb') 
print 7 

7 format(' bin' ,6x,' mass/l ',4x, 
* ' pelab/l0 ',2x,' thetalab/5 ') 
do 8 j = 1,40 

8 print 9, j, (bin(i,j), i = 1,3) 
9 format(i4, 3e14.4) 

stop 
end 

If we wish to emphasize the ZO pole in Drell-Van pairs, we must 
first put in the complete fj (see §4.6) which contains a factor 

[(8 - Mi)2 + r~Mil-l. This factor can be removed by choosing 

integration variables In 6 and 0 where 

tan 0 = (668 - Mi) / (rzMz) , 

d6 = 6 d(ln 6), 

6d6 = dOlts - Mi)2 + r~Mil/(8rzMz) . 
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With mo the minimum mass, we can relate these variables to Xl, x2 

in the range (0, 1) by defining 

6 = exp [xdn(m5/s)] 

6min = arctan [(m~ -Mi)/(rzMz)] 

6max = arctan [(6 s - Mi)/(rzMz)] 

6 = (rzMz tan 6 + Mi)/(6s) 

[(s - M2)2 + r 2 M2] 
d6 d€2 = ~ M z z .In(s/m5)· (6max - 6min) dXI dX2 

s Z Z 

With this choice, the previous weight factor must be divided by 

€f€~AIA2 and multiplied by the coefficient of dXI dX2 in the last 
line. 



Chapter 12 

Higgs Boson 

12.1 Renormalizability 

The standard 8U(2)LXU(1)y gauge model provides a remarkably 
successful description of the observed weak interactions. An essen
tial component of the model is the 8U(2) scalar doublet which is 
responsible for the spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry. 
After electroweak symmetry breaking, there remains a single neutral 
scalar particle-the Higgs boson-as discussed in Chapter 2. The 
search for this elusive Higgs boson is one of the most important ef
forts for present and future accelerators, since its discovery would be 
the definitive confirmation of the model. 

Renormalizability of the electroweak theory requires the existence 
of the Higgs boson. In a renormalizable theory the scattering ampli
tudes calculated in a perturbation expansion do not violate unitarity 
bounds at high energies. 

Ezereille. Neglecting spin for simplicity, show that unitarity for the 
L =' 0 partial wave amplitude requires 

j dltl [4~ ~ t < 1, 
o 

for any inelastic 2 ~ 2 cross section, if the amplitude has con-
stant phase and does not change sign. Hence show that unitarity is 

428 
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violated if du/dt falls more slowly than s-2 at large t. 

For example, in quantum electrodynamics, which is a renormalizable 
theory, the differential cross section for e+e- --+ 'Y'Y at high energy
squared 8 and high momentum transfer-squared t is 

(for It I ~ 8) , 

as can be deduced from dimensional considerations. However, for a 
theory with massive vector bosons the contributions from longitudi
nally polarized vector bosons give amplitudes that grow unaccept
ably fast with energy. This growth arises from the appearance of 
E / My in the longitudinal polarization vector 

L (p E) E" = My' 0, 0, My . 

As an illustration, consider the diagrams for e+ e- --+ Z Z in Fig. 12.1. 
The contributions of the first two diagrams give a differential cross 
section at high s, 

(for It I ~ 8) , 

which violates the unitarity requirement at high 8. 

z z 

Fig. 12.1. Diagrams contributing to the process e+e- --+ ZZ. 
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Ezerd8e. For axial vector couplings to electrons of longitudinally 
polarized Z bosons, show that the sum of amplitudes for the first two 

diagrams in Fig. 12.1 is proportional to meveue in the limit that the 

momenta satisfy kI, k2 :» Mz. 

The third diagram in Fig. 12.1 with the Higgs boson intermediate 

state is needed to cancel the inadmissible growth with energy of the 

other diagrams. (Note that in Chapter 8, we set me = 0 and this dif

ficulty was not apparent.) The cancellation requires that the product 

of the Higgs boson couplings is ..;s GFmeM}, which is exactly the 

standard model strength. By considering the high energy behavior 

of other processes it is possible to establish that that all Higgs bo

son couplings must be proportional to the masses of the particles to 

which it couples. 

12.2 Mass Bounds 

The mass of the Higgs boson in the standard model is given by 

mH = (2).)1/2v where>. is a dimensionless coupling constant of the 

scalar potential and v = (V2GF)-1/2 = 246 GeV is the vacuum 

expectation value. Since>. is a free parameter, the Higgs boson mass 

is arbitrary. However there is a lower limit on >. due to effective 

self-interactions from diagrams containing virtual gauge fields, such 

as in Fig. 12.2, which exist in addition to the bare >.</} interaction 

term. The coupling of the scalar field to the virtual gauge fields is 

fixed and a lower limit on the effective>. of order>. ;::; a 2 is obtained. 

Taking into account vector (V = W+, W- and Z), scalar (S) and 

fermion (J) loop diagram contributions to the effective potential, 

and requiring the minimum of this potential to be stable, leads to 

the condition 
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Fig. 12.2. Diagram which 

leads to an effective </>4 self

interaction. 

With ms = Mw and neglect of m, contributions, this gives 

mH > 7 GeV. 

This lower bound would be weakened, however, if there exist fermions 

with mass of order Mw, such as a heavy t or fourth generation 

fermions. Moreover, in models with two Higgs doublets, there is 

no lower bound on the lightest Higgs boson mass since one of the 

vacuum expectation values could be very small compared to Mw. 

The~eis'florigorous upper bound for the Higgs boson mass. If it 
--------

is assumed that lowest order diagrams in the coupling>. should not 

violate unitarity then the condition 

mH< (
811"v'2) ~ -- ~lTeV 
3 GF 

is obtained. However, for large mH the coupling>. is also large and 

higher order diagrams must be su=ed. 
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In GUT models the requirement that the couplings remain pertur
bative up to the GUT scale typically implies that the upper bound 
on the Higgs mass is in the range 100-200 GeV. 

In the absence of theoretical predictions for the Higgs boson mass, 
it is necessary that all mass regions be explored for its detection. 

12.3 Decays of the Higgs Boson 

12.3.1 Higgs decays to fermions. 

The coupling of the Higgs boson H to a fermion f (either lepton or 
quark) is given by 

Hence, the decay amplitude is 

This yields a partial decay width of 

GF m 2 mH [ 4m2] 3/2 
r(HO~ff)=Cf 0 1---1- ' 

411" 2 m H 

where cf = 1 for leptons and cf = 3 for quarks. Because of the 
mass dependence of the coupling the dominant fermionic decays will 

usually be to final states with the maximum fermion masses allowed 
by kinematics. 

12.3.2 Higgs decay to gluons. 

The decay of the Higgs boson into two gluons occurs through the 
quark loop diagram of Fig. 12.3. Using a low-energy theorem, the 
amplitude for 9 ~ gH with the emission of a zero momentum Higgs 
can be determined from the amplitude of the diagram for 9 ~ 9 
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.nmnnnr", 9 

q 

Fig. 12.3. Quark loop 
diagram for decay of a 
Higgs boson to gluons. 

shown in Fig. 12.4 by differentiation with respect to the fermion 

mass 

This relation is due to the fact that the Higgs interaction is equivalent 
to a mass insertion on the virtual quark lines, for which 

The one-loop diagram for 9 ..... 9 is divergent, but can be regularized 
by a cut-off parameter which does not enter the result for 9 ..... gH. 

The effective Lagrangian found for H ..... gg has the form 

where cx8 (m'k) is the strong coupling constant evaluated at m'k and 

G~v = 8" g~-8v g~. The quantity I is given in terms of >.q = m~jm'k 
by 

1 

Iq = 3 f d:r; 

o 

1-: 

f d 1-4:r;y 
y 1- :r;yj>.q - if' 

o 
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f 

g~g 
f 

Fig. 12.4. Diagrams illustrating the relation between the fermion 

loop diagram and the H --+ gg diagram. 

The evaluation of the integral gives 

where 

( 
-_. 1 )2 

f(A) = -2 sin-1 2~ , 

1 ( 7]+)2 1r2 • 7]+ f(A)=- In- ---t1rln-
2 7]- 2 7]- , 

1 
for A < 4' 

with 7]± = ! ± Vl- A. In the large mq limit Aq ~ 1, Iq --+ 1. In 
the small mq limit Aq « 1, Iq --+ o. 
Exercise. Show that partial decay rate is 

r(H --+ gg) = ~:~: [as(;k) r [1[2. 

An example calculation of I is given in Fig. 12.5 summed over 

the five known quark flavors using m" = 3 MeV, md = 8 MeV, ms = 
180 MeV, me = 1.25 GeV, mb = 4.5 GeV, mH = 100 GeV and 
varying ,;r; = mt/mH. The value of [1[2 peaks at [1[2 "" 3.2 for 

mt/mH "" 0.4 and approaches unity for mt/mH ;;:; 0.7. For most 
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4r-----,------,-----, 

1.0 1.5 

m,/mH 

Fig. 12.5. Value of the 

factor I which appears 
in the H -> gg ampli

tude versus the mt/mH. 

discussions, the value 1/12 "" 1 for one heavy quark is assumed. If 
there exist N quarks with mq > mH, then 1112"" N2. 

12.3.3 Higgs decay to two photons. 

TheH -> T"1 decay is similar to H -> gg except that charged leptons, 

the W -boson and charged Higgs bosons also contribute to the loop. 
The low energy theorem is modified to 

The resulting effective Lagrangian in the mf > mH approximation 

is 

" _ a (1n)1 /'" ..... eff - -- y2 GF 'IFp" F H. 
211" 

Ezereise. Show that the H -> '''1'"1 decay rate is 

The quark, lepton, W -boson and colorless charged scalar contribu-
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tions are 

1= L Q!Iq + L Q~It+ Iw + Is , 
q t 

where Q/ denoteS the charge of fermion I in units of e. Here 

Iq = 3 [2>.q + >'q(4)'q - 1)/(>.q)] , 

It = 2>'t + >'t(4)'t - 1)/(>.tl , 

Iw = 3>.w (1 - 2>.w )/(>'w) - 3>.w - ~ , 

Is = ->'s [1 + 2>.s I(>'s)] , 

and >'i = mUmi£. For all >'i ;:;> 1, the above four contributions are 

I"" L Q! + i L Q~ - t + 112 • 
q t 

Note that fermions and bosons contribute with opposite signs. In 
the limit that all >'i < 1, only the W -loop contributes and the result 

for I is I "" -~. 

12.3.4 Higgs decays to weak bosons. 

The Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson to the gauge fields are 

The amplitude for H -+ W+W- decay is thus 

Ezereise. Show that the decay rate is 
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In a similar calculation for dl --+ Z Z, the different coupling in .c 
together with identical-particle symmetrization give an extra factor 
of 1/2. The partial width is 

... 0 GpmJr 1 • 2 
r(n- --+ ZZ)... J2 (1- 4Az)·(12Az - 4AZ + 1), 

1611" :I 

where AZ = (Mz/mH)2. For mH:> Mz the ratio of ZZ to W+W
rates approaches 1/2. 

Ezerei.e. Show that the du411 rates to transverse (±) and longitu

dinalill (L) polarized W -6oBons are 
1 

g2 M.2 ( 4M.2 ) • 
r(H .... W+W+) = r(H --+ W_W_) = - ~ 1- ---!- ' 
, 1611" mH mH 

g2 m' ( 2M.2 )2 ( 4M.2)t r(H --+ WLWL) = _:::.H... 1- ---!- 1- ---!- ' 
64:11" A4- m H m H 

r(H --+ WLW±) = o. 
Hence for mH :> Mw the W -bosons from Higgs decall are dominantlll 
longitudinalill polarized. Reeall from Chapter 8 that the qij ...... W+W

continuum background i, dominantlll WTWT. 

Ezerci.e. For mH :> Mw Bhow that the ratio of T'I to W+W- decall 
branching fractions i, 

r(H --+ 'Y'Y) "" !. (~)2 "" 10-6. 
r(H --+ W+W) 4 11" 

12.3.5 Higgs branching fractions. 

With the foregoing formulas for the partial decay rates, we can eval
uate the branching fractions versus mH into final state quarks, lep
tons and gauge particles. The results are shown in Figure 12.6. 
The decays dl --+ ,..+,..- and ci! dominate for 2mc < mH < 2mb. 

dl --+ lib dominates for 2mb < mH < 2mt, and HO --+ W+W- and 
ZZ dominate for mH > 2Mw unless there is a very heavy fermion 
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Fig. 12.6. Decay branching fractions of the Higgs boson of the 
standard model (assuming mt = 45 GeV). 

with m f > Mw. These considerations enable us to identify the decay 
signatures of a Higgs boson of a given mass range. The decays H -+ 

rf, cc, bb into particles with lifetimes of order 10-13_10-12 seconds 

may be identifiable using vertex detectors through their secondary 
vertices. 

12.4 Higgs Boson Production 

12.4.1 Heavy quarkonium decay. 

Since the Higgs particle couples feebly to the constituent photons, 
electrons, muons, light quarks and gluons of particle beams, its pro

duction cross sections are quite small which makes systematic ex

perimental Higgs searches exceedingly difficult. One of the most 

promising possibilities for Higgs production at coIliders is via the 
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y 

Fig. 12.'1. Diagram 

for V(QQ) -+ H"( de

cay. 

decays V -+ H°"( of J Pc = 1-- quarkonium bound states V(QQ) 
of heavy quarks Q = c, b, t. 

The diagram for this decay is given in Fig. 12.7. In the non

relativistic approximation for the QQ bound state, the decay rate 
for V -+ H"( relative to that for V -+ e+e- is given by 

The order a. QeD correction factor K depresses the lowest order 

V -+ H"( decay rate by about a factor of 2. The expression for K is 

4a. 

K 
1 - 3;- a(lt) 

- 16a. 
1---

311" 

where It = mk/m~ and the function a(lt) can be approximated by 
the expression 

For mH < 0.8 GeV, K "" 0.5. For the tf; and l' vector resonances 
the predicted H,,( branching fractions, based on experimental e+e
branching fractions, are given in Table 12.1. For my ~ 150 GeV 
the ratio r(V -+ H,,()/r(V -+ e+e-) becomes of order unity. From 

toponium decays the Higgs boson could be found for mH essentially 

up to my. 
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Table 12.1. Predicted branching fractions for V -+ "fHo, with 

K < 0.6 taking oB(m~) = 0.2. 

Resonance B(V -+ e+e-) B(V -+ "fHO)/(1- ml/mt) 

1/>(3.097) 6.9 x 10-2 1.4 X 10-5 

1/>(3.685) 0.9 x 10-2 3.2 X 10-6 

T(9.460) 2.8 x 10-2 9.3 X 10-5 

T(1O.023) 1.8 x 10-2 6.8 X 10-5 

T(1O.355) 3.3 x 10-2 1.4 X 10-4 

12.4.2 Bremsstrahlung from Z or W± bosons. 

Since the Higgs boson couples to the weak gauge bosons, it can be 

radiated from them, with the detection of the Z or W± serving as a 
trigger. Here we discuss the rates and distributions in e+ e- collisions 

of 

where Z' is virtual; see Fig. 12.8a. Similar considerations apply to 
pp and pp collisions. The Z -+ Z' HO process is the dominant HO 

production mechanism in e+ e- collisions at the Z-resonance energy. 
In addition to £+£- decays of the virtual Z' one might also use 

Z' -+ vii and Z' -+ qij modes. 

EIIJe'l'cise. Show that the differential decay rate for Z -+ £+£- HO is 

dI' ( X' 2 2)( 2 4 2) 1 
1 (Z0-+£lHO)=o1-x+ 12 + ay x - y ;; 

r(Zo -+ ££) dx 41rxw(1- xw)(x - y2)2 

where x = 2EH/Mz = (ml +M} -m;l)/M} and y = mH/Mz. 

Figure 12.9 shows the distribution in the variable x = ma/Mz. 
The distribution is sharply peaked towards high £l invariant masses, 
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f 
... Ho ... Ho Z 

...... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

z z* 

(0) (b) 

Fig. 12.8. Diagrams with a Higgs boson radiated from a real or 
virtual Z boson. 

with the peak occurring at ma"" 0.95 mHo The rate for Z -+ IlH 
relative to Z -+ II is shown in Figure 12.10 versus mH/mZ; the 
ratio is about 0.3 x 10-2 for mH = 10 GeV but decreases nearly 
exponentially with increasing mH until close to the upper endpoint 

ma=Mz-mH' 

The bremsstrahlung process Z· -+ ZH, illustrated in Fig. 12.8(b), 
is similar to the one just discussed except that this time the produced 

Z is virtual and one must sit at c.m. energies above the Zoo 

~ 
mH/Mz = 0.1 0,6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.10.05 

166~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

. x = m,.,-/MZ 

Fig. 12.9. Distribution 

in x = mltlMz from the 
Z -+ l+l-~ process. 
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-4 
10 

0.0 0.2 0.4 

mH/MZ 

0.6 

Fig. 12.10. Rates for 

Z -+ I1H and Z -+ vvH 
relative to Z -+ 11 at the 
Z resonance energy. 

Ezerei&e. Show that the e+e- -+ ZH cross section is given by 

G2 M4 8k [k2 + 3M2] 
u = ~61r Z [1 + (1 - 4Xw)2]..;s (8 _ M}r ' 

where k is the c.m. momentum 01 the Higgs (or the produced Z). 

This cross section peaks at c.m. energy ..;s = Mz + V2mH. Fig
ure 12.11 gives representative values of u(e+e- -+ ZH) versus ..;s. 

:c 
~ 

N 
o 
b'" 

10 

m = 10 
H 20 

60 

O.l!:o:--L-''±;--L-...J..,!,-::-L------!:-!:::----:o-! 
80 120 160 200 240 

Js (GeV) 

Fig. 12.11. Cross 
section for e+e- -+ 

Z H versus ..;s for 

various mHo 
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At LEP II with VB = 200 GeV operating with an integrated 
luminosity of 1 pb-1/day, it will be feasible to search for a ZH 
signal up to a mass mH = 100 GeV. 

12.4.3 Gluon fusion. 

In pp or pp collisions the dominant Higgs production mechanism 

should be gluon fusion, shown in Fig. 12.12. Here gluons from the 

colliding beams couple to a heavy quark loop from which the Higgs 
boson is emitted. The general cross section expression for production 

of a single particle X of mass M, spin J and nc color degrees of 

freedom (nc = 1,3,6, ... for color singlet, triplet, sextet, ... ) in 

hadronic collisions is 

. 161l'2(2J + 1 )nc " 
u(AB --+ X + anythmg) = M3 K ~ CabTabSr(X --+ab)T 

a,b 
1 

X J ~ [JaIA(X,M2)fbIB(T/X,M2) + (A ...... B if a =f b)j, 
T 

where S is a statistical factor (S = 2 for color singlet X --+ gg, TY, ZZ, 
identical bosons; S = 1 otherwise) and K is a factor which represents 
non-leading QeD corrections. Here T = M2/s and f aIA(X,M2) is 

the parton distribution evaluated at scale M. The Tab is a spin av

erage factor; for quarks or gluons Tab = t. The factor Cab depends 

on the colors of the partons: Cgg = !, Cgg = 2
1
4' and Cgg = :4' In 

the case of Higgs production via gluon-gluon fusion we find 

where T = m'k/s and g(x, Q2) is the gluon distribution evaluated at 

x = Q2. Substituting the expression for r(H --+ gg) from §12.3.2, in 



9 9 

Fig. 12.12. Gluon 

fusion diagram for 
Higgs boson produc

tion. 

the approximation that 1= N (the number of heavy quark flavors), 

one obtains 

u(pp-->H + 
2 1 . GF (c<.)2 1rN fdX 2 (T 2) anythmg)= .In - --T -g(x,mH)g -,mH . 

v2 31r 32 x x 
T 

Figure 12.13 shows numerical evaluations of the exact cross section 

versus mH at c.m. energies ..;s = 2 TeV, 17 TeV, and 40 TeV as
suming that mt = 50 GeV in the heavy quark loop. 

10
4 

mt =50GeV 

10
2 Fig. 12.13. Cross sec-

tions for Higgs boson 
~ 

production via gluon-.c 
Q. 
~ gluon fusion. The max-
b 

ima at mH "" 2mt are 
related to the structure 

in I. 

162 

0 400 800 
mH (GeV) 
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12.4.4 WW and ZZ fusion. 

In WW and Z Z fusion the quarks in the colliding beams emit vir

tual W's and Z's which annihilate to form the Higgs boson. These 
subprocesses are illustrated in Fig. 12.14. 

The matrix element for the subprocess q1q2 -> q~ ~V1 V2 -> ~q~H 

is 

where, for W-bosons, Cw = g3MW, g~ = -g~ = 2~ and for Z

bosons, Cz = g3 Mw /(1 - xw)2, g~ and g~ are given in §2.12, and 
D, = (V2 - A4 + iMy ry ) -1, where the particle names are used to 

denote their momenta. 

Then the squared matrix element, summed and averaged over the 
initial quark spins, is 

where G1 = (gil) 2(g'J:) 2 + (gi:)2(g1;)~ G2 = (g1')2(g1;) 2 + (gi:)2(g'J:)~ 
with gL,R = gy 'F gAo 

z z 

Fig. 12.14. WW and Z Z fusion production of the Higgs boson. 
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Thus the subprocess cross section for qq -> q' q'VV -> q' q' H is 
given by: 

Ezereise. In the effective W approximation show that the subprocess 
cross section for qq -> q'q'WW -> q'q'H is 

A ( a )3 1 {m3 [ 1 ] a ~ - 3 If (1 + r) In - - 2(1 - r) 
Xw 16mH Mw r 

where r = mk/s with s the c.m. energy squared of the initial qq. 
Note that there is no integration over the phase space of the final 
state quarks in the effective W approximation where the W emission 

is collinear with the incident quark direction. The m"iI/Ma, term in 
u is from longitudinally polarized W bosons and the Ma,/mH term is 
from transversely polarized W's. Give the appropriate modifications 
to the cross section formula for the effective Z approximation to qq -> 

qqZZ -> qqH. 

12.5 Higgs Searches 

Because the Higgs couples very feebly to light particles for which we 

now have beams, its production cross sections are tiny at existing 

machines. No experiment so far could have detected it if mH ;;:: 
7 GeV as suggested above. A major goal of new machines is to find 

it if it exists. The physics of Higgs detection depends on its mass. 
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12.5.1 Low mass Higgs (mH < MZ)' 

If the Higgs boson is light, the best way of detecting it is at e+ e

colliders because of low backgrounds. The HO can be radiated from 
a Z boson or appear with a hard photon in the decay of top onium 

(§10.1.1). The Z ---> Z' H process is the dominant mechanism at the 

Z resonance energy. In addition to charged lepton pairs from the vir
tual Z' one can also detect Z' ---> VI), using a missing transverse mo
mentum trigger in the latter case. At the SLC or LEP machines, with 

...;s "" Mz, it should be possible to find the Higgs boson in the UH 
final state if mH < 40 GeV and up to 50 GeV in the vl)H channel. 

At e+e- energies above the Z resonance the bremsstrahlung pro
cess Z' ---> Z H with a virtual intermediate Z boson is relevant. This 

cross section peaks at energy ...;s = Mz + V2mH. At the future 
LEP II machine operating at ...;s = 200 Ge V the Higgs boson could 
be found if mH < 85 GeV. 

Once Higgs boson candidate events are tagged by Z' ---> ee, Z' ---> 

vI) or a hard photon, microvertex detectors can provide evidence 

for H ---> TT or H ---> bb decays and the Higgs boson mass can be 
reconstructed from the recoil system. 

12.5.2 Intermediate mass Higgs (Mz < mH < 2Mw). 

A Higgs boson in this mass range is presumed to decay dominantly to 

a t-quark pair. It would be amply produced at a multi-TeV hadron 

collider via gluon fusion (gg --+ H) but the continuum background 

from gg --+ tf hopelessly obscures the signal. No way has been found 

to search for the intermediate mass Higgs at any presently proposed 

machine. However, this negative conclusion assumes that there are 

only three generations of quarks; in the case of a fourth generation 

another avenue of search exists that will be discussed in Chapter 13. 

Also in models with more than one Higgs multiplet it would be un

likely that all Higgs masses fell in this restricted range. 
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10
4 

103 

102 Fig. 12.15. Single Higgs 
production at the sse 
from gluon-gluon, Z Z and - 10 .c WW fusion subprocesses . 

Q. 
The top curve assumes a ~ 

10° b fourth generation quark 

10-1 
doublet (a, v). 

12.5.3 High mass Higgs (2MW < mH < 1 TeV). 

IT the Higgs boson has mass greater than 2Mw or 2Mz, its dominant 
decays are H -+ W+W- and H -+ Z Z, with branching fractions ap
proximately in the ratio 2 to 1. At a multi-Te V hadron collider it can 
be produced via gluon-gluon or W+W- orZZ fusion. Figure 12.15 
compares these contributions at Va = 40 TeV. For mH > 350 GeV, 
WW fusion dominates, assuming mt < 50 Ge V and no heavier quarks 
exist. The predicted Higgs boson cross sections are a few picobarns. 
For the design luminosity of 104 (pb)-l /year of the proposed Super
conducting Supercollider (SSe) this gives tens of thousands of Higgs 
boson events. 

Several signals may be used to identify a high mass Higgs boson 
produced in hadron collisions at sse energies. The cleanest and 
most reconstructible is the decay mode 
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Fig. 12.16. The pp -+ H -+ ZZ signal for leptonic decays of both 

Z's, compared with the continuum ZZ-background (dashed curves). 

but the branching fraction is small BF "" l(0.06)2 "" 10-3 giving few 

events. Nevertheless the H -+ Z Z signal is clearly identifiable above 

the qij -+ ZZ background at least up to mH ~ 1 TeV, provided 
that at least one Z has high PT. Figure 12.16 compares the double 
Z leptonic decay signal with the Z Z continuum background after 
cuts PT(l±) > 20 GeV, '1(l±) < 3, PT(Z) > mH/4 for one Z (with 
mt = 50, 100 or 150). 

The signal from the leptonic decay 

H -+ ZZ -+ (l+C)(vv) 
occurs at six times the rate of two charged lepton pairs (for 3 neutrino 
species) and moreover has little background in the Standard Model. 
The Higgs signal and mass can be determined from the distribution 

in the transverse m~s mT given by 

m} = [(p} + M})~ + (p} + M})~r - (PT +;d , 
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Fig. 12.17. Transverse 

mass distribution of Higgs 
boson signal in pp --+ Z Z X 

--+ (ll)(lIv)X at ..;s = 40 
TeV. The dashed curve is 
the Z + jets background 
with VT coming from had

rons that are outside the 
acceptance region. The 
dash-dot curve is the Z Z 

+2 jets background. 

where PT = PT(ll) and,T = PT(IIV); compare §8.6 and 10.3.4. The 
Higgs signal, coming largely from WW fusion, is enhanced relative 

to backgrounds by requiring two accompanying jets. Figure 12.17 
compares the Higgs boson signal with backgrounds for several values 

of mH in PP --+ l+l-jjiT events with the cuts PT(l±) and PTU) > 
20 GeV, fJ(l±) and fJU) < 3, PT(l+l-) > 300 GeV, ziT> 120 GeV. 

Table 12.2 records the expected Higgs signals for an integrated 
luminosity of 104 pb -1 (standard expectation for one year of sse 
running). Both signal and background are integrated over two full 

widths of the Higgs boson for the case mH = 600 GeV, and over one 
full width for the heavier cases mH = 800, 1000 GeV. 

It is much more difficult to study the signal from one Z or W 
hadronic decay with the other decay leptonic. This has a much 
larger signal than the purely leptonic modes but encounters a larger 
background which can be reduced by requiring that the two addi

tional jets in the events have substantial longitudinal and transverse 
momenta. 
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Table 1:1.:1. Predicted event numbers for Higgs signal and 
backgrounds in l+l-jj +'T events at .,fi = 40 TeV for inte
grated luminosity 104 pb- I • 

mH (GeV) 600 800 1000 

Integrated 
550 -750 600 - 1100 700 -1500 range of "'T (Ge V) 

Number Signal 11 24 21 

of 
events Backgrounds 4 7 5 

It is important to note that the width of the Higgs boson grows 
rapidly with mass above 2Mw, reflecting that the coupling to longi
tudinal W or Z becomes strong. For mH > 2Mw the total width 
is 

3GF 3 ( mH )3 
r(H) "" Y2 mH "" 0.48 TeV ~ V 

ffi~ 2 1 e 

The values of the width for some representative Higgs masses are 
given below: 

mH (GeV) 
200 
400 
600 

1000 

rH (GeV) 
2 

25 
100 
450 

A very broad Higgs boson may be difficult to identify as a particle. 

IT Higgs bosons are not found below 1 TeV, it is argued that there 
will be enhanced WW, W Z, and Z Z yields in pp scattering which 
could be observed at the sse. This would signal a new sector of 
strongly interacting particles at the 1 Te V scale or higher. 
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12.6 Two Higgs Doublet Model 

The scalar sector of the standard model is not yet constrained by 
experiment and it is possible that the Higgs structure is more com
plicated. A strong motivation for extending the Higgs sector comes 

from supersymmetry, where two SU(2)L Higgs doublets 

are necessary to provide masses to the charged fermions. Here the 4>1 
doublet with hypercharge -1 gives mass to the T3L = -~ quarks and 
the charged leptons while the 4>2 doublet with hypercharge +1 gives 

mass to the T3L = +~ quarks. With SUSY we need two doublets 

rather than the standard one doublet, in order to cancel out the cor
responding shiggs fermion contributions to triangle anomalies. The 
neutral members of the doublets acquire vacuum expectation values 

V1 and V2, respectively. 

Exercise. Show that 

After shifting the neutral scalar fields by their vevs, diagonalization 
of the mass ma:trices gives the following physical Higgs boso_n states: 

( H~) = Vi ( c~s a sin a) (Re 4>~* - V1 ) , 

H~ \- sm a cos a Re 4>g - V2 

H- = -4>-l sin/3+ 4>"2cos/3 = (H+)*. 

Thus the physical spectrum of Higgs bosons in the two doublet model 

consists of two scalars, HP and H~, a pseudoscalar, Hg, and a pair 
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of charged scalars, H±. The angle ex depends on parameters that 
appear in the Higgs potential and the angle fJ is give by 

V2 
tanfJ = -. 

V1 

The angles a and fJ are chosen such that -11"/2 ::::: ex ::::: 0 and 0 ::::: 
fJ ::::: 11"/2. In the most general model these angles and the physical 

Higgs boson masses are all independent parameters. However in 
c 

the minimal supersymmetric model the conditions on the potential 

imposed by supersymmetry reduces the number of parameters to 

three, which may be chosen to be Mw, V2/V1 and mH±. The other 
masses and the angle ex are given by 

m 2 - m2 , ... 2 
HO - H± -lVlW, • (m~o +Mi) 

tan2a = tan2fJ 2 • 2' 
mHo-Mz • 

From these relations the Higgs boson masses satisfy the bounds 

Since H~ is lighter than the Z, it is a candidate for discovery at 
SLC or LEP. The mass of ~ is not restricted and may be either 
lighter or heavier than the Z. The states H± and ~ are heavier 

than the Z and are of interest for a multi-TeV hadron collider, or 

for future e+ e- machines of higher energies. 
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The Lagrangian for V H H interactions is 

£ = - i;w: H- at. [Hr sin(a - {J) + Hg costa - {J) + iHg] + h.c. 

- ;g 8 ZI' {iHg at. [Hr sin( a - {J) + Hg cost a - {J)] 
2cos w 

- (2xw - l)H- at. H+ }, 

<-+ 
where A 01' B = A(0I'B) - B(0I'A). Bose statistics forbid a ZHo HO 
vertex. 

Exereise. Show that the partial width for Z ---> Hg Hg decay is 

r 
! 

cos
2
(a-{J)GFMj [ 2 ~ 2 2) 1 ~ 2 2 )2] 2 

In I- M2 mHo+mHo +M4 mHo-mHo . 
24y 211" z 2 8 Z 2 8 

The VV H interaction terms are 

Note that there is no tree level W+ Z H- vertex in the two doublet 
model. The interactions of the Higgs bosons with up and down type 
quarks are given by 

£= gmu [-(Ho. HO ). a- HO] u, . a 1£1£ ISIna+ 2cos a -zcosf'U"/SU 3 
2.v.w SInf' 

- :,md {J [dd"(Hr cos a - Hg sin a) - i sin {Jd')'sdHg] 
2 wcos 

+ /z {H+VUdu[(mdtan{J + mUcot {J) 
2 2Mw 

+ (md tan {J - mU cot {J)"!s] d + h.c.} . 

The Higgs interactions with leptons are obtained by replacing (u,d) 
with (v,e-). The factors (sin{J)-l and (cos{J)-l in the interaction 

can lead to enhancements or suppressions of neutral Higgs couplings. 
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There can be substantial changes in phenomenology relative to 

the standard model. The WW and Z Z couplings to Hg are absent 

and these couplings to HP can be severely suppressed. It is likely 

that the WW and Z Z fusion mechanisms are essentially absent for all 

but the lighter neutral Higgs H~. Conseqilently HP and Hg would 

be produced by gg fusion or gg ..... tfH. The decays of the heavy 

neutral Higgs would be dominantly to heavy quark pairs which is a 

difficult signature. 

In the two doublet model the decay 0 ..... HZ of a heavy vec

tor toponium state may be enhanced relative to the rate in the 

minimal standard model. In the standard model the 0 ..... HZ 

decay is suppressed due to a cancellation between a virtual Z di

agram and a t-exchange diagram. The standard model predicts 

r(O ..... HZ)jr(O ..... H"I) = 0(0.1) for mH < Mz. In the two dou

blet model values of this ratio larger than 1 are possible, especially 

for H2. Thus the 0 ..... HZ modes may be an important complement 

to the 0 ..... H"I process. 

The charged Higgs boson can be singly produced in pp colli

sions via gg ..... fbH- subprocess of which one diagram is shown 

in Fig. 12.18(a). A good calculational approximation is given by the 

subprocess in Fig. 12.18(b) where the b quark distribution is gener
ated by Altarelli-Parisi evolution. Fig. 12.19 gives the H± produc

tion cross section versus mH and Vs = 40 TeV, assuming tan/3 = 1. 

This cross section is substantial out to mH± = 1 TeV. 

It is unlikely that the charged Higgs boson could be detected 

in the dominant H+ ..... tb decay mode because of enormous QCD 

backgrounds. However the rare mode H+ ..... r+v may give a viable 

signal at a hadron collider. 

Exercise. Show that the H+ ..... r+vT branching fraction is B(H+ ..... 

r+vT ) ~ 6 X 10-4 jar mt = 40 GeV and mH > 100 GeV, assuming 

tan /3 "" 1. 
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9 9 9 

(0) (b) 

Fig. 12.18. Typical diagrams for charged Higgs production via (a) 
gluon-gluon fusion and (b) gluon-quark fusion. 

Hthe top quark mass is larger than mHo then the decay t -+ H+b 
is competitive with the t -+ W+b decay mode. Note that in the SUSY 

two doublet model it is not possible to have mH± < mt < Mw for 
which the t -+ H+b decay mode would completely dominate over 
virtual W -boson modes. 

Ezerci&e. Show that the ratio of partial widths is given by 

r(t -+ H+b) PH mUml- mk) cot2 .a 
r(t -+ W+b) = pw (ml + 2Ma, )(ml- Ma,) • 

where PH and pw are the momenta in the t rest frame. 
103r-_-r_~r---.-----'r--.., 

b 
10 

pp-H+WX 

.,rs =40TeV 

161~_~r---;:;'-:-_-;::'-;;_--;:;'::-_..J o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

mH (TeV) 

Fig. 12.19. Cross 
section for H± pro
duction at y's = 40 
TeV versus mH±. 
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12. 'T MajoroDs 

The question of small or vanishing neutrino masses has had many 
different explanations. In the standard model, with no right-handed 

neutrino states, no neutrino mass terms can be generated through 

Higgs doublet interactions. However we can generate a Majorana 

mass term of the form 

.c = -m ( vCR) VL + h.c. 

through interaction with an SU(2) triplet of scalar fields '" via the 
coupling 

and LC = (tCR, -vCR)' provided that the neutral component of '" 
acquires a vev. The mass term does not conserve lepton number; the 

neutrino mass eigenstate is CP self-conjugate, a Majorana fermion. 

Ezereille. Show that the three components 0/ '" have electric charges 
9, 1, 0, 80 that it has Y = 2 and cannot couple to quark or antiquark 
pairs. 

This idea, proposed by Gelmini and Roncadelli, introduces three 
new complex scalar fields leading to six new scalar bosons x++, x--, 
x+, x-, XO and UO. Of these UO is massless; it is a Goldstone boson, 

associated with the spontaneous breaking of lepton number (a global 

symmetry) and therefore called the majoron. The other new neutral 
scalar XO has to be very light (of order 100 keY), from bounds on 

majoron emission in red supergiant stars. The charged scalar masses 
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are not determined, but are related by 

The gauge couplings to Wand Z are given by 

£, = -ig [x+aPx-- + 0(xO -iMJ)aPx-] W: 

- ig(J r(1-2xw)x--aPx+++xwx-aPx+-ix°aPMJlzp+h.c., 
cos w r J 

where Xw = sin2 (Jw and g2 = 4V2 GFMa,. 

Ezerei&e. Derive the partial decay widths 

r(W+ -> X++X-) = r~(l- 3w2 + w4 /4)~ , 

r(W+ -> X+MJ) = r(W+ -> X+Xo) = !r~(l- w2/2)3, 

r(Z -> X++X--) = r~(l- 2xw)2(1- 4z2)~ , 

r(Z -> X+X-) = r~x!(l- 2Z2)~ , 

r(Z -> MJxo) = r~ , 

where r~/Mitr = r~/Mi = GF/(61rV2) , w = m++/Mw, z = 

m++ /Mz and m++ is the mass 0/ X++. 

The heavy scalars X++ and X+ have charged-current decay modes 

where W· denotes a virtual boson going to qq' or vi pairs. They 
also have spectacular leptonic decay modes 

but the branching fractions depend on the masses and the Yukawa 
couplings that are unknown (though stringent upper limits are 
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known). These scalars are produced in e+e- collisions via '"Y* or 
Z. 

The majoron has interesting properties. The emission of a ma
joron flips neutrino helicity: VL --> VR + UO. This has conse
quences in neutrino scattering (where V"L --> /1-- but V"R --> /1-+ 

in charged-current interactions) and in double-beta decay (where 
VLVL --> UO vertices can appear). It can contribute to neutrino de
cays VI --> V2 + UO in a general model with many Higgses but in 

the simple model above it couples to the mass matrix and gives no 
VI --> V2 transitions. 

The most i=ediate consequence however is the contribution 
to Z decaYi r(Z --> UOXO) is exactly twice the contribution from 

a simple neutrino species (compare §8.2).UO and XO have nei
ther strong nor electromagnetic interactions and escape undetected. 
Hence any experiment that counts the number of neutrinos by mea

suring r(Z --> invisible modes) automatically counts UO and XO too, 
and must be interpreted accordingly. The 1986 upper limit 

N" == (Number of neutrinos + UO + Xo; :::; 4.8 (90% eLl, 

based on combining several experimental results from PEP and PE
TRA, for e+e- --> '"Y+(missing energy), is tantalizingly on the brink. 

If N < 5 is eventually established, or if a fourth generation of basic 
fermions is found, the majoron is excluded. Until then, the question 

of majorons versus more neutrinos remains open. 

With the alternative approach to N" based on measuring the ra
tio r z /rw (§8.2) charged scalar contributions can partly offset the 
majoron mode. For m++ < 40 GeV, the combined effect is less 
than one light neutrino, but for m++ > 80 GeV the charged scalar 
contributions are negligible. 

A massless majoron also appears in a model where an additional 
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Higgs singlet breaks lepton number by giving Majorana mass to a 
singlet neutrino, but this does not have observable consequences. 

12.8 The Technicolor Alternative 

The SU(2)LXU(I) electroweak model has many arbitrary parame
ters associated with the elementary Higgs field, in addition to the 
coupling constants of the gauge symmetry. These parameters are 
the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions and the self
couplings in the Higgs potential. Consequently, quark and lepton 
masses, quark mixing, sin2 /iw , and the Higgs boson mass are not 
calculable, at least at this level. Technicolor models represent an at
tempt to avoid this arbitrariness by replacing t.he elementary Higgs 

scalar by composite ones. The composite scalars are meson bound 
states of a new strong interaction between new fermions. The low 
energy gauge group is 

GTe x SU(3) x SU(2h x U(I) 

where GTe is the gauge group of the technicolor (TC) interaction. 
The usual quarks and leptons are TC singlets. The new fermions on 
which GTe acts are called technifermions. Their TC singlet bound 
sta.tes are technimesons. GTe is an asymptotically free unbroken 
gauge group analogous to QCD. The usual choIce for GTe is SU(N) 
with the technifermions assigned to the fundamental N represen

tation (i.e., N is the number of technicolors). It is assumed that 

technicolor is confined with all physical states being technicolor sin
glets. 

In the Farhi-Susskind model the chira.l technifermions are 

where i = r, g, b is the ordinary SU(3) color. The SU(2)LxU(I) 
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quantum numbers are the same as for the usual u, d quarks and 
v., e leptons. The technicolor index is suppressed. In the absence of 
electroweak or strong interactions, there is a global SU(8)LXSU(8)R 
chiral symmetry of the eight flavors analogous to the chiral flavor 
symmetry of ordinary quarks. At energies below the scale ATC at 
which GTC becomes strong the technifermions acquire a dynamical 
mass associated with chiral symmetry breakdown. Following the 
QCD analogy, where the broken SU(2)LXSU(2)R flavor symmetry is 
invariant under SU(2hsOSPIN' it is assumed that the chiral symmetry 
is spontaneously broken to SU(8)L+R by eight equal condensates 

There is now less symmetry than in the original Lagrangian. The 
Goldstone theorem tells us that there will be a massless spin 0 boson 
for each broken generator. In the Farhi-Susskind model there are 
82 - 1 = 63 Goldstone b080ns. The three Goldstone b080ns 

i= ±,3 

have couplings to the Wi and IJO gauge b080ns 

where F is a decay constant. The ¢i give masses to the gauge bosons. 
Consider the propagator 

where II(q2) is the vacuum polarization. For a massless,p± Goldstone 
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boson intermediate state the W± vacuum polarization is 

giving a W mass 

Similarly, the WO, BO mass matrix is 

which has the eigenvalues 

M -!( 2 + ,2)1/2F Z-2 g g • 

The Standard Model result, 

Mz ( 
,2)-1/2 

1 + ~2 == cos Ow , 
Mw 
--= 

follows as a result of isospin conservation. The t/>i Goldstone bosons 
are absorbed as the longitudinal components of the W± and Z bo
sons. To get the W mass right, a technipion decay constant F - 250 
GeV is required. This implies that ATC is of order 1 TeV, since in 
QCD the pion decay constant! .. - 93 MeV is of the order of AQcn. 

In order to give masses to the quarks and leptons, the tech
nifermions and ordinary fermions are placed in co=on multiplets 
of an extended technicolor group (ETC), which breaks down to tech
nicolor at some large energy scale. In the ETC model problems were 
encountered with flavor-changing neutral currents. However, a res
olution of this difficulty has been found in a class of models which 
effectively raise the mass scale of the condensates. 
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Table 12.3. Goldstone bosons of Farhi-Susskind model. The 
Aa are SU(3) color matrices and the r' are SU(2) Pauli matri
ces, with i = 0 as the unit matrix. The </} states are absorbed 
by the W±, Z bosons. The technicolor group is SU(N). 

color 
representation 

8 

3,3 

1 

boson , states 

i=±,3,0 
a= 1, ... ,8 

i = ±,3,0 
a = 1,2,3 

mass (GeY) 

240fi, 

< 100 

The remaining sixty Goldstone bosons acquire mass from strong, 
electroweak, and extended technicolor forces to become pseudo
Goldstone bosons. These states and their expected masses in the 
simple model are given in Table 12.3. Higher masses are anticipated 
for the resolution of the flavor-changing neutral current problem. 

At hadron colliders the color octet states 1r~ and the color triplet 
states 1" can be pair-produced by gluon-gluon fusion subprocesses. 
Also the states 1rg and p3 can be singly produced through gluon
gluon fusion via a techniquark triangle diagram. Figure 12.20 shows 
these production diagrams for 1r~ and 1rg. The dominant decay modes 
of these particles, listed in Table 12.4, may not be easy in some 
instanceS to tag. For example, the technieta state '18 of mass - 250 

GeV has received considerable attention but its dominant gg and tf 
decays will be difficult to separate from QeD backgrounds. 
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Fig. 12.20. Gluon-gluon fusion subprocesses for technihadron pro
duction at hadron colliders. 

lable 1~.4. Dominant decay modes of technicolor pseudo
Goldstone bosons. 
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At e+e- colliders the charged technihadrons can be produced in 
pairs through the virtual photon. The cross section for p+ P- pro
duction is 

The signals would be 

e+e- --> p+p- --> (rv)(rv), (rv)(tli), (tli)(fb). 

At hadron supercolliders there is a promising signal of technicolor 

from the formation a~d decay of scalar bound states of technipi

ons 'll"t'll"8' 'II"~'II"~ or 'II"~'II"~ that may be bound together by the strong 
interaction similar to quarkonium. The technipionium state 

can be produced via gg --> A, as illustrated in Fig. 12.21. The produc

tion of A is enhanced relative to quarkonium by orders of magnitude 
because of the larger color coupling. The cross section for A produc

tion in pp collisions at 40 TeVis in the 100 pb range for M~ - ! Te V. 
The decay of A technipionium to W+W-, 'Y'Y and Z'Y with branching 

fractions of order 0.3 to 0.1%, would give thousands of gauge boson 
pairs a year. 

Gauge models with more than one elementary Higgs multiplet 

have additional neutral HO and charged H±, beyond the single HO 

of the standard model. For example, in supersymmetry two Higgs 
doublets are necessary to give masses to the fermions and there are 

three neutral and two charged Higgs bosons. These physical ele
mentary bosons have decay modes similar to the pO, p 3, p± of 

the technicolor model. Thus the question naturally arises, if spin-O 
states are discovered, how can we decide whether they are elemen
tary Higgs bosons or technicolor composites Fortunately there is 
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g g 

Fig. 12.21. Diagram 

illustrating production 
and decay to W+W
of the scalar techni- pi
onium bound state >.. 

an easy resolution: only the elementary Higgs bosons have the tree 
level couplings to W and Z bosons. Thus the processes Z -+ Z JIO 
and W± -+ W± H O exist but the corresponding technicolor processes 
Z -+ Z pO and W± -+ W± pO occur only through higher order dia

grams and are suppressed. 



Chapter 13 

A Fourth Generation 

13.1 Mass Bounds 

The replication of fermion generations is one of the outstanding puz
zles in particle physics. Could there also be a fourth generation of 

quarks and leptons? There is no convincing theoretical or experi

mental reason why not. In some grand unified schemes consistency 
with the evolution of masses and couplings may indicate only three 
generations, but these models are not uniquely established. Thus 
it is important for collider experiments to continue the search for 
new fermions that may belong to a fourth generation. We label the 
fourth generation leptons as (VL' L) and the fourth generation quarks 
by (a, v) where a and v have charges (~, -i). This notation for the 
quarks is suggested by the alphabetic labels used for the other quarks 

(viz., a,b,c,d, ... ,s,t,u,v). The names audio and video have been 
proposed for these quarks, after the gods of the present generation! 

Since the systematics of the masses of the known fermions are 
unexplained, there is no reliable extrapolation to masses of a possible 
fourth generation. However, a significant constraint is obtained on 
the mass splitting between doublet members from p = G (neutral 

current)/G (charge current) = 1 + 0(0<). The calculated value with 
one-loop radiative corrections is 

467 
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From the bound p < 1.01 at the one standard deviation level, mt < 
160 Ge V if no fourth generation exists. In the case of a fourth gen

eration, the mass splittings must satisfy 

When radiative corrections are included in a global fit to all neutral 

current data, preliminary results indicate that the 160 Ge V mass 

limit above is improved. 

If the absolute a and v masses are sufficiently high, then the weak 

interaction among heavy particles becomes strong and perturbation 

theory breaks down. In order not to violate partial wave unitarity in 

perturbation theory, the masses must satisfy 

ma < 700 GeV, mL < 1000 GeV , 

but this is desirable rather than a necessary limit. 

For heavy fermions the renormalization group equations of the 

Yukawa couplings converge at energies of order v = 246 Ge V to fixed 

point values, assuming that the couplings remain perturbative up to 

grand unified scales Mx ~ 1016 GeV. Then the masses satisfy the 
bound 

where the sums are over all quarks and leptons. Hence each fourth 

generation quark must be lighter than "" 200 GeV. Moreover, the 

heavy quark doublets are nearly degenerate 

or ma-m. "" 0(4 GeV) for ma "" 200 GeV. From the renormalization 
group equations of N = 1 supergravity the following upper bounds 
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were obtained 

ffla;:; 140 GeV, fflV;:; 135 GeV, fflL ;:; 70 GeV. 

All these bounds depend on the perturbative assumption, however. 

13.2 Neutrino Counting 

There is a cosmological bound on the number of light neutrino flavors. 
The amount of 4He produced primordially in the standard big bang 

model increases with the addition of new species of particles that are 
relativistic during nucleosynthesis. Observations of 4He abundance 

give the bound N" ;:; 4.0 on the number of equivalent left-handed 
neutrinos. If new neutrino flavors are heavy and unstable, this cos

mological bound does not apply. In any case, there is no cosmology 

limitation on a fourth generation VL. 

The process e+e- -+ vv-y can be used to count the number of 

light neutrino species, both below the Z resonance and when a real 
Z is produced. The background from e+e- -+ e+e--y when the final 

e+ and e- go down the beam pipe can be reduced by requiring that 
the photon have a minimum angle B!;'in and a minimum transverse 

momentum p~n with respect to the beam axis. After integrating 

over the angle of the final state photon subject to these cuts, the E'l 

distribution is 

where x = 2E'l/v'8, § = 8(1- x) and f is the following function: 

f = (a/7rX) {(2 - 2x + x2
) In [(1 + 6)/(1 - 6)1- x26} . 
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The parameter Ii is related to the acceptance: 

Ii - COsOmin 
- "/' for 

for 

2pmin 
T"/ x> r.. ., 

VB smO!)'1n 

The e+ e- --> vii subprocess cross section for N" light left-handed 

neutrinos is 

where R = Mj/(s - Mj + iMzrz). The three terms in iT are W
exchange, interference, and Z-pole contributions. The number of 
neutrinos is counted by comparing the calculated u (integrated over 
the x-range allowed by the acceptance cuts) with the measured u. 

Experiments by the ASP, MAC and CELLO collaborations at PEP 

and PETRA have placed a bound of N" < 4.8 at 90% C.L. Future 
measurements on the Z-pole at SLC and LEP will measure N" to an 

accuracy of ±0.3. 

Exercise. Generalize the e+ e- --> vii cross section expression to 

include the effects 01 a heavy neutrino. 

Exercise. Consider a generalized neutral current Lagrangian 

£ = gz L Z; [It iij"'lf.'(1- "(5)Vj + Iff,Nj"'If.'(l + "(5)Nj 
{J,j 

which has extra Z bosons and both lelt- and right-handed neutrinos. 

Here i is a generation index and the I and g are coupling coefficients. 
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Show that the e+ e- -t vv, N N cross section is given by 

iT = (G}S/61T) { 1- 8 Lftgf'Re(Rp) 
p 

+16n(v)[ L r: It (g'i,gf +9R9~)'Re(RaRp)]+ 16n(N)[v-tN]} , 
a,p 

where n( v) and n( N) are the number of light left- and right-handed 
neutrinos, respectively, and 

Measurements of the total visible and invisible Z widths constrain 
the number of new fermions. For Mz = 91.19 GeV, o:(Mz) = 0.12 
and Xw = 0.23, the fermionic decay contributions are 

rz = 2.49 + 0.16FvL + 0.08FL + 0.30F. + 0.38F. (GeV) , 

where 2.49 comes from the first 3 generations (0.50 from invisible 

neutrinos) and Fi are fourth-generation mass-dependent factors, 
FVL = [1- m;L/M}](l- 4m;L/M})! (Dirac), 

= (1 - 4m;L/M~)~ (Majorana), 

FL = [1 - 3.96mi/M}](1 - 4m}JM})t , 

F. = [1- 3.22m~/M}](1- 4m~/M})~ , 
F. = [1 - 2.05m~/M}](1 - 4m~/M})~ . 

Upper limits on rz, r~· and r~v impose upper bounds on the 

VL, L, a, v contributions, requiring all Fi -::= 0 and hence mj ~ ~Mz 
for any fourth-generation fermion. Figure 13.1 shows the sensitiv

ity of rz to the number of light (essentially massless) neutrinos N v , 

given a hypothetical t-quark with mt = 40 GeV or mt = Mw (i.e. 

essentially non-contributing). 
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Fig. 13.1. rz versus N v 

for various mt and m L 

mass choices (assuming v 

and a are too heavy to 
contribute). 

The experimental upper bound on the ratio rz/rw can be used 
to limit the contributions from fourth generation quarks and leptons 
(see the discussion of §8.2 where this ratio was used in connection 
with t-quark contributions). The fermion contributions to the W 
width are given by 

rw = 2.07 + 0.7Ht + 0.22HL (GeV) , 

where m. > Mw and m VL = 0 are assumed, and 

for i = t, L. 

Figure 13.2 shows the predictions ofrz/rw versus mt for various 
illustrative examples with N v = 4. Curve (a) shows the effect of a 

v-quark (mv = 24 GeV) with no L contribution. Curve (b) shows 
the effect of an L-Iepton with m VL = 0 (mL = 41 GeV) with no 
v contributions. Curve (c) shows the effect of both these v and L 

contributions together. The UA2 90% and 95% C.L. upper limits are 
also shown; by themselves, these allow a range of situations in which 
either v or L or both are present with masses down to 24 GeV. 
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13.3 Heavy Leptons from W -Decay 

Fig. 13.2. rz/rw pre
dictions for several choices 
of v-quark and L-lepton 
masses plotted versus the 
top quark mass. 

A new heavy lepton could be detected at the CERN or Fermilab 
pp colliders through the decay mode W -> LVL of real W bosons if 

mL + m VL < Mw. We concentrate first on the case of VL essentially 
massless. The experimental signature depends on the decay mode of 

the charged heavy lepton. The leptonic and hadronic decay modes 

have approximate branching fractions of ~, ~, ~, ~, ~. 

13.3.1 Leptonic signal. 

For a leptonic decay chain such as 

the signature is unfortunately the same as the direct and 1'-initiated 
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decay modes of the W, 

namely, an isolated energetic electron accompanied by missing trans

verse momentum arising from the neutrinos. The W partial widths 

for these leptonic modes are in the approximate proportions 

(W ---> L---> e) : (W ---> T---> e) : (W --->e) = ~(1- ir + ~r3): 0.17: 1, 

where r = milM~. Thus the backgrounds are larger than the 

L-signal. However there is a restricted kinematic region of 8 < 
PeT < 16 Ge V and -0.9 < cos U(p, e+) < 0.2 where the L-signal 

for mL < 50 GeV exceeds the direct W ---> eVe background, as shown 
in Fig. 13.3. Even in this window the signal is about a factor of 

two below that from W ---> T ---> e. To identify such an L-signal 

at the 3 standard deviation level would require a data sample with 

more than 1000 W ---> e+v events. This situation would be improved 

by the use of microvertex detectors that would help suppress the T 

background by separating its production and decay vertices in these 

events. Since the discovery window above involves lepton transverse 

momenta of around 12 GeV, the observation of muons may be pre

ferred from an experimental standpoint. 

There is another background to the leptonic L-signal from bli pro

duction with Ii ---> ce+ve decay that must also be dealt with. In the 

above discovery window it is two orders of magnitude above the L
signal. However this background can be essentially eliminated by 

requiring little hadronic PT in the events (e.g., LPT < 10 GeV from 
hadrons). The e+ from bli events is accompanied by hadrons with 

substantial PT from the band c decays. 
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13.3.2 Missing PT signal. 

The hadronic decays of the charged heavy lepton provide its best 

potential signal at pji colliders. The relevant decay chains are 

This has the distinctive signature in pji collisions of high missing 
transverse momentum (T/T) from vLi)L balanced by hadron jets. For 
the T/T to be experimentally significant and not due for example to 
measurement errors on hadron momenta, it must be typically greater 

than 20 GeV. This L-signal is substantial for mL < 50 GeV-it is 

roughly 10% of the rate for W -> ev. There are standard model 
backgrounds arising from W -> 'TV, Z -> vi) and heavy quark decay 
processes that are comparable to the L-signal but can in principle be 
separated from it in various ways. 

The jet structure of W -> LVL decay events is affected by ad
ditional gluons radiated from incident quarks, with the dominant 
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Fig. 13.4. The pp --> W --> LVL --> 1/T + hadrons cross section and 
backgrounds for 'T greater than a threshold ,!p. 

correction coming from da --> W g production. Also the Z --> vI} 
background calculation requires gluon radiation since the Z must be 

produced at high'T. The QCD radiation of gluons can be evaluated 
with Monte Carlo shower programs or by truncated shower calcula
tions based on the dominant lowest order QCD radiative subprocess. 

Representative evaluations of the L-signal and backgrounds are 
shown in Fig. 13.4 for CERN and Fermilab collider energies. The 
principal background comes from W --> TV but this does not pose a 

serious problem. The hadron jets from T --> V, + hadrons have quite 
distinctive small angular spread and low charged particle multiplicity, 
so many of these events can be identified directly. Also the T decay 
vertex can in principle be resolved by a microvertex detector. 

The Z --> vI} background in Fig. 13.4 assumes N" = 4 neutrinos. 
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The heavy quark backgrounds assume mt = 40 GeV. Even though 
these backgrounds are not small, various techniques can be used to 
separate them from the L-signal. The T and Z backgrounds have 
lower mean jet multiplicity than the L-signal, whereas the heavy 

quark backgrounds have higher jet multiplicity than the signal. The 

quark jets from L decay contain a charm quark in 50% of the events 
but the jets associated with Z do not. In "IT + 2 jet events of bb 
or cc origin the two jets are nearly back-to-back in azimuth. Also 
heavy quark events will contain a large number of resolvable decay 

vertices which will distinguish them from the L-signal if a microver

tex detector is available. Thus it appears that all standard physics 
backgrounds can be distinguished from the L-signal. 

The UA1 collaboration investigated "IT +jet(s) events at the CERN 
pp collider for possible evidence of W decay into heavy leptons. With 
selection criteria designed to suppress W -+ T -+ hadrons events, 
17 events remained compared to a calculated background of 17.8 ± 
4.7 events (7.1 W -+ T -+ hadrons, 5.6 Z -+ vi) for Nil = 3, 5.1 other 
backgrounds; an additional 2.9 ± 1.5 events from heavy quarks were 

expected for mt = 40 Ge V). The predicted heavy lepton signal for 
mass mL = 25, 35, 45, 55 GeV was 17.0, 12.3, 8.0,3.9 events. On 

the basis of this comparison it was concluded that mL > 41 GeV 
at 90% C. L. Also a limit Nil < 10 was deduced on the number of 
neutrino species. 

Heavy lepton pairs would be produced at e+e- colliders via '"'(* and 
Z intermediate states. The present limit on the L mass from e+e

experiments is mL > 22.7 GeV at 90% C.L. Figure 13.5 shows the 

LL cross section relative to the p.p. cross section versus the e+ e- c.m. 
energy VB for different choices of heavy lepton mass. There is a dip 
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in the LL cross section at the Z resonance energy where the "1*, Z 
interference goes to zero and the Z resonance contribution dominates. 

The production rate of LL pairs for e+e- machines operating at the 

Z resonance is very sensitive to mL and can be used to determine 

mL. An independent measurement of mL can be made from the 

sharp rise in event rate as the c.m. energy is increased through the 

LL threshold. 

The two primary classes of L decays L -+ l + -I (l = e or !l

and -I = missing energy-momentum of neutrinos) and L -+ il1q2 + 
-I (qr, q2 = quark jets including L -+ T -+ iiIq2v, modes) are in the 
ratio 1 : 3. The resulting signatures for LL fall in the following three 

distinctive categories, in the approximate proportions 6 : 38 : 56, 

(i) 1112 + -I, a pair of opposite-sign leptons, which may have differ

ent flavors, along with missing energy-momentum from neutri
nos, 

" 0: 
OL--L __ L-~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~ 

40 80 120 160 200 

...rs (GeV) 

Fig. 13.5. Ratio of LL to !l-ii cross sections versus the c.m. energy 

in e+ e- collisions for various L masses. 
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(ii) iqlq2 + p, a single charged lepton with up to two hadronic jets 

plus missing energy-momentum, 

(iii) qlq2qaq4 + p, up to four jets and missing energy-momentum. 

In the case of a c-quark jet from L decay, semileptonic charm decay 

can give an additional lepton accompanied by hadrons. It is naturally 

understood that the hadronic jets arising from individual quarks may 

sometimes overlap to form broader jets; in the case of T decay the 

ql q2 give a single narrow hadronic jet. 

13.4.1 Dilepton signals from LL. 

An e+e- machine operating at the Z resonance could be a copious 

source of heavy leptons. The decay Z ..... LL with each L decaying 

leptonically should provide a very clean signal. The expected rate 

of the leptonic channels into e and p, is about 5% of the total LL 
signal. The ee, p,p" ep, opposite-sign dileptons would occur in the ra

tio of 1 : 1 : 2. There would be no accompanying hadronic activity. 

The leptons would be acollinear, with the shape of the opening angu

lar distribution depending on the L mass as illustrated in Fig. 13.6. 

Dileptons from the Z ..... fT background process will be nearly back 

to back. 

T 

Fig. 13.6. Distribution 

in dilepton opening an

gle from leptonic decays 

of heavy lepton pairs pro

duced in e+ e- collisions 

at v'S = Mz. 
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13.4.2 Lepton + jets signals from LL. 

The decay L -+ VLI/tl, L -+ I/Li/Iq2 produces one or two jets. The in

variant mass of these two jets can be used in determining the L mass, 

as the dijet mass is always bounded by mL. A background process is 

Z -+ bb or cc with one heavy quark decaying semileptonicallYi since 

the trigger lepton will be accompanied by hadronic debris, lepton 

isolation cuts can be used to suppress this background. 

13.4.3 Four jet + missing energy signal from LL. 

The case that each L of the LL pair decays hadronically occurs half 
of the time. There are up to four jets accompanied by missing energy. 

The various dilepton and lepton-plus-two-jet signals of heavy lep

tons at e+ e- colliders would be easily recognizable against standard 

model backgrounds and heavy leptons will be discovered at SLC and 

LEP if their masses are less than lMz. 

13.5 Unstable 1/4 

Hitherto we have assumed the fourth generation neutrino is essen

tially massless. Should this not be the case, the previously consid

ered signatures for L and I/L may not apply, since a heavy neutrino 

will in general be unstable and could decay within the detector re

gion. We now investigate the consequences of neutrino instability on 

experimental searches, assuming that I/L is heavy but lighter than L. 

In general I/L is not a mass eigenstate. The neutrino flavors I/t 

which form left-hand doublets with the charged leptons e = e,/t, T, L 
are related to the mass eigenstates I/j with j = 1,2,3,4 by a unitary 

matrix V 

I/t = L Vt~//j , 
j 

The elements V4t govern the couplings of W to 1/4l. V4e, V4!', V4T are 
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expected to be small; V'r will be the largest if mixing occurs prefer
entially among nearest generations. The Z boson couples equally to 

the mass eigenstates f) j vi' 

The v. decays to a lepton l and a virtual W boson with a decay 
amplitude proportional to V.t. The partial decay widths for v. -> 

iff' su=ed over final state fermions are 

G~m~ 1 12" 2 rt = 192w-3 V.t L..J C, Wff·1 • 
where the color factor is C f = 1 for leptons and C f = 3 for quarks. In 
this result the phase space suppression for massive final state particles 
has been neglected and m. < Mw is assumed. In the case of a 
Majorana v. the decays v. -> l- and v. -> l+ occur equally and 
must be su=ed in rt. Assuming that m. < mL. the v. mean life is 

The corresponding mean decay length I is 

Depending on m. and V. the decay gap may be resolved or unresolv
able from the production vertex or be long enough that v. escapes 
from collider detectors unseen (see §3.3 for illustrative calculations). 
It is important that all possibilities be considered if we are to find or 
to exclude fourth generation neutrinos. 

13.5.1 W -> LVL limit revisited. 

The limit on mL from W -> LVL applies only if all components of 
VL are light and undetected. If the main component v. is heavy (but 
lighter than L), it will decay though lepton mixing 

If the v. mixing elements and mass are such that the v. decay length 
is short compared to the detector size, most of the v. decay products 
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are detected and there is little if any missing PT in a W -+ L, 

event. The UA1 limits on events with large "IT then have nothing I 

say about L. 

13.5.2 ~+ ~- -+ L+ L- limit revisited. 

H V4 decays, the e+e- limits on mL are weakened since the mo 
stringent limits have come from looking for &coplanar jets or &Copt 
nar muon plus jets, assuming that L -+ v4f!' decays have missiI 
energy-momentum. However, e+e- -+ L+ L- events will contribu' 
about 0.5 to the ratio R = u(e+e- -+ hadrons)/u(e+e- -+ ",+",
The absence of an enhancement in R still allows one to exclude L + L 
production up to mL '" 22 GeV. 

H V4 is stable or sufficiently long-lived to escape undetected fro] 
the apparatus, detecting L requires an appreciable mass differenc 
between L and V4 to produce a measurable residue. With 0.14 GeV: 
mL - m4 ;:; 3 GeV a heavy charged lepton with mass ~ 4 GeV woul 
not yet have been discovered. 

Ez~rei.e. Suppose that L -, V4 have mlJ8ses mL > m4 with mL . 
m4 < mL. For e+e- -+ L+ L- production at the Z resonance sho 
that the charged particle emitted in the decay modes 

hIJ8 mazimum laboratory momentum 

Pmax = tMz { 1 - (m4/md} { 1 + [1 - (2mL/Mz)2] t} 
in the approximation that the mlJ8ses ofl, Vt and 1r are neglected. Fa 
general L -+ V4X decays, show that the visible energy h1J8 the bouno 

E. {Mz/2 - m4 if Mzm4 ~ (mi. + mn 
v", < Pmax if Mzm4 > (mi. + m~) . 

Ez~rci.e. If mL - m4 ;:; m" show that the L- decay length become 
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01 order 01 a meter or longer at VB = 30 Ge V. It would then have 
appwred in experimental searches lor stable leptons and can be ex
cluded. 

13.0.3 Experimental limits on II •• 

Figure 13.7 su=arizes experimentailimits on the mass m. and mix
ing !V •• 12 of a fourth generation neutrino "4. Similar limits exist for m. versus !V4f.'12. The limits are obtained from searches for 

additional monochromatic peaks in electron or muon spectra in 
Ir, K .... ev or JW decays, curves labeled (I), (2), (3). 

downstream decays of V4 produced in Ir,K decays (4), (10) or 
charm decays, curves (5), (9), ell). 

monojet from decay of v. produced via W exchange in e+e- .... 
v,v., curve (7). 

secondary decay vertices of v. produced through a virtual Z in 
e+e- .... V4V4, curve (8). 

deviations from e, I' universality, curve (6) 

The continuation of e+e- searches at c.m. energies VB < Mz will 
probe the ranges 

In the e+e- .... V4V4 process the ZV,V4 couplings of the interme

diate Z boson are gy = gA = ~ for Dirac V4 and gy = 0, gA = 1/2 
for Majorana V4. Also the phase space for the identical particle Ma
jorana case is 1/2 that for Dirac V4. Figure 13.8 illustrates the cross 
section dependence on VB in the two cases for several values of the 

V4 mass. 
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10-1 1 
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MJ,! (GeV) 
"J 

Fig. 13.7. Limits on 

!V4.12 versus the 114 

mass as su=arized 
in Co=. Nucl. Part. 
Phys. 16, 231 (1986). 

-Dirac 
M(III) (GeVI-Majorana 

10 

----------------°4~0~~~8~0~~~1~20~-L~16~0~~~200 

Js (GeV) 

Fig. 13.8. Ratio of 1/4114 to ,.,.+,.,.- events for Dirac or Majorana 
neutrinos versus the e+e- c.m. energy. 
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On the Z resonance the ratio of Z -+ 1/4li4 to Z -+ e+e- partial 
widths is 

r(z -+ 1/4li4) = { K(1 - r)(1 - 4r)I/2, 
r(Z -+ e+e-) K(1 - 4r)3/2, 

Dirac 

Majorana 

where K = (1 - 4xw + 8x~)-1 "" 2 and r = (m4/Mz)2. The use of 
vertex detectors will probe the region 

Should no evidence for 1/4 be found by neutrino counting or unstable 
particle searches, the prospects for finding a fourth generation would 
be greatly diminished. 

13.6 Quark Mixing and Decays 

The phenomenology of fourth generation quarks depends on the a, v 

masses and on the quark mixing angles. We assume that ma > m., 

following the pattern me > m. and mt > mb. The measurements 
of weak mixings, combined with unitarity constraints, suggest the 

following approximate form for the magnitudes of the elements of 

the 3 x 3 mixing matrix (§2.11) 

8 

(J 

1-
1J2 

where (J "" 0.23 is the Cabibbo angle. Here the diagonal entries are 
slightly less than unity, as required by unitarity. The transitions 
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between different generations are increasingly suppressed as the gen
eration separation increases and as the generation mass increases. A 

plausible extrapolation of this pattern to the fourth generation gives 

d s b v 

u 1,-- 0 03 05 

iVnml = 
C 0 1- 02 04 

t 03 02 1- 03 

a 05 04 03 1-

For the weak decays of a and V, the principal 
energetically allowed, are then 

a ---> v + w+ , 
V ---> t + W- , 

decay branches, if 

where the W bosons may be real or virtual, depending on the quark 

masses. An exception to this decay pattern occurs if m. < mt. 

Light v-Quark 

The possibility that m. < mt leads to very interesting phenomena 
in the weak decays of v particles. The charged current v ---> a and 

v ---> t decays are then kinematically forbidden and the foregoing 
extrapolation of the mixing matrix suggests the v ---> c transitions 
dominate but are strongly suppressed, 

Consequently the v lifetime would be exceptionally long, possibly of 
order 10-13 s and measurable. Moreover flavor changing neutral cur
rent decays, that proceed via the virtual loop shown in Fig. 13.9, 
are enhanced, since the relevant mixing matrix elements Vi. Vtb and 
Va.V:b are less suppressed than Ve., and also because the loop ampli
tudes grow with the mass of the virtual quark (t or a) in the loop. For 
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b 
Fig. 13.9. Diagram for 

v --+ b + 9 decay. 

a wide range of a, t masses the v --+ b + 9 mode may have a branching 
fraction as large as 5--10%. 

The possibility that the v quark could be light received fresh stim
ulus from the suggestion that e+e- --+ vv production might be the 
origin of an excess of low-thrust events containing muons seen with 

low statistics by the Mark J and JADE experiments at the highest 
PETRA energy (vis = 46.3 GeV). However, this suggestion has not 
been supported by data from the TRISTAN e+e- collider, nor from 

LEP and SLC operating on the Z resonance. Figure 13.10 compares 
the ZO resonance production cross section with that expected for 
other fermions, versus the fermion mass. 

6 

.Q 
c 
~ 

1- 4 -t 
N 
,t 

2 +.Q) 
Q) 
~ 
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L 
h 

25 30 35 
mf (GeV) 

40 

Fig. 13.10. Cross section 

for e+e- --+ Z --+ lion 
the Z resonance for fermi

ons I = v, t, h, L, v versus 
the fermion mass; h is the 
isosinglet fermion in the 27-
plet of E6 symmetry, sug
gested by superstrings and 

v, L are isodoublet heavy 

leptons for which the had

ronic part of the cross sec

tion (RJ 45%) is shown. For 

comparison 17( e+ e- --+ Z --+ 
pf Jl-) = 1.8 nb. 
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There are several distinctive properties of e+ e- -+ vii events which 
can be used in their identification. First is the high multiplicity 
of charm particles, due to the v -+ c transition and the v -+ csc 
decay mode. The fractions of iiv events containing 2, 3, 4 charm 
particles are - 100%, 44%, 11%, unlike bb events with fractions 
- 100%, 12%,1/2% because b -+ csc is phase space suppressed. 
Second the large energy release in v decay gives broad jets unlike 
most ijq events with lighter quarks, except for ijq + ng events with 
additional non-collinear gluons. The v-jet broadness measures m.; 

the sum of the momenta of the light final decay products normal to 
the v-jet axis is on average (§3.7.3) 

The distribution in EiP~ summed over visible particles (i.e., exclud
ing neutrinos) is shown in Fig. 13.11 for Z -+ iiv events including all 
cascade decays. 

The transverse momenta of electrons or charm particles produced 
in v decay also reflect the energy release. The maximum P~ is 

- .. '~ en n -<: : . 
::> 4 i ~b .c 

v (23), ... ... · . 
0 · : Fig. 13.11. Distribution - : . , I · . , I v(30} - · : 

versus E.p~ of momenta ., : : ' I .- / I'/'i v (40) - 2 transverse to the jet axis - .... · . / /I 
Q. · . , • I I 

~ , . ./ I for detectable particles in 
~ , ./ 
"0 / . a v jet. The result for a 
1) :/./ 

~. 
b-jet is compared. "0 

00 10 20 30 40 
(Ipi) (GeV) 

T jet 
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(P~)max = (m~-m~)/(2m.), allowing the electron to be isolated from 
the other decay products. In contrast the electron from b semileptonic 
decay is likely to be within the cone of the hadron fragments from the 
charm quark. In addition to the jet broadening and lepton isolation 
effects expected for any heavy quark, there will be extra signatures 
of the v quark including isolated c and cc and possibly the v -+ bg 
two-body decay with distinctive kinematic features. 

13.7 Decays to Real W -Bosons 

At multi-TeV hadron oolliders, such as the proposed proton-proton 
U. S. Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) with c.m. energy of 
40 TeV, it will be possible to produce superheavy leptons and quarks, 
with masses exceeding 100 GeV. The decays of these particles will 
give real W -bosons. What are the prospects for deteCting superheavy 
fourth generation fermions at supercolliders? 

13.7.1 Superheavy leptons. 

The dominant subprocesses for hadron production of superheavy 
charged leptons are shown in Fig. 13.12. Assuming mL > Mw, the 
vector bosons in the intermediate state of these diagrams are virtual. 
The expected cross sections at the SSC are shown in Fig. 13.13 ver
sus the L mass, assuming milL ~ O. For the design luminosity of 
104 (pb)-l/year, these cross sections would yield substantial event 
rates. The signals for stable VL would be 

with the missing PT unaccompanied by jets. 

The problem is that there are large backgrounds from the produc
tion of real Wand Z bosons, both singly and in pairs, that submerge 
these heavy lepton signals. Figure 13.14 shows some typical back-
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L L L L 

9 9 

Fig. 13.12. Dominant diagrams for production of superheavy 
charged leptons. 

ground subprocesses. Attempts to find ways of isolating the signal 
in theoretical simulations have proven unsuccessful. At the present 

time it seems unlikely that a sequential heavy lepton of mass greater 
than 100 GeV with a light neutrino companion could be detected at 
a hadron supercollider. 

.0 
a. 

b 

103,...----,-----.---.----, 

Js ~40 TeV 

10 
pp-W!-Lv

L 

pp-Li: 
(gluon fusion) 

10' 

102~_~~_~~-~~~~ 
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mL (GeV) 

Fig. 13.13. Cross sections 
for charged superheavy lep
ton production at the SSC. 
The gluon-gluon fusion cal

culation assumes mH= 100 

GeV, m. = mL, and ma = 
mL+250 GeV. The arrows 
on the left-hand side indi

cate the WW ZZ and WZ 
background cross sections. 
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II Ii 

Fig. 13.14. Typical subprocesses that give backgrounds to a heavy 
lepton signal at ~he sse. 

13.7.2 Superheavy quarks. 

The prospects for detecting fourth generation quarks that decay to 
W bosons are highly promising at the sse because the cross sec

tions from the QeD fusion subprocesses gg -+ QQ, qq -+ QQ are 
very large, as shown in Fig. 13.15. A quark of mass 500 GeV has 
a cross section - 100 pb. IT the v quark decays through the mode 

..0 
c: 

X 
10 
o 
~ 

b 

0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50 
.rs (TeV) 

Fig. 13.15. QeD fusion 
qq, gg -+ QQ cross sections 
for heavy quark production 

in pp and pp collisions. 
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v --> tW-, and ma - mv > Mw so that a decays as a --> vW+ --> 

tW-W+, the events of interest are 

The t, W-, W+ final state particles are on the mass shell so the 

v and a,masses can in principle be reconstructed. With the enor

mous production cross section, a restrictive selection of leptonic and 

hadronic events together with severe acceptance cuts can be used to 

eliminate background processes which accidentally reconstruct the 
invariant masses of real W's and real t's. Monte Carlo studies for 
typical vii signatures bear out the discovery potential. 

On dimensional grounds the PT dependence of the v-quark in vii 

production is of the approximate form, neglecting scaling violations, 

du 1 

dpf ~ (pf + m~)2 

for PT comparable with m.. Hence events with PuT ~ m. can be 
selected without too high cost to the rate. In such events the decay 
products of v and ii will be largely in separate hemispheres and this 
helps in reconstructing the v mass. 

A possible trigger is one semileptonic t-decay (e.g., t --> bJ.L+v) and 
one leptonic W-decay (e.g., W- --> e-v) with different lepton flavors 

to eliminate "(*, Z --> II backgrounds. Such an event is illustrated 
in Fig. 13.16. By requiring high PT for the two leptons and high 'iT, 
the v will also have high PT. The ii mass can be reconstructed from 
the away side hadron jets. 
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b 

11 Fig. 13.16. A double 
V V lepton plus ziT trigger 

for tJl) events. 

11 

-, q e-

13.'1.3 e+e- Supercollider search. 

At a very high energy e+e- machine, fourth generation quarks and 

leptons that decay to W bosons would have promising signatures with 

a good signal to noise ratio. A distinctive signal for L production is 

a high PT lepton plus missing energy from neutrinos, illustrated in 

Fig. 13.17; also shown is the W+W- background diagram. The W
from L- decay will be isotropically distributed while the W- from 

the W-pair background will be forward peaked. An angular cut can 

therefore be used to suppress the background (e.g., I cos III < O.S 

at vs = 200 GeV or cosll < 0.S5 at vs = 600 GeV). Also, the 
visible energy on the hadronic side of the event will be approximately 

VS/2 for the W+W- background but will often be smaller for the 

L+ L- signal. A cut EVi8 < 0.S(VS/2) on the measured energy in the 

hadronic hemisphere will further reject background events. The rates 

for the signal are sufficiently large that L-pair events can be detected 

for mL almost up to VS/2 (e.g., mL = 90 GeV for VS = 200 GeVor 

mL = 250 GeV for VS = 600 GeV). 

Ezercise. Show that the cross section for e+ e- --+ VLI/L production 
via a virtual ZO at energies VS ;» Mz is 

(1 = 0.025 pb/[s(TeV2
)]. 

Thus (1 ~ 0.6 pb at VS = 200 Ge V. 
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w+,.-.... + -e 

Fig. 13.17. Signal (a) from e+e- -> L+L- with L± -> tt W±, 

W- -> hadrons, and W+ -> e+lle• The background (b) from W+W

is also shown. 

A good signature for fourth generation quarks produced at a high 
energy e+ e- collider is isolated high PT leptons (e±, JL±) from semilep

tonic decays. Figure 13.18(a), (b) show the topology of events result
ing from e+e- -> vii production and backgrounds. The signal is 

characterized by high multiplicity and high aplanarity. Recall that 

aplanarity is a shape parameter which measures the momentum nor
mal to the event plane; "fat" events have large aplanarity; see §9.1.1. 

The three backgrounds shown have, respectively, (c) relatively low 

multiplicity and low aplanarity (d) low aplanarity and relatively low 

PT lepton (e) low multiplicity, low aplanarity and relatively low PT 

lepton. Good rejection of background can be achieved by requiring an 
isolated lepton (e. g., less than 100 MeV of energy within a 100 cone 

around the lepton), a charged multiplicity> 35, and an aplanarity 

> 0.2 at ..;s = 200 GeV (> 0.15 at ..;s = 600 GeV). 
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Fig. 13.18. Event topologies for e+e- -+ vjj production (a), (b) and 
backgrounds (c), (d), (e). 
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If a fourth generation quark is found, how can its mass be mea
sured? One can fit the lepton PT spectrum, measure the P(3 _ p2 ) 

threshold dependence, or look for the quarkonium states. However, 
at a high energy linear coJlider with machine width AE./ E 2:: 10% 
it would not be possible to detect quarkonium. At a high energy 
coJlider the a quark could be distinguished from the tI quark by the 
rate at which it is produced and by the forward backward charge 
asy=etry, since the weak couplings are different. 

Ezereille. Compare the cross section and AFB expectations lor aa 
and fitl production in e+e- collisions at VB:»- Mz, lor a given quark 
mass. 

13.8 Superheavy Quarkonia 

The first signals for charm and bottom quarks in hadronic collisions 
were the leptonic decays of their J/t/J and T bound states. Might 
superheavy quarks also be first discovered through the decays of their 
quarkonium bound states? 

The partial widths for the decays of the S-wave states to gluons 
are 

r('1 --> gg) = C ~ It/Js(0)12 '" 3 MeV (200~ev ) , 

r(t/J --> 3g) = C' :;21t/Js(OW '" 20 KeV (200~ev ) , 

where M is the quarkonium mass, M '" 2mQ, and C, C' are known 
dimensionless constants; see §10.3.1. 

An important feature of superheavy quarkonia is the appearance 
of new decay modes involving weak bosons and Higgs bosons, enu
merated below. The partial widths for these annihilation decays have 
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the generic forms 

r=K ;:;2 (~:; YI.p(OW for boson decay channels, 

2 (rn2 )P(M2)Z r = K' ;2 J Mj. l.p(o) 12 for fermion - antifermion decays, 

with chirality suppression y = 0, 1 for .p, 1], respectively. Here K and 
K' are dimensionless factors that contain threshold and other mass 
dependence. The x-values for enhancement factors in the allowed I] 
and .p modes are as follows: 

If ,..,,.., Z,.." ZZ W+W- ,..,H ZH 

I] 2 0 0 0 2 
.p 0 1 2 1 1 

The enhancements originate from Higgs or longitudinal W, Z axial 
vector couplings to the superheavy quarks. The modes with x = 2 

will be dominant, but in the case of f f only if rn f / Mw is not small. 

In quarkonium decays it is necessary that the single quark decay 
to a real W-boson Q -+ q + W (leaving the other heavy quark as 
a spectator) be suppressed if the interesting modes above are to be 
detectable. The width for this decay grows like M3. IT this spectator 
mode should dominate, the quarkonium decays would be indistin
guishable from the continuum QQ source. Fortunately, for the case 
of v-quark decays, the single v -+ t + W decay rate is likely suppressed 
by a factor of !V1.12 - 10-4• As Figure 13.19 shows this contribution 
is well below the total width expected for I] and .p from gluon and 
gauge boson final states, and can be neglected. For a-quark decays 
the a -+ v + W mode dominates the interesting decays unless rna and 
rn. are closely degenerate. 
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Fig. 13.19. Total widths 

for qu·arkonium 0 = I)(vv) 
and .p(vv) from gluon and 

gauge boson decays, com

pared with the widths from 

single quark decays v -> t+ 
w. 

The I) and .p states are produced in pp collisions via the gluon

gluon fusion subprocesses; see the diagrams and calculations in 

§1O.3.1. The cross sections at y's = 40 TeV are shown in Fig. 10.18. 
Even for Mq as large as 700 GeV, the cross section is 0(1 pb) cor

responding to 104 events/year at the sse design luminosity. The 

cross-section for .p production via the "bleaching gluon" subprocess 

is roughly two orders of magnitude below the I). 

The dominant decay of I). when Mq > 400 GeV and MH < 
Mq - 250 GeV is I) -> ZH with a branching fraction approaching 

100%. The large I) event rate allows the use of the clean Z -> l+ l
decay modes as a trigger for these events. It may be possible to simul

taneously discover the Higgs boson and the I). by mass reconstruction 

of HO and l+ l-HO. Even for the elusive intermediate mass Higgs, 

with decay H -> a:, the signal is greater than the background from 

qij -> ztf for reasonable experimental mass resolutions on MZH and 

MH. Other '1 decay modes, such as I) -> ZZ, Z"/ are not observable 

because of standard model backgrounds. 



Chapter 14 

Higher Symmetries 

14.1 Grand Unification 

Although the standard model is completely successful in accounting 
for low-energy phenomena, it leaves unexplained why the gauge group 
of strong and electroweak interactions is SU(3)xSU(2)xU(I), with 
very different gauge couplings and why the fermion quantum numbers 
have their particular values. The idea of Grand Unified Theories 
(GUTS) is that the SU(3), SU(2) and U(I) are subgroups of a larger 
gauge sy=etry group G and that quarks and leptons belong to the 
same multiplets of G. This higher sy=etry is unbroken above some 
very large mass scale Mx. 

Above Mx all gauge couplings a; are related by Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients to a single gauge coupling etG and evolve according to 
the ,a-function of G. Below Mx, G is supposed to be broken sponta
neously and the et; evolve separately according to the ,a-functions of 
their respective groups. A test of grand unification is that the evo
lution of the couplings from their known values at p, = Mw should 
meet at a co=on scale p, = Mx. 

The fermions must be assigned to representations of G. In any rep
resentation of a simple non-abelian group, the generators are trace
less. Hence the sum of the eigenvalues of any diagonal generator is 
zero when this sum is taken over all the members of any represen
tation. Since the charge operator Q is a linear combination of the 

499 
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diagonal generators, the sum of charges of the fermions assigned to 
a representation must vanish. In most grand unification proposals, a 
given multiplet contains fermions of a single generation while repli

cas of this multiplet contain other generations. In G, a gauge bo
son links a fermion to another fermion in the same representation. 

Since quarks and leptons appear in a co=on represe!ltation (some
times with antiquarks and antileptons, too), there are exotic gauge 
bosons with masses Mx that can both tum quarks into leptons and 

quarks into antiquarks thereby causing proton decay with a lifetime 
'T' - Q"(} M1/m~. Since the limits on the proton lifetime are of order 
1031 years, Mx must be at least of order 1016 Fa GeV. 

An early attempt at grand unification was based on G = SU(5). 
Here it is necessary to assign the first-generation fermions to two 
different representations, 5*(dC

, e-, II.) and 10(e-C
, d, u, U

C
); see Ta

ble 14.1. It is a remarkable fact that the standard model SU(2)xU(1) 
left-hand doublet and right-hand singlet fermion assignments are a 
natural consequence of the SU(5) classification. 

7able 14.1. Assignment of left-handed fermions of the first 
generation to 5' and 10 representations of SUeS). The super
script c denotes the charge-conjugate state. Subscripts '1', g, b 
denote the colors red, green, blue. The quintet 5* can be rep
resented as a vector V< and the decuplet 10 as an antisymmetric 

tensor D4b transforming like ~ (V4Vb - VbV4): 

V< = [(dr)<, (dg)<, (db)", e-, II. ] , 

0 (Ub)" -(Ug)" -Ur -d, 

-(Ub)< 0 (u,)< -ug -dg 

1 
(Ug)< -(u,)< -db D=- 0 -ub 

v'2 
u, ug ub 0 -e+ 

d, dg db e+ 0 
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There are 24 generators in SU(S). It has 4 commuting generators 
(rank 4) and contains SU(3)color> SU(2)L and U(I)y as subgroups; 
the breaking of SU(S) to these subgroups is achieved through a Higgs 
multiplet in the adjoint 24 representation. It is convenient to pick 
the 4 commuting generators to be the SU(3) color isospin and hyper
charge operators T; and yc, plus the weak isospin and hypercharge 

operators Tl' and jl;, Y. The numerical factors here are needed to 
ensure that all generators have the same normalization, obeying 

where T4 is any generator and T(R) is a constant depending on the 
representation R over which the trace is taken. The eigenvalues of 
these operators for the fermions in the 5' representation are shown 
in Table 14.2; in this representation T(R) = t. 

Table 14.2 Eigenvalues of the SU(5} diagonal generators in 
the S* representation of left-handed fermions: subscripts r, g, b 
denote the colors red, green, blue. The generators Tg and y c 

are for SU(3}color; Tl' is for SU(2h and #Y is for U(l}y. 

The charge operator is Q = Tl' + !Y. 

Ta (d,)C (dgY (db)" -e v. 

T,c 1 _1 0 0 0 3 2 2 
yc 1 1 1 0 0 Wi Wi -Ta 
T,L 0 0 0 1 1 

3 -2 2 

#Y 2# 3" 20 2# 3" 20 2# 3" 20 -# -# 
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Exerci8e. EfJaluate Tr(T;) for the 10 representation of SU(5), from 

the quantum numbers of the fermions in it. 

Notice that the GUT symmetry has fixed the values of Tf and 
Y for each member of a multiplet, i.e. it has determined all charges 

relative to the electron charge. The assignment of Y values, which 
was arbitrary in the context of SU(2)xU(1) alone, is no longer free. 
These SU(5) representations necessarily contain fractional charges; 
for example, since the sum of charges in 5' vanishes, the three de 

quarks must balance the e charge and hence d has charge -1/3. 

Thus, GUTS explain charge quantization. 

At the GUT scale, the covariant derivative is 

where ga is the unified gauge coupling, the .9~ are the GUT gauge 
fields, and the GUT generators Ta have a common normalization 

as above. In the second equality above, we show explicitly the 
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) content. Hence when the full GUT symmetry 

applies, the QCD coupling g3 and the electroweak couplings g2 and 
gl are equal, 

g3 = g2 = gl = ga , 

and are related to the standard electroweak couplings 9 and g' of 
Chapter 2 by 

Hence tan Ow = 9'/ 9 = Vf so that at the GUT scale 

Xw =. ~ = 0.375 . 
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14.2 Running Couplings 

All couplings evolve with the mass scale as discussed in Chapter 7. 
Only particles with mass < p. contribute to the evolution at any given 
mass scale p.. Hence below the GUT scale, ga, g2 and gl evolve in
dependently according to the ,a-functions of SU(3), SU(2) and Uti), 
respectively. The hope is that evolution from a common coupling at 
p. = Mx down to p. = Mw will bring these couplings into agreement 
with the experimentally measured strong and electroweak couplings. 

A complete analysis of this question should include two-loop contri

butions to the ,a-functions and radiative corrections to the low-energy 
couplings. For simplicity of presentation, however, we shall here make 
the one-loop approximation and neglect radiative corrections. 

In the one-loop approximation ,a(g) = _bg3 , where the coefficient 
b is determined by gauge boson couplings to gauge bosons, fermions 
and Higgs fields, the solution to the evolution equations (§7.3) is 

Here aN = g1./41r and the ,a-function coefficients bN are given by 

481r2 ba = 33 - 4ng , 

481r2b2 = 22 - 4ng - ! ' 
481r2bl = - 4ng - :0 . 

On the right-hand side, the first terms in ba, b2 are gauge boson 
contributions, the second terms are fermion contributions (with ng 

the number of fermion generations) and the last terms in b2 , bl are 
Higgs scalar contributions. 

Starting from experimental values of the couplings at p. = Mw, 

aa(Mw)-1~8, 

a2(Mw)-1 ~ xw(Mw)/a(Mw) ~ 29, 

aI(Mw)-1 ~ m [1- xw(Mw)] /a(Mw) ~ 59, 

based on A4 = 0.2 GeV and mt = 40 GeV, xw(Mw) = 0.23 and 
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Fig. 14.1. Evolution 
of gauge couplings aN 
with mass scale I" in 
SU(5). Above Mx, 
all couplings coincide. 
Below Mw, a 1 and ex, 
are frozen but a.m 

evolves. 

a(Mw)-1 = 128, the evolved couplings should intersect approxi
mately at a common value of Mx 0< 1015 GeV; see Fig. 14.1. 

Ezerei.e. Show that in the approzimation 0/ negluting the Higgs 
terms in bN, the couplings at seale I" are related bll 

2a3(1-')-1 - 3a2(1-')-1 + a1(1-')-1 = o. 
Ezerei.e. Show that requiring all three couplings to coincide at a 
single point Mx determines two quantitieB, lor ezample zw(Mw) and 
Mx, Ilia the relation. "(including Higgs terms) 

Zw(Mw) = [(109/201)a(Mw)/as(MW) +23/134] 0<0.205, 

Mx = Mw exp{27r[3a(Mwr1- 8a3(Mwr1]/67} 0<0.9 x 1015 GeV, 

using the experimental aN(Mw) values above. Notice that the number 
o//ermion generation. does not affut these relation.. 

Ezerei.e. Show that this solution with a(Mw) = 1/128 implies a 
value aa(Mx) = 0.024/or 9 generation.. 

It is remarkable that the Zw value above is not far from the experi
mental value Zw = 0.23 ± 0.01 and that the mass Mx is approaching 
the right order for proton stability. 
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T.!Ible 14.3. Minimal SUeS) model predictions for various 
values of the QeD Bcale parameter 4 MS' in Ge V units. 

A.MS Mx zw(Mw) Mw Mz 

0.1 1.3 X 1014 0.216 82.8 93.6 

0.2 2.7 x 1014 0.212 83.S 94.3 

0.4 S.S x 1014 0.208 84.6 94.9 

Table 14.3 shows the results when two-loop and radiative correc
tions are included in the analysis, for a range of values of the QeD 
scale parameter 4MB defined in two-loop order for the modified min
imal subtraction (MS) renormalization scheme. The predicted Zw 

value is somewhat lower than the experimental value. The experi
mental couplings at Mw are not quite compatible with a common 
intersection at some Mx. 

In the SU(S) model, protons can decay via the exchange of vir
tual superheavy gauge bosons X, mediating for example u"" u and 
d .... e+ transitions as illustrated in Fig. 14.2 where the final state is 
e++ meson(s). There are also decays to neutrino plus mesons. The 
predicted lifetime has some model-dependence; the results lie in the 
range 

Tp = 2 X 1029±1.7 years . 

u : X <-e+ U • }u~ . 
=-u u ..--

-d u : ~X d • • d -e+ 

Fig. 14.2. Typical proton decay processes in SU(S) GUT. 
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The predicted partial lifetime for the p -+ e+,..o decay mode is 

[r(p -+ e+,..O)]-l = 4.5 x 1029±1.7 years, 

which now disagrees with the experimental bound 

[r(p -+ e+,..O)]-l > 1032 years . 

Although this and the Zw value exclude the minimal SU(5) model, 
we may nevertheless regard it as a near miss. The GUT idea is very 
attractive, since it explains the quantum number assignments of the 
known particles, and considerable interest remains in other possible 
GUT schemes. The predictions from evolution of couplings depend 
on the particle content, which may be larger than in the SU(5) model. 
Moreover, there may exist an intermediate symmetry breaking scale, 
although in conventional GUTS there is a desert between Mw and 
Mx. 

14.3 Running Masses 

Fermion masses are generated by Yukawa couplings to Higgs scalars. 
At the GUT scale, these couplings are invariant under the group G. 
In SU(5) for example, the left-handed fermions are in 5' and 10 repre
sentations, so the possible representations for mass-generating Higgs 
scalars [coupled to two left-handed fields, e.g. (dC)LdL = (dR)CdL] are 

5' x 5' = 10' + 15, 5' x 10 = 5 + 45, 10 x 10 = 5' + 45 + 50. 

Since none of these contain a singlet, bare fermion mass terms are 
excluded. In the minimal SU(5) model there is a 24 Higgs multiplet 
H24 that breaks SU(5) at Mx and a 5 multiplet Hs containing the 
isospin-doublet that breaks SU(2) xU(I) at Mw. Fermion masses are 
generated by Hs alone. It has two independent couplings to 10x10 
and 5' x10 fermions, one involving Hs and one involving its conjugate 
H:,which generate masses for T3 = l quarks and T3 = -l fermions, 
respectively. 
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At the scale Mx, the GUT symmetry gives relations between 

Yukawa couplings and the resulting fermion masses. In SU(5), if 
we order the members of a 5' Higgs multiplet as in the vector QC 

in Table 14.1, then the corresponding Hs field can only acquire a 

vacuum expectation value in its fifth member, 

(Hs) = (0, 0, 0, 0, v) 

(and similarly for H5). Hence the mechanism for generating masses 

is completely symmetrical between the other degrees of freedom in 

the 5', and as a result the mass matrices for Q = -! quarks and 
charged leptons are identical. This predicts 

rns = mJ." (at scale Mx). 

The fermion masses are products of the vacuum expectation value 

v and Higgs Yukawa couplings. These couplings evolve with mass 

scale, in order to absorb the effects of large logarithms in the the

ory. Consequently, the fermion masses also evolve and depend on the 

scale at which they are measured; the mass ratios depend only on 

the Yukawa couplings. In order to compare the GUT mass predic

tions with. experimental masses at low energies, this evolution must 

be taken into account. In minimal SU(5), the one-loop evolution 
equation is 

d [In mb(IL)] = _ Q3(IL) + Ql (IL) • 
dlnIL2 mT(IL) :11" 4:11" 

The evolution of the mass ratios is driven by the loop diagram in 

Fig. 14.3. There is no Q2 contribution because SU(2)L gauge bosons 

do not couple to right-handed fermions. 

Ezereise. Show that the solution of this equation for evolution be

tween ILl and IL2 IS 
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L L R R 

Fig. 14.3. Fermion self
energy diagram responsi

ble for the evolution of 
fermion mass ratios. The 
cross is a mass insertion 
resulting from the Higgs 
Yukawa coupling with 

the Higgs field replaced 
by its vev. 

where bN are the {3-function expansion coefficients in lowest order. 

To accommodate changes of b N at fermion thresholds I-' = 2m I, 
this result can be applied sequentially. Since we estimate mb experi
mentally from the T mass, it is appropriate to evaluate this ratio at 

I-' ~ mT ~ 9.4 GeVj the further evolution of mr down to I-' = mr is 
negligible, since the distance is short and lepton mass evolution does 

not involve the strong couplings 0'3 in one-loop approximation. 

Ezercise. Using the formulas above, calculate the predicted mtio 

mb ~ 2.5-3.0 for three genemtions, 
mr 

including a t quark threshold with m, = 175 GeV. 

This agrees with the experimental b/ T ratio of 2.65 estimating mb ~ 

tmT = 4.7 GeV. This was a success of minimal SU(5). Comparison 
with the experimental ma/mp. or md/me ratio is not practical, since 
the strong coupling becomes large at small mass scales and the RGE 

break down. 

Ezercise. Supposing that there is a fourth genemtion of fer

mions, degenemte in mass, with m = 100 GeV, calculate the pre

dicted values of O'G(Mx) and the low-energy mb/mr mtio. 
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14.4 SO(10) GUTS 

Another proposed GUT symmetry group is SO(lO). This is the group 
of orthogonal rotations in a space of 10 dimensions, with unimodular 

transformation matrices. It has rank S and contains SUeS) xU(I) as 
a subgroup. The 16 representation contains three SUeS) m)lltiplets: 

16 = 10 + 5* + 1. 

Thus all the known fermions of one generation can be assigned to 

a single irreducible representation 16. The SUeS) singlet is a new 
left-handed neutral fermion NC which could be identified with the 

conjugate of a right-handed neutrino state, (NC)L = (VR)C; it has 
zero couplings to the SUeS) gauge bosons, which include those of 

SU(3) xSU(2) XU(I). 

There are different routes by which SO(lO) can be broken to the 
low-energy gauge group. Figure 14.4 illustrates some possible evo
lution patterns of gauge boson couplings, corresponding to different 

symmetry breaking sequences. It is possible that some symmetry 

breaking occurs at intermediate mass scales between Mx and Mw, 

100 Mw Mu M)( 

~ ~ ~ 

-I a j 

50 

~~0~J-J-~I=OmIO~~~~1~0'20 

M (GeV) 

100 Mw M. McMx 

I ~ H 
-I a j 

50 

~0~~~~~1=0ImO~~~~1~020 

M (GeV) 

Fig. 14.4. Typical evolution of gauge couplings in SO(10) GUTS, 
for two symmetry breaking scenarios (a) SO(10)-->SU(S)xU(I), (b) 

SO(1O)-->SU(4) xSO(4), SO(4)-->SU(2) xU(I), SU(4)-->SU(3) xU(I). 
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which will affect the evolution of the couplings. Moreover, it is pos
sible that additional gauge bosons enter in electroweak interactions 
at low energy. Their masses are related to the scale at which the 
corresponding symmetry is broken; such bosons could be discovered 
at future colliders. In the sy=etry-breaking cases shown, there is 
an additional U(I) gauge boson, which would mix with the Z boson. 

It is convenient to discuss the particle assignments to group repre
sentations and the action of the generators upon them, in a Euclidean 
root space. For a group of rank r, we can choose r simultaneously di
agonalized generators {H} that form a Cartan subalgebra, e.g. Ta and 
Y for SU(3). Each particle state [p) can be labelled by its eigenvalues, 
H, [p) = p, [p); these p, form a weight vector p in an r-dimensional 
space. The generators H, can be represented as unit coordinate vec
tors Hi in this space, so that the particle eigenvalues are just the 
scalar products with the weight vectors, p, = p. H,. 

Of the remaining generators, we can choose a complete set {E} 
analogous to isospin-raising and lowering operators, having co=u
tation relations 

[H" Eal = asEa 

with the Cartan subalgebra. as measures how much the Hi eigenvalue 
of a state is raised or lowered, when it is multiplied by Ea. These as 
form root vectors ii in the same r-dimensional space. 

It can be convenient to represent the root vectors in a space of 
larger dimension; e.g. for SU(N) and SO(2N) groups, the ii can be 
represented by combinations of unit vectors c, pointing along Carte
sian axes in N dimensions, namely 

±(Ci - Cj) for SU(N), 

±(Ci ± c;) for SO(2N), 
with i < i = 1,2, ... , N. 

For SU(N), r = N - 1, so the vectors ii, p, Hi all lie in an (N - 1)
dimensional subspace. Figure 14.5 illustrates the triplet representa
tion in the root vector space of SU(3). 
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±(eCe2) 
(0,1 ,0) C---...:.--=-I-----(1 ,0,0) 

Fig. 14.5. Two
dimensional root 
vector space of 
SU(3), showing 
the particles in 
the triplet repre
sentation. 

T. (1., -1.,0) 
3 2 2 

(0,0,1) 

In SO(10) the states in the 16 representation of fermions can be 
written as weight vectors in the 5-dimensional root space as 

with an odd number of - signs occurring. Table 14.4 gives the iden
tity of each particle in this representation. The vectors for the five 
diagonal generators of SO(10) are as follows: 

SU(3) color 

SU(2h 

U(I)y 

U(I)x 

T3 = HI, -1,0,0,0) 

yc = 2;Ta(I,I,-2,0,0) 

Tf = !(O,O,O,I, -1) 

Y = lJh(-2,-2,-2,3,3) 

X = ~(1,1,1,1,1) 

The product of each generator vector with a particle vector gives 
the corresponding coupling for that particle. Here and henceforth 
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Table 14.4. Classificatipn of first generation fermions in a 16-plet 

ofSO(10}. 

SUeS) Particle weight vector Q TL 
3 2VWX 

representation i(±1,±1,±l,±1,±1) 

-++++ 
5' (dC)L +-+++ 1 0 3 3 

++-++ 

er; +++-+ -1 1 -2' 

VeL ++++- 0 1 
2' 

++---
10 (UC)L +-+-- 2 0 -1 -a 

-++--

+--+-
UL -+-+- 2 1 a 2 

--++-

+---+ 
dL -+--+ 1 1 -a -2 

--+-+ 

(eC)L ---++ 1 0 

1 (NC)L ----- 0 0 -5 
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we use Y to denote the correctly normalized generator, which in this 
case is ";3/20 times the standard model hypercharge. X is the ex
tra generator of 80(10) beyond those of 8U(5); it is the generator 
of the U(lh group, arising in the 80(1O)-+8U(5)xU(1)x breaking 
illustrated in Fig. 14.4(a). The X quantum numbers, which distin
guish the different 8U(5) multiplets in the 16, are given in Table 14.4. 
The vectors for the generators of other U(l) groups occurring in the 
symmetry breaking pattern of Fig. 14.4(b) are linear combinations of 

Tf, Y and X: T: ex: /iy + fix, B - L ex: fiy - /ix. 
With the extra neutral gauge boson of the 80(10) model, the 

covariant derivative in the electroweak sector is 

where WI', B!: and Br are the 8U(2), U(l). and U(l)b gauge fields 
surviving at low energy. The couplings g2, g. and g6 are all equal 
at the scale where 80(10) symmetry applies (the generators must 
all have the same normalization in representations of 80(10)), and 
their low energy values are related by the downward evolution. If g. 
and g6 evolve from the same GUT scale, their values at low energy 
remain equal if full particle multiplets contribute. If W and B. are 
the gauge bosons of the standard model, then 

g. = g6 = Ii eN1 - Xw • 

The T. and n will in general be different for any particular fermion. 
The mass eigenstates in the neutral boson sector will be linear com
binations of the standard model Z and a zr boson. 

In 80(10), the quantization of fermion charges is just like 8U(5) 

and Xw = 3/8 at the GUT scale Mx. However, the evolution of 
couplings to low energies depends on the way in which the symmetry 
is broken, and differs from the 8U(5) modelin the case of Fig. 14.4(b). 
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14.5 The Hierarchy Problem 

The hierarchy problem relates to the appearance of two very differ

ent mass scales, Mw and Mx, in a GUT theory. The physical Higgs 

scalar particle associated with electroweak symmetry breaking must 

have a mass of order Mw in order that the cancellation of diagrams 

in perturbation theory occurs at sufficiently low energy to satisfy uni

tarity; see §12.1. The Higgs bosons associated with GUT symmetry 

breaking on the other hand must have masses and vevs of order Mx, 
to give masses of this order to the GUT bosons which mediate proton 

decay. Hence the scalar potential must give a hierarchy of vacuum 

expectation values. 

One could imagine adjusting the parameters of the scalar po
tential to give this hierarchy. However, the precision to which the 

scalar self-couplings can be specified is limited by radiative correc

tions. Figure 14.6 shows one-loop radiative corrections contributing 

to the mass renormalization of a Higgs boson. These contributions 

diverge quadratically and in the solution to the RGE equations the 

running mass square acquires a quadratic dependence on the scale J.L 

of the form 

where 9 is a coupling, C is dimensionless and R grows at most log

arithmically as J.Ll - J.L2 -> 00. Applied to the electroweak-breaking 

f 
,- ... , , , \ 

\ I '" ,,' ____ a...-___ _ 

____ f"\ ___ _ 
H \..J H 

H H H H 

Fig. 14.6. Radiative corrections to a Higgs boson mass from gauge 

boson, scalar boson and fermion loops. 
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Higgs H, this equation gives 

In order that the physical mass MH(Mw) be of order Mw, there 
would have to be a cancellation between the terms on the right-hand 
side. This would require a fine-tuning of parameters to an accuracy of 
order 10-26 in each order of perturbation theory, which is unnatural. 

One way of bringing the radiative corrections under control is to 
postulate a cut-off A ~ 1 Te V in the loop integrals, by making the 

Higgs scalars effectively condensates of pairs of new fermions. This 
is the Technicolor approach, discussed in §12.8. 

With elementary Higgs scalars, there is an elegant way of solving 

the hierarchy problem by introducing a boson-fermion symmetry (su
persymmetry). IT boson-fermion pairs have identical couplings, their 

contributions to the loop diagrams like Fig'. 14.6 are of opposite sign 
and cancel against each other. Naturalness in the hierarchy problem 
requires that their masses satisfy 

The existence of an approximate supersymmetry would entail a com

plete doubling of the presently known particle spectrum. 

14.6 Supersymmetry (SUSY) 

14.6.1 Concept. 

Hitherto we have encountered two kinds of symmetries in particle 

physics: the symmetry of space-time with generators P"" of transla
tions and M""u of rotations forming the Poincare algebra and internal 

symmetries. The generators Ta of a non-abelian internal symmetry 
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form a Lie algebra, 

and the Ta commute with the Hamiltonian and the Poincare gener

ators, 

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a new kind of symmetry which interre

lates fermions and bosons. The Lie algebra is extended to a graded 

Lie algebra with both commutation and anticommutation relations 
that connect the internal SUSY generators to the Poincare gener
ators. In its simplest form, the SUSY algebra has a self-conju

gate spin-! Majorana generator Q", with the property that it changes 

the total angular momentum J by half a unit and turns boson fields 
into fermion fields 

Q", Iboson) = Ifermion) 

and vice versa, where a = 1,2,3,4 is a spinor index. The commuta
tion [ ] and anticommutation { } rules are 

[Q"" MIW] = i(upvQ)", , 

{Q"" Qp} = -2(-yp)",pPP, 

[Q"" PP] = 0, 

{Q"" Qp} = {Q"" Qp} = 0, 

where uPv = ~hP, ')'V] and Q", = Q~')'o. The [Q"" MPV] commutation 
relation expresses that Q", transforms as a spinor, while the [Q"" pO] 
commutation relation expresses that spinor charges are conserved. 

The {Q"" Qp} anticommutation relation indicates that two succes
sive SUSY transformations involve a space-time translation. Thus, 

supersymmetry involves the structure of space time. There could 
exist N different operators Q~ (i = 1, ... ,N) of this kind, but only 

N = 1 SUSY allows fermions in chiral representations, as observed. 

The supermultiplets of N = 1 SUSY contain particles of different 



spin as follows: 

chiral gauge 
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graviton/ 
gravitino 

A local gauge sy=etry involves spin-l gauge fields and a local sym
metry for the Poincare group involves spin-2 gravitons of general 

relativity theory. 

In the spirit that all fundamental sy=etries are local gauge sym
metries, it is also possible to make supersy=etry local. Since the 
antico=utation relations of SUSY involve the Poincare group gen

erator PI-" local supersy=etry involves both the supersy=etric 
partners of the graviton and the gauge bosons-the spin ~ gravitino 

and the spin ! gauginos. A local supersy=etry is called Super

gravity (SUGRA). In a global supersy=etric theory the gravitino 
would not be present. Henceforth we concentrate on the chiral and 
gauge supermultiplets, since the graviton couplings to particles are 

so feeble. 

The masses of the SUSY partners of observed particles are un

known. It has been found phenomenologically that no known par
ticle can be the spartner of any other known particle. Table 14.5 
gives a co=only used notation for the SUSY particles. The SUSY 
partners of the W and B bosons are Majorana fermions Wand E. 
The photino and zino are defined as linear combinations of gaugino 
fields W3 and E analogous to the relation of the photon and Z to 

the gauge fields W3 and Bj 

- 3 -.:y = sin IIwW + cos IIwB , - - 3 -Z = cos IIwW - sin IIwB • 

In a supersy=etric world the number of fermion and boson degrees 
of freedom must match. For example for each quark chirality state, 

such as qL, there is a boson supersy=etric partner, in this case iiL· 
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T.!ible 14.5 Spectrum of SUSY particles. 

Particle Spin Sparticle Spin 

quark qL,B ! squark (iL,B 0,0 2 

lepton lL,B ! slepton h,B 0,0 2 

photon "f 1 {"OtinO; 1 
2" 

gluon g 1 gluino g 1 
2" 

W 1 
gauginos 

winoW ! 
2 

Z 1 zino Z 1 
2" 

Higgs H 0 Higgsinos {shiggs iI ! 
2 

If the supersy=etry were unbroken, the sparticle states would have 
the same mass as their corresponding particle states. 

In supersy=etry, two Higgs doublets are needed to give fermion 
masses and there are corresponding spin-i shiggs partners: 

Higgs 
doublets 

(~) (~) 
In supersy=etry, particles 

known as R-parity defined by 

shiggs 
doublets 

(~) (~) 
are assigned a quantum number 

where B is the baryon number, L is the lepton number, and J is the 
spin. R is + 1 for the usual particles and -1 for their SUSY partners. 
R parity is not necessarily conserved, but is usually imposed as a 
discrete sy=etry. 
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Ezerei3e. Show that an R-violating vertex dd --> ii,C followed by ii,c --> 

uC;Y would allow nucleon decay unsuppressed by powers of Mx, if 

m'i < mN· 

With R-conservation, SUSY particles are always pair produced and 
decay to the lightest SUSY particle which is stable. 

Supersymmetry must be broken, because the observed particles 
do not exhibit boson-fermion degeneracy. However, if we assume 
the symmetry is broken spontaneously (at a scale :::; 1 Te V to solve 

the hierarchy problem) the mass degeneracy is removed but the pre

dicted relations among couplings remain exact. For example, the 
fermion couplings to gauge bosons 9 specify the couplings of the 

spin-i gauge-fermions 9 (gauginos) to the fermions f and the scalar
fermion members i of the chiral multiplets (sfermions) 

where A = L or R labels the chirality. Note that the left and right 

chirality fermions have independent hand iR sfermion partners, 
with different masses in general. Figure 14.7 shows some typical 

SUSY vertices. -y -0 
9 -__ :L..!~ 9 

eL R • 
-b 
9 

-+ eL 

w+ 
9 yf' 

-It 
Fig. 14. 'T. Typical couplings of SUSY particles. 
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The strong interactions of squarks and gluinos are specified by 

-iCqifil = Vi g. (q1YaTaQL + L ++ R) + h.c. , 

-iCijijg = -g. [qLTag~Ol'qL - (ol'qdTag~qLl 

+ ig;qlTag~Tbgbl'qL + L ++ R, 

where Ta = !Aa are the SU(3) color matrices and the gluino jj is a 
Majorana fermion. The gauge interactions of the SUSY particles are 

C = e{ [-W:( W+ '")'I'i) - cot Ow W:( W+ '")'I'Z) 

- (Vi sinlQ-1 W:( H l c 
'")'1' JillL - Hi '")'1' H~L) + h.c.] 

+ cot Ow ZI'( W+ '")'I'W+) 

+ (sin20w )-1 ZI' [(1- 2 sin20w )( HI C 
'")'1' HI{ + Hi '")'1' HiL) 

- (HrC 
'")'1' HrL + Hhl' H~L)] }, 

where c denotes a charge-conjugate state, HC = C(H;)T, with C the 
charge-conjugation matrix. The electroweak gaugino and Higgsino 

eigenstates which appear in this Lagrangian must be expressed in 
terms of the mass eigenstates. The couplings to sfermions are 

C=ie(2xw)-~W: h tJr. r+ J~ - ie(xw )-1/2(JL W-)f~ + h.c. 

+ie2(sin20w)-1 ZI' [h tJr.(!r3 -xwQ)JL - JR tJr. xwQJR] 

- iv'2eQf [Ud)h + URi)JR +h.c.] . 

E:cercise. Show that the partial widths for W, Z decays to sfermions 
are, if kinematically allowed, 

r(W+ -+ ab) = C!r,&A~(l,xa,xb)' 
r(Z -+ ali) = C!r'1A~(1,Ya,Ya)(1-4IQalxw +8Q!x~), 

where r,&, r~ are defined in §8.1 and 8.2, c = 1 for sleptons, c = 3 

for squarks and Xa = m~jMlv, Ya = m;jM}. 
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14.6.2 SUSY mass spectrum. 

There are some stringent theoretical constraints on the SUSY mass 

spectrum from limits on flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) and 

on anomalous parity violation in nuclei. SUSY box diagrams can give 

potentially large contributions to the KL - Ks mass difference. These 

FCNC contributions are suppressed if the;:Y and g couplings are flavor 

diagonal, the SUSY Koyabashi-Maskawa angles are identical to the 

conventional angles, and the squark masses of five flavors are nearly 

degenerate 

Parity violation in nuclear transitions can occur through penguin 

diagrams. The absence of anomalous parity violating effects requires 

In phenomenological analyses this L, R squark mass degeneracy is 

often assumed to hold for all squark flavors. 

Theoretical guidance on SUSY particle masses can be obtained 

from N = 1 supergravity models. Gaugino masses are induced by 

gauge interactions involving loops of superheavy fields, giving 

1'2 
= 

at any mass scale. Here the I'i are the gaugino masses of the U (1), 

SU(2) and SU(3) interactions and the ai = gU 41f are the couplings. 

The gluino mass is mii = 11'31. At the GUT scale there is a com

mon gaugino mass I' and a common coupling g. In SU(5) the above 

relation of 1'1 and 1'2 becomes 

1'1 5 2 -=-tan()w. 
1'2 3 

At scale Mw' the SU(2) and U(l) gauginos mix with the Higgsinos 

and receive additional mass contributions from the Higgs vacuum 
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expectation values VI, V2 and from a supersymmetric Higgsino mixing 

mass term mi. The mass terms .c = ~iPM.p of the Majorana fields 

in the neutralino sector are 

0 -2ml ~gv2 I , 
fIo - ..j2g V2 ..j2 2 

~ ~ - - 1 -2ml 0 -~gvI I , -0 

(Hg,HP, Wa,B) 2 ..j2 ..j2g VI HI 

~gv2 I J.L2 0 Wa ..j2 - ..j2gvI 
I , _I_g'v 0 B - ..j2g V2 ..j21 J.LI 

Exercise. For J.LI = J.L2 = 0 and VI = V2 show that the absolute mass 

eigenvalues of the neutralino mass matrix Mare 0, J.L+, J.L- and 2ml, 

respectively, where 

J.L+ J.L- = M} . 

Note that J.L+ > Mz and J.L- < Mz. Show that the massless state is 

the photino. 

Exercise. In the limit in which J.LI, J.L2, ml are small compared to v 

show that the photino is an approximate eigenstate with mass given 

by 

m'j = Isin2 Ow J.L2 + cos2 OW J.LII . 

Also show that the evolved symmetry relations yield 

8 a(Mw) 
m- --

, - 3 as(Mw) 
1 

my ~ -my' 
6 

Exercise. For VI = V2 show that 0(fIP + fIg) is an eigenstate of the 

mass matrix with eigenvalue -2ml. Show that a "15 transformation 

converts a fermion state of negative mass to one of positive mass. 
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In the general case the neutralino mass matrix is difficult to diagonal

ize analytically, but the eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be obtained 

numerically for input values of ILl, IL2, V2/VI and mI. The four neu

tralino mass eigenstates are then denoted by Zl, Z2, Za and Z4, with 

mz. < mz. < mz. < mzo' Except for special situations such as 
small gaugino masses, these neutralinos are complex mixtures of the 

fIr, fIg, Wa and iJ states in general and it is not possible then to 

think in terms of photino, zino and higgsino states. 

In the chargino sector the mass matrix is of the form 

with 

M=(IL2 
gV2 

The mass eigenstates are denoted by W+ and W_, where W+ is the 

state of higher mass and W _ the state of lower mass. 

EzerciBe. For VI = V2 show that the mass eigenvalues are 

• 
m± = [(mi - !IL2)2 + Mar]" ± (mi + !IL2) , 

where it is assumed that mi +!J.t2 > O. Show also that the eigenstates 
are given by 

where 

sin')' = 

sin')' ) 
cos ')' 

( 
m+-IL2)~ . 
m++m_ 

The ')'5 factor above is required to get positive mass. For IL2 < 2mI 

note that m_ < Mw < m+, which is a general feature when the 
gaugino masses vanish (ILl = IL2 = 0); see the preceding exercise on 

neutralino masses. 
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Ezerri.e. In both the neutralino and chargino gauge-Higgs sectors 
veri/II that the number o//ermionic and bosonic states is the same. 

The squarks and sleptons have a co=on SUSY-breaking mass mo 
resulting from integrating out superheavy fields. In addition there 
are mass contributions from diagrams with a gaugino and a fermion 
in the loop. These are proportional to the gaugino masses, all of 
which can be expressed in terms of mg. Finally there are scalar 
mass contributions from a supersr=etric "D-term" in the potential 
that are proportional to vl - vf in the minimal Higgs model. The 
resulting masses at scale Mw, assuming 3 generations of standard
model quarks and leptons, are 

2 - 2 2 .12 m (dL) =mo+0.83mg+0.43rlVlz, 

2 - 2 2 .12 m (dR) = mo + 0.78mg + 0.07rlVlz, 

m 2(UL) = m5 + O.83m: - 0.36rMj, 

m 2 (UR) = m5 +0.78m: - 0.14rM}, 

m2(h) = m5 +O.06m: + 0.28rM} , 

m2(eR) = m5 + 0.01 m: + 0.22 rM}, 

m 2(ii) =m5+0.06m:-0.50rMj, 

where r = (vi - vf) / (vf + vi>. When VI = V2 the squarks are nearly 
mass degenerate. The masses averaged over fiavor and L, R satisfy 

Thus squarks would be heavier than sleptons. 

A schematic representation of SUSY particle masses that might 
be realized in a N = 1 supergravity model is shown in Fig. 14.8. 

The general supersy=etric Lagrangian involves the mixing an
gles of the transformations that diagonalize the gaugino mass matri
ces. Thus although the fundamental interactions are simple in form, 
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Fig. 14.8. Typical sparticle mass spectrum in N = 1 supergravity 
model assuming small gaugino masses. 

the results including mixing can become rather complicated. The 
gaugino interactions have the general form 

. [ -t -,,- -t -,,- -t -:- I -It--
£ = Ie AIL Zi!L + B IR Zi IR + C A WilL + D IL Wi IR 

+ WdE + F"/shl'ZjWI' + WdG + H"/shl'WjZ +h.c.] , 

where A, B, . .. , G, H are complex coupling coefficients and I = 
l, v, fL, d are fermion fields and (I, I') are T3 = !, -! doublet mem
bers. The coefficients A, B, C, D have both flavor and gaugino in
dices; the coefficients E, F, G, H each have two gaugino indices i, j. 
All coefficients may depend on the mixing angles which diagonalize 
the gaugino mass matrices. For simplicity, in the present discussion 

we specialize to the case of a light photino and equal vevs, VI = V2. 

Then two of the neutralino mass eigenstates are;Y and (iff +~) / y'2, 
and the chargino mass eigenstates are W _, W +. The coupling param
eters of the gauginos ;y, Z2 and W _ are listed in Table 14.6. 
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T.!Ible 14.6. 

(a) The non-zero coefficients tbat determine tbe neutralino couplings 
oFf and Zz to if. Here N = Mz/[2(M} +1':')]1/2 witb 1'_ tbe mass 
of Z2. Tbe notation t = tan 9w and c = cot 9w is used. 

A(.:y) = B(.:y) A(Z2)/N B(Z2)/N 

l -v'2 c-t 2t 

v 0 [xw(l- xwW t 0 

u iv'2 c-lt -it 

d -~ 
3 - c-lt it 

3 

(b) Tbe non-zero coefficients of tbe cbargino couplings. 

C(W-) . -1/2 • - = -lXw Sin "Y 

D(W-) . -1/2 • - = lXw SIn"Y 

for 

for 

- 1 T3(f) = 2' 
- 1 T3(f) = -2 . 

(c) Tbe non-zero coefficients tbat determine tbe purely gaugino cou
plings. 

E = sin"Y, 

E = v'2N 1'- ( - cos "Y + 2 sin "Y cos Ow M} / 1':) 
2xwMz 

14.6.3 SUSY searches. 

In many phenomenological analyses the photino is assumed to be 
the lightest SUSY particle. The photino interacts feebly with matter 
through .:yq -+ q -+ .:yq, gq and .:ye -+ e -+ .:ye. For example, with a 
light photino the .:yq subprocess cross section is of order 

2 _ a _ 

u "" (mq)4 8, 

assuming § « (mq)2, where § is the subprocess c.m. energy squared. 
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With the present limits of m g, m • .<: 0(50 GeV) the photino interac
tion cross sections are less than 10-32 cm2 , on the order of neutrino 

cross sections. Thus a stable .:y will escape from collider detectors 

unseen and the characteristic signature for SUSY particle produc
tion is events with large transverse momentum imbalance due to the 
"missing" energy-momentum carried off by the photino. (Momen

tum considerations in the longitudinal direction are not possible in 
collider experiments due to the loss of particles down the beam pipe.) 

e+e- colliders 

SUSY searches have been made at e+e- colliders in the reactions 
(a) e+e- ~ .:y.:y7, (b) e+e- ~ e±e'f.:y and (c) e+e- ~ e+e-. The 

Feynman diagrams for these processes are shown in Fig. 14.9. The 
experimental bounds obtained on the selectron and photino masses 

are shown in Fig. 14.10. Negative results from other sparticle searches 
at PETRA and PEP colliders put lower limits of about 20 GeV on 
ji., T, iI±, W± and 25-30 GeVon the Z mass for m. < 60 GeV. More 

recently, the fact that visible and invisible Z decay widths are close to 
standard 3-generation non-SUSY predictions implies that the masses 

of iI±, W± and all sfermions must be .<: ~Mz. 

Photino 
Poir 

Single 
Selection 

Selection 
Poir 

e+ 

e-

-<,Y 
0 

Y e+ 
0-

:e y o e-

Y e+ 0 Y 0 
0 _0 
0- e~Y oe 
0 y 0 y 
~Y 

e- o 

_<e + e eJ--- Y 

e- -~-<y 

Fig. 14.9. Diagrams for SUSY particle production in e+ e- collisions. 
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Fig. 14.10. Bounds on 
the selectron and photino 
masses from e+e- collider 

experiments. 

In hadron-hadron collisions the strongly interacting SUSY parti

cles g and q can be pair produced via the O(a!) QCD fusion subpro
cesses 

qq, 99 ---> qq, gg; q 9 ---> ijjj . 

Since the parton flux is dominantly at fractional momenta z ;:; 1/4, 

the SUSY particle mass range that can be probed at a given collider 

energy VS is conservatively bounded by 

2mg,q/VS ;:; 1/4. 

Thus at CERN collider energies, the accessible SUSY mass range 

is restricted to ;:; 80 Ge V. At the Tevatron, the range is extended 
to ;:; 250 Ge V and at the SSC searches for SUSY particles can be 

extended beyond masses of 1 TeV. By then the absence of signals 
would rule out supersymmetry as an answer to the hierarchy problem. 

For the SUSY masses that can be probed at the CERN collider it 
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Fig. 14.11. Diagrams for 9 and ij decays to "1. 

q 

~ y 

is assumed that the dominant decays of gluinos and squarks are 

9 --t qij"1 , 

- -q --t q"( , 

- -q --t qg, 

9 --t qq, ijij, 
if mii < mol, 

if mol < mii' 

The decay modes to photinos are illustrated in Fig. 14.11. 

Ezercise. For mii < mol show that the 9 --t qij"1 decay distribution is 
given by 

dr 
2 _ 

eqaaSmg 
-

dx dy 871" [ 
x(l - x) y(l - y) ] 

(>.-1+x)2 + (>.-l+y)2 , 

where x = 29 . q/m~, y = 29 .ij/m~, and>' = m~/m~, assuming that 
ijL and ijR are degenerate. eq is the quark charge. 

Figure 14.12 shows a typical subprocess for the production and decays 

of gluino pairs in the case that mii < mol' The missing momenta 
carried by the two photinos add vectorially to give missing transverse 

momentum (h). By searching for events containing jet(G) + large 
h in excess of standard model backgrounds the VAl collaboration 

concluded that 

mii > 60 GeV, 

mol> 70 GeV, 

(for mol large) , 

(for mii large) . 

Figure 14.13 shows the dependence of the gluino mass bound on the 

"1 mass assuming 5 flavors of degenerate squarks and a stable ,:yo 
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q q' 

Fig. 14.12. Diagram 
illustrating gg pair pro
duction with decays to 
photinos. 

In supersymmetry models with m'i' < Mw there are SUSY mass 
eigenstates W and Z in the gaugino-Higgsino sector that are lighter 

than the W and Z bosons. Then the weak boson decays 

W --+ W-y. WZ; - : 
Z --+ WW 

are potential sources of gaugino pairs. These decays would increase 
the W and Z total widths. The winos and zinos decay via 

W --+ lv-y or qij' -y • Z --+ U-y or qij-Y. 

giving characteristic n-jet + m-leptons + for signatures. Absence of 

the multilepton signals in the CERN collider data indicates that the 
decay W --+ W Z is kinematically suppressed and thus 

~ 

~ 
(!) -10 
E 

Mw. M z ~ 40 GeV . 

mq=l TeV 

60 Fm71771Tn'Tl7mr.-. 

excluded 
by pp 

40 

20 

0 20 
my (GeV) 

40 

Fig. 14.13. Gluino 
mass limits versus the 

photino mass, from 
searches at the CERN 
pp collider. 
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Supercolliders 

If the gluino mass exceeds 150-200 Ge V (but is less than the squark 
mass), the weak decay modes 

ii -+ qq'W 

account for about half of the gluino decays. Figure 14.14 illustrates 
representative expectations for heavy gluino decay branching frac
tions. Here the chargino states W+ (heavy chargino) and W_ (light 
chargino) are the mass eigenstates of the charged wino-Higgsino sec

tor. Similarly the neutralino states Zl> Z2, Z3, Z4 are the neutral 
mass eigenstates with Zl the lightest and Z4 the heaviest. Only 
in special circumstances will the Zl correspond with the .:y gaugino 
eigenstate. Strictly speaking Zl is the photino only if it is massless. 

For small M z,' Zl is nearly the .:y but for larger M z,' the Zl also has 
substantial zino and higgsino components. The heavy gluino decays 
mainly to the heavier chargino, ii -+ qq'W+. The W+ subsequently 
decays typically via W + -+ W Zi to a W boson and one of the lighter 
neutralinos or via W+ -+ ZoW_. Thus a characteristic feature of a 

heavy gluino pair event would be W or Z bosons in the final state. 
The W, Z bosons, the W _ and possibly also the Zi would further de
cay either leptonically or hadronically giving final states with several 
leptons, jets and h. 
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Fig. 14.14. Typical 
branching fractions of 
heavy gluino decay, 

assuming mij = 2mii. 
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The cross section for 99 production is large, ranging from 0(10 nb) 
for mg = 2S0 GeV to 0(100 pb) for mg = 7S0 GeV at the sse 
energy of 40 TeV. Thus ;(; 106 gaugino pairs would be produced 
per year. Such large rates would permit a trigger on the rarer but 
cleaner leptonic decays of the gauge bosons and gauginos (there may 
be similar signals from superheavy quarks; see§10.3.6). 

14.7 SUSY GUTS 

In a supersy=etric SU(S) grand unified theory the beta function 
coefficients are given by 

4811"2 ba = 27 - 6ng , 

4811"2b2 = 18 - 6ng - 3 , 

-6ng - t, 
where ng is the number of generations. The changes in the b values 

from the non-SUSY SU(S) results are due to the loop contributions of 
the sparticles. The difference in the running of the gauge couplings 

aN from Mw to MaUT is depicted in Fig. 14.1S. In SUSY SU(S) 
MauT is substantially larger than in non-SUSY SU(S). The larger 
value of MauT can give consistency with the proton lifetime. In 
SUSY GUTS there are additional nucleon decay diagrams with heavy 
fermion (rather than heavy vector) exchange; these have Mi/ rather 
than (MX)-4 suppression factors, but in fact very small coupling 
constants keep the predicted lifetime long enough. 

Ezerei8e. Show that a uu ---> if ---> d!e+ process contributes to nu
cleon decay where if is a superheavy shiggs. 

The value of sin20w at scale Mw is given by 

The contributions of ng cancel in the differences of the b coefficients. 

The difference in the gauge sector contributions in SUSY SU(S) as 
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Fig. 14.15. Evolution 

of couplings in SUSY 
SU(5) compared with 

non-SUSY SU(5). 

compared to non-SUSY SU(5) cancels in the ratio. Hence if the 
Higgs contribution were ignored the Xw prediction would be the same. 

Including the Higgs contributions and two loop corrections the results 
from the minimal supersylnmetric extension of SU(5) are 

xw(Mw) = 0.233 , Mx = 7.7 X 1015 GeV. 

This SUSY SU(5) prediction for Xw is in reasonable accord with 
the measured value. Also gauge coupling unification succeeds better 

with SUSY. 

14.8 Superstrings 

14.8.1 Strings as particles. 

Superstring theory offers the exciting prospect of a possible ultimate 

unification of all the fundamental particles and forces, including a 
consistent quantum theory of gravity free of infinities. In the past 

the fundamental particles have been considered to be points in space. 
A point particle sweeps out a world-line in space time with trajectory 

x( T). In string theory the fundamental objects are one-dimensional 

strings in space. A string sweeps out a world sheet in space-time with 
trajectory x( 0", T), where 0" is a string parameter that specifies the lo

cation of points along the string. In phenomenologically promising 
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string theories the ends of the string close to form a loop. A string 

has vibrational modes and each of these modes represents a particle. 

Thus a string describes an infinite number of particles-a finite num

ber of massless particles and an infinite tower of massive particles. 

The fundamental scale of string theory is the string tension 

T=_l_ 
211"a' 

where a' is the slope of the Regge trajectory with dimensions (masst~ 

In superstring theory the massless modes of the string include gravity 

and 1/# is taken to be the Planck mass Mp = l/VGN "'" 1019 GeV, 
where G N is the gravitational constant. The length scale of the string 

is then of order 10-33 cm. All masses, couplings and other properties 

are in principle predictable, once the fundamental string theory is 

known. Only the zero-mass modes of the string can be excited at 

laboratory energies and these correspond to our elementary particles. 

At low energies, string theory looks just like a quantum field theory 

of point-like elementary particles, including a spin-2 graviton, except 

that in the string case the divergences associated with the graviton 

are cancelled by the massive modes (with masses ~ Mp). 

The most promising candidate superstring theory (the heterotic 
superstring) is based on closed strings with the anomaly-free internal 

symmetry group G = Es X Es, where Es is the exceptional group of 
rank 8. The theory is formulated in 10 space-time dimensions. The 

six extra space dimensions are supposed to be compactijied at the 

Planck scale (curled up into tubes with radii of order Mpl, too small 

to be observed) on a six-dimensional manifold. 

A guiding principle followed in compactification is that a four

dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry be obtained in order that the 

hierarchy of the Planck and 0(100 GeV) mass scales can be pre

served. This is achieved if the six dimensional spaces K have an 

SU(3) structure (SU(3) holonomy); as a consequence one of the Es 
symmetries is reduced to an E6 GUT symmetry group. The value 
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of Xw at the compactification scale is the same as in conventional 
GUTS. However the mass ratio mb/mT is not predicted here. 

The Ee group contains the SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) of the standard 
model. The fermions belong to chiral families of this Ee. The 27 
representation of Es contains all the known quarks and leptons of 

one generation plus some exotics. 

The Ee is further broken down at the Planck scale by gauge fields 

winding around 'holes' in the spaces K, if K is not simply con

nected. Non-zero values of Wilson line integrals around loops act 

like symmetry-breaking fields in the adjoint representation. Es can 
be broken to a rank 6 group like SU(3) xSU(2) XU(1)3 or to a rank 5 
group like SU(3)xSU(2)XU(1)2. Since Es has rank 6, and the stan
dard SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) model has rank 4, the low-energy gauge 

theories resulting from Ee breaking can contain additional gauge 
bosons, which can be searched for at colliders. 

The right Higgs scalars are present for electroweak sy=etry 
breaking. These Higgs fields are either the superpartners of the chiral 
27 multiplets or arise from additional 27 + 27 representat;~'1s. 

The gauge fields and gaugino partners of the other Es symmetry 

of the heterotic superstring interact with the Ee sector only gravita
tionally. It has been speculated that these fields may form the hidden 

sector of supergravity models which breaks supersy=etry. 

14.8.2 Eo GUT classification symmetry. 

The six-dimensional root space of Es is a subspace of the eight
dimensional root space of Ea, which is spanned by eight unit vectors 
ei. The SU(3) subalgebra with which the Es co=utes is spanned 

by el, e2, e3 and the non-zero root vectors of this SU(3) may be cho

sen to be ±(eJ + e2), ±(eJ + e3), ±(e2 - e3). Since the unit vector 
n = (-eJ + e2 + e3) / y'3 has zero projection along these root vectors 
of the SU(3), we may choose n, e4, es, es, e7, ea as unit vectors span
ning the root space of Es. Then e4 ... ea span the root vector space 
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of an 80(10) subgroup and the projection of a particle weight vector 
along n corresponds to the U(I) eigenvalue for E6 -> SO(10) xU(I). 

The 78-plet of E6 decomposes into SO(10) multiplets as 

78 = 45 + 16 + 16* + 1 

and the low-energy gauge bosons form a part of the broken 45-plet. 

The 27 representation of E6 has the 80(10) decomposition 

27 = 16 + 10 + l. 

The known fermions of one generation plus an extra neutrino N C 

fiJI out the 16 and new quarks and leptons are required to fiJI the 
10 and 1. To classify the fermions in the 27-plet, we can use the 6 
dimensional root vector space. The particle quantum numbers will be 

specified by the diagonal generators of 8U(3)colorx8U(3)LX8U(3)R 
subgroups of E6: (the label L anticipates that the electroweak 8U(2)L 
will be embedded in the SU(3)L group). The non-color diagonal 
generators are 

T3L = (0 1 0, 0, 0, !, -!) , 
YL = !J3(-.is 1- ~,-~,-h 0,0), 

T3R = (0 1 0, 0, 0, !, !), 
YR = !J3(Ta 1- ~,-l,-~, 0, 0). 

The electric charge is given by the linear combination 

Table 14.7 gives the members of the 27-plet of fermions, with their 
weight vectors and classification under SO(lO), 8U(5) and SU(3)LX 
8U(3)R subgroups. The eigenvalues of the diagonal generators above 
are given by their scalar products with the weight vector of the par

ticle in question. 
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Exercise. For the diagonal operators in Table 1,4.7, show that the 
normalizations are Tr(T;) = 3 evaluated over the 27. 

For convenience we introduce the 8U(2)L doublet notation 

In terms of these the 8U(5) content of the first-generation 27 of left
handed fermions is 

27 = 5* [de, L] + 10 [ue, ee, Q] + 1 [Ne] 

+ 5* [he, L'] + 5 [h, L'e] + 1 In]. 

The usual fermions of the 16 of 80(10) appear on the first line while 
the second line has the exotic states needed for this Es multiplet. 

The h state is a color triplet and 8U(2)L singlet with electric 
charge -i; the accompanying L' is a color singlet and 8U(2)L dou
blet. Thus far the baryon and lepton numbers of these states are un
specified; three possible assignments consistent with different choices 
of the superpotential are: 

case B(h) L(h) B(L) L(L) 

A ! 0 0 1 3 

B 1 1 0 0 a 
c 2 0 0 0 -a 

In case A, h is an isosinglet quark and L is a lepton doublet. 

Mixing of the h quark with the d quark can occur. In case B, h is 
a leptoquark. In cases B and C, L has the quantum numbers of a 
Higgs superpartner and hence the Higgs bosons can belong to the 

same 27 as the supersy=etric partners of the known fermions. The 

production and decays of h and L depend on their quantum number 
assignments. The 80(10) singlet state n is an additional neutral 
lepton. 



Table 14.7. Classification of the first generation of fermions in a 27-plet of E6. 

The symbols ± in the root vectors in the top eight rows denote values ±1/2. 

Left- 2 2 

Handed 7s 7s 2v'15 2V6 2VW 
SO(1O) SU(5) SU(3).olo, Weight State Q TSL T3R XYL XYR xQ. xQ .. xQx 

16 5' 3' (-".1,..1 + + - ++) d" 1 0 1 0 _1 } 2v3 S 2 3 

1 (-&,1+++-+)' -1 -& 0 -! -~ -1 1 -3 

1 (-".1,..1++++-) v 0 1 0 _1 -~ 
2v3 e 2 3 3 

10 1 (- ".1,..1- - - ++) .-c 1 0 1 ~ 1 I 2,,3 2 3 3 

3 (-".1,..1--+-+) d _1 _1 0 1 0 
2v3 3 2 S 2 1 1 

3 (- ".1,..1- - + +-) u a 1 0 1 0 
2y3 3 2 3 

3' (-".1,..1++---) UC _a 0 _1 0 _1 
2,,3 3 2 3 

1 1 (-".1,..1- - - --) N C 0 0 _1 ~ 1 5 1 5 
2v3 2 3 3 

~ 10 5' 3' (70 1- 1 0 0 0 0) hC ! 0 0 0 ~ } 

'1 1 (701 000 -10) E- -1 -k -k -! ! -1 -2 2 

~ 1 (7010000-1) VE 0 ~ -& -! ! 
'" Il 5 3 (70 11 0 0 0 0) h -! 0 0 - ~ 0 } 
o§, 1 (4:.-1 00 0 1 0) E-c 1 1 1 _1 1 -4 -2 -2 
.... V3 2 2 3 3 = 1 (7010000 1) N~ 0 -! k -! ! 
co 
1:l 1 1 1 (-;Ts I 0 0 0 0 0) n 0 0 0 ~ - ~ 5 4 0 
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14.8.3 Gauge Bosons from E6' 

Since E6 has rank 6, and the standard SU(3) xSU(2) xU(1) model 

has rank 4, the low-energy gauge theory resulting from E6 breaking 

can contain additional gauge bosons. In superstring theory the E6 
symmetry can be broken by a Wilson loop mechanism which involves 

path integrals of the gauge boson fields in the adjoint 78 representa

tion of E6. This 78 decomposes with respect to the SU(3) subgroups 

as follows 

SU(3)color' SU(3l£, SU(3)R 

78 -+ ( 3, 3 , 3*) 

+ ( 3*, 3' , 3 ) 

+ ( 8, 1, 1 ) 

+ (1, 8, 1 ) 

+ ( 1, 1, 8 ) 

In order to preserve SU(3)color and break SU(3)L to SU(2)L, the 

symmetry breaking must occur through the SU(2)L singlet member 

of (1, 8, 1), which also preserves the U(1)YL symmetry. Since YL is 

not the standard model Y, there must be at least one extra U(1) 
symmetry in order to get the fermion charges right. 

If there is only one extra U (1) symmetry (rank 5 low energy gauge 

group), its generator is uniquely specified f~r the Wilson loop mech

anism. 

Exercille. Show that if SU(9}R is broken to a U(l} by a vev that is a 

member of an octet, the three possibilities for the U(l} generator are 

T3R ± }aYR and YR· Only T3R + }aYR enables one to construct the 
charge operator from it and T3L, YL. 

The U(1)YL XU(1lr
3
R+j;YR group can be expressed as the product 

U(1)y xU(1)Q. where Y is the standard model hypercharge and Q~ 
is the generator coupled to a new vector boson Zn orthogonal to the 

photon and standard model Z. 
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Ezereise. Using the requirement that Qq is orthogonal to the gener
ators Q = TaL + l Y and TaL - xwQ coupled to the photon and ZO, 
respectively, (where Y = 2TaR + }a(YL + YR)) and that Q is a lin
ear combination of the generators TaL, YL and Qq of the low-energy 
symmetry, show that 

Q = - Ii (lTaR + _1_YR - i y L) 
q Vs 2 2Va Va 

with the weight vector 

Qq =-iji (}all, 1, 1, 1, 1) 

The Qq values for the 27-plet fermions are given in Table 14.7. The 
couplings of the Zq-boson to fermions are 

(5 e 
gZqQq = V"3 VI - Xw Qq. 

Here the factor 0 comes from the normalization at the GUT sym
metry. The neutral current part of the covariant derivative in this 
model is thus 

Dp. = ap' + ieAp.Q + igzZp.Qz + i0 Fw gzZ~Qq , 

where gz = e[xw(l - xw)]-lj2 and Qz = T3L - xwQ. 

Another possibility for the low-energy gauge group is the E6 break
down at the GUT scale to a rank 6 subgroup with three U(I) factors, 

E. ->SO(IO) x U(l)"" SO(IO) -> SU(5) XU(I)x' SU(5) -+ SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). 

Ezereise. Show that the composition and weight vectors of the gen

erators of U(l)", and U(l)x must be 

Q", = ,fi (YL - YR) = ,fi (-1 1 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 

Qx = ko (v'3YL+v'3YR-2TaR) = ko (01- 1,-1,-1,-1,-1). 

These two generators are orthogonal to each other and to the stan-
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dard model Z and 'Y generators. Thus there will be three massive 

neutral gauge bosons Z, Z"', Zx and in general the mass eigenstates 
will be linear combinations of these. IT only one of the extra two 
bosons is "light" (;::; 1 TeV), its generator Z(a) will be a linear com

bination 

The rank 5 low-energy group with Z~ corresponds to tan a = 0. 
14.8.4 Z' mass and mixing constraints. 

The fields Z and Z, are in general not mass eigenstates. The real 

mass-squared matrix in the Z, Z' basis has the form 

6M
2

) 
M 2 • 

Z' 

This matrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal rotation through 
an angle 8 given by 

where Zl. Z2 are the mass eigenstates. The effect of the mixing is 

to shift the mass of the Z downward from the standard model value 

and to shift the Z' mass upward 

The condition that Mz. be close to the standard Z mass Mz, as 
required by measurements at the CERN pp collider, is illustrated in 

Fig. 14.16, where the region below the dash-dotted curve corresponds 

to Mz. ?: 0.98 Mz. IT future measurements of Mz. at the SLC and 
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Fig. 14.16. Allowed regions 

in Mz .. 8 parameter space 

from (a) MZl :::: 0.98Mz, (b) 
MZl :::: 0.998Mz, (c) lowen
ergy neutral current data, (d) 
CERN collider search for Z2, 

(e) 27 Higgs representation. 

LEP colliders determine that MZl :::: 0.998 Mz only the region below 
the dashed curves would be allowed. 

The states Z and Z' in the neutral current Lagrangian are replaced 

by the mass eigenstates using 

Z = cos8Z1 - sin8Z2 , 

Z' = sin8Z1 + COS8Z2. 

The effective neutral current Lagrangian at low energies is modified 

by this mixing and by the contributions of the extra Z. Assuming 

Xw = 0.23 a two parameter (Mz" 8) fit to the low energy neutral 
current data allows the region within the dotted curves in Fig. 14.16. 

Searches for an extra Z boson at the CERN pji collider also con

strain the Mz .. 8 parameters. If we assume that the Z2 decays pri
marily into the known fermions, then only the region above the dash
dot-dot curve in Fig. 14.16 is allowed. This lower limit on MZ2 is 

roughly 150 GeV. 

Additional restrictions on the Mz .. 8 parameter space follow from 
the 27 representation for the Higgs scalars that give the Z, Z' mass 

matrix. With the notation of Table 14.7 for the superpartners, the 
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possible neutral scalar vacuum expectation values and their TaL quan
tum numbers are 

vev 

(NE) = 111 

(VE) = 112 

(v.) = 11a 

(NC
) = Xl 

(n) = X2 

TaL 

1. 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 

o 
o 

In the rank-5 breakdown of E6 there is an ungauged U(I) generator 
in the Cartan subalgebra and consequently there will be a Goldstone 

boson aN corresponding to a global U(I) invariance of the superpo
tential. This results in K+ -> 1r+aN decay and present bounds on its 
absence require Xl < 40 keY (hence Xl ~ 0). With this constraint 
the quantum number assignments of case A can be-excluded in the 
rank 5 breakdown by superpotential considerations. In the rank 5 

model (VE) and (v.) contribute in exactly the same proportions to 

the mass matrix so we can set 11a = 0 without loss of generality. 

Ezereiae. From the kinetic term IDp~IW in the scalar Lagrangian 
show that the the Z, Z' mass matrix is 

~Fw(411~ - 11~) ) 

1~ xw(1611f + 11~ + 25Xn 

The singlet vev X2 gives Z2 its larger mass; the natural scale of X2 is 
0(1 TeV). The region below the solid curves in Fig. 14.16 are allowed 

by this form of the mass matrix. 

In the rank 5 low energy model, the renormalizable superpoten
tial allows Dirac mass for neutrinos but not Majorana mass. Con

sequently the right-handed neutrino NC has the same mass as the 

left-handed neutrino //., which is very small or zero. There is no 

Z -+ NN decay mode because N C has no SU(2)LXU(I) interactions. 
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Fig. 14.17. Variations 

of Zl branching fractions 
and total width versus 
the Z, Z' mixing angle O. 

However, the presence of N C in the early Universe would have af

fected primordial nucleosynthesis, which gives the bound NVL < 4.6 
on the allowable number of equivalent left-handed neutrinos. The NC 
density can be suppressed relative to Ve if they decouple at higher 
temperature, which will be the case if the N C interactions are weaker. 

This gives the mass bound 

MZ2 Z 0.4 TeV. 

The branching fractions and total width of the Zl are sensitive 

to the value of the mixing angle 0, as shown in Figure 14.17. These 

quantities will be measured to an accuracy of about 2-3% at SLC 

and LEP, and deviations from the standard model values along with 
a downward shift in mass would provide an indirect evidence for the 

existence of an extra Z boson. 
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The asy=etries in e+e- --+ p.+p.- are sensitive to deviations from 
the standard model. Figure 14.18 shows predictions for the asy=e
tries from Z, Z' mixing. Such measurements should determine the 
mixing angle (J to an accuracy of order 10. 

The Z2 branching fractions and total width also depend on the 
mixing angle (J. Moreover the predictions depend on whether Z2 de
cays to exotic fermions are kinematically suppressed. Representative 
results for the case that N g generations of exotic fermions contribute 
fully are given in Table 14.8. The Z2 may also decay to supersym
metric particles which would increase the total width and decrease 
the branching fractions to e+ e- and p.+ p.-. Other Z2 decay channels 
of interest are W+W- and ZH. 

~ 

O.30r-r-.,....---.--r--....... 

0.25 
·w=0.229 

.IS =MZt 
I::t. 
+::t. 0.20 

I' +: 0.15 -GI ... 
<t 0.10 

0.05 

OL-2~0~-~10~~0~1~0~2~0~ 
8 (0) 

0.6 
~ 

!::t. 0.4 
::t. I' 0.2 

+<» 
<» 
D: 0 
-' 

<t -0.2 

-0.4 

0.6 

•• =0.229 

'!s=MZt 

-20 -10 0 10 20 
8 (0) 

Fig. 14.18. Predictions for the integrated forward-backward asym
metry and the polarization asy=etry for .e+e- --+ p.+p.- at ..;s = 
Mz. versus the mixing angle (J. 
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ntble 14.8. Partial and total widths in GeV for Zl and Zz 
decays for the rank 5 E6 model with no mixing (D = 0), omitting 
QeD corrections and fermion mass corrections. 

channel rz, MZ'r z, Z'J 

lIelie .17 .005 

eli .09 .02 

uu .29 .11 

dil .38 .08 

hh .03 .23 

EE .09 .07 

IIEVE .17 .005 

NENE .17 .07 

NN 0 .11 

nn 0 .11 

rz, = 2.5 + 0.5 Ng 

( ) Mz. r z. = 0.6 + 0.6 N g M z, 

v'$=40 TeV 
pp-z X 

L! +}J.}J. 
Mz =0.5TeV 

" ~~O 

o 500 1000 

m}J.jL (GeV) 

Fig. 14.19. Dilepton 

invariant mass distri

bution from Drell-Yan 

production of Zz in pp 

collisions at the sse. 
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For a Z2 of mass MZ2 = 1 TeV produced in pp collisions at ..,IS = 
40 Te V the predicted properties are 

Ng =3 

rZ2 = 25 GeV 

B(Z2 --> eel = 1% 

UB(Z2 --> eel = .3 pb 

Ng=O 

6 GeV 

4% 
1 pb 

With an annual luminosity of 104 pb-1 at least 3000 Z2 --> e+e
events would be produced for a 1 TeV mass. Figure 14.19 shows the 

dilepton invariant mass spectrum for MZ2 = 0.5 and 1 TeV. If a Z2 
were found in hadron collisions there would be a strong motivation 

to construct an e+e- --> Z2 factory. The exotic fermions might well 

be produced in the Z2 decays. 

The isosinglet h can be strongly pair produced in hadron collisions 

via gluon-gluon fusion. The signatures depend on its quantum num
ber assignments. In case A the decays proceed by mixing of h with 

the d quark, 

{ 

d* --> uW 
A: h--> d*-->dZ 

h* --> dZ 

with W and Z branching fractions of about 2/3 and 1/3, respectively. 

The cross sections are sufficiently large that the Z's can be observed 

in their leptonic decay modes. In cases B or C, which are necessary 

with the rank 5 model, h is expected to decay to an ordinary particle 

and a sparticle. 

h_{ 
d+ii 

B: 
u+e c: h-->{~+~ 
d+v 

, 
u+d 

u+e-

These decay modes have distinctive signatures by which the h could 

be identified at a multi-Te V pp or pp collider. 
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Finally, in the context of no scale superstring models with a com

mon gaugino mass as the source of supersy=etry breaking, the 
masses of the squarks and sleptons in the rank 5 model are given by 

m~R = 0.14m~ + 0.22rMj + 0.2Mj., 

m~L = 0.38 m~ + 0.28 r Mj - 0.1 Mj. , 

m~L = 0.38 mi - 0.5 rMj - 0.1 Mj. , 

mi ~ 3.6m~, 
with r defined as in § 14.6.2. Also, the lightest exotic h cannot be 
heavier than 2.1 Mz. and the heaviest h must be lighter than 3.1 Mz •. 
In no scale models it may not be possible to allow a fourth generation. 
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Conventions and Feynman Rules 

A.I Four-Vectors and Scalar Product 

Metric tensor: gl'v = 

Contravariant 4-vector: al' = (ao, a) 

Covariant 4 vector: al' = gl'Vav = (ao, -a) 

Scalar products: a2 = al'al' = a~ -lal2 , 
Momentum4-vector: pi' = (E, Pz, PY' Pz), 

a a 
Four-gradient: al' = -- or al' = --

axl' axl' 

Momentum operator in coordinate space: 

a·b = al'bi' = aobo - a·1: 
where E = (p2+m2)! 

pi' = ial' = i~ = (i~, -iV) , 
axl' at 

pl'PI' = -al'al' = - [::2' -V2] = -0. 

A.2 Gamma Matrices 

Anticommutation relations: 
{ ')'1', ')'v} = ')'I'')'v + ')'v')'l' = 2gl'V , 

549 
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Definition of /s: . S '0123 . 
/S == / = t / / / / = -t /0/1/2')'3 

Hermitian conjugates: 

,Ot = /0, bk) t = _/k, 

k = 1, 2, 3 

Dirac representation: 

0= (1 0) 
/ 0 -1 ' 

_ (0 if) 
/ = \-if 0 ' 

1 is a 2 x 2 identity matrix; the 2 x 2 Pauli matrices are 

(
0 -i) 

a y = i 0 ' 

which satisfy [ai, aj] = 2ifijkak, {ai, aj} = 2Jij, Tr(aiUj) = 2Jij , 
where f

ijk is totally antisymmetric: ,ijk = f;jk = 1 for an even 

permutation of 1,2, 3. 

A.3 Trace Theorems and Tensor Contractions 

Some useful relations involving gamma matrices: 

/ • a = /I'al' = ?- = /oao -7' a, 
/I'?-/I' = -2?-, 'I'?-hl' = 4a . b, '1'?-~¢l1' = -2¢~?-, 

/I'?-~¢~/I' = 2(~?-~¢ + ¢~?-~), 

Tr(ABC) = Tr(BCA) = Tr(CAB), A, B, C arbitrary matrices, 

Tr 1 = 4, Tr/~ = 0, Tr(odd # of / matrices) = 0, 

Tr(/I'/v) = 491'v, Trbl"v,p,O") = 4 [91'v9pO" - 91'P9vO" + 91'0"9vpj , 

Tr(?-1?-2 ... ?-2n) = Tr(?-2n'" ?-2?-1) = al ·a2 Tr(?-3 ... ?-2n) 

- al 'a3 Tr(?-2?-4 ... ?-2n) + ... + al ·a2n Tr(?-2 ... ?-2n-Il , 

Tr,s = 0 , Tr,s/1' = 0 , Tr/s/I'/v = 0 , Tr,s/I"V,P = 0 , 

T - 4' - 4' I'VpO" r/s/I'/v/P/O" - - tfl'VPO" - tf , 

" 
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Tr'15'1P.'1v'1p'1u'1)("/T = -4i[gp.v€pU'\T - gP.p€VU'\T ' 

+ gvp€p.uM + gU'\€P.VPT - gUT€P.VP'\ + g'\T€P.VPU] ' 

{ 

1, for even per~utations of 0, 1, 2, 3; 
€p.vpu = -€p.vpu = -1, for odd permutations; 

0, otherwise; , , 
€p.vpu € = -24 €p.vpu € U = 6§uU p,vpcr, I.WP , 

v'p'er' , €p.vpu €p. = -det(gC'" ) , a=lI,p,u, 

flU/per fP.lv' p'u' = -det(gQa') , a = It, 1/, p, U , 

a' - II' p' a' - , , , 
cl = JL',v',p',a'. 

Summation of polarization states for real vector bosons: 

massless, 2:u €~(p, a)€v(p, a) = -gp.v 

massive, 2:u €~(p, a)€v(p, a) = -gp.v + ~; 
v 

A.4 Dirac Spinors 

Positiveenergyspinoru(p,s): (p-m)u(p,s) =0, u(p,s)(p-m) =0, 

with adjoint spinor: u(p,s) = ut(p,sho. 

Negative energy spinor v(p, s): (p+m)v(p, s) = 0, v(p, s)(p+m) = 0, 

with adjoint spinor: v (p, s) = v t (p, s hO . 

Helicity basis spinors u,\(p), with>' = ±1 are eigenstates of the 
helicity operator. -

Normalization: u,\(p)UU(p) = 2m5,\u 

v,\(p)vu(p) = -2m5,\u 

u,\(p)vu(p) = v,\(p)uu(p) = ° 
Projection operators: 2:u,\(p)u,\(p) = p + m 

,\ 

2: v,\ (p)v,\ (p) =, -m 
,\ 

", 

. 

. 
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Positive energy spinor with momentum 1,11 along the positive z-axis 

and with helicity A/2 is 

UA(p)=v'E+m(2AI;~ ), x+=G), x-=G)· 
E+m XA 

Antiparticle spinor: vA(p) = -A')"SU_A(p) 

Charge conjugation operator: C = i"/2')"0 = -C- I = -ct = _CT 

Charge conjugate state: t/Jc = C (i{1)T 
CuT(p,s) = ei8(p,·)v(p,s) , CvT(p,s) = ei8(p,·)u(p,s) 

A.5 Hermitian Conjugates of Matrix Elements 

Generally: 

Particular cases: i = ')"°1 t ')"0 = 1 

"il' = ')"0 ')"1' t ')"0 = ')"1' , 

fl!'2 ... ,1' = '1' '1'-1 ••• fl! , 
')"5 = ')"0 (')"5) t ')"0 = _,)"5 , ,,/1',,/5 = ,,/0 (')"5) t (')"1') t ,,/0 = ,,/1',,/5 • 

A.6 Fierz-Michael Reordering Transformation 

5 

UaAiU2UIAiU4 = L AijUIAjU2UaAjU4 , 

;=1 
where Ai = (1, ')"1"UI'II/V2,')"I'''/s, "/5) with ul'lI = ihl" "/11] , 

1 1 1 -1 1 

4 -2 0 -2 -4 
1 

Ai; =- 6 0 -2 0 6 
4 

-4 -2 0 -2 4 
1 -1 1 1 1 
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Under a Fierz transformation, a V -A interaction remains V -A: 

bQ(l - 'YS)]lp bQ(l- '"Is)],.., = - bQ(l - '"IS)]pp bQ(l - '"Is)L ... 

A.'I Feynman Rules for Tree Graphs 

External lines 

~P) 

Propagators 

Fermion 

Photon 

Massive 
Boson 

Gluon 

• 
p 
• • 

}L p- 11 
·0606600600. 

a b 

i 
., -m+if 

-i[gl"' + (e - 1 )ppp" /';1 
p2 + if 

-i [91"' + (e - l)ppp,,/(';-e.M2)] 
p2 -W +if 

-i6<16[gl"'+ (e _1)ppp,,/p2] 
p2 + if 

{

I, Feynman gauge 
e fixes the gauge: e = 0, Landau gauge 

00, Unitary gauge for massive bosons 

Scalar 
p 

---+----
i 

p2 - m2 + if 
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Vertices 

In the following, the Ta = lAa are color matrices (the generators of 
the SU(3) group): 

[T\ Tb] = ifabe Te, a, b, c = 1, 2, ... , S. 

The r be are the structure constants of SU(3). They are antisymmet
ric under the interchange of two indices: 

j~23· 1, h47=h46=hs7=fa4S=fs16=f637=l, f4SS=f678=Yj.. 

Photon-Fermion 

f 

f 

Weak Boson-Fermion 

f' 

f 

f 

f 

wP-

zP-

2 SMa,GF 
9 = V2 ' 

gt = !(T/)L - sin28w Q! , 

gsin8w = e, 



f 

u, c, t 

d, s, b 

Ve, l/p., V, 

-e ,jl , T 

Gluon-Quark 

q 

q 
Higgs-Fermion 

Gauge Boson Vertices 

w; 

Qf 

2 
3 
1 

-3 

0 

-1 

b 
p.,e 

(TflL 

1 
2 

1 -2 
1 
2 
1 

-2 

v).. 
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(Tf)R 

0 

0 

0 

. T C Ii--tgs ba"l 

_ tgmf 

2Mw 
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Gauge Boson-Higgs 

Gluon Triple Vertex 

ZI,b 

fL,a ~,C 

Z'XZ' 
w~ w; 
. 2 2(} S 

- Z9 COS w PV,AP 

- ieg COS (}wSI'V,).p 

forV=W 
forV=Z 

where p + q + T = 0 
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Gluon Quartic Vertex 

>..,c 

fL,a p,d 

. 2 [fabefCde ( ) -'9 9>.v9"p - 9>.p9"v 

+ rce J''de(9)',,9vp - 9>,p9"v) 

+ r de 
f

bce
(9).,,9vp - 9>,v9"p) 1 

Color sums in L: 1M 12 can be evaluated by using these identities: 

[Ta, Tb] = i r bc T C , {Ta, Tb} = ~oab + dabcTc , 

TaTb = !(ioab + dabcTc + irbcTC), TrTa = 0, TrTaTb = !oab, 

TrTa Tb T C = l[dabc + ifabc] TrTa Tb T a T C = _lObc 
4' 12 ' 

TijTkl = !Oi/Ojk - ~OijOkl' r bb = 0, rcd f bcd = Mab , 

fabe r de facg f bdg = 36, face faeg I'de f bdg = 72, 

The r bc are anti-symmetric under interchange of 2 indices; the 

dabe are symmetric. The non-vanishing dabe are 

dU8 = d228 = d338 = -d888 = Ja, 
d146 = dIS7 = d2S6 = d344 = d3SS = -d247 = -d366 = -d377 = !, 

d448 = dS58 = d668 = d778 = - 20· 
A conventional representation for the A" is 

[! 1 

~] [0 -i 0] [1 0 ~] , Al = 0 A2 = i 0 0 , A3 = 0-1 
0 000 o 0 

[~ 
0 

~] [0 0 -i] 
A6 = [~ 

0 n, A4 = 0 As=OOO, 0 
0 i 0 0 1 

A7 = [~ ~ -~] , A8=Ja[~ o 0] 1 0 . 
i 0 0-2 
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Color factors related to the following loops are 

c 

':00000 0 OOOOOOb 

d 

i 

~ 
j 

a 

~ 
k 

8 

= L faealbea == C2(G)Oab, 
c,d=l 

3 

= L (Ta)ij(Tb)ji = Tr(TaTb) == T(R)oab , 
i,;=l 

8 3 

= L L(Ta)ik(Tahi 
a=1 k=1 

8 

= L(TaTa)ii == C2(R)Oij, 
a=l 

where R denotes the fundamental representation and an additional 
sum over flavors in the fermion loop is understood. For G = SU(3)e 
and for a flavor SU(Nf) group, these color factors are 

Additional Feynman rules for ghost contributions (that cancel un

physical degrees of freedom in loop diagrams), other Higgs boson in

teractions, Majorana particle interactions, and supersymmetric par
ticle interactions can be found in other textbooks and literature. 

A.S Phase Space, Cross Sections, Decays 

Define: )..(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 - 2xy - 2xz - 2yz . 
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The cross section for a + b -+ n-final state particles can be ex
pressed as 

1 " "d3 

tf.q - ~ IMI2 54 ( - ~ ·)II-1!i.. 
- 2A~(8, m~, m:)(27T)3,,-4 ~ Pa+Pb t;:P, .=1 (2E);' 

8 = (Pa + Pb)2 and ma and mb are the masses of the initial particles. 
The decay of particle a into n particles can be expressed as 

dI' = 2Ea(2~)3" 4 L IM125
4 (pa - ~P.) fi (~;) .. 

To evaluate these expressions, one must first remove the constrained 
degrees of freedom by integrating over the delta functions. For ex
ample, for a 2-body final state, 

J d3b d3c A~(a2, b2, c2)dO' 
~(a - b - c) - - = , 

2110 2co 8a2 

where dO' is the c.m. solid angle. 

Occasionally the matrix element is such that one can make use of 
the so-called vector and tensor integrals 

J 4( ) d
3
p d

3
b 7T 1 ( 2 2 J (2 2 2 

5 M - P - b b/l 2po 2bo = 4M4 A' M, b , p ) M + b - P ) M/l 

and 

J54(M _ _ b) b d3p d3b = 7TA~ (U2, b2, p2) 
P P/l /I 2po 2bo 24M4 g/lll 

+ dt (~l.:s2, p2) [M2 (M2 + p2 + b2) _ 2(p2 _ b2)]M/lM/I. 

Multi-particle phase space can be reduced to products of 2 particle 
phase space. For example, a -+ b + i -+ b + c + d would yield 

54(a-b-c-d) d
3
b d

3
c d

3
d = 54(a-i-b) d~i d3

b 54(i-c-d) d
3
c d

3
d d(i2). 

2110 2co 2do 210 2110 2co 2do 
Subprocess differential cross sections can be expressed as 

dO- _ 1 ~IMI2 
dt - 167T A(S m 2 m 2 ) ~ , , a' b 

where ma and mb are the initial particle masses. 
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A.9 Heavy Quarkonium Matrix Elements 

Heavy quarkonium decay can be related to free QQ annihilation. We 

give the relations for S-wave quarkonia in the usual approximation 

of zero binding energy (2mQ = M). We denote the amplitude .II for 

free QQ annihilation to a given final state by 

.II = v(Q,8")OFU(Q,S) = Tr(OFUV) 

with Q-Q = (0,2p) and Q+Q = (2mQ,0). The amplitudes for spins 
8, 8" can be combined to represent 1S0 and 3S1 states of quarkonia. 
From the rest-frame spinors the appropriate combinations are 

(UV).s. = ~/(fi - mQ) , 

where E" is the polarization of a 3S1 state (E·Q = 0). The quarkonium 
amplitudes M are related to the free-quark Feynman amplitude .II by 

[(2l1r 3f2 (2M)-1/2] M = [(211")-3/2(2~Q)-1/2r J Jlp,p(p).II(p) 

where the factors in square brackets give the correct normalization for 

the Feynman rules; ,p(p) is the momentum-space wave function nor
malized by J d3pl,p(p)12 = 1. Neglecting the momentum-dependence 
of .II(p), the integral gives J J'"p(p) = (211")3/2~(0) where ~(O) is the 
coordinate-space wave function at the origin. Thus the quarkonium 
decay amplitudes become 

MeSo) = (2mQ)-1/2~s(O) Tr [Ons(fi - mQ)j , 

MeS1) = (2mQ)-1/2~s(O) Tr [OF/(fi - mQ)j . 

The S-wave bound state of two scalar constituents has amplitude 

M(S) = (mQ)-1~s(0)OF . 

Color factors remain to be included. Onium is a color singlet, with 
QQ wave function (rr+gD+bli)/va. Hence for example, onium->color 
singlet amplitudes must be multiplied by 3/va = va on the right

hand sides above. 

The same techniques can be applied to onium production. 
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Phase Space 

B.1 Two-Body Phase Space 

Consider a system X of two particles a and b, with four-momenta a" 

and b". Since a2 = a"aoc = m~, we can also use symbols a and b to 

denote the respective masses. Similarly, X" = aoc + boc and X denotes 
the momentum and invari~t mass of the pair. The energies ao and 

bo of the individual particles in their c.m. frame are 

The three-momenta it and b in the c.m. frame are oppositely directed 

but have the same magnitude p 

where 

>'(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 - 2xy - 2yz - 2xz • 

For particles a and b in an initial state before collision, the flux 

factor which appears in the denominator of the cross section formula 

can be expressed as an invariant quantity 

In scattering processes X2 is usually denoted by s. 

561 
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For particles a and b in a final state, we define the invariant dif

ferential phase space d2 (P S) as 

This reduces to a two-dimensional solid angle in the c.m. frame: 

The following integrals are useful: 

! d2(PS)a"'~ = ("-X2j24) ,d (1, a2jX2, b2jX2) {g"fi A (1, a2jX2, b2jX2) 

+ 2X"'XfijX2[1 + a2/X2 + b2jX2 _ 2( a2-b2)2jX4J}, 

! d2(PS)a'" = td~ (1, a2/X2, b2jX2) (1 + a2jX2 - b2jX2) X"'. 

For a decay X --+ ab, the rest-frame decay width involves a phase 

space integration of the transition probability 1.M12, 

We illustrate fermion pair ab production via a vector coupling V 

and an axial vector coupling A to a spin-l current. We assume a is 

a particle and b is an antiparticle. The transition amplitude is 

The vector n", depends on the nature of the parent Xj it could be a 

polarization or momentum vector. We sum 1.M12 over all final state 
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to obtain 
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L 1.M12 = n"npI"P 
spins 

n"npI"P = n"np Tr [,"(V + k)'5) (6 - bliP (V + A'5)(~ + a)] 

= n"np [4(V2+A2)(a"~ +b"aP -g"Pa.b) -4(V2-A2)abg"P]. 

The integration over the two-body phase space 

gives 

n"npT"P = n"np~"-X2.\~ (1, a2jX2, b2jX2)((V2+ A2) 

. {Z(-g"P + X"XPjX2) [1 + a2jX2 +b2jX2 - ~ (a2_b2)2 jX4
] 

- 3 (a2 _b2) 2 X" XPjX6} + 3 [V2(a - b)2 + A2 (a + b)2] g"PjX2) , 

and the decay width is 

This general formalism can be applied to special cases: 

i) Pion' and kaon decay (m -> eD, m = 11", K). 

X" is now the meson momentum m", and neutrino mass is ne

glected. The vector n" is the meson momentum n" = m", due to the 

scalar nature of pion and kaon. Also, we have V 2 = A2 = ~G}f2V2 
with V = cos Bc (or sin Bc) for pion (or kaon). The term proportional 
to the projection (-g"P + X" xP j X2) does not contribute. We obtain 

ii) Charged weak boson W-decay (W -> ff'; ff' = eD, ud, etc.). 
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In the standard model, the couplings are A2 = V2 =GFW2IVI2 /../2, 
with V the mixing matrix element between families. The vector n 

is the polarization of the W boson with the properties n 2 = -1 and 

n"X" = O. We obtain 

r(w ---> ff') = (GFW31V12/6../211")'\~ (1, f2/W2, f'2/W2) 

. [1 - !J2/W2 - tf'2/W2 - Hf2 - f'2)2 /W4]. 

iii) Neutral weak boson Z-decay (Z ---> ff, f = I., 1/, u, d, etc.). 

The calculation is similar to that of W -decay. The standard model 

couplings are 

V2 = (GFZ2 /(2../2)) (1 - 41efl sin28w)2 , 

A2 = GFZ2/(2../2) . 

Using the previous equations, we obtain 

r(z ---> f1') = (GFZ3 /24v211") (1- 4f2 /Z2) ~ 

. [1 - 4f2/Z2 + (1 - 41efl sin28w)2 (1 + 2f2 /Z2)]. 

If the produced fermions are quarks in Wand Z decays, a factor of 

3 should be included in the r(W ---> f f') and r(Z ---> f f') equations 

for summing over all colored channels. 

B.2 Three-Body Phase Space 

We study a system Y of three particles a, band c in the final state. 
The three-body phase space is 

It can be reduced by pairing two particles together, say a and b, as a 

subsystem X. The choice of pairing depends on convenience and the 
'j 
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physics. The previous equation becomes 

d3(PS Y --> abc) = (d3Cj2cO) d2 (PS X --> ab, Xa = Ya - ca) 

The momentum cin the c.m. frame of abc reaches its maximum mag

nitude when the recoiling pair ab have the lowest invariant mass a+ b, 
so 

We can write this as a chain of two-body phase spaces, 

The chain is allowed for the following range of X 

a+b:$X:$Y-c. 

For the decay process Y --> abc, the decay width is 

1 1 d3t 
dr(y --> abc) = 2Y -( )5 IMI2 - d2(PS X --> ab) . 

211" 2co 

We give examples of these reduction methods below. 

B.2.1 71"- -+ eV7I"°. 

As the eli pair is coupled to a spin-l current, the amplitude is given 
by the identification a = e, b = IJ, C = 11"0 and Y = 11"-. From the 
eve hypothesis, the vector na is the sum of 11"0 and 11"- momenta. 

We have 

na = (P .. o + p .. -)a , 

We then have 

1 1 a(J ~t 
dr(Y --> abc) = Y -( )5 nan(J T -, 

2 211" 2co 

with 

Here we have assumed zero masses for particles a and b, and summed 
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the helicities in the final state. Then 

E"o dI' /tfp"o = (X2 /1927r4m,,- )(V2 + A2) 

X { -(P .. o + p,,_)2 + [(P .. o + P .. _ )(p"o - p,,_ )J2 / X2} 

= (G~cos28c/967r4m,,-)>'(m;_, X 2
, m;o) 

= (G~cos28cm"_/247r4)Ip,,oI2. 

Hence the integrated width is approximately 

(m!_ -m!o)/2m; 

J lP.ro 14 dlP"o 1 
o 

B.2.2 II -+ evpv •• 

-The amplitude for this process is 

After a Fierz transformation, it can be rewritten 

This can be identified with the amplitude in B.1 with the following 
substitutions: 

b = p. , c = e, y =p, 

The calculation follows the same route as above except that n",np is 
more complicated 

Here S and 8 are spin 4 vectors of muon and electron, respectively. 
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From the Dirac matrix properties, 

n"np = ~ Tr[(p - p,$)'Y,,(f - elhf3(l- 'Y5)J 

= 2 [(p,,, - p,S,,)(ef3 - eS(3) + (p,f3 - p,S(3)(e" - es,,) 

- 9"f3(P,",! - p,S",!)(e"'! - es"'!) - if"f3"'!6(p,"'! - p,S"'!)(e6 - es6)J. 
Following the previous example, we construct 

n"nf3T"f3 = (47rG}j3) [2(p,,, - p,S,,)· (p," - e")(p,f3 - e(3 ). (ef3 - esp) 

+ (p,",! - p,S"'!) . (e"'! - es"'!)· (p,,, - e,,) . (p," - e")J. 

Summing over the electron helicities, we obtain the decay width in 

the muon rest frame: 

ar = (G}j487r4)(d3ej2eO) [3(p,2 + e2)eo - 4p,e~ - 2p,e2 

+ S· e(p,2 + 3e2 - 4p,eo)J. 

The allowed region of lei is given by lei ~ Hp,2 - e2)j p,. After some 

analytic integration, the total decay width is 

There is an alternative method to handle the three-body phase 

space integration. In the c.m. frame, the momenta of particles a, b 
and c in the final configuration lie on a plane. The integration of the 

orientation of this plane can be easily carried out, if the production 

rate depends only on the invariant dot products of momenta of a, b 
and c. For example, this happens when we study the unpolarized 

initial state and sum over final spins. Define scaling variables in the 

c.m. frame of Y, 

P,a = a 2 jy2 , 

Xa = 2aojY, (similarly for b and c) 

Xa + Xb + Xc = 2 , 

_ we can express the production rate IMI2 as a function of Xi because 
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of the relation 

and similar relations from permutations of G, b and c. For three-body 
phase space, the spatial delta function is removed by integrating over 
d3c, and we write 

where lJab is the angle between it and b. Differentiating the equation 

we find 

and integrate over dco to remove the delta function, 

The formula for the decay width becomes 

Kinematics constrains the domain of Xa and Xb to be 

! 1 

2/LJ :5 Xa :5 1 + /La - /Lb - /Lc - 2(/Lb/Lc)' 

Xb ~ Hl- Xa + /La)-l [(2 - xa)(l + /La + /Lb - /Lc - Xa) 

± (x! - 4/La) ~ A~ (1 + /La - Xa, /Lb, /Lc)] • 

These expressions simplify for the following special cases: 
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i) ILa f. 0, ILb = ILc = o. The domain of Xa and Xb is 

! 
2ILJ :<::; Xa :<::; 1 + ILa , 

Xb~ i [(2 - xa) ± (x! - 4ILa)~] 

ii) ILa = ILb = ILc = o. The allowed domain becomes 

We illustrate this method by the process W -t Hlp. H is the 

Higgs boson in the standard model. The amplitude is 

Summing over all spin states, the transition probability becomes 

"IMI2 = 4G~W6(W"WP /W2 - g"P) . 8· (l"vp + lpv" - g"pl. v) . 

L.J [(W _ H)2 _ W2j2 

In terms of scaling variables x H, Xl. Xo and IL H defined as above, 

The spin-averaged decay rate is 

df G~W5 1 + ILH - XH + xl(2 - XH - xe) 

dXHdxl 4811"3 (XH - ILH)2 

with XH, Xl in the kinematic ranges, 

! 
2ILk :<::; XH :<::; 1 + ILH , 

xl~i [(2-XH)±(xk-4ILH)~] 

The integration over Xl can be easily carried out. We have 

df G~W5 (xk - 41LH)~(12 + 8ILH - 12xH + xk) 

dXH = 28811"3 (XH - ILH)2 
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B.3 Multiparticle Phase Space 

Consider a system Z with particles of momenta PI, P2, ... , Pn in the 
final state, with the invariant phase space 

" d3 -
d,,(PS Z ---> PIP2·· .p,,) = 84 (pz - PI - P2 - ... - Pn) II 2;~ . 

i=l 1. 

To reduce it, we partition the final particles into two subsystems X 

and Y as follows: 

Z ---> X(PIP2··· Pj) + Y(Pj+1··· Pn) . 

The choice of the partition depends on convenience and interest. 

dn(PS Z ---> PIP2··· Pn) = d2(PS Z ---> XY)dm3c dm} 

. dj(PS X ---> PIP2··· Pj) . dn_j(PS Y ---> Pj+1 ... Pn) . 

The ranges of the invariant mass mx and my are 

j n 

Lm;::; mx, 
i=l 

L m;::; my, 
;=j+1 

mx+my::;mz· 

In the special case Y is a single particle Pn, the two previous equations 
are replaced by 

d,,(PS Z ---> PIP2··· Pn) =d2(PS Z ---> XY)dm3c 

·dn-I(PS X ---> Pl··· Pn-Il 

ml + m2 + ... + m,,-l ::; mX ::; mZ - mn . 

The subsystem X and Y can be further reduced recursively until we 

obtain a chain of products of two-body phase spaces. 
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Helicity Projection Techniques 

C.I Helicity Basis 

The tree-level squared matrix element for a heavy-lepton production 
and decay sequence 

ab -+ LXI, . .. , Xn. , L ---> VLYIY2 , 

where Xi and Yi denote additional particles, can be evaluated directly 
by gamma-matrix reduction routines. However this can lead to enor

mously complicated algebraic expressions that are very hard to sim

plify; great simplification can be achieved if we factor the amplitude 
into L-production and L-decay parts. 

First let us decompose the amplitude .III for the complete process 

into factors describing L production, L decay as follows 

.111= L A,,(ab ---> LXI, ... ,xn)B,,(L ---> VLYIY2)/D, 

" 
where D = (L2 - mi + imLrL) is a propagator denominator, and 

we keep track explicitly of the helicity >. = ±! of the intermediate 
heavy lepton L. This decomposition applies quite generally to any 

production and decay of L. We consistently use particle labels to 

denote their four-momenta. The squared matrix element, averaged 

571 
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over initial and su=ed over final spins and colors, then takes the 

form 

IMI2 = ~i LLLA'\B'\A~B~/IDI2 
2r 6 A,l' 

= ~. L (LA'\A~) (LB'\B~) /IDI2. 
')..,p. 1(' 6 

Here Ni is the number of initial spin/color states being averaged, 

while symbols 7r and 8 denote the spin/color states of the external 

particles in the production and decay processes, respectively. The 

cross section is normalized as 

The individual terms ~ A,\A~ and E B,\B~ are algebraically much 
.. 6 

less complicated than the complete amplitude squared; they are some-

what like the squared matrix elements for production and decay sep
arately (actually they are proportional to elements of the density 

matrix for L production and decay). They can be calculated using 

the helicity spinors 

( 

cos ~/J ) 
( ) (E )-1/2( ) exp[i4>J sin ~O 

u p, + = + m '1 . P + m 0 ' 

o 

cos 1/J 
( 

-exp[i4>J sin ~/J) 

u(p,-) = (E+m)-1/2b·p+m) ~2 , 
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labelled ± for helicity ±!, with the outer products 

u(p, ±)u(p, ±) = Hp· 'Y + m)(l ± 'Y5'Y· 8) , 

u(p, +)u(p, -) = k exp (i¢)(p· 'Y + mb5'Y· C , 

u(p,-)u(p,+) = k exp(-i¢)(p·'Y+mb5'Y· C *. 

(For the corresponding antiparticle vv-spinor outer products, put 

m -+ -m in the above equations.) Here 8 is the covariant spin 
vector 

81' = (Iil/m, Ep/(mlil)) 

and C is defined as 

CI'= (0, cosOcos¢-isin¢, cosOsin¢+icos¢, -sinO), 

where the polar angle 0 and azimuthal angle ¢ define the direction of 
p. The four vectors p, 8, C, C' obey orthogonality relations 

p·8 = p. C = p. C· = 8· C = 8· C· = o. 

The su=ations over>. and J1. in the expression for 1M 12 take particu
larly simple forms in a number of cases, thanks to algebraic identities. 

Our discussion of production/decay helicity correlations applies 
formally to any spin-! fermion L but is physically relevant only when 

L has no strong interactions: e.g. L is a lepton or wino of super

symmetry and VL is a neutrino or zino or photino. For strongly 
interacting fermions such as quarks or gluinos, there is an additional 
hadronization process between pro.-luction and decay. Although the 
eventual heavy hadron decay may sometimes be approximated by a 

heavy quark or gluino decay process, the hadronization inevitably 

introduces some depolarization (for spinless hadrons the depolariza
tion is complete) which has to be specified and is not included in our 

treatment. 
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We describe below the treatment of V ±A interactions. The tech

niques can be extended to general V and A interactions, too; see 

Phys. Rev. D35, 166 (1987). 

C.2 V ±A Interactions 

IT V -A coupling is assumed for both production and decay, there are 

effectively additional projection operators H1 - '"15) on the left and 

H1 +'"(5) on the right in the expressions for the spinor outer products 
uu. This greatly simplifies the algebra and the spinor outer products 

can be represented by the substitutions 

u(p, ±)u(p, ±) --+ Hp . '"I 'f mS . '"I) , 

u(p,+)u(p,-) --+ -!m exp(i4»C·'"I, 

u(p, -)u(p,+) --+ -!m exp(-i4» C*· '"I. 

Since the spinor outer products are effectively of the form u(j.L )u(,\) 
= '"I.VI'A where VI'A = Hp'fmS), -!mC exp(i4» or -!mC* exp( -i4» 
as determined by the above equations, it follows that the expressions 

for E AAA~ are all of the scalar product form X . VI'A where X is 
,,-

some 4-vector: 

.. 

.. 
L A+A~ = -! X . C*mL exp( -i4» . .. 

Here we explicitly specialize to L production, p -> L, m -> mL; S, 

C, C* are defined by the L kinematics. Similarly, the decay sums 

E BAB~ are all described by the scalar products of a common 4-
6 
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vector Y and the same vectors V>.I' (note that A, p, are reversed here): 

LB±B±= !Y.(L'FmLS) , 
6 

L B+B~ = -!y. CmL exp(i¢) , 
6 

L B_B~ = -!y. C*mL exp(-i¢) . 
6 

The relevant vectors X, Y can be determined by evaluating particu
lar cases. For example, they appear separately in the spin-averaged 
production and decay of L: 

1M (production) 12 = ~. L A>.A~ = N j-
1 X . L , 

" 71','\ 

IM(decay)12 = L B>.Bi. ~ y. L, 
6,>' 

(note that the decay amplitude squared is not spin/color averaged in 
this definition). To extract X and Y from these simpler calculations, 
it is imperative to keep track throughout of the momentum vector L 

arising from the u(L)u(L) outer product and not to re-express it as 
a linear combination of other momenta. 

Using the identity 

2(X· S)(Y . S) + (X . C)(Y . c*) + (X· C*)(Y . C) 

= 2(X. L)(Y . L)/mi -2(X· Y) , 

the summation over A and p, in the expression for IMI2 can now be 

performed: 

= Nj-
1 [(X. L)(Y. L) - !mi(X. Y)) /IDI2 . 

This complete result can thus be inferred directly from the easy
to-compute spin-averaged production and decay amplitudes squared, 

IM(production)12 and IM(decay)12. 
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Had we calculated the spin-averaged production of L multipled by 

the spin-averaged (i.e. unpolarized) decay of L, we would have found 
IMI2 = tN;-l(X. L)(Y. L)/IDI2 instead. This gives the correct total 
cross section, since the decay width of L is independent of helicity, 

but not the correct details since it omits the effects of L polarization 

on the decay distributions. 

Similar results follow with V + A couplingsj in this case S, C 

and C' appear with extra negative signs in the expressions for the 
spinor outer products. When both production and decay couplings 
are V + A, these negative signs occur squared in the result for 1M 12 

and the result is unchanged. When one coupling is V + A and one is 
V - A, the bilinear S, C, C' terms in the result for IMI2 change sign 
and the result becomes instead 

Our discussion has referred to the production and decay of a par
ticle, requiring positive-energy spinors u, u. To describe antiparticles 

instead we use negative-energy spinors v, iij the mL terms in the 

spinor outer products and the expressions for E AA' and EBB' 
then change sign but the final results are unchanged. These tech

niques can be applied successively to add in the sequential decay 
correlations of a number of particles, provided their production and 

decay couplings are always V ±A. 

c.s Application: L Production via du -+ W- -+ LvI, with 

L -+vI,ev. 

For a simple example, consider L production by the lowest order pro

cess du -+ LVL followed by L -+ IILev. decay, with V - A couplings 

throughout. There are N; = 36 initial spin/color states to aver
age over. The squared matrix elements for the spin/color-averaged 

production and decay of L corresponding to the expressions for 
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1.M(production)J2 and 1.M(decay)12 are then 

lr,>. 

LB>.B~ = 128G~M~(e·//L)(Ve·L)/[(s'-M~)2+r&M~l, 
6,>' 

where s = (d + iL)2 and s' = (e + ve)2. We can immediately identify 

Xa = {384 G~ M~(d. VL)/[(S - M~)2 + r&M~ 1 }iLa = Fila, 

Ya = {128 G~ M~(e '//L)/[(S' -M~ )2+r& M~ l}(Ve)a = G(ve)a, 

and hence construct the spin/color averaged matrix element for the 
complete process 

It is straightforward to continue this analysis to include the decays 
of //L and VL, too, assuming they are massive. 
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wino 20,518 

Yang's theorem 371 
Yang-Mills fields 37 
yo-yo modes 183 
Yukawa couplings 44, 52, 53, 436, 

458,507 

Z-bosons 3,41,44 
additional Z' 510, 539 
couplings 38, 43, 64, 554-556 
decay 242,379,471 
effective Z approximation 275 
from H decay 436, 448 
fusion 356, 445 
mass 47,51 
production 114, 128,251,268, 

436 
resonance 114, 124, 126, 338, 

447,485 
width 245, 471, 485, 496 

zino 20,518 
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